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Editor’s Preface

The last, double number 3–4 of The New Educational Review in 2007 is the 
thirteen issue of our journal since the start of its foundation in 2003�� This number 
finishes the fourth year of our functioning in the pedagogical space of Middle 
Europe�� In this issue there are mainly papers from three countries: the Slovak 
Republic, the Czech Republic and Poland�� As it is open for presentation of scientific 
papers from all over the world, articles by researchers from the Republic of South 
Africa and Norway are published�� 

In the materials published in this issue one can find the contributions prepared 
by Slovak scientists, especially from the Pedagogical Faculty of Matej Bel University 
in Banská Bystrica�� In September 2007 this university celebrated the 15th anniver-
sary of its foundation�� Even though Matej Bel University (MBU) is relatively young, 
the Pedagogical Faculty (PF) with its more than 50 years of tradition is one of its 
pillars�� At present more than 3000 students study at the PF of MBU both full-time 
and part-time�� They are educated at 12 departments, where the biggest number of 
students have enrolled in the study programmes of the teaching of academic and 
educational subjects, but also in pre-school and elementary pedagogy and psychol-
ogy�� The PF provides education particularly to future pedagogues, however, 
practice requires the education of experts also in other related study branches, and 
therefore they prepare experts also in the area of social work and evangelical 
theology and mission�� Part of the study is also a post-graduate study programme, 
in which the PF of MBU established a Centre for PhD students for its participants; 
information about this Centre can be found in the “Chronicle”�� 

The contributions published by the scientists from MBU present some results 
from the research conducted by teams in the framework of different national grants 
and by individual researchers�� 

In the present issue the editorial board have proposed the following subject 
sessions: Social Pedagogy, Health Education, Special Pedagogy, Pedeutology, 

Stanisław Juszczyk
Editor in Chief
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Technology of Education, Educational Management, Psychology of Gender, Crea-
tivity and Values, and Chronicle��

In the first subject session there are papers connected with the subject of “Social 
Pedagogy”�� Peter Jusko pays special attention to the problem of youth unemploy-
ment�� There is a wide range of social and pedagogical interventions into this 
multidisciplinary phenomenon including preventive counselling, coordination of 
the school system and the labour market, and criticism and innovation of social 
changes that would bring help to unemployed youth�� Gaudenz B�� Assenza and 
Dora Assenza present their view on the influence of violent acts and behaviour 
presented by television on the increase or real-life violence, mainly among children 
and youth�� Ewa Jarosz writes on the problems of family violence in the local com-
munity�� The author suggests four basic aims of research: establishing the picture 
of the problem of family violence, working out the context of its incidence, recog-
nizing and monitoring the possibility to reduce it in a local environment and the 
assessment of the effectiveness of applied solutions, programmes and means�� 
Jolanta Maćkowiak describes the problem of child abuse in the family, which is 
manifested by physical and psychic violence�� What results from her empirical 
research is a strong relationship between aggression, using dependence agents 
(alcohol, narcotics, cigarettes, steroids and drugs) and escapes from home�� Anna 
Hudecová clarifies bullying as a socio-pathological phenomenon focusing on the 
secondary prevention through an intervention programme�� Soňia Kariková focuses 
on a specific type of violence, which is called mobbing (violence among employees), 
in educational environments, describing a form of prevention in the shape of 
education of teachers by the use of socio-psychological trainings��

The subject session entitled “Health Education” contains an article by Joanna 
Bulska, who characterizes an important and vital role of the teacher in a school 
where the fundamental law of every child is health education�� The author has paid 
special attention to a holistic approach to health and a conception of versatile 
health education recommended by WHO, UNESCO and UNICEF��

 The subject session entitled “Special Pedagogy” contains a paper by Marcin 
Wlazło, who indicates that teaching reading and bibliotherapy is a useful method 
for education and rehabilitating children and youth with a mental disability�� They 
are a coherent way for developing children’s speech, language, memory, imagina-
tion, creative thinking, and emotional maturity�� 

In the subject session “Pedeutology” Beata Dyrda and Irena Przybylska present 
the new dimensions of the teacher’s roles, they consider the nature of the relation 
between personal and professional competences and how they contribute to effec-
tive teaching as well as participation in professional learning communities�� Jan 
Lašek and Šárka Wiesenbergová concentrate on future teachers’ attitudes toward 
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their profession and publish the results of their empirical studies made on a sam-
ple of university students of teacher training��

In the subject session “Technology of Education” Harald Nilsen and Henning 
Bueie focus on the study of information and communication technologies as a tool 
for learning in a holistic perspective�� They present students’ actual use of a personal 
computer in a lower secondary school in Norway related to the atmosphere in the 
classroom, to social relations, to the teacher’s role, to work processes and to the 
conception of learning and learning outcomes�� Pierre du Plessis and Tom Bisschoff 
discuss the problem of diversity and complexity in the classroom, showing racial 
and cultural diversity�� In their opinion individual teachers in individual classrooms 
play an important role in providing equity of opportunity to learn and in amelio-
rating racism�� In his contribution Pavol Odaloš wants to find out and to compare 
the orthographic quality of Romany and non-Romany pupils in the second, third 
and fourth year of elementary schools by means of the evaluation of identical texts 
of dictations and using a comparative analytic-synthetic method�� Mária Kouteková 
explains the mission of Salesian centres in the leisure education of children and 
youth in their free time�� Alžbeta Brozmanová and her co-workers present research 
findings in the field of motivation for the study of social work at the Pedagogical 
Faculty of Matej Bel University from graduates’ perspective as an output of 
a partial task within the faculty project�� 

The subject session “Educational Management” contains a contribution by Julius 
Sekera, who describes a project of research into pedagogical staffs in educational 
institutes within the Czech Republic planned for three years, i��e�� 2006–2008��

The last subject session contains contributions from the psychology of gender, 
creativity and values�� Lucia Pašková deals with gender differences in achievement 
motivation of university students as well as search for specific aspects of personal-
ity that participate in achievement motivation�� Beata Žitniaková-Gurgová focuses 
on the investigation into the influence of gender on students’ achievement motiva-
tion, taking into account achievement motive, anxiety hindering achievement and 
anxiety supporting achievement�� Vladimir Salbot presents thoughts about the 
nature of creativity and basic methodological approaches to its study in the world�� 
Marta Valihorová shows a definition of the terms value, value system and value 
preferences of high school students�� 

In the issue “Chronicle” one can find a conversation of Harald Nilsen with the 
writer, pedagogue and thinker Inge Eidsvåg on the subject of his new book entitled: 
“The Student, the Teacher and the School: Challenges in the 21st Century”�� Jolana 
Hroncová analyses the contribution of Professor Ondrej Baláž, honorary editor of 
The New Educational Review, to the establishment and development of social 
pedagogy in Slovakia�� The issue finishes with information on the international 
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scientific conference on “Educational Centre for Doctorate Students” at the Peda-
gogical Faculty of Matej Bel University�� 

We hope that this edition, like the previous ones, will encourage new readers 
not only from the Middle European countries to participate in an open interna-
tional discussion�� On behalf of the Editors’ Board I would like to invite repre-
sentatives of different pedagogical sub-disciplines and related sciences to publish 
their texts in The New Educational Review, which in September 2007 was placed 
by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education in Poland on the parametrical 
list of scientific journals in the range of humanistic as well as social sciences and 
obtained maximal number of 6 points�� 



Social 
Pedagogy





The Importance of Social Pedagogy in Solving Youth 
Unemployment 

Abstract

Youth is one of the riskiest groups at the labour market�� Social pedagogy offers 
historical experience, a theoretical background as well as professional approach to 
solving youth unemployment�� There is a wide range of social and pedagogical 
interventions into this multidisciplinary problem including preventive counseling, 
coordination of the school system and the labour market, and criticism and inno-
vation of social changes that would bring help to unemployed youth��

Key words: social pedagogy, youth, unemployment, employment policy, social work, 
professionalization, subculture, preventive counseling, school system, labour market

Introduction

Youth unemployment as a multidisciplinary phenomenon is nowadays the 
subject of attention of several scientific as well as practical disciplines�� Social 
pedagogy, social work and andragogy offer the connection of theoretical and 
empirical reflections of this problem with the possibilities of practical interventions 
into its solving�� 

Employment policy, which is one of the most important areas of social policy 
as well as part of economic policy, presents a legislative, institutional and organi-
zational framework for the problem of unemployment�� We can define employment 
policy as a set of measures and tools that cooperate in creating conditions for 
dynamic equilibrium at the labour market and effective use of power�� Nowadays 
employment policy is irreplaceable in all developed countries�� Intentional orienta-
tion of employment policy includes mainly the development of infrastructure at 

Peter Jusko
Slovak Republic
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the labour market, the creation of new job opportunities, increasing the adaptabil-
ity of the labour force and providing adequate life conditions for people who have 
become unemployed by means of public employment services�� 

Employment policy has undergone different phases in its development�� At first 
(in the first half of the 20th century) passive employment policy was being devel-
oped mainly through providing different forms of support and unemployment 
benefits�� After WWII passive policy changed into active policy mainly by means 
of measures strengthening the cultivation of human potential at the labour market�� 
At the turn of the centuries (20th/21st) there was in Slovakia, as well as in other 
reforming countries, a period of the origination of the labour market that brought 
a constitution of a new employment policy�� Through its accession into the EU (May 
1st, 2004), Slovakia became part of the European economic area, which suggests 
the permanent objective optimization of public employment services��

Our paper deals with selected social and pedagogical aspects of youth unem-
ployment in the context of the employment policy in the Slovak Republic��

1. History of social pedagogy and the problem of youth 
unemployment

Social pedagogy came to existence in the second half of the 19th century with 
the main aim to contribute to the solution of social and educational problems 
accompanying the social and economic development of society�� One of these 
problems was youth unemployment�� According to Schilling (1999, p�� 53), social 
pedagogy has its roots in practical youth care�� This could be seen in several practi-
cal social and educational activities with youth in the 19th century in the area of 
current day Germany, Switzerland, England, etc�� Social pedagogy developed in 
theoretical, practical and empirical directions��

The practical direction of social pedagogy (In: Hroncová-Emmerová, 2004, 
p�� 25) was seen in its reaction to the social and political situation in Germany at 
the end of the 19th century when social pedagogy was supposed to help in the fight 
against “social danger” that included youth unemployment��

The theoretical direction of social pedagogy was at the beginning mainly 
developed by German representatives of social pedagogy�� One of its main repre-
sentatives was P�� Natorp (In: Hroncová-Emmerová, 2004, p�� 28), who points to the 
fact that social pedagogy at the time of its origin was supposed to contribute to the 
decrease of social tension in society at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries��

The empirical direction of social pedagogy confirmed the oneness of man and 
nature by means of the scientific and research activities of its representatives (e��g�� 
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P�� Bergemann) who dealt with the impact of social conditions (e��g�� family, work, 
school, etc��) on the education of young people�� 

Social pedagogy in Slovakia was developing under the influence of foreign 
practical experience, theoretical conceptions and empirical research�� Its pioneers 
before 1989 were J�� Čečetka, A�� Jurovský, as well as the most important repre-
sentative of social pedagogy in Slovakia, O�� Baláž�� O�� Baláž (In: Hroncová-Staňová 
et al��, 2007, p�� 56) emphasized the research into bond of social environment and 
education in several areas; one of them was the problem of work��

After 1989 social pedagogy experienced a renaissance in Slovakia in new 
democratic conditions, mainly under the influence of the transformation of our 
society in the 1990s that placed emphasis on several social problems; youth unem-
ployment ranked among the first of these��

2. The problem of youth unemployment within the context 
of characteristic features and the subject of social pedagogy

In our efforts to define social pedagogy unambiguously we face the barrier of 
the ambiguous interpretation of social and educational reality conditioned by 
several factors�� By means of abstraction of the problem of unemployment we can 
choose some of the characteristics of social pedagogy, which include implications 
of interventions into this social and educational problem��

According to Marburger (1979), social pedagogy is a theory of help in the 
socialization of existing social problems�� Its aim is a change of an individual, 
broadening of their cognitive, emotional, and psychometric competence as well as 
the elimination of reasons causing these conflicts��

Offensive social pedagogy is also important in solving the problem of unem-
ployment (Bakošová, 2006, p�� 26)�� It is a theory of help in dealing with conflicts 
arising in the process of socialization�� It is the third educational institution estab-
lished for lifelong learning for all age groups�� Its aim is the change of the individual 
in favour of their personal competence that is guaranteed by the constitution and 
other legal measures�� The core of social pedagogy as the third educational institu-
tion is social help to the youth��

In determining the subject of social pedagogy we can emphasize several 
approaches (e��g�� Ondrejkovič, 2000; Hroncová-Emmerová, 2004; Bakošová, 2006) 
that can serve as a background to the solution of youth unemployment and that 
perceive social pedagogy as a social answer to the needs of an industrial and 
postindustrial society with the aim of intervening into the process of socialization, 
especially of the young generation (Ondrejkovič-Poliaková, 1999, p�� 36)�� Interven-
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tions into the process of socialization from the perspective of social pedagogy, thus, 
not only encompass narrowly defined intentional educational activity; they also 
include an intervention into the social problems of a young person, including social 
and pathological phenomena��

Bakošová (In: Hroncová-Emmerová, 2004, pp�� 41–42) suggested the possibility 
of including the problem of youth unemployment into the subject of social peda-
gogy�� She perceives social pedagogy as social help that also includes the problem 
of social and pathological phenomena, the Romany issue, problems of socially and 
morally disturbed children and youth as well as other problems, among which we 
could name youth unemployment�� In connection with this we must also emphasize 
the preventive dimension of social pedagogy, e��g�� in relation to prevention of 
youth unemployment by means of relevant social and educational activities��

3. Professional competences of social pedagogues and 
the problem of youth unemployment

Several authors (e��g�� Kraus, Bakošová, Hroncová, Emmerová, Határ) deal with 
the problem of the profession of a social pedagogue�� In his professional model of 
a social pedagogue Kraus (2000) states that professional competences of a social 
pedagogue include certain equipment of knowledge, certain range of practical 
social competences and certain professionally ethical identity�� The problem in 
defining professional competences of a social pedagogue is most of all a wide range 
of their practical use�� In the area of youth unemployment the most applicable 
knowledge is the information from social pedagogy, social work, law and manage-
ment�� As for the social skills needed in work with unemployed youth, a social 
pedagogue can use communicational skills, social diagnosing, experience with 
social documentation or methods of social and pedagogical prevention��

In his effort to classify the key professional competences of a social pedagogue 
working with children and youth, Határ (2007, p�� 36) lists 12 competences�� Those 
that can be used in solving youth unemployment are counseling competence, 
diagnostic competence, reeducation competence, resocializing competence, com-
petence of social and educational prevention and intervention and communica-
tional competence�� The use of the stated competences in praxis depends on the 
kind of the social problem (in our case the problem of unemployment), on the age 
of clients (in our case 16–25 years old), on the institution where the pedagogue 
works (e��g�� office of labour, social affairs and family), on the specialization of the 
social pedagogue, on material provision, etc�� A social pedagogue should act as 
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a professional that facilitates the life of a young person and moderates social 
contrasts between him/her and the society to which the client belongs��

Emmerová (In: Hroncová-Emmerová, 2004) also deals with work opportunities 
of a social pedagogue�� She states that the graduates of the study programme of 
social pedagogy gain professional and pedagogical competence in the field of 
providing social and pedagogical services also at offices of work, social affairs and 
family where they work with unemployed citizens��

The professionalization of social pedagogy in the Slovak Republic requires its 
legislative and institutional establishment most of all�� We believe that one of the 
areas in which a social pedagogue as a professional can apply his/her professional 
competences is the field of social and educational work with young unemployed�� 
Social pedagogy, social work and andragogy constitute specific scientific and 
professional potential for the reduction of social risks connected with solving (or 
unsolving) this social and pedagogical problem��

4. Subculture of unemployed youth as a subject of attention 
of social pedagogy

One of the social and pedagogical aspects of the problem of youth unemploy-
ment is a specific subculture created by part of this youth�� Creating specific sub-
cultures is one of the typical signs of constituting the social awareness of youth�� 
For unemployed youth these cultural entities become their tool for creating their 
subjectively acceptable social and cultural space�� The tendency to create specific 
subcultures of unemployed youth is determined by the changes in lifestyle that are 
related to their transfer from school to the labour market��

The risk factor of creating subcultures of unemployed youth is the potential 
origin of pathological social adaptation as a result of blocked aspirations related to 
their professional and social opportunities�� Thus, the subculture of unemployed 
youth can obtain the character of a conflicting, resigning or even criminal subcul-
ture�� Thus, the subcultures of unemployed youth oscillate between engaged social 
and political movements on the one hand and socially marginalized and anti-social 
groups on the other hand��

Macháček (1998) states that among long-term unemployed young people one 
of the groups that was identified was the group of supporters of the subculture of 
unemployment�� It is interesting that these young people view work as an obstacle 
to their newly discovered way of life�� This is an expression of the regressively 
alternative individualization of youth, which achieves a stable position by creating 
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a compact community�� Social pedagogues as workers of offices of labour, social 
affairs and family are then limited in their efforts of arranging work and increasing 
employment of the members of this subculture��

The existence of the subculture of unemployment as well as other subcultures is 
important from the theoretical and applicable point of view�� According to 
Ondrejkovič (1998, p�� 214), a thorough knowledge of the youth subculture creates 
an opportunity for the qualified impact on the process of including youth into 
society and the process of socialization�� This can be reflected in the implementation 
of specific social and educational activities�� Social pedagogy, sociology, social work 
and andragogy can contribute to a deeper analysis of the culture of the whole 
society by knowing the youth subculture��

A typical feature of the unemployed subculture youth is its inner inconsistency�� 
This causes the existence of several different subcultures of unemployed youth in 
social and educational praxis�� For example, we observe fans of leisure time activi-
ties who spend their free time after finishing school and before finding a job doing 
fun activities�� Other subcultures are, for example, people oriented towards house-
hold or children (Macháček, 1998, p�� 12), people actively searching for a job, 
pseudo-employed people as well as isolated and humiliated people��

5. Possibilities of social pedagogy in solving youth 
unemployment

Young unemployed people present one of the riskiest groups at the labour 
market in the Slovak Republic�� The socially declassing consequences of unemploy-
ment that a young person who has not found his/her first regularly paid job yet 
must face are one of the greatest professional challenges that social and pedagogi-
cal sciences deal with�� Table 1 shows the structure of unemployed youth in the 
Slovak Republic (graduates of high schools and universities) registered between 
2003 and 2007�� Within the context of the interdisciplinary connection of social 
pedagogy, social work and andragogy we see several possibilities of social and 
pedagogical interventions into solving the problem of youth unemployment��

A significant possibility of preventing youth unemployment is preventive 
counseling. It is part of the information and counseling services for registered 
applicants for jobs�� Its basic aim is to help young people who finish their continu-
ous preparation for work at elementary, secondary schools and at universities to 
orientate to the labour market�� Preventive counseling is part of counseling in the 
choice of work�� The social pedagogue as a preventive counselor can act in two 
professional roles:
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Table 1: The structure of job applicants – graduates registered in the Slovak 
Republic between 2003–2007

Length of record 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

up to 3 months 12 377 6 497 3 482 5 279 5 357

over 3 to 6 months 3 192 2 885 1 921 2 080 1 878

over 6 to 9 months 3 521 2 838 5 604 5 346 3 743

over 9 to 12 months 4 686 3 164 1 363 1 137 774

over 12 to 15 months 2 250 1 336 367 143 181

over 15 to 18 months 196 86 151 79 88

over 18 to 21 months 461 229 231 614 507

over 21 to 24 months 973 582 486 187 155

over 24 months 5 0 1 1 0

Total 27 661 17 617 13 606 14 866 12 683

Source: Headquarters of labour, social affairs and family

•  they can work at elementary schools where they can work with pupils in the 
last grades; they can help them to find schools suitable for the jobs they are 
interested in having in the future

•  they can work as a professional counselor at an office of labour, social affairs 
and family; its aim is, for example, organizing information fairs for pupils of 
elementary schools or high school students in a particular region

An important phenomenon in the problem of the implementation at the labour 
market is the correspondence between the level of achieved education and the job 
the graduate obtains (Hronec, 2007, p�� 9)�� Another possibility of using social 
pedagogues in solving youth unemployment is the application of social and edu-
cational aspects in the intersection of the school system and labour market�� An 
insufficiently transparent school system causes the deepening of structural unem-
ployment of graduates and the reduction of perspectives of finding a stable job�� 
Thus, a lot of young people look for jobs abroad�� The institutions which are the 
most active in solving this problem are the self-governing regional authorities 
which facilitate schools of primary and secondary education�� Thus, a social peda-
gogue could also be helpful in connecting the school system with the labour 
market�� This could be another perspective in the process of the professionalization 
of social pedagogy��

Unemployment is a natural phenomenon in a market economy�� Thus, it is 
important to emphasize that young people as well as older people may have to face 
this problem repeatedly�� Social pedagogy is a competent authority which helps to 
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balance the occurring risks and conflicts and which cooperates on changes and 
development of the whole society (Schilling, 1999)�� Such critical orientation of 
social pedagogy is applicable in solving youth unemployment; it acts as a critic as 
well as initiator of social changes in the employment policy, educational policy as 
well as newly establishing European youth policy��
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Do the media contribute to violence in society? 
Lessons from international research

Abstract

The text deals with the influence of violent acts and behaviour presented by 
television on the increase of real-life violence, mainly among children and youth�� 
It analyses the basic effects of watching violent television content on population 
and gives scientific evidence of this endangering phenomenon��

Key words: Reinforcing effects, aggressor effect, victim effect, desensitization effect.

1. Introduction

John M�� Shanahan once defined civilization as the ‘thin veneer over barbarianism’, 
referring to the dark side that lurks behind the façade of modern society�� While violence 
has been prevalent in all civilizations, there have been substantial variations in the 
nature and extent of violence over time and across geographic locations�� The same can 
be said about violence in the media: the nature and level of ‘virtual’ violence has varied 
over time and from country to country�� The situation in the United States is often 
 discussed in this context, not only because there is a high degree of violence in Ameri-
can society and the media, but because there is a concern that trends first observed in 
the U��S�� spread to other countries due to the dominance of the U��S�� media��

If we take the U��S�� as an example, the statistics show a country at war with itself�� 
No day passes without numerous harrowing tales, including assaults, robberies, 
rapes, murders�� Each year, more than 15,000 people are murdered��1 Domestic 

1 Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2002�� Homicide trends in the US [Internet]�� Available from http://
www��ojp��usdoj��gov/bjs/homicide/imputationandweighting��html [cited 27 September 2005]��

Gaudenz B. Assenza,
Dora Assenza
Czech Republic
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violence and child abuse are widespread�� The U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services reports that more than 900,000 children were abused or neglected 
in 2003: ‘More than 60 percent of child victims were neglected by their parents or 
other caregivers�� Almost 19 percent were physically abused, 10 percent were sexu-
ally abused, and 5 percent were emotionally maltreated�� In addition, 17 percent 
were associated with “other types of maltreatment”’��2 According to the definition 
of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), physical abuse means that the children 
are ‘kicked, bitten, hit with a fist, beaten up, burned or scalded, and threatened 
with or injured by a gun or knife…’�

A report released by the National Institute of Justice in 1997 revealed that 1��8 
out of 22��3 million children between the ages of 12 and 17 years were victims of a 
serious sexual assault or abuse in the United States�� Girls are twice more likely than 
boys to be victims of sexual assaults throughout childhood and at eight times the 
risk during adolescence��4 The FBI reports that in 2003 there were 93,233 cases of 
rape, which means that 63 out of every 100,000 women were victims�� According 
to these statistics, every two minutes a woman was sexually assaulted and every 
six minutes one woman was raped��� 

Violence is not a new phenomenon�� What is new about the violence in indus-
trialized countries is the increase shown over the last five decades, and the increase 
in violence among children and youth�� Why has violence surged in the past dec-
ades? Many causes have been suggested, including economic inequality (not 
poverty per se), child abuse, racism, homophobia, access to firearms, alcohol, drug 
abuse, genetic defects, and technologies such as television and video games�� Experts 
agree that violence has multiple causes but the debate continues on how important 
each contributing cause is relative to others�� This paper focuses on the controver-
sial hypothesis that television (or televised violence) begets real-life violence��

2 Children’s Bureau, Administration for Children and Families, U��S�� Department of Health 
and Human Services, 2003�� Children Maltreatment – Summary of Key Findings [Internet]�� Avail-
able from http://nccanch��acf��hhs��gov/pubs/factsheets/canstats��cfm [cited 4 October 2005]��

� Centers for Disease Control, U��S�� Department of Health and Human Services, 1991�� ‘Set-
ting the National Agenda for Injury Control in the 1990s’�� Paper presented at the Third National 
Injury Control Conference, 22–25 April 1991, 204��

4 R��Z�� Dominguez, C��F�� Nelke & B��D�� Perry�� Child Sexual Abuse. Trauma Academy, 2001 
[Internet]�� Available from http://www��childtrauma��org/CTAMATERIALS/sexual_abuse��aso 
[cited 3 November 2005]��

� National Institute of Justice, 2004�� ‘Violence Against Women: Indentifying Risk Factors’�� 
U.S. Department of Justice, November 2004, 1��
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In the past fifty years an enormous body of knowledge has accumulated on the 
effects of television on behaviour�� What conclusions can be drawn from the scien-
tific literature? Is television a school which teaches violence? Does frequent watch-
ing of violent content increase the level of aggression or does it provide an outlet, 
release, and catharsis of existing violent instincts? Does watching violence increase 
the level of fear in society? Does it foster the “mean world syndrome” according to 
which perceptions of the prevalence of violence are exaggerated? Does watching 
violence lead to desensitization and increase the need for stronger stimulants to 
produce the same emotional response? This paper summarizes the evidence on 
these issues��

2. How violent is American television?

Violent images enter 98 percent of American households through the large 
broadcast networks and a myriad of other television stations�� Most U��S�� homes 
have access to additional sources of violence such as cable television, pay channels, 
videocassettes, DVDs, the Internet, video games�� A large proportion of media 
broadcasts include “mass produced, cheap, industrial violence��”6 Late night movies, 
cable television, videos, the Internet (all of which are accessible by children) show 
expertly choreographed and graphic scenes of war, rape, exploitation, sadomaso-
chism, gang warfare, incest, child abuse, kidnapping, bondage, Satan worship, 
shooting, stabbing, mutilation, cannibalism and torture�� In recent years, new means 
of recording and distributing violence have been added, for example, the trend 
among teenagers to commit acts of violence (‘happy slapping’), record it on their 
mobile phones and distribute the video clips��

Nearly 90 percent of all videos show graphic depictions of violence�� A study of 
the 70 most popular video games in 2001 showed that 89 percent incorporated 
violence��7 Through videos, pay-per-view channels, and the Internet children have 
access to additional sources of horror depicting blood-thirsty monsters, zombies, 
vampires, cannibals, serial killers, and the like�� The Television Violence Monitoring 
Project, which examined the amount of violence on American television from 1995 
until 1997 found that:

6 TV Guide 1992, 15��
7 J��B�� Sims�� VCR Viewing Patterns: An Electronic and Passive Investigation�� Journal of 

Advertising Research 2001, 29: 11–17��
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•  61 percent of television programmes contain some violence, and only 4 percent 
of television programmes with violent content feature an ‘antiviolence’ theme;

•  44 percent of the violent interactions on television involve perpetrators with 
attractive qualities worthy of emulation; 43 percent of violent scenes involve 
humor either directed at the violence or used by characters involved with 
violence; 

•  nearly 75 percent of violent scenes on television feature no immediate punish-
ment for or condemnation of violence�� 

•  40 percent of programmes feature ‘bad’ characters who are never or rarely 
punished for their aggressive actions��8

Although most of the violence is contained in movies, there are other significant 
programme categories which contain violence:

News shows broadcast in family viewing hours contain a high proportion of 
bloodbaths, shootings, rapes and other scenes of brutality in order to increase 
viewer ratings�� The motto for these shows is, ‘if it bleeds it leads��’

More than half of all music videos contain acts of violence��9 The lyrics of many 
songs advocate Satan worship, drug consumption, suicide, race hate, rape, and 
murder��10

Courtroom television peddles the trials of criminals, including rapists, predatory 
psychopaths, and mass-murderers�� For example, in the trial broadcasts of Jeffrey 
Dahmer, a serial killer from Milwaukee, graphic descriptions were provided of his 
acts, which included torture and mutilation�� Since court TV is seen in millions of 
U��S�� homes, its impact is significant��

Cartoons are among the most violent programmes on television�� In 1993, 
a $3��5 million, three-year study on television violence carried out by a consortium 
of four prestigious universities evaluated the nature (not just the quantity) of 
violent content across a wide range of TV stations��11 The study found out that “for 
younger viewers, many harmful contextual features were seen most often in car-
toons�� The typical preschooler who daily watches about two hours of cartoons will 
be exposed to 10,000 violent incidents per year, of which 500 are at high risk of 
modeling aggressive attitudes and behaviours�� One of the most critical…findings 

 8 The bullet points are a direct quote from: National Youth Violence Prevention Resource 
Center�� Media Violence Facts and Statsistics [Internet, not dated]�� Available from http://www��
safeyouth��org/scripts/faq/mediaviolstats��asp [cited 13 October 2005]��

 9 E�� Donnerstein, R��G�� Slaby, L�� Eron�� The Mass Media and Youth Aggression�� Draft 1993, 5��
10 For example, “Cop Killer” by Ice-T and recordings by Alice Cooper��
11 D�� Shifrin�� Three-year Study Documents Nature of Television Violence. [Internet, 1998]�� 

American Academy for Pediatrics – News Reprint�� Available from http://www��aap��org/advo-
cacy/shifrin898��htm, [cited 15 October 2005]��
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suggests that for preschoolers, who have difficulty distinguishing fantasy from 
reality, the lesson on violence is “desirable, necessary and painless”��’12 

Violence in cartoons is not a recent phenomenon�� Fifteen years ago, a cartoon 
episode of The Addams Family contained scenes of torture, bondage, and decapita-
tion;1� an episode of Itchy and Scratchy on The Simpsons shows how ‘Scratchy the 
cat’s feet are nailed to an escalator step�� When the step reaches the floor, the cat is 
being stripped of his skin, exposing muscle, bone, and blood��’14 A substantial 
amount of research evidence has accumulated, demonstrating that young children 
cannot properly distinguish between cartoon violence and real world violence�� 
Brandon Centerwall, an expert on television violence, writes about cartoon vio-
lence: ‘Naturally, as [children] get older, they come to know better, but the earliest 
and deepest impressions were laid down when the child saw television as a factual 
source of information about the world…’1�

Crime shows (sometimes referred to as ‘tabloid television’ or ‘trash TV’) present 
elaborate reenactments of real-life crimes�� In her book Deadly Consequences, 
Deborah Prothrow-Stith, professor at the Harvard School of Public Health, writes: 
‘A Current Affair, America’s Most Wanted, Unsolved Mysteries – all of these programs 
recreate in gory detail real life crimes, often of a sexual nature… These series, which 
blithely merge reality and fantasy, play to the inability of viewers, especially young 
viewers, to discriminate between what is true and what is untrue��’16

In 1992, the magazine TV Guide sponsored a study, in which researchers assessed 
the level of violence in a typical 18-hour day�� Both the regular networks and the 
more popular cable channels were evaluated in terms of ‘purposeful, overt, delib-
erate behavior involving physical force or weapons against other individuals��’ The 
result showed 1,846 acts of violence, which were classified as follows:17

12 D�� Shifrin�� Three-year Study Documents Nature of Television Violence�� [Internet, 1998]�� 
American Academy for Pediatrics – News Reprint�� Available from http://www��aap��org/advo-
cacy/shifrin898��htm, [cited 15 October 2005]��

1� On Kid TV, Ploys R Us�� Newsweek, 30 November 1992, 89��
14 Children of the Tube�� Calgary Herald, 9 May 1993, E10��
1� B��S�� Centerwall�� Television and Violence: The Scale of the Problem and Where to Go From 

Here�� JAMA 1992, vol�� 267, no�� 22: 3059��
16 Prothrow-Stith & Weissman 1991, p�� 34�� 
17 Cyber College Internet Campus�� TV and Violence.[Internet 2005]�� Available from http://

www��cybercollege��com/violence��htm [cited 20 October 2005]�� 
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Table 1: Number of violent acts in one day

Cartoons 471 Promos for TV shows 265
Movies 221 Toy commercials 188
Music videos 123 Commercials for films 121
TV dramas  69 News  62
Tabloid reality shows  58 Sitcoms  52
Soap operas  34

Source: http://www��cybercollege��com/violence��htm

Due to the spread of computers, game consoles, and the increasing realism of 
modern graphic cards, video games have become highly popular with children and 
teenagers�� The National Youth Violence Prevention Resource Center noted that ‘The 
impact of the widespread use of violent video games is a cause of concern for 
researchers, because they fear that the interactive nature of video games may 
increase the likelihood of children learning aggressive behaviour and that the 
increasing realism might encourage greater identification with characters and more 
imitation of the behaviours of video game models’��18 Recent studies19 found that the 
exposure to violent video games ‘increases the child’s willingness to use violence 
to solve conflicts’��20 According to recent evidence, violent video games have a more 
significant impact than violent TV and movies, because they require active par-
ticipation in the aggressive behaviour: the player has to identify with the aggressor 

18 National Youth Violence Prevention Resource Center�� Media Violence Facts and Statistics 
[Internet, not dated]�� Available from http://www��safeyouth��org/scripts/faq/mediaviolstats��asp 
[cited 13 October 2005]��

19  Cf�� for example C��A�� Anderson�� Violent Video Games and Aggressive Thoughts, Feelings, 
and Behaviors�� In: S��L�� Calvert, Amy B�� Jordan, & R�� Cocking (Eds)�� Children in the Digital Age: 
The Role of Entertainment Technologies in Children’s Development�� US 2002: Praeger Publishing�� 
C��A�� Anderson & B��J�� Bushman�� Effects of Violent Video Games on Aggressive Behavior, 
Aggressive Cognition, Aggressive Affect, Physiological Arousal, and Prosocial Behavior: 
A Meta-analytic Review of the Scientific Literature�� Psychological Science, December 2001: 
353–359�� A C�� Anderson, L�� Berkowitz, E�� Donnerstein, L��R�� Huesmann et al�� The Influence of 
Media Violence on Youth�� Psychological Science in the Public Interest 2003, vol�� 4, no�� 3: 81–110�� 
B��J�� Bushman & C��A�� Anderson�� Violent Video Games and Hostile Expectations: A Test of the 
General Aggression Model�� Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin 2002, 28: 1679–1686��
C��A�� Anderson�� Issues in Parenting Education�� Violence in the Media: Its Effects on Children�� 
Victorian Parenting Centre & Young Media Australia, September 2004��

20 Young Media Australia�� Violence in Computer and Video Games [Internet, 2005]�� Avail-
able from http://www��youngmedia��org��au/mediachildren/05_02_viol_games��htm [cited 14 
October 2005]��
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and become the aggressor��21 Since video games constitute a newer field of study, 
the type and extent of impact on violent behaviour remains to be determined��22

Based on the figures used by the American Academy of Pediatrics Mary Hepburn 
summarizes the cumulative exposure of children to violence: 

By age 18 the average adolescent will have viewed 200,000 acts of violence 
on television alone. Researchers observed that while a young viewer might see 
three to five violent acts in an hour of prime-time television viewing, Saturday 
morning cartoons contain 20 to 25 violent acts per hour. Pediatricians warn 
that media violence can be especially damaging to children under age 8 because 
they cannot readily tell the difference between real life and fantasy.23 

What effects does brutality have on human consciousness and human behaviour? 
In the next section we will examine the scientific literature to find out to what 
extent television is a contributing cause of violence in society��

3. Is television a contributing cause of real violence?

An in-depth survey of the available literature on the relationship between televi-
sion violence and real world violence gives a clear answer to the question whether 
television is a contributing cause of real violence: After conducting more than one 
thousand studies on the subject, the overwhelming majority of scientists have con-
cluded that televised violence increases real violence.24 Since the first congressional 

21 C��A�� Anderson�� Issues in Parenting Education�� Violence in the Media: Its Effects on 
Children’�� Victorian Parenting Centre & Young Media Australia, September 2004��

22 Cf�� also conclusions of the research of J�� Goldstein�� Does Playing Violent Video Games 
Cause Aggressive Behaviour? [Internet, 2001]�� Culture Policy Center, University of Chicago�� 
Available from http://culturalpolicy��uchicago��edu/conf2001/papers/goldstein��html [cited16 
October 2005]��

2� M��A�� Hepburn�� Violence in Audio-Visual Media: How Educators Can Reskond? [Internet 
2003–2004]�� Available from http://www��ericdigests��org/2001-4/violence��html [cited 12 October 
2005]�� 

24 The following is a list of studies which may assist the interested reader to look into the 
primary research material that has established televised violence as a contributory cause to real 
violence�� Another good way of further investigation are the reports and studies listed in footnote 
22, 23, and 24: A Bandura�� Aggression: A Social Learning Analysis�� Englewood Cliffs, Prentice 
Hall, 1973�� L��R�� Huesmann & L��D�� Eron�� Television and the Aggressive Child: A Cross-national 
Comparison�� Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1986�� R��M�� Liebert, J��M�� Neale & E��S�� Davidson�� 
The Early Window: Effect of Television on Children and Youth�� Pergamon Press, 1973�� R��M�� 
Liebert & J�� Sprafkin�� The Early Window: Effects of Television on Children and Youth, Pergamon 
Press, 1988�� R��D Parke & R��G�� Slaby Television as a Socializer of Agression’�� In: P��H�� Museem 
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hearings on television violence in 1952, an enormous amount of research evidence 
has been accumulated in the United States and elsewhere, including laboratory 
experiments, field studies, experiential and correlation data, meta-analyses, and 
longitudinal real-life studies�� After studying the issue of television violence for 
many years, Harvard University psychologist Ronald Slaby concludes: ‘Years of 
research evidence has gone into establishing television violence as a contributing 
cause – and the word “cause” is not used lightly by scientists��’2�

The critical term is ‘contributing cause’, which means that television is only one 
of several causes�� No scientist and none of the numerous studies conclude that 
television is the only cause of violence�� Furthermore, no expert on television vio-
lence maintains that watching television will in all cases lead to violent behaviour, 
either in the short term or in the long term�� While most children who watch violent 
programmes will not become criminals, the amount of television children watch 
is strongly and consistently correlated with adult criminality�� Most scientists 
therefore view television violence as one of the threats to public health��

Five reports surveying the cumulative scientific evidence deserve particular 
attention�� The first report, published in 1968, established a first tentative conclusion 
that television may have an impact on real-life violence��26 This finding was rein-
forced by two further reports surveying the literature on this subject: the Surgeon 
General’s Report in 1972, and the 1982 National Institute of Mental Health study 
Television and Behavior: Ten Years of Scientific Progress and Implications for the 
Eighties��27 More recently, The UCLA Violence Monitoring Report (1996) and The 
National Television Violence Study (1997) further emphasize the strong evidence�� 
The UCLA study concludes: “When the impact of television is discussed or when 
television is blamed for having caused something to happen, it should never be 

(Ed), Handbook of Child Psychology, vol�� 4, 4th edition, Wiley 1983, 593–605�� R��G�� Slaby & 
G��R�� Quarfoth�� Effects of Television on the Developing Child�� In: B��W�� Camp (Ed), Advances in 
Behavioral Prediatrics, vol�� 1�� JAI Press, p�� 225–266�� Zuckerman, D��, and B�� Zuckerman�� Televi-
sion’s Impact on Children�� Pediatrics 1985, 75: 233–240��

2� TV Guide 1992, 15��
26 R��K�� Baker�� & S��J�� Ball (Eds)�� Violence and the Media:A Staff Report to the National Com-

mission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence�� Washington, D��C��, U��S�� 1986: Government 
Printing Office��

27 Surgeon General’s Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior�� 
Television and Growing Up: The Impact of Televised Violence�� Washington, D��C��, U��S�� 1972: 
Government Printing Office�� D�� Pearl & L�� Bouthilet (Eds)��Television and Behavior: Ten Years 
of Scientific Progress and Implications for the Eighties�� Rockville, Md 1982: National Institute of 
Mental Health��
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suggested that television alone is a sufficient cause��”28 With each successive report, 
the certainty of the scientific finding has increased�� Today, the American Psycho-
logical Association, the American Medical Association, the American Pediatric 
Association, and the American Academy of Child Psychiatry accept the conclusion 
that television is a contributing cause of violence�� 

In his study Violence in the Media: Its Effects on Children, Craig Anderson argues: 
‘From the studies published up until about five years ago (which did not include 
many studies of video games), there are two main results�� Firstly, short-term 
exposure to media violence increases aggression in the immediate situation�� This 
has been clear since as early as 1975, based on analyses of everything published up 
to that time�� Secondly, long-term exposure – that is, repeated exposure to media 
violence over a period of time during the childhood years – leads to an increase in 
aggression throughout the lifespan��”29 

Several meta-analyses have linked television to real-life violence�� Haejung Paik 
at the University of Oklahoma carried one of the most comprehensive of these 
studies out�� After a thorough statistical analysis of 188 published studies, involving 
more than 244,000 viewers, Paik concludes that viewing TV violence does affect 
aggressive behaviour�� He writes: ‘The results are extremely robust based on sig-
nificance levels and the “fail-safe” numbers, i��e��, the quantity of additional data with 
null results that would be needed to reduce the positive and significant findings to 
no significance�� The results remained positive and significant regardless of the 
research design, the measure, or the age of the population… All types of aggressive 
behavior, including illegal behavior and criminal violence, had highly significant 
positive effect size associated with exposure to television…’�0

Having established that the overwhelming majority of scientific studies conclude 
that television is one of the factors which contribute to real-life violence,�1 the next 

28 Gillespie, N��, Does TV Violence Cause Real-world Mayhem?�� Reason magazine: reasonon-
line�� [Internet, not dated]�� Available from http://reason��com/9605/Dept��Trd��NICKtvvio��shtml 
[cited 3 November 2005]��

29 C��A�� Anderson�� Issues in Parenting Education�� Violence in the Media: Its Effects on 
Children�� Victorian Parenting Centre & Young Media Australia, September 2004, 2��

�0 H�� Paik�� The Effects of Television Violence on Aggressive Behavior: A Meta-Analysis�� Depart-
ment of Communication, University of Oklahoma, 1990��

�1 However, we can find some studies and discussions, which are in contradiction with the 
overhelming opinion on media violence effects: Disagreement on Video Game Violence Effects 
[Internet]�� Families and Technology, 20 August 2005�� Available from http://www��softwaretime��
com/blog/2005/08/disagreement-on-video-game-violences��html [cited 14 October 2005]�� Also 
Jonathan Freedman of the University of Toronto, maintains that “the scientific evidence simply 
does not show that watching violence either produces violence in people, or desensitizes them 
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section explores in more detail what effects watching violent television content has 
and how – by what specific mechanisms – watching violent television contributes 
to violence��

4. Key effects

Notwithstanding some differences, most scientists use similar ways to classify 
the effects associated with watching violent television content�� In line with the 
available research evidence, we use four categories for analyzing how television 
influences behaviour: the aggressor effect, the victim effect, the desensitization effect, 
and the education effect. In the following, we are analyzing each of these effects, 
providing examples and evidence from key studies��

Aggressor Effect
The aggressor effect has at least three components�� Watching televised violence 

increases the level of aggression; it removes inhibitions to act on feelings of aggres-
sion; and it inspires the imitation of specific violent acts�� All three components 
increase the likelihood of aggressive behaviour�� We will look at each in turn��

Increased level of aggression: Most scientific studies conclude that televised 
violence increases the likelihood of aggression shortly after watching a violent 
program, but also the long-term, cumulative exposure to televised violence has 
been examined�� In a comprehensive longitudinal study, Leonard Eron and his team 
found that the amount of television a boy watches is one of the best predictors of 
violent behavior and criminality in adult life�� Specifically, they found that the more 
boys watched television when they were eight, (i) the more grave were the crimes 
they were found guilty of by age thirty, (ii) the more aggressive they were when 
drinking, (iii) and the harsher they punished their children���2

If these findings are correct, we can say that the more parents allow their children 
to watch television, the greater the likelihood is that their children will commit 
criminal acts, and the more serious and frequent will those crimes be�� Many parents 
find it hard to believe that their children’s television habits can have such an impact�� 
Yet the methodology and execution of Eron’s study were reliable and the findings 

to it��” Cf�� Freedman, L�� Jonathan�� Media Violence and its Effect on Aggression: Assesing the Sci-
entific Evidence. University of Toronto Press, 2002��

�2 TV Guide 1992, 11�� Citing the study of L��R Huesmann, L��D�� Eron, M��M�� Lefkowitz, & 
L��O�� Walder�� The Stability of Aggression over Time and Generations�� Developmental Psychology 
1984, 20: 1120–1134��
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were unchanged when the same study was conducted in two American cities, as 
well as in four foreign countries (Australia, Israel, Finland, and Poland)�� Regardless 
of differences in geographic location and national culture, the amount of television 
children watch is correlated with their adult criminality�� The research corresponds 
with findings of other studies on the effects of long-term exposure to violence��

Removal of inhibitions: Several studies have demonstrated that televised violence 
removes the inhibitions that prevent many of us from doing harm�� In one classic 
study, people were told to administer an electroshock to another person whenever 
this person made a mistake�� The person receiving the shocks was screaming when 
a shock was administered, but, of course, only pretending�� Those people who had 
earlier watched a knife fight in the movie Rebel without a Cause – a movie considered 
harmless by today’s standards – administered much stronger electric shocks than 
those people who had seen an educational film���� Other studies in different context 
confirmed the effect that watching violence removes inhibitions��

Inspiration and imitation: Television has a strong suggestive power�� Many 
crimes have been directly or indirectly inspired by televised images�� In many 
copycat crimes, we cannot determine with certainty whether television caused the 
perpetrator to be violent, or whether it “only” provided the inspiration and instruc-
tion to commit the crime in a certain way�� Copycat crimes, however, are abundant�� 
A few notorious examples follow:

•  After his arrest in August 1992, Nathaniel White, who murdered six women 
in New York State, declared that he copied a scene of the Hollywood block-
buster Robocop 2, when he slashed the throat of his first victim.�4

•  John Hinckley who attempted to kill President Reagan in 1981 revealed that 
he had watched the film Taxi Driver hundreds of times����

•  In Germany in 1982, a 17-year-old boy attacked, murdered and cut a woman 
into pieces, just as he had seen in the movie The Fan�� 

These are some of the classic cases, which are cited in the literature, but the 
prevalence of inspiration and imitation is much higher and has grown in recent 
years�� According to two surveys of felons convicted of violent crimes such as 
murder, rape, and aggravated assault, 22 and 34 percent, respectively, of the 
respondents said they had imitated crime techniques learned from television 
programs���6 Overall, the imitation effect of television is significant, but probably 

�� Large 1990,109��
�4 Transcript #82-2�� CNN Specials, 1 November 1992��
�� Prothrow-Stith and Wiessman 1991, 41��
�6 M��S�� Heller & S�� Polsky�� Studies in Violence and Television. New York, (NY) 1976: American 

Broadcasting Company�� Cited by B��S�� Centerwall�� Television and Violence: The Scale of the 
Problem and Where to Go From Here�� JAMA 1992, vol�� 267, no�� 22: 3059��
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not as significant as the overall increase in aggression, removal of inhibitions, 
desensitization, and contempt for human life fostered by years of cumulative 
watching of violence��

Vicious circle of TV violence and aggression: Several researchers have sug-
gested that television creates a vicious circle, in which watching violence and 
acting aggressively perpetuate and reinforce each other�� As examples, we present 
two models, one of Rowell Huesmann and Eron (cf�� Figure 1) and the other of 
Craig Anderson (cf�� Figure 2)�� 

According to Huesmann and Eron, the vicious circle of TV violence and aggres-
sive behaviour works as follows�� When children watch televised violence, they tend 
to identify with the violent character (often portrayed as the “good guy”) and 
therefore memorize the aggressive behaviour they see�� The children then rehearse 
what they have seen in fantasy or in their play, and they act out their learned 
aggression in situations of conflict�� Such behaviour may lead to decreased popular-
ity among their peers and lower academic achievement, all of which, in turn, 
increases their level of frustration�� The poor academic achievement and greater 
frustration are likely to increase the children’s interest in watching televised vio-
lence�� Viewing television violence again reinforces the proclivity to encode, rehearse 
and act out aggressive behaviour�� Thus the cycle of watching television, lower 
popularity, academic failure, and frustration perpetuates into a spiral���7

Anderson’s model distinguishes between recent exposure and repeated exposure, 
which have short-term and long-term effects in increasing aggressive thoughts�� 
The latent aggression is likely to transform into real aggression due to the hostile 
interpretation of other people’s words and actions (or even facial expression)�� This 
interpretation triggers retaliation, which in turn provokes the victim�� Even a mild 
reaction or provocation by the victim will meet the same hostile interpretation that 
will start a second round in the aggression escalation cycle, and so on��

Victim Effect
The victim effect comes in three related guises�� First, heavy viewers of televised 

violence tend to be more fearful about becoming victims of violence and therefore 
are more likely to take precautionary measures such as installing security devices 
like alarms and locks, and keeping large dogs and guns�� Second, they are more 
likely to have a distorted view of reality, overestimating the number of criminals 
and police and thinking that their communities are much more unsafe than they 

�7 E�� Donnerstein, R�� Slaby & L��D�� Eron �� Mass Media Violence�� In: L��D�� Gentry, & P�� Schlegel 
(Eds��) Reason to hope: A psychosocial perspective violence and youth�� Washington, (DC) 1994: 
American Psychological Association��
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Figure 1: Model of long-term effects of television violence

Source: Huesman and Eron (1986)��
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Figure 2: Model of media violence and aggression

Source: Anderson 2004, 7��
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really are�� Third, heavy viewers of television tend to have a high level of mistrust 
toward other people��

George Gerbner at the Annenberg School of Communication at the University 
of Pennsylvania has conducted some of the most important studies on the victim 
effect�� Gerbner argues that ‘the most pervasive, long-term consequence of growing 
up in a media cult of violence is a sense of pervasive insecurity, which we call the 
“mean-world syndrome��” It is a sense of feeling vulnerable, of dependence, of 
needing protection��’�8

The victim effect can be particularly harmful to children�� Many studies have 
shown that heavy-viewing children become mistrustful and fearful, and that they 
have frequent nightmares�� Neil Postman, a professor of communication arts and 
sciences at New York University, writes: ‘Enlightened opinion on child development 
claims it is necessary for children to believe that adults have control over their 
impulses to violence and have a clear conception of right and wrong�� Through these 
beliefs children develop positive feelings about themselves that give them strength 
to nurture their rationality, which, in turn, will sustain them in adversity�� But TV 
undermines this entire process��’�9

Desensitization Effect
The desensitization effect has two distinct but related manifestations�� First, tel-

evision trains people not to respond to violence they observe among others�� Second, 
televised violence numbs them psychologically and leads to increased callousness, 
apathy, and indifference�� 

Training not to react: Television trains viewers not to react because, regardless 
of what happens on the screen, they cannot do anything about it�� The audience 
passively watches how people are stabbed, shot, tortured, raped, mutilated, eaten 
alive, etc�� Research shows that television trains people to allow violence to happen 
to others without intervening to stop the violence, helping the victim, or calling 
for help�� In one study, two groups of older children (one had just watched televi-
sion, the other had not) were asked to observe younger children�� The older children 
were told to call for adult help if something happened or if the situation got out of 
control�� The study found that those children who had previously watched television 
failed to call for adult help when a major fight broke out�� Viewing television made 
them not respond��

�8 TV Guide 1992, 13�� Cf�� also study by G�� Gerbner, L�� Gross, M�� Jackson-Beeck, S�� Jeffries-Fox 
& N�� Signorielli�� TV Violence Profile no�� 9: Cultural Indicators�� Journal of Communication, 28: 
176–207��

�9 Postman 1999, 149��
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More significant than the laboratory studies are real-life examples�� One of the 
widely publicized cases of a bystander incident was the murder of Kitty Genovese 
outside her New York apartment building on March 13, 1964�� For more than half 
an hour, 38 of her neighbours watched and heard how Kitty Genovese was stalked 
and subsequently stabbed to death�� They ignored her cries for help and nobody 
called the police��40 In his research on bystander incidents, Robert Panzanella, 
professor at John Jay College found that people waited twenty minutes on average 
before calling the police��41

Desensitization: Every child is born a sensitive being, vulnerable to shocks�� 
Violence represents the strongest shock to the young psyche�� By watching television 
or real-life violence, children tend to harden and become desensitized�� The same 
effect applies to teenagers and adults�� If we compare the movies two or three 
decades ago with those of today, we find that yesterday’s violent films, which 
shocked viewers and broke taboos, are children’s fares today�� For instance, Alfred 
Hitchcock’s movie Psycho shocked a 1960s audience but it would solicit only a yawn 
from today’s hardened youth�� As televised violence and brutality desensitizes 
people, filmmakers have to show ever greater levels of violence, ever more brutal-
ity and gore, to solicit an emotional response – a vicious cycle��

The amount of violence in the media, films, and video games has exploded�� 
Consider, for example, that the 1988 blockbuster Die Hard featured around 20 
killings�� Two years later the sequel Die Hard 2 had a death count of 264�� Other 
sequel movies, like Rambo, Robocop, and Terminator have followed similar pat-
terns��42 Not only has the number of deaths per movie exploded, but also the degree 
of brutality�� Vincent Canby wrote in the New York Times: ‘In “Die Hard 2”…Bruce 
Willis uses an icicle to stab a man in the brain via the eye socket�� Later, another 
unfortunate man is sucked into a 747’s jet engine and comes out at the other end 
looking like borscht��’4� Much intelligence and huge sums of money are spent to 
invent ever more horrifying ways of suffering and death to excite and please 
a desensitized audience��44

40 M�� Dowd�� 20 Years after the Murder of Kitty Genovese, the Question Remains: Why? The 
New York Times, 1984 March 12, p�� B1��

41 ibid��
42 „A New York Times movie critic counted 74 dead in „Total Recall,” 81 dead in „Robocop 

2,” 106 dead in „Rambo III,” and 264 dead in „Die Hard 2��” (Source: TV Guide, op��cit��, p�� 17��)
4� Vincent Canby, The New York Times, 1990 July 16�� Found in: D�� Prothrow-Stith, Deadly 

Consequences: How Violence Is Destroying Our Teenage Population and a Plan to Begin Solving 
the Problem, New York 1993: Harper Perennial, p�� 28��

44 On the Internet we can find several public ratings of the most violent films (e��g��, www��
amazon��com)��
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Scientific studies conclude that televised violence hardens the viewer, leads to 
smaller emotional arousal, and increases behavioural indifference�� This desensiti-
zation process is reinforced by other media and by the general culture of violence 
in which children grow up�� For many boys, being able to see violent movies with-
out squinting or looking away – or laughing about the misfortunes of others – gives 
them the mystique of being tough, as portrayed in the films�� Slaby reports that 
watching a film like Faces of Death has become a popular party game�� Deborah 
Prothrow-Stith explains: ‘The winner is the last to become nauseous�� This grue-
some, plotless movie shows scene after scene of real-life deaths – dead and bloody 
animal carcasses, dead, mutilated people�� Slaby and other experts say repeated 
doses to grossly explicit movies are like repeated visits to a slaughter house�� After 
a while the natural human aversion to cruelty and gore is swept away��’4�

The desensitization effect may explain an important trend of criminality�� While 
violent crime committed by juvenile delinquents is hardly a new phenomenon, the 
number and brutality of the violence has increased in the past few decades�� Already 
in 1979 professors Alan Zients and Elyce Zenoff defined a new category of young 
offenders, non-empathic murderers – ‘children who lack the psychological ability 
to put themselves in the place of another��’46 A case illustrating the new type of 
offenders are Erik and Lyle Menendez who set up and carried out a detailed plan 
to shoot their mother and father�� The motive was to get access to their parents’ 
wealth��47 According to Brent Staples, ‘Lyle longed for a Porsche instead of the lowly 
Alfa Romeo his father had given him�� He got the Porsche – and much more – after 
he and Erik shot-gunned their parents to death in the “family” room of their home�� 
The writer Dominick Dunne tells us that Lyle and Erik, in the weeks following the 
murder spent about $700,000 on cars, watches and clothes, and put down $1 mil-
lion on a penthouse��’48

Television is certainly not the only cause for producing rapists and killers who 
feel nothing for their victims, but other factors do not explain the extent of the 
increase in this phenomenon�� This raises the question whether television is one of 

4� D�� Prothrow-Stith, Deadly Consequences: How Violence Is Destroying Our Teenage Popula-
tion and a Plan to Begin Solving the Problem, New York 1993: Harper Perennial, p�� 30�� (Hardcover 
published in 1991)

46 A��B�� Zients & E��H�� Zenoff�� Juvenile Murderers: Should the Punishment Fit the Crime? 
International Journal of Law and Psychiatry 1979, vol�� 2, no�� 4, , Winnp��108��

47 In this case, the defence was that Erik and Lyle had suffered from abuse�� In light of their 
subsequent shopping spree and other evidence presented in the trial, we find this defence highly 
implausible�� However, if it is true that Erik and Lyle were abused, it is clear that Erik and Lyle 
cannot be categorized as non-emphatic murderers��

48 B�� Staples�� A Free Country Full of Irate Victims�� International Herald Tribune, 1994 Febru-
ary 14, p�� 6��
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the most significant causes of desensitization and related phenomena (e��g��, non-
empathic murderers, happy slapping, and the spread of sexual deviancy)�� Marie 
Winn, author of the book The Plug-In Drug writes:

If, indeed, a new breed of juvenile offender has appeared in recent years, can 
this be accounted for by the great new element that has been introduced into 
children’s lives within that time span – television? Poverty, family pathology 
leading to severe personality disorders, neglect, inadequate schools, all these, 
alas, are old and familiar afflictions for certain portions of American society.

But the five, six, seven hours a day that troubled children spend watching 
television…is a distinctly new phenomenon. Is it possible that all these hours 
disturbed children spend involved in an experience that dulls the boundaries 
between the real and the unreal, that projects human images and the illusion 
of human feelings, while requiring no human responses from the viewer, 
encourages them to detach themselves from their antisocial acts in a new and 
horrible way?49

Viewing violence on TV and torture training: Are there common elements? 
In an interview with the medical doctor and psychotherapist Peter Boppel on the 
topic ‘why human beings torture,’ Boppel describes the type of training many 
countries provide to young recruits who become torturers in secret camps���0 While 
the locations of the training camps are best-kept secrets of governments that use 
torture, information on the techniques of torture learned in these places is avail-
able because former torturers gave testimony in subsequent psychiatric treat-
ment��

Although Boppel does not make the link between viewing violence and torture 
training, there are similarities in the way the torturers are trained and what studies 
say happens when people watch televised violence�� It is reasonable to assume that 
the effect of watching televised violence (or other exposure to violence through 
media) is less strong than the effects of torture training; yet there are parallels�� The 
argument is not that viewers of televised violence become torturers but that the 
effects are similar, as both torture training and televised violence desensitize 
people and foster the darkest and most destructive instincts�� Particularly at risk 
are youth growing up in poor and disenfranchised communities, as the violence 
watched by these children and teenagers magnifies the violence in the community 
and reinforces the anger generated by poverty and the social problems in their 
community�� While violence tends to be concentrated in certain communities (e��g��, 

49 Winn p�� 109–110��
�0 Süddeutsche Zeitung Magazin, 1992 November 23 p�� 16–18��
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U��S�� ghetto, French suburbs) we know that violence is not limited by class or 
geography�� One reason why even children and youth in wealthier communities 
become violent concerns

Training for Torturers Televised Violence

1�� Torturers are not born, they are made�� Tor-
ture is learned behaviour��

1�� Aggression and violent behaviour can be 
learned by watching television��

2�� Boys are recruited at a young age, between 
16 and 22 years, when their personalities are 
not yet in equilibrium�� This is the time when 
the psyche must be shattered�� It was shown that 
the younger the recruits are trained for torture, 
the more difficult therapy becomes in the fu-
ture��

2�� Exposure to television begins even earlier�� 
Many toddlers, a few months old, are put in 
front of the screen�� Young children watch pro-
grammes which contain violent content�� Since 
they cannot properly distinguish real and fic-
tional violence, viewing televised violence 
is like watching real violence�� It shocks and 
numbs their souls��

3�� The main objective of torture training is 
to desensitize the recruits to the point where 
no feelings of mercy, compassion, or pity ex-
ist�� Recruits must ultimately be able to torture 
members of their own family�� Only then is the 
training considered successful��

3�� Studies have shown that heavy viewers of 
televised violence tend to show less mercy, 
compassion, and pity�� Television has a direct 
and measurable impact of desensitization�� In 
one study, college students were repeatedly ex-
posed to sexually violent films during a five-day 
period�� At the end of the five days, students who 
had previously seen the films as violent and 
degrading to women, found them much more 
acceptable�� The students were less depressed 
and enjoyed the films more as they repeatedly 
watched them��

At last, they were shown a video of a recre-
ated sexual assault trial�� Those students who 
had previously watched the films depicting 
violence against women, found the victim less 
severely injured compared to a control group of 
students who had not seen the sexually violent 
films��* Since these results were obtained after 
a short exposure to televised violence, we can 
assume that the effects would be larger after cu-
mulative watching over many years��

4�� Violence and sexuality are combined and 
merged in torture training programmes�� The 
connection between male potency, penis, and 
guns is stressed��

4�� Many films merge violence and sexuality 
and put emphasis on potency, penis, and guns�� 
Some males become sexually aroused when 
viewing rape films��**

5�� Women are degraded and shown as an ob-
ject of rape��

5�� Women are degraded and shown as an ob-
ject of rape��
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Training for Torturers Televised Violence

6�� One of the main training objectives is to 
separate the recruit from the values, traditions, 
and morals of his family, community, and reli-
gion�� All taboos must be broken��

6�� Television slowly undermines the values of 
parents, teachers, as well as secular and religious 
institutions, and replaces these with different 
values�� Viewers learn models of aggressive be-
haviour, including stereotypes about women 
and minorities�� They get a distorted message 
about violence as gratifying, justifiable, clean, 
funny, rightful, without consequence, heroic, 
amusing, and sometimes even pleasurable�� In 
the past decades all taboos of sex and violence 
have been broken��

**  Linz, D��, Donnerstein, E�� & Penrod, S��, The effects of long-term exposure to violent and sexually 
degrading depictions of women, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 55, 1987, p�� 758–768��

**  Donnerstein, E��, op��cit��, p�� 16��

The Education Effect
Television teaches our children to kill, argues Deborah Prothrow-Stith���1 By that 

she means that television teaches the wrong lessons about violence and thereby 
increases the likelihood that heavy viewers will either become violent themselves, 
or become victims of violence�� Televised brutality fosters attitudes and beliefs that 
encourage the use of violence�� It also distorts perceptions about violence and often 
portrays it as something without negative consequences, something clean, heroic, 
justifiable, rightful, effective, funny, amusing, entertaining, and pleasurable�� The 
educational lessons of television can be categorized as follows:

Violence as a way of life: Television promotes a view of the world as a violent 
place�� Violence is an accepted, even glorified, part of life�� A Swedish study found 
that 40 percent of all children aged six to ten thought that the only way in which 
human beings die, is through murder�� When someone in their family died, children 
asked: ‘Who shot grandfather?’�2

Violence as an attribute of the virtuous and just: Many children grow up believing 
that virtuous and moral people should kill bad people, that disagreements often end 
in killing, and that having a gun makes men tough and heroic���� Since violence is 
portrayed as just and heroic, boys tend to identify with violent characters�� Films aim 
to maximize identification with the violent characters played by Charles Bronson, 

�1 D�� Prothrow-Stith�� Teaching Our Kids to Kill�� Chapter in Deadly Consequences, op��cit��, 
p�� 29��

�2 H�� Buddemeier�� Illusion und Manipulation: Die Wirkung von Film und Fernsehen, Germany 
1987: Urachhaus, p��183��

�� Adapted from Large, op��cit��, p�� 111��
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Clint Eastwood, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sylvester Stallone, Bruce Willis, and oth-
ers�� Since these heroic characters appeal to impressible youth, their murderous acts 
may be seen as worthy of imitation�� The message of television violence is that the 
less you feel when you pull the trigger, the greater a hero you are��

Violence as having no negative consequences: Many people are horrified at the 
graphic portrayal of violence in films such as close-ups of shootings, mutilations, 
stabbings, torture, and other acts of brutality�� Cutting these gory scenes may solve 
the problem of graphic violence, but it creates a new problem: Instead of showing 
that dying hurts, that death is tragic and forever, cutting out the grisly images 
creates the impression that violence has no negative consequences�� How is a child 
supposed to understand the agony of dying if it sees the shot victims falling by the 
dozens from horses, rooftops, and trains without close-ups of their pain-racked 
faces and bleeding wounds? At a conference on television violence, Prothrow-Stith 
mentioned the case of a young man in an emergency room bleeding from a gunshot 
wound�� He was puzzled that it hurts�� Producers of televised violence face a dilemma: 
either the content they create desensitizes the viewer by showing the graphic details, 
or it deceives the viewer by giving the impression that violence is clean and without 
consequence���4

Violence as a justified and effective means of solving problems: Many movies and 
cartoons suggest that becoming violent is a justified means to solve problems�� In 
one study, children were asked how often it is justified to beat someone up if you 
are angry at that person�� Heavy viewers of television answered more often that it 
is almost always appropriate to beat someone up���� Using violence to solve problems 
is not only portrayed as justified, but also as effective�� Most films depict violent and 
illegal actions as more effective in solving problems than legal or socially accepted 
means��

Violence as funny, amusing, entertaining, and pleasurable. One of the most deep-
seated lessons of television is that violence is entertaining and pleasurable�� Sissela 
Bok, who has long been interested in how societies and individuals make moral 
decisions, addresses the debate about our long-standing obsession with violent 
images in her book Mayhem: Violence as Public Entertainment�� In an interview she 
said: ‘In the 1950s and 60’s, a few researchers thought that maybe if young boys 
saw moderately violent programs – and that’s all there was at the time – they would 
be less violent�� They’d somehow work things out�� This has not been supported by 
more recent research�� And I think a lot of people simply don’t realize how unique 

�4 TV Guide, op��cit��, p��21��
�� Buddemeier, op��cit��, p�� 184��
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the situation is for viewers today�� There’s never been a time when you could see so 
much graphic violence any hour of the night or day in our own homes��”�6 

Most movies have no higher purpose than to entertain�� Even culturally more 
important films that contain historical facts – such as The Killing Fields on the 
genocide in Cambodia or Schindler’s List on the holocaust – are ultimately made 
for the purpose of entertainment�� If outside the cinemas showing The Killing Fields 
or Schindler’s List lectures were held on genocide, only a few people would listen 
because lectures are not as entertaining�� In movies such as The Killing Fields and 
Schindler’s List the entertainment purpose is well concealed behind the tragic 
portrayal of historical events��

Viewers often laugh even when the film is not meant to be funny or entertaining�� 
According to the International Herald Tribune, high school students in Oakland, 
California, were expelled from a screening of Schindler’s List ‘after audience mem-
bers complained they were laughing at Nazi atrocities portrayed on the screen��’�7

Violent cartoons are often accompanied by laugh-tracks�� Slaby mentions one 
episode of the Pink Panther, where ‘sound-track laughter punctuates each episode 
as the main character pounds a lifeguard flat on a surfboard, empties a swimming 
pool as the lifeguard dives in, causes him to fall into fire, and tricks him into being 
run over by a bus��’�8 The fact that something is entertaining does not mean it is 
harmless�� One study found that those children who had the happiest facial expres-
sions while violence was shown were the most aggressive after watching the film���9 
As an anecdote, it is worth noting that one of the most bloodthirsty despots of the 
20th century, former dictator of Uganda, Idi Amin, loved cartoons��

Professor Aletha Huston from the University of Kansas points out that ‘Children 
who watch violent shows, even “just funny” cartoons, were more likely to hit their 
playmates, argue, disobey class rules, leave tasks unfinished, and were less willing 
to wait for things than those who watched nonviolent programs��’60

�6 D�� Garner�� Salon Mothers Who Think: Violence or Entertainment? Salon [Internet�� 2000]�� 
Available from http://www��salon��com/mwt/feature/1998/05/21feature��html, not paged (19 
October 2005)��

�7 No author indicated because report too short, “Away from Politics,” International Herald 
Tribune, 1994 January 21, p�� 3��

�8 R��G Slaby & G��R�� Quarfoth, op��cit��, p�� 233��
�9 P�� Ekman, et��al�� „Facial expressions of emotion while watching televised violence as predic-

tors of subsequent aggression,” In: G��A�� Comstock, F��A�� Rubinstein, & J��P�� Murray (Eds��) Televi-
sion and Social Behavior. Vol��5: Television’s Effects: Further Explorations, Washington (DC) 1972: 
U��S�� Government Printing Office, p�� 22–58��

60 “Violence on Televison�� What do Children Learn? What Can Parents Do?”�� American 
Psychological Association [Internet, 2005]�� Available from http://www��apa��org/pubinfo/violence��
html, not paged (19 October 2005)��
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Reinforcing Effects
Television should be analyzed in the context of other media and the social and 

cultural world in which children grow up��61 In particular, it is necessary to inves-
tigate how televised violence relates to, and is reinforced by, other factors such as 
the experience of real-life violence which is becoming more common; the impact 
of increasingly violent video and computer games; the effect of toy guns and other 
violent playthings; the impact of violent heavy metal and rap music, and the access 
to violence through the Internet�� Television violence is by no means the only source 
of the increasingly violent experience of children and young people��62

Real-life violence: Many children and teenagers are subject to violence in their 
homes, in schools, and on the streets: if they are not themselves victims of child 
abuse or stray bullets, they witness assaults, murders, and fights over drugs, money, 
and girls�� According to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention as 
many as 10 million children in the US are reported to have seen violence or been 
victims of violence in their homes and communities��6�

In some places, life in the streets has become so distressing that parents keep 
their children inside their home almost all the time, day-in and day-out�� These ‘724 
children’ – so named because they are confined to the home virtually 7 days a week, 
24 hours a day – are susceptible to almost constant exposure to TV, video games, 
Internet, and other electronic media�� By being kept indoors for extended periods 
of time, the rates of media consumption skyrocket�� Being saved from the real 
violence in the streets, ‘724 children’ suffer from virtual violence��

As a result of both real and virtual violence, many American children suffer from 
post-traumatic stress disorders similar to those of children in the war zones of 

61 Cf�� for example S�� L�� Smith, E�� Donnerstein��Harmful effects of exposure to media violence: 
Learning of aggression, emotional desensitization, and fear�� In: R��G�� Geen, E�� Donnerstein 
(Eds��), Human aggression: Theories, research, and implications for social policy, New York 1998: 
Academic Press, p�� 167–202�� E��H�� Woodard, N�� Gridina�� Media in the home 2000, The fifth 
annual survey of parents and children�� Philadelphia (PA) 2000: The Annenberg Public Policy 
Center of the University of Pennsylvania��

62 Cf�� “Risk Factors and Protective Factors in Youth Violence” in the Report “Youth Violence 
and Public Health”�� US Public Health Service. Youth Violence: A Report of the Surgeon General 
[Internet, 2005]�� Available from http://www��mentalhealth��samhsa��gov/youthviolence/surgeon-
general/SG_Site/forums��asp, not paged (19 October)��

6� K�� Kracke�� Children’s Exposure to Violence: The Safe Start Initiative�� Office of Juvenile 
Justice and Deliquency Prevention – Fact Sheet [Internet, April 2001]�� Available from: http://www��
ncjrs��org/pdffiles1/ojjdp/fs200113��pdf, not paged (20 October 2005)�� 
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Cambodia, Somalia, and the former Yugoslavia��64 The Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention highlights surveys, according to which some two million 
U��S�� teenagers between the age of 12 and 17 are likely to have experienced post-
traumatic stress disorder due to violence in their past��6� While in real wars, there 
is hope for peace and reconstruction, in the inner city, the daily combat and the 
warfare have no end��66 As Newsweek columnist George Will noted, “To be a witness 
to violence is to be a victim of violence��”67

Video games: Reinforcing the effects of televised violence are video games which 
have become astonishingly life-like and increasingly bloody�� One of the earliest 
successful violent video games in the 1990s was Mortal Kombat�� The most attrac-
tive feature of this game is the final move when the ‘Kombat’ is over and the player 
is given an opportunity to kill his opponent in various ways�� Lindsey Gruson 
explains that Mortal Kombat ‘provides the thrill of humiliating the loser by bare-
handedly ripping out his still beating heart or tearing off his life-like head and 
triumphantly holding it aloft, the spinal chord dangling from its neck��’68 According 
to Wilson Hung, a 16 year-old teenager from Oyster Bay, Mortal Kombat is ‘the 
best’�� He especially relished the move when he can knock his opponent ‘off a ledge 
and [watch] him become impaled on a sharpened spike�� The most gratifying 
moment, he finds, comes at one of the final moves when he can electrocute his 
opponent��’69 In Britain, the government and members of parliament started a 
campaign against Mortal Kombat and similar games�� David Alton, a member of 
parliament, mentioned the example of a game which allows the player to kill 
a woman by garroting or with a machete��70 The British education secretary John 
Patten at that time argued: ‘The new trend towards games which include realistic 
images of violence is disturbing, not least because of the interactive nature of such 

64 “The disorders include inability to concentrate, persistent sleep disturbance, flashbacks, 
sudden startling and hypervigilance, nihilistic and fatalistic orientation toward the future, 
leading to increased risk taking��” (source: ibid��, p��78)

6� K�� Kracke�� Children’s Exposure to Violence: The Safe Start Initiative�� Office of Juvenile 
Justice and Deliquency Prevention – Fact Sheet [Internet, April 2001]�� Available from: http://www��
ncjrs��org/pdffiles1/ojjdp/fs200113��pdf, not paged (20 October 2005)�� 

66 This point was made by Dr�� James Garbarino at the Erikson Institute for Child Develop-
ment in Chicago�� Cited by P�� Reto�� Gewalt vor Kinderaugen, Brueckenbauer, 1993 Septem-
ber 1, p�� 28��

67 ibid��, p��78��
68 L�� Gruson�� Video Violence: It’s Hot! It’s Mortal! It’s Kombat! The New York Times, 1993 

September 16��
69 ibid��
70 F�� Millar�� Video nasties may be simple to turn off, hope is hard to turn on�� The Irish Times, 

1994 February 3,  p�� 8��
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games, whereby the player feels actively involved in the perpetration of violent 
acts��’71 Nowadays games like Half-Life 2 are far more violent and far more realistic 
than Mortal Kombat�� Every now and then, especially after a teenager runs amok, 
there is an outcry and a call for action, but overall, the political campaigns against 
violent games have not been effective, failing for similar reasons as attempts to 
regulate violence on TV�� The key reasons include hesitation to regulate matters 
which happen in private homes, effective lobbying by the entertainment industry, 
and lack of attention paid to the research linking virtual and real violence�� Most 
politicians do not understand the effects of media: they are not familiar with violent 
video games; they do not fathom the attraction it exerts on young people; and their 
timid measures have no significant impact on the production and consumption of 
violence��

War games and toy guns. A vast array of toys supplements the influx of media 
violence into the consciousness of children�� Among these are toy guns, war games, 
and other violent playthings, which proliferate due to parental unawareness and 
the glorious portrayal of weapons and violence on television�� Many toys are crea-
tions based on violent movies and serve to remind the children of the violence they 
saw on television, thus enabling youngsters to reenact the televised script�� Accord-
ing to Nancy Carlsson-Paige and Diane Levin, authors of the book The War Play 
Dilemma, the television content directs the play of children. ‘Many pre-school and 
kindergarten teachers complained to these authors about the autistic-like repeti-
tiveness and lack of imagination they see on the playground from children 
immersed in these and other violent television programs�� Playing with war toys 
seems to denude children’s imaginations, while stimulating imagination of violence�� 
Some kids get stuck in a groove shooting down enemies who pop right up again 
and cannot recover the spontaneity of free-form play��’72

Violence through the Internet: While the Internet is a vast source of information 
and contains some useful websites for learning, it also hides unsafe information 
and enables crimes�� Many parents, especially those who are not computer literate, 
do not know how dangerous certain activities and content can be for children and 
youth�� According to one study, teenagers and young adults spend an average of 
16��7 hours online weekly – more than they do watching TV��7� The number of 
Internet addicts is growing�� The Internet is now a main source of information for 

71 ibid��
72 Prothrow-Stith, op��cit��, p�� 35��
7� “Know What Your Child Is Doing On The Internet�� Are you web savvy? A Family Guide 

to Keeping Youth Mentally Healthy and Drug Free [Internet, 2003]�� Available from http://family��
samhsa��gov/monitor/internet��aspx, not paged (20 October 2005)��
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what is ‘cool’ and current in their world�� The Internet is the most popular way 
among youth to ‘get connected��’ Children and teenagers are one of the fastest grow-
ing groups of Internet users, with an estimated 77 million children online daily��74 

The Crimes Against Children Research Center examined Internet victimization of 
Youth�� Its staff interviewed a nationally representative sample of 1,501 youth, aged 
10 to 17, who used the Internet regularly�� ‘Regular use’ was defined as using the 
Internet at least once a month for the past 6 months on a computer at home, at 
school, in a library, at someone else’s home, or in some other place�� The Research 
Center offered the following statistical findings:

•  One in 5 youth received a sexual approach or solicitation over the Internet in 
the past year��

•  One in 33 youth received an aggressive sexual solicitation in the past year�� 
This means a predator asked a young person to meet somewhere, called 
a young person on the phone, and/or sent the young person correspondence, 
money, or gifts through the U��S�� Postal Service�� 

•  One in 4 youth had an unwanted exposure in the past year to pictures of naked 
people or people having sex��

•  One in 17 youth was threatened or harassed in the past year��7�

The Internet Youth Safety survey, as cited above, confirmed what was already 
known, namely that Internet can be a threat for children and youth: ‘Most youth 
reported not being distressed by sexual exposures online�� However, a significant 
23 percent reported being very or extremely upset, 20 percent reported being very 
or extremely embarrassed, and 20 percent reported at least one symptom of stress�� 
These findings point to the need for more research on the effects on youth of 
unwanted exposure to sexual materials and the indicators of potentially exploitative 
adult-youth relationships��’76

Heavy metal and rap music. Although the content and target groups within the 
heavy metal and rap industry vary, the substance of the songs is similar, with many 

74 Internet Crimes Against Children�� US Department of Justice – Office for Victim of Crimes 
Bulletin [Internet, December 2001]�� Available from http://www��ojp��usdoj��gov/ovc/publica-
tions/bulletins/internet_2_2001/internet_2_01_2��html, not paged, (20 October 2005)�� 

7� The bullet points are direct quotes from: “Youth Internet Safety Survey”, December 2001, 
US Department of Justice – Office for Victim of Crimes Bulletin [Internet]�� Available from http://
www��ojp��usdoj��gov/ovc/publications/bulletins/internet_2_2001/internet_2_01_2��html, not 
paged, (20 October 2005)�� 

76 “Youth Internet Safety Survey”, December 2001, US Department of Justice – Office for 
Victim of Crimes Bulletin [Internet]�� Available from http://www��ojp��usdoj��gov/ovc/publica-
tions/bulletins/internet_2_2001/internet_2_01_2��html, not paged, (20 October 2005)�� 
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songs addressing and sometimes glorifying violence, suicide, Satanism, and the 
general rage of a generation without orientation and ideals�� Prothrow-Stith writes:

The creators of heavy metal and rap are the world’s first television genera-
tion, the first generation nurtured on television’s steady diet of fictional and 
nonfictional mayhem. One critic has suggested that what these performers do 
in their music is feed back the violence consumed by them during years and 
years before the ‘tube.’…The sexism in this music is alarming, as is the self-
congratulatory quality of the violence. In rap song after rap song, young black 
men brag about owning guns, using guns and killing.77

5. Industry arguments

How do the representatives of the television and film industry react to the sci-
entific evidence linking television violence to aggressive behavior and crime? Ellen 
Goodman argues that the entertainment industry has used the same methods of 
disinformation as the Tobacco Industry and the National Rifle Association��

David Geffen, one of Hollywood’s major producers, said: ‘I think that people 
watching Terminator or Total Recall are not affected by the kind of carnage you see 
in these movies because it isn’t real��’78 This statement symbolizes a widespread 
attitude among media producers�� As Yale researchers Jerome and Dorothy Singer 
pointed out, there is a key flaw in the industry’s argument:

…we have the intriguing paradox of a tremendously successful industry that 
earns its income through the sale of advertising time, using claims that a com-
pany’s influence, brand recognition, and sale of products are enhanced through 
regular viewing of these commercials – yet at the same time, industry repre-
sentatives assert that heavy viewing by children of a variety of frightening and 
anti-social behaviors on the same medium will not influence their behavior!79

Just as in the case of the tobacco industry, decades of research evidence is being 
overlooked, denounced, and misrepresented by the television and film establish-
ment�� Indirectly, many of those responsible for the daily TV bloodbaths admit 
that televised violence is harmful�� For example, Dick Wolf, television producer of 

77 D�� Prothrow-Stith�� Deadly Consequences: How Violence Is Destroying Our Teenage Popula-
tion and a Plan to Begin Solving the Problem, New York 1993: Harper Perennial, p�� 37��

78 CNN Specials, November 1, 1992, Transcript #82-2��
79 Large, op��cit��, p��106��
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Law & Order and Miami Vice, admitted that he forbids his children to watch any 
of his own programmes as well as the supposedly harmless Saturday-morning 
cartoons��80

One of the main arguments used by the industry has always been that theatre 
and literature contain violence as well�� TV managers and their academic followers 
relish in reciting Shakespeare�� While it is true that ‘good’ literature contains vio-
lence, there are fundamental differences between TV violence and violence in 
literature�� The main purpose of Shakespeare’s tragedies is not to portray violence, 
but to show fateful and intriguing social, political, and interpersonal constellations, 
in the course of which violence appears only as a last and tragic resort�� Violence is 
always portrayed as a calamity, and not as glorious and pleasurable as in most films�� 
The cheap, industrial violence seen on TV does not exist in good literature��

6. How significant is the TV factor?

One of the most interesting studies on the effects of television was conducted 
by Brandon Centerwall, a professor of psychiatry and behavioural science at the 
University of Washington�� He studied the development of the homicide rates of 
three countries: the United States, Canada, and South Africa�� Centerwall discovered 
that in all the three countries the murder rates show a tremendous increase about 
10 to 15 years after the introduction of television�� This amount of time, Centerwall 
argues, is just enough so that the first generation of children raised on television 
reaches the most crime-prone years, early adulthood��81

Clearly, Centerwall’s study does not prove that television causes violence�� Cor-
relation does not establish causation (the famous post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy)�� 
However, three main factors make Centerwall’s contribution significant�� 

First, the control variables such as civil disturbance, urban problems, death 
penalty, gun ownership, economic reasons, and alcohol and drug abuse did not 
explain the time lag between the introduction of television and the surge of the 
murder rates��

Second, while America’s and Canada’s homicide rate had already shot up to high 
levels in the 1970s, the murder rate in South Africa did not increase�� Centerwall 
argues that it could be because television was only introduced in 1974 in South 
Africa�� Ten years later, however, the South African murder rate shot up, which 

80  TV Guide, op��cit��, p��15��
81 Department of Health and Human Services�� Television and the preparation of the mind for 

learning�� Conference Proceedings, October 2, 1992, p�� 21��
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would support Centerwall’s thesis that murder rates increase about 10 to 15 years 
after the introduction of television�� 

Third, the rise in the South African murder rate could not have been caused by 
racial conflict, as Centerwall counted only murders among whites��82 

Fourth, similar patterns of surging violence can be observed in many other 
countries�� In Britain, for example, violence has increased tenfold since 1951��8� The 
surge in violence cannot be explained exclusively by TV, but Centerwall’s study is 
one of many pieces of the puzzle suggesting that it could be an important causal 
element�� It is likely that TV (and certainly all media taken together) plays a sig-
nificant role��

Scientists are careful to make estimates of the size of television’s contribution to 
violence�� The exact figure cannot be calculated because of the multiplicity of inter-
related factors and the vagaries of generating, using, and interpreting data�� Despite 
these difficulties, the question regarding the relative importance of television 
among other causes of violence is relevant and has been addressed by several 
researchers�� Based on his own studies, and the cumulative evidence of decades of 
scientific research, Centerwall estimates that television is responsible for about fifty 
percent of real-life violence�� Another distinguished researcher, Leonard Eron at 
the University of Illinois conservatively estimated that televised violence is respon-
sible for about ten percent of the real violence in society��84 

To most observers, fifty percent sounds rather high given that other factors play 
significant roles in generating violence as well, for example child abuse, gun avail-
ability, economic inequality, and drug and alcohol abuse�� Ten percent, on the other 
hand, could be low in light of the scientific evidence and the fact that electronic 
media are probably the largest cultural force in modern society�� Thus, with all the 
necessary caution, it can be speculated that television’s contribution to violence in 
society might be somewhere between ten and fifty percent of real-life violence�� 
Even if television’s contribution is ‘only’ ten percent, this number would imply that 
every year in the U��S�� alone the contribution of television is an equivalent of 
approximately 1,600 murders, nearly 90,000 aggravated assaults, and more than 
9,500 reported rapes��8� These calculations are crude and the uncertainty is substan-

82 Department of Health and Human Services, op��cit��, p��21��
8� M�� Large��Who‘s Bringing them Up? How to Break the T.V. Habit. UK 1990: Hawthorne 

Press, 2nd edition, p�� 105-6
84 ibid��, p��13��
8� “Crime in the United States 2002 – Crime Index Offenses Reported”, Federal Bureau of 

Investigation, [Internet]�� Available from http://www��fbi��gov/ucr/cius_02/html/web/offreported/
offreported��html, not paged, (27 September 2005)��
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tial�� Yet the numbers may serve as a rough guide in evaluating whether there is 
a need for action��

While the overall contribution of the television factor is hard to quantify, other 
conclusions are much more firm�� The amount and quality of the research that has 
established television as a contributory cause of violence is impressive�� The margin 
of error is very small�� If there is an error, it is probably rather a problem of underes-
timation than overestimation�� The true extent of the problem may escape measure-
ment because traditional research tools are not designed to fully capture the effects 
of television�� Empirical research may underestimate the effects for two main reasons�� 
First, by focusing on measurable and quantifiable media effects such as changes in 
expressed attitude or behaviour, scientific studies neglect several categories of effects 
which may be more significant than those uncovered with available research instru-
ments�� Some transformative effects of television are not measurable in terms of 
behavioural shifts, especially effects on the subconscious and unconscious layers of 
human personality as well as more subtle effects on the psychic structure which do 
not translate directly or immediately into altered attitudes and behaviour�� What we 
can see and measure in human personality is merely the tip of the iceberg��

The second reason for a likely underestimation of media effects is the short-term 
orientation of most research in this area�� Many studies have concentrated on the 
immediate effects of the media�� They investigate, for example, whether children 
become more aggressive after watching a violent broadcast�� Not surprisingly, these 
effects are sometimes slight�� Much more important is the impact of the long-term 
exposure to the medium, the cumulative watching experience from cradle to grave, 
combined with the other sources of violent experience�� For instance, viewing one 
murder may or may not be significant, but the cumulative effect of seeing tens of 
thousands of murders is very likely significant�� Televised content is reinforced 
through repetition�� Long-term effects cannot be easily determined by empirical 
research�� Longitudinal studies are complicated, expensive, and fraught with uncer-
tainties�� The longer the time interval considered, the harder it is to establish causal-
ity, as many other factors can explain a particular outcome��

7. Conclusion

Never before in the modern history of the United States has so much violence, 
and such lethal violence, been perpetrated by adolescents and young adults�� Since 
the perpetrators were the children raised on TV, it seems fair to investigate to what 
extent the TV factor (along with other sources of virtual violence) may play a role 
in real-life violence�� 
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Children learn by imitation�� They imitate positive as well as negative behaviour�� 
They deeply absorb the violence they see on the screen�� The pictures they see shape 
their view of the world and their personalities�� Through the glorifying and heroic 
portrayal of violence, children learn to see it as an appropriate and effective way of 
resolving conflicts�� As a result of extended exposure to violence, children are 
gradually desensitized and lose their sense of morality, orientation, and security��

Media are not merely a passive mirror of society; they shape perception and 
influence human development�� The debate over television violence continues but 
the scientific evidence is solid�� The cumulative weight of the evidence suggests that 
television, video games, and other media carrying violent content represent a threat 
to the psyche and to public health�� If there is an error in the science, it is likely an 
error of underestimation, not overestimation�� The research may underestimate the 
effect because it investigates only the outward, measurable impacts and tends to 
focus on the short-term exposure to the medium�� 

In light of the multi-billion-dollar business that is at stake, it is not surprising 
that the TV, film, and video game industries produce continually increased levels 
of violence for entertainment purposes, while denying or downplaying negative 
effects�� However, as with the case of the tobacco or asbestos industries, there may 
come a time when the industry is on the defensive, as people will be able to show 
that they have systematically hidden knowledge that cumulative exposure to vio-
lence is harmful��

Theodore Roszak writes: ‘As long as the men who run the media keep feeding 
the minds of…boys…on a steady diet of Terminators and Liquidators and Annihi-
lators and Die Hards and Top Guns, we cannot expect to free ourselves from the 
morals of extermination��’86

This paper has not proposed any solutions, but it is clear that solutions have to 
match the research findings�� It is too facile to argue that the matter should be left 
to parents�� That argument merely supports the status quo, as the problem is cur-
rently left to parents�� Parents are, by and large, unaware of what is happening or 
unsure of what to do�� Most people have never been exposed to the research 
reviewed in this paper, and only very few people are familiar with the full depth 
and breadth of research in this field��

In contrast, the vast majority has got used to the violence, often trivializing the 
issues and using similar arguments as the media industry�� While people seek infor-
mation on how to protect themselves against physical threats, they are far less 
concerned about threats to their mental and emotional well-being�� These threats 
are at least as significant as the physical threats that are discussed on a daily basis��

86 T�� Roszak�� The Voice of the Earth, New York 1992: Simon & Schuster, p�� 242��
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Main Fields of Research on the Problems 
of Family Violence in a Local Community

Abstract 

The main goal of the presented article is to form basic aims of research on the 
problems of family violence in the local community�� In order to do so, an analysis 
of various international and national documents has been made as they are sources 
of standards applicable to local research on family violence�� Adopting the perspec-
tive of the social sector as an essential one to counteract the phenomenon, and at 
the same time, to carry out research on the problem, four basic aims of research 
were suggested by the author: establishing the picture of the problem of family 
violence, working out the context of its incidence, recognizing and monitoring the 
possibility to reduce it in a local environment and the assessment of the effective-
ness of applied solutions, programmes and means�� 

Key words: family violence, local community, prevention, local diagnosis

Introduction 

The need to carry out research on the problems of family violence is nowadays 
highly emphasized or even regarded as compelling�� First of all, it stems from some 
practical aspects such as an integral link between the effective counteraction of 
negative occurrences of family violence and their diagnosis�� Thus, it is impossible 
to create an effective local system of preventing family violence without a multidi-
mensional diagnosis of its local occurrence�� Nevertheless, apart from practical and 
factual aspects, the need or even the necessity to carry out research on the problems 
of family violence is also formally specified in various documents both interna-
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tional, such as the recommendations issued by the Council of Europe (e��g�� R(90)2, 
(93)2, (2002) 5)1 and the national ones (in Poland such as e��g�� Ustawa 
o przeciwdziałaniu przemocy w rodzinie of 29th July 2005 [translator’s note: The Act 
on Counteracting Family Violence] or Krajowy Program Przeciwdziałania Przemocy 
w Rodzinie [translator’s note: The National Programme for Counteracting Family 
Violence] passed by the Polish government in September 2006)��2

It can be easily observed that everybody notices the need to conduct research 
on the problems of family violence in order to prevent it from occurring, but at the 
same time there is neither a common agreement nor a mutual idea how to do it in 
an appropriate way�� In other words, the widely perceived need to carry out such 
research is rarely accompanied by a clear concept of its implementation�� Thus, there 
is a strong need for efficient models of local research on family violence, which 
could be applied to practical analysis of its occurrence and to organize counter 
actions in various local communities�� 

Main fields of research in the local diagnosis of the problem of 
family violence

Basically, considering the problems of research on family violence in order to 
find a model that could by used for diagnoses in various local environments, first 
it is necessary to specify the basic fields of research i��e�� aims and tasks of such 
diagnoses�� Only on their basis can we define their research categories, i��e�� issues 
which are to be analyzed and the type of data which ought to be gathered�� In other 
words, this is the stage of working on general and more detailed research indicators. 
The next step covers choosing a research strategy and working out a research 
workshop (including a specification of the sources of data, the choice of research 
samples and research “objects”, defining research techniques and tools, establishing 
the circumstances of carrying out the research, etc��)�� The logical sequence of all 
these stages is clear and stems from the general methodological rules in social and 
pedagogical sciences (cf�� e��g�� Pilch, Bauman 2001)�� It defines the researchers’ 
conduct regardless of the analyzed phenomena and the level of analysis (macro or 
microsocial)�� 

1 The contents of the recommendations are presented on the website of the Council of 
Europe www��coe��int/t/trnsversalprojects/children/keyLegalTexts (access 8��07��2006)

2 The documents can be found on the website of the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy 
www��mps��gov��pl or on other websites of the Polish parliament or government��
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In this study, it has been attempted to specify the aim of research on diagnoses 
and analyses of family violence occurring in the local environment by means of 
referring to and analyzing international and national standards, as well as to selected 
examples of local research – diagnoses of the occurrence of family violence�� 

The World Health Organization (WHO), which has clearly defined the issues of 
family violence and child abuse as a worldwide problem and their significance for 
individual and social welfare as catastrophic, has also pointed out the main tasks 
which ought to be carried out by means of proper collection and analysis of data 
on the problem of violence (Krug et al�� 2002)�� The WHO mentions in this aspect 
the following: providing quantity data (incidence/scope of occurrence) of the 
phenomena, providing information on cases, causes, determinants and conse-
quences of violence, identifying new trends in the problems of violence, providing 
suggestions on the priorities concerning prevention by means of identifying the 
areas of high risk of suffering from and using violence, spatial analysis of distribu-
tion of services helping victims of violence and providing information on the basis 
of which the applied means and actions could be assessed�� (WHO, 2004, p�� 11)

At the national level in Poland, we can also refer to some regulations and docu-
ments which contain some more or less specified guidance concerning the research 
on family violence�� First of all, we can refer to the Act on Counteracting Family 
Violence [Ustawa o przeciwdziałaniu przemocy w rodzinie] of 29th July 2005�� As far 
as the Act is concerned, a companion has been prepared which proves that the 
basis to create a system of counteracting family violence in the local environment 
is the research carried out in a few areas (Przewodnik do realizacji ustawy 
o przeciwdziałaniu przemocy w rodzinie, p�� 68–69) such as establishing the scope 
of incidence, establishing the resources of the local environment i��e�� the activity of 
various institutions offering help, working out a map of resources, finding out the 
attitude of the local community towards family violence and helping its victims as 
well as finding out the attitude and competence of professionals�� 

The scope of research on family violence which meets the global tendencies 
suggested by the WHO is presented in the National Programme for Counteract-
ing Family Violence (which is sequential to the Act of 2005) adopted by the Polish 
government in September 2006�� Specifying the actions in the scope of diagnosis 
of the problems of family violence, the National Programme points out the fol-
lowing (National Programme…, 2006): diagnosing the incidence of the problems 
of family violence with a division into different categories of victims, research on 
the existing infrastructure of institutions helping victims of family violence, the 
analysis of effectiveness of help provided to families suffering from family violence 
and research on needs for training offered to professionals dealing with this 
problem�� 
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Whilst searching recommended fields of research on the problems of family 
violence occurring in the local environment, we should also pay our attention to 
examples of undertakings practically implemented in this aspect�� 

In the study How to organize a local system of child abuse prevention [in Polish: 
Jak organizować lokalny system pomocy dzieciom krzywdzonym] (2002) the basic 
elements of creating a local system in the area of Warsaw (district Praga–Południe) 
were presented�� One of them consisted in working out a monograph of the area in 
the aspect of violence towards children�� The monograph covered: 

•  general characteristics of the district, 
•  diagnosis of a current offer of institutions helping suffering children and their 

families, 
•  diagnosis of the scale of the child abuse problems in the district and 
•  diagnosis of the attitudes of professionals towards various aspects of the 

problem and actions taken�� 
In another example showing a local initiative of creating and improving the 

system of counteracting the family violence, the Institute of Health Psychology 
carried out research within the project Family violence in the capital city – Warsaw 
[in Polish: Zjawisko przemocy domowej na terenie Miasta Stołecznego Warszawy] 
in 2004�� The research conducted covered two main fields: the diagnosis of the 
problem and the diagnosis of resources�� The diagnosis of the problem analyzed the 
scale of the problem of family violence, its forms and social attitude towards fam-
ily violence�� The diagnosis of resources, on the other hand, identified the scope of 
institutional reactions (what institutions), their contents (what programmes) and 
professionals (competence and knowledge)�� Both fields of study – the diagnosis of 
the problem and resources were analyzed in correlation with each other (Family 
violence …, 2004). In the quoted research, numerous examples of empirical analy-
ses, i��e�� general indicators were specified�� They included: 

•  the scope of experience and violence used against a partner,
•  the intensification and forms of violence used against children,
•  the awareness of incidence of family violence in the area,
•  determinants of family violence (demographic features, alcohol abuse, expe-

riencing violence in childhood),
•  spreading stereotypes on family violence,
•  accepting family violence, 
•  readiness to seek help,
•  experience of people working at institutions and services (professionals) with 

people suffering from family violence,
•  self-assessment of preparation by professionals,
•  professionals’ needs at work,
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•  attitude of professionals towards family violence,
•  types and number of institutions offering help,
•  expertise of professionals, scope, form and accessibility of the institutions 

(Zjawisko przemocy…, 2004).

Main fields of local research on the problems of family violence 
– an attempt at synthesis

On the basis of the presented global standards and examples of local diagnoses, 
we can attempt to define the basic aims and fields of local research on family vio-
lence�� The main aim of such research is, let us not forget, creating, developing and 
improving a local system of counteracting family violence�� 

Summing up all the presented notes and analyses, in the submitted proposal 
defining the basic aims of research on family violence in a local environment, one 
can specify four main aims of research:

1��  recognizing/defining/and monitoring the epidemiological picture and ten-
dencies in the scope of the number of the problems of family violence in 
a local environment

2��  defining the context for the incidence of family violence
3��  recognizing and a systematic / monitoring analysis of the possibility to act in 

the local environment (institutions, centres, services, people and their 
actions)

4��  establishing the effectiveness of actions (programmes, forms and means) 
based on empirical proofs in the most precise way possible�� 

The following diagram can be presented to show a model matrix of aims which 
ought to be carried out in the local diagnoses of the problem of family violence: 

Model matrix of the aims of local research on family violence
Research on the problems of family violence in a local community

Picture Context Possibilities Effectiveness

Establishing what forms 
and types of family vio-
lence occur and prevail 
in a local community 

Finding out spacial and 
social patterns and other 
features of incidence of 
family violence 

The analysis of resources 
of all objects of actions: 
their competence and 
abilities as well as car-
ried out actions, iden-
tification and analysis 
of features – protective 
factors in a local com-
munity 

The assessment of indi-
vidual programmes car-
ried out by individuals 
as well as in a commu-
nity, i.e. co-operational 
and integrated ones. 
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Using this model in the conditions of specific local communities will produce 
an array of general and more detailed questions�� However, specifying particular 
aims of research is only the first and yet crucial element of conceptualization of 
local diagnoses�� Other steps cover the selection of appropriate indicators, and the 
adoption of solutions in the scope of research procedure – i��e�� selection of sources, 
determining research factors, working out tools�� Each of these steps, however, 
requires a certain model on the basis of which the solutions used in a given local 
reality may be detailed or worked out�� Such solutions and proposals should be 
presented in a more systematic and proved way, which requires another study�� 
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Child abuse 
and its perception by students, parents and teachers 

(Analysis of research results)1

Abstract

The article concentrates on the problem of child abuse in the family, which is 
most usually manifested by physical and psychic violence�� 

Despite the fact that when abusing the child parents usually do not intend to 
harm them but rather want to make them act in the desired manner, causing pain 
or distress and exerting physical or psychic violence may have many negative 
consequences on the child, both direct and distant in time�� 

Based on the conducted empirical research, the article presents the scale of the 
problem and its consequences, as well as the parents’ opinions included in the study 
on violence during child growth and its effects on parents’ behaviour in situations 
related to child upbringing�� It also demonstrates the relationship between child 
abuse and the manifestation of negative behaviours, directly resulting from vio-
lence�� From among many forms of negative behaviours which may be related to 
physical or psychic violence, the study concentrated, among others, on aggression, 
using dependence agents (alcohol, narcotics, cigarettes, steroids and drugs) and 
escapes from home�� The conducted statistical analyses indicate a very close rela-
tionship between the two�� 

Keywords: child abuse, perception of violence

1 Research results conducted for doctoral dissertation written under the supervision of 
professor M��J�� Szymański�� The doctor’s degree was taken at the Institute for Educational Research 
of the Ministry of National Education in Warsaw, 2004�� Chosen research passages were presented 
at the Summer School for Young Pedagogues in 2006 and at the International Conference “What 
People Are Afraid Of ” organized by Warsaw University in 2004��
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Introduction

In recent years in Poland, the issue of child abuse has aroused interest among 
a variety of specialists and become a topic of discussions, yet the real scope of the 
issue remains hard to grasp�� Child abuse can be categorized as: disclosed violence 
– when cases of child abuse are noted in police reports and examined by independ-
ent courts; and undisclosed violence, which may take place at home even every 
day, and in case of which the real number of victims is never to be known��

Therefore, the scope of the issue is shown only by sparse research, and data 
obtained from the Public Opinion Research Centre’s polls regarding corporal 
punishment used in upbringing�� 

Violence towards a child is defined depending on the adopted aspect, for exam-
ple: a kind of behaviour, the perpetrator’s intentions or effects of violence�� Also an 
approach concerning violence may be different depending on a given country or 
culture��

Theoretical framework

The literature on the subject lists four kinds of violence: physical, mental, sexual 
and negligence�� I will refer to specific violent behaviour that is part of a given kind 
of abuse (e��g�� hitting with a hand or an object) as a “form of violence”�� In my paper 
I have used the following definitions of violence:

Physical violence refers to active behaviour, from beating and wounding to 
killing (Pospiszyl 1994, Brągiel 1996)�� According to Susan Forward, physical vio-
lence covers “all behaviour causing a child pain, regardless if it leaves a mark or not” 
(1994, p�� 89)��

Mental violence, also called emotional harm, is understood as insulting words, 
derogatory remarks, and various kinds of verbal degrading�� A subject of verbal 
assault can be “a child’s appearance, their intelligence, skills, as well as their worth 
as a human being” (Forward 1994, p�� 73)�� It is then violence that consists of destruc-
tion by means of words��

Sexual violence, also called sexual abuse or incest, is, according to Elżbieta Czyż, 
using a child by adults to obtain sexual pleasure (1992, pp�� 96–99), therefore, it can 
be types of behaviour that do not necessarily involve physical contact with a child’s 
body�� 

Negligence is defined as not satisfying a child’s needs (necessary for his or her 
proper development) connected with, among others, nutrition, clothing, hygiene, 
medical care, and a child’s psyche (Szymańczak 1995, p�� 14)��
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Irena Obuchowska defined the term violence in upbringing�� According to her, 
it is using physical or mental force to make a child succumb to a guardian’s will 
(1989)�� Straus and Donneley (1993), by analogy, define corporal punishment as 
using violence in order to change or control the child’s behaviour�� Therefore, it is 
not harming a child, causing pain or distress that is parents’ intention, but forcing 
a desired behaviour�� 

Methodological premises

The main goal of my research was to find out the scope of the issue of (undis-
closed) child abuse, and opinions of students, parents and teachers on violence in 
upbringing�� In order to do that, it was necessary to recognize the influence of 
family and environmental factors on the occurrence of violence, as well as define 
the influence of violence on its effects and behaviour in instructive situations, and 
establish connections and statistical relationships between the factors men-
tioned�� 

The practical goal is the ability to use the research results covering the diagnosis 
of the phenomena in planning necessary preventive actions for the youth, both 
relating to secondary and primary prevention�� Next, learning opinions of students, 
their parents and teachers on violence in upbringing may be useful in creating and 
organizing educational operations for teachers, education campaigns for parents 
and their children��

Recognizing abuse, and particularly its size, I analyzed the occurrence of its four 
above-mentioned kinds�� Then, analyzing the conditions and results of violence, 
I took into consideration physical and mental violence, because these are the ways 
that violence in upbringing manifests itself in�� 

Researching into the perception of violence by students, parents and teachers, 
I assumed that it would consist of judgments and beliefs of the study participants 
about the issue in upbringing�� Questions asked concerning this specific problem 
included those about permissible use of violence in instructive situations, e��g�� 
disobedience (when a child does not want to comply with parents’ will, demands 
or orders), whether violence is an effective educational method, and whether in 
the participants’ opinion it might yield harmful results�� 

Based on the conducted research, I am going to establish a diagnosis of the issue, 
conditions of the occurrence of violence, results of violence and perception of 
violence by students, parents and teachers��

The research was conducted using a diagnostic poll method, utilizing quantita-
tive and qualitative techniques, and statistical techniques�� The research covered 
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nearly 400 9th graders, their parents and teachers�� The examined students came 
from a variety of socio-economic backgrounds�� The research was conducted in 
a rural and urban environment in the Malopolska province in 2002 and 2003��

All the pupils attending classes were examined�� The conditions in which they 
filled in questionnaires assured anonymity�� The scale of the hurt child was also used 
as diagnostic and verifying instrument which contributed to comparing the 
obtained data�� The results obtained with the use of both instruments approximated 
each other, and in some scopes were identical�� Moreover, the pupils wrote an essay 
about their experiences concerning being badly treated by parents��

The students’ parents (during parents school meetings) not only filled in 
anonymous questionnaires on kinds of punishment and other coercive methods 
performed towards their children but also expressed their views on the legitimacy 
of using violence in raising a child�� Teachers were given questionnaires too and 
class tutors, school counselors and school nurses were interviewed and asked about 
already revealed cases of child abuse��

The research results have shown what percent of the examined students experi-
ence physical, psychic and sexual violence from their parents, and what conse-
quences of such violence there are�� The conditions of using violence by parents 
were defined and the examined students’, parents and teachers’ views on violence 
in upbringing were disclosed�� 

Analysis of research results

1) Diagnosis of the issue (Fig. 1.)
Based on the research pertaining to diagnosing the issue, it appears that 1 in 

4 participating students have experienced physical violence, mental violence is used 
by over half of the parents, 2% of the participants have experienced sexual violence, 
and 15% of the examined youth have experience negligence of some sort��

The most commonly used forms of violence were: hitting with a hand, hitting 
with an object, yelling, scaring, and humiliating treatment that involved insulting 
and ridiculing�� In case of sexual violence, the most common form was touching the 
child’s intimate body parts�� In case of negligence, the following were mentioned: 
unsatisfied security needs (nearly 10%), unsatisfied basic material needs (e��g�� lack 
of school supplies – 30%)�� Some students experienced a lack of help in difficult 
situations (10%)�� According to the research on violence conducted among children 
in the UK, parents use different forms of disciplining: hitting with a hand, shouting, 
and threatening�� However, most of the examined claim that punishment which hurts 
the child’s dignity cannot be justified�� (Child Maltreatment in the UK, 2000)
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Fig. 1: Using violence toward children (%)

2) Conditions of violence occurrence 
It was determined that the following factors were closely connected with the 

occurrence of violence:
•  Family’s financial situation

The worse the financial situation of the family, the more often physical violence 
occurs (α <0��01)

•  Mother’s education
The lower the mother’s education level, the more often she uses physical 
violence (α < 0��01), violence also occurs less often with the father’s higher 
education level, but those relations are not essential��

•  The child’s sex
Parents are more likely to use violence towards their sons than daughters�� 
There is an important relation (α < 0��05) between using physical and mental 
violence by the father towards a child and the child’s sex�� Mothers also use 
violence towards their sons more often��

•  Alcoholism in the family 
Parents overusing alcohol more often than others use physical and mental 
violence towards children – there are important statistical relations in this 
case (α < 0��05)��

The research did not confirm a connection between the environment in which 
the respondents live and using violence (figures are similar)�� 

3) Effects of violence (Fig. 2.)
The obtained data pertain mostly to emotions and behaviour occurring as 

a result of violence and are based on comments of anonymous victims��
Types of behaviour likely to result from violence that were examined include: 
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aggression, using addictive substances, running away from home, as well as an 
intention to use corporal punishment in the upbringing of one’s children, and 
acceptance of using violence in instructive situations��

Fig. 2: Effects of violence

The specified types of behaviour occurred much more often or many times more 
in the groups that had not experienced violence than in those that had�� The con-
ducted analyses show the existence of very important relations between experienc-
ing violence and all the mentioned types of behaviour (effects)��

The interdependence between experiencing violence and its negative effects is 
discussed by many researchers�� Xu, Tung and Dunaway (2000) claim, according 
to their own research, that psychic anxiety, depression, low self-assessment, vio-
lence, disobedience towards adults and authoritarianism characterize children who 
experienced corporal punishment�� Also Straus (1996) emphasizes the fact that 
children who regularly sustain punishment become full of hatred towards others, 
which leads to using violence towards their own children in the future�� Experienc-
ing violence, then, shapes young people’s views in such a way that they treat violence 
itself as a norm in interpersonal relations and use it as a tool of reacting to behav-
iour they do not like��

4) Perception of violence 
The research shows that over half of the parents, 35% of the participating stu-

dents, and 1 in every 3 teachers accept using violence in upbringing (such results 
are alarming and show beliefs deeply rooted in social conscience, thus confirming 
research results conducted by the Nobody’s Children Foundation that uncover 
little sensitivity to the problem among people working with children (Sajkowska 
1994, Szabelska 1998, Grabowiec 2003)�� Also, the parents’ beliefs in terms of rea-
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sons to using violence towards children are largely based on stereotypes, as 1 in 3 
parents believes that violence is only parent’s reaction to their child’s misbehaviour, 
or that using it will definitely help the child and will surely not harm them��

The research shows that 82% of parents are aware of the negative effects of using 
violence��

Does that awareness have any impact on using violence?
The analysis of the collected data shows the occurrence of a statistically very 

important relationship between parents’ awareness of the negative effects of vio-
lence and allowing its use in instructive situations�� Among the parents who believe 
that violence does not have negative effects, over 88% say that violence should be 
used in case of repeated misbehaviour, including nearly 15% that say they would 
use violence in every case��

This should make one realize the necessity of educational actions aimed mainly 
at those parents who, being aware of the harmfulness of violence, would stop using 
it towards their children��

It is a similar situation when the awareness of effects is compared with opinions 
about effectiveness of violence in upbringing�� From among the surveyed parents 
who are aware of the harmful effects of violence on children, a vast majority (85��1%) 
say that violence is not an effective method�� And almost 5 times as many parents 
who are not aware of the effects of the issue accept violence as an effective 
method��

The analysis of the research results confirms the existence of a connection 
between the perception of violence in upbringing by parents and its use,

•  as effective, which is strongly connected with its permissible use (parents who 
believe violence is effective more often [95%–100%] allow the use of violence 
in upbringing);

•  or perception as having negative effects, which in turn creates a negative 
attitude towards violence (parents much less often allow the use of violence 
and believe that it is not an effective method)��

Taking into consideration that the literature on the subject that shows copying 
of violent behaviour in adult life as a result of mistreatment in childhood, another 
task is to establish a relation between parents’ behaviour and their childhood 
experiences��

Based on the data collected, a vast majority of the parents who did not experi-
ence violence in their own childhood (93��5%) believe that violence is not an 
effective method, thus expressing a negative attitude towards violence in the 
upbringing of a child�� On the other hand, the parents who experienced violence 
in their childhood (78��4%) are twice as likely to allow violence in upbringing than 
the parents who did not have such experiences (38��4%)�� According to social psy-
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chologists (Zimbardo, Ruch 1997 and others), using harsh punishment in upbring-
ing shows children negative patterns of aggressive behaviour in relationships with 
other people, thus leading to directing aggression towards others�� Therefore, using 
violence toward a child or punishing them by means of violence influences the 
child and shapes their behaviour in such a way that the child is likely to use violence 
in the future towards others, including their own children��

It is then necessary to educate in such a way that adolescent students, who will 
become parents in a few years and will raise another generation, should be aware 
of their and other people’s – a child’s – rights, and that the awareness comes from 
their own experience�� There is also a need for large-scale educational actions for 
parents, in order to make them realize the negative effects of child abuse, therefore 
increasing their parenting competence�� It is also recommended to educate teachers 
in terms of violence towards children, creating negative attitudes towards violence 
in upbringing (as teachers are often the only ones in their environment to educate 
parents they interact with), and opportunities to influence parents’ opinions�� The 
influence should be directed at changing parents’ beliefs and their actions towards 
children so that upbringing could take place without using violence (J�� Maćkowicz, 
2004, pp�� 37–38)��
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Bullying in the School 
Environment and Possibilities of its Prevention

Abstract

The paper clarifies bullying as a socio-pathological phenomenon�� It points to 
the causes and consequences of bullying�� It presents results of research focused on 
the secondary prevention through an intervention programme��

Key words: bullying, aggressor, victim, consequences of bullying, prevention of bul-
lying 

Bullying as a form of aggressive behaviour turns into a momentous educational 
and social problem nowadays and because of its seriousness it becomes more often 
a subject of interest of both the professional and lay public�� It is striking that the 
age limit when we encounter bullying is shifting�� At present this phenomenon often 
occurs already at the younger school age�� Thus, it does not concern only the age 
period of puberty and adolescence�� We consider it particularly serious that ruth-
lessness and brutality increase at this age�� The social climate also co-participates 
in the development of such behaviour, but also the weakening of family bonds, 
increasing unemployment, the total uncertainty of young people as well as the 
weakening of social control�� A similar opinion is presented by M�� Zelina (2004, 
p�� 7), who states that the number of criminal offences committed by children and 
juveniles has risen and apart from other criminal offences the number of those 
bullied and bullying has grown in the school environment�� It can be assumed that 
civilization changes which are accompanied by changes in values, disintegration 
of various group bonds and a growing emphasis on an individual will consequently 
lead to further increase in aggression (Vagnerová, 2004, p�� 761)�� Bullying thus has 
become a dangerously expanding sickness of society�� Its consequences include 
damaging the health of an individual, groups, including the family and society�� It 
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is an intentional activity directed against another subject, its essence lies in an 
attack against his/her human dignity�� 

The consequences of bullying manifest themselves in the long-term, equally 
among victims and aggressors�� If aggressive assailants find out that bullying and 
violence are worth pursuing, they use similar strategies also in adulthood and in 
situations when they want to achieve dominance�� Victims under the influence of 
bullying show an increased tendency towards depressive behaviour, victims are 
doubtful about themselves, about their value, they suffer from feelings of inferior-
ity and the like��

Bullying is also characterized as an intentional effort to gain psychological or 
social and material advantage over other individuals through maltreatment, ridi-
cule, intimidation and threats�� (Fontana, 1997, p�� 207) 

When reflecting on the question of who starts to bully, we are also searching for 
the answer to what leads a person to such behaviour and what are his/her motives�� 
Michal Kolář (2001) presents these motives in his publication: 

•  the motive of attracting attention
•  the motive of killing boredom
•  the Mengele’s motive
•  the motive of jealousy
•  the motive of prevention
•  the motive to do something great
Motives leading to bullying are thus different�� Some are visible at first sight; 

others can be discovered only through a deeper analysis�� However, in general it is 
true that a breeding ground for the aggressor’s growth and his/her anti-social 
behaviour is spiritual emptiness and missing moral values�� Spiritually unawoken 
beings act, according to Michal Kolář, in principle anti-socially�� They are closed in 
the shield of their own self and all relationships are visibly or invisibly manipula-
tive, self-seeking and parasitic�� (Kolář, 2001, p�� 75) 

The influence of family environment on the origin of bullying

Significant factors that participate in the origin of bullying are, apart from other 
facts, also defects and disruptions of the environment and in particular of the 
family environment�� Under the influence of these factors a child can become an 
aggressor or a victim�� 

A neglected child has a considerable share in the increased aggression and 
subsequently in the fact that a child becomes an aggressor or a victim of bullying�� 
On the basis of several research works (Pothe, P, Kolář, M, and others) which pay 
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attention to this problem, we can state that among aggressors – the initiators of 
bullying – a connection was established with a frequent occurrence of severe 
emotional deprivation or at least sub-deprivation in the family�� Children who are 
not accepted by anybody in the family, in whom nobody is interested, often solve 
this situation by attempting to assert themselves somewhere else and not always 
in an adequate manner�� They seek their victims which they maltreat and thus 
compensate for their disrupted self-confidence�� Such individuals also resort to 
bullying of others often on the grounds of proving to themselves that they are 
worth being noticed by others��

The family environment and its disruptions are also related to bullying in case 
of parents’ aggression and brutality�� Human aggression can grow on the basis of 
learning�� This can happen through instrumental learning, mimicking or identifica-
tion with a certain role model�� According to M�� Vagnerová (2004) the most 
important source of early experience is the family�� Primary experience, which 
a child gains in the family environment, e��g�� the positive reinforcement of a child’s 
aggressive manifestations, influences its tendency towards aggression�� We can also 
state that on the basis of identification with important authorities that impress the 
child (in this case the parents), he/she behaves in the way they do and identifies 
himself/herself with their behaviour�� A child that grows up in a family where 
aggression and violence have their place tends to use this kind of aggressive behav-
iour also in other social situations�� It is also probable that for a child that becomes 
a target of the parents’ aggression and violence such behaviour becomes a common 
and acceptable model of behaviour�� The child mimics it and his/her behaviour 
towards the environment bears signs of aggression and brutality�� There is a higher 
probability of bullying in such an environment which is dominated by a high rate 
of tolerance towards violent forms of behaviour and where open aggression belongs 
among instruments for achieving an individual’s goals�� On the basis of these facts 
we can state that the development of aggressive tendencies depends to a large extent 
upon the parents’ behaviour, the value system of the family, the applied educational 
style and the preferred lifestyle of the family��

Parents’ unpreparedness to bring up children and the resulting less thorough or 
directly pathological educational methods also contribute to increased susceptibil-
ity to behave violently�� A family environment which features a demanding approach 
on the part of the parent, however often without love, is a cause of aggressive 
behaviour�� Yet, the problem can also lie in a bad socio-economic situation, poverty, 
social need and disorganization in families, which increase aggression and prepar-
edness to behave violently��
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Consequences of bullying

Consequences of bullying manifest themselves in the long-term�� They are dis-
tinct both among victims of bullying and assailants–aggressors��

As regards victims we can encounter several problems�� Their enumeration is not 
comprehensive�� By way of illustration, we will mention some:

•  inattentiveness during classes, low ability of concentration
•  psycho-somatic diseases (headaches, stomachaches, sleeping disorders and the 

like)
•  truancy 
•  depressions, states of anxiety
•  feelings of inferiority, suicidal attempts
It is often typical of aggressors to consider violence as a suitable strategy enabling 

to gain dominance and therefore they use it on every occasion�� Which conse-
quences can we encounter in this category?

•  they refuse to take responsibility for their action
•  they have no sympathy for their victims
•  they cannot control themselves, they solve problems impulsively
•  they are not able to anticipate the consequences of their behaviour
Even though the causes of the origin of bullying can be sought for particularly 

in the family, the occurrence of this phenomenon is manifested mainly in the 
school environment�� The whole educational activity of school and after-school 
facilities should then be directed to revealing this phenomenon and in particular 
to its prevention��

Possibilities of prevention of bullying

Similarly to the most deviant forms of behaviour, it is true of bullying that it is 
much simpler and more effective to prevent it than to eliminate it later�� One of the 
possibilities is therefore prevention�� Prevention of bullying is appropriate where 
bullying has not occurred yet, but also where it has already occurred and measures 
were applied for its immediate remedy�� This concerns eliminating deeper causes 
and preventing the further recurrence of problems��

The aim of school prevention, which is the subject of our interest, is to recognize 
symptoms of personal or social problems of children and youth�� To support the 
development of positive relationships, guide children’s behaviour so as to be able 
to control their emotions and solve conflicts�� It is important to lead pupils to 
personal responsibility for their decisions�� Solving bullying in a particular team of 
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pupils is an issue of looking for and finding optimal ways of help both to victims 
and bullying individuals�� Careful monitoring of the happening in the classroom 
represents a useful source of information for the teacher�� To focus on relationships 
between children, conflicts, the level of cooperation and rivalry�� All this can help 
to detect problems already in the germ�� In a social group where we assume occur-
rence of certain elements indicating bullying, it is necessary to pay attention to the 
training of social skills which can eliminate the origin of bullying�� It includes the 
cultivation of the following skills:

•  self-esteem and esteem of others
•  empathy
•  co-operation
•  non-violent conflict solving
•  communication
•  open-mindedness and critical thinking (Smiková, 2003, p�� 13) 
The teacher should not stay isolated in reaching the given tasks�� It concerns 

preventive measures which focus on the performance of tasks at three fundamen-
tal levels: primary, secondary and tertiary prevention�� Schools should pay attention 
in particular to the first two��

The primary prevention concerns the purposeful formation of optimal condi-
tions for children’s healthy development, performance of pedagogical measures 
focused on the reduction of causes inducing disorders of psychosocial development 
as well as activities focused on timely elimination of arising problems among 
children��

In the secondary prevention the activity focuses on work with the children 
suffering from disorders of behaviour and psychosocial development�� It concerns 
purposeful work with children and youth with tendencies towards violence�� The 
aim is to eliminate defects and prevent fixing of defective behaviour�� 

A significant role in the area of secondary prevention of bullying is played by 
preventive programmes applicable to primary and secondary schools�� Such 
a programme within the secondary prevention was composed for and carried out 
among pupils of the 2nd grade of elementary schools with the occurrence of bully-
ing and adverse atmosphere and relationships between pupils�� It was a research 
project performed by the research team under the author of this paper�� The research 
locality was the East Slovak region, Spišská Nová Ves district�� The research was 
carried out in the school year 2004/2005�� 

The goal of the research was to develop an intervention programme and the 
subsequent verification of its efficiency�� To find out whether after the intervention 
work in individual classes where bullying occurred, pupils will register a change 
in their behaviour and in the behaviour of their classmates��
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On the basis of theoretical starting points we formulated the following hypoth-
eses which were experimentally tested��

•  H1: By completing a secondary prevention programme, the presence of bul-
lying in the classroom will be partially eliminated, which will be manifested 
in a statistically significant change of the mean value in the scale expressing 
the occurrence rate of bullying,

•  H2: After completing a secondary prevention programme, pupils will feel 
better in their classroom than before completing it�� It will be manifested in 
a statistically significant change of the mean value in the scale expressing the 
rate of feeling in one’s classroom,

•  H3: After completing a secondary prevention programme, the social accept-
ance will increase and the social climate in the classroom will improve, which 
will be manifested in a higher total score of the researched sample in the 
inventory of social acceptance��

Classes with adverse social relationships and occurrence of bullying were 
included in the research�� The researched set consisted of 94 respondents, pupils of 
the 6th and 7th grades of a primary school�� In these classes an intervention pro-
gramme was applied focusing on the elimination of bullying, violent behaviour 
and modification of adverse social relationships��

In the research we used an inventory method – inventory of social acceptance�� 
Respondents could express their opinion on a 5-point scale, whereas 5 represented 
positive assessment and absence of the researched phenomenon in the classroom, 
number 1 represented negative assessment or the presence of the researched phe-
nomenon�� Another method applied was a written statement, by means of which we 
obtained empirical facts necessary for the verification of the efficiency of the pro-
gramme�� The programme was composed of five thematic units�� It was performed 
in the form of training social skills and social learning by using games, role-plays 
and modelling problem situations�� The research consisted of two stages�� At the 
beginning of the intervention programme the first measurement took place, at the 
end of training social skills the second measurement was conducted, again by means 
of inventory of social acceptance, scaling and pupils’ written statements��

Results:

The analysis of the results showed that after completing the intervention pro-
gramme, pupils of individual classes reported a reduced rate of bullying in com-
parison with the period before the performance of the intervention programme�� 
At the end of the intervention programme up to 52% of the respondents marked 
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numbers 1 and 2 on the scale, which means absence of the researched phenomenon 
in the classroom�� Before taking part in the intervention programme, this opinion 
was expressed by 24��5% of the pupils�� We identified a positive shift also in the area 
of improving communication between the pupils of the researched set�� While only 
8��5% of the respondents were able to communicate without difficulty with each 
other before taking part in the intervention programme, after its completion it was 
25��5% of the respondents��

Evaluation of the inventory of social acceptance showed that there were partial 
changes in a pupil’s relation to the school classroom�� The researched respondents 
identified themselves more with their classmates�� Better friendly relationships were 
formed in the classroom�� In the second sub-scale we analysed a pupil’s view on the 
classroom team�� There were low numerical values in this area approaching a low 
score�� It indicates, however, that at the beginning of the intervention programme the 
pupils did not feel well in their classroom�� After completing the intervention pro-
gramme there was a partial increase in the mean score�� We can therefore deduce that 
the pupils felt slightly better in their classroom after completing the intervention 
programme than at the beginning�� However, the most important quantitative indica-
tor of the presented inventory is the total score, which ranges from 39 to 84 points�� 
An extremely high score (74-83) means an inadequate effort for conformity, loss of 
one’s own identity, or opinion�� A low score means problems with social acceptance 
by others in the school classroom as well as a discrepancy between values and stand-
ards respected by the pupil and values and standards respected by the class�� 

Before taking part in the intervention programme, the sample of respondents 
reached a mean raw score of 49��7�� It is a low mean score pointing to problems with 
social acceptance by others in the school classroom�� It also points to a discrepancy 
between values and standards respected by the class�� After completing the interven-
tion programme, there was a shift of values towards a higher score (51��9)�� We can 
therefore state that under the influence of the intervention programme the 
respondents’ social acceptance increased, conflict relationships in the classroom 
were reduced and at the same time their integration into the social structure was 
supported��

In conclusion, we can state that the programme of secondary prevention of 
bullying represents one of the possibilities for eliminating undesirable forms of 
pupils’ behaviour�� Each school, apart from creating a set of fixed and real rules 
declaring no tolerance of bullying, should make use of all opportunities for coop-
eration with other school facilities which can provide assistance in this area�� One 
of these possibilities represents the use of intervention programmes focused on 
moderation or elimination of problems which can become a subsequent trigger 
for bullying��
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Specifics of Mobbing in Educational Environments

Abstract

The contribution focuses on the description of a specific type of violence which 
is called mobbing – it means violence among employees�� We state in the contribu-
tion that there are still no relevant research findings oriented to the occurrence of 
this socio-pathological phenomenon in school environments�� We describe the 
specifics of prevention and solving this issue in educational environments, par-
ticularly the form of education of teachers which should be performed by means 
of socio-psychological trainings��

Key words: mobbing, bossing, mental and psychosomatic consequences, research on 
mobbing, education of teachers, socio-psychological training, experiential learning.

Violence at schools is perceived as a complex problem which concerns all social 
subjects in the school environment – i��e: students, teachers and school manage-
ment�� Manifestations of violence among them include mutual violence among 
students, teachers’ violence toward students, students’ violence toward teachers, 
mutual teachers’ and students’ violence and school-management’s violence toward 
teachers or students�� According to M�� Kohout (2004, p��7) violence at school is 
“a socially established fact“, which is supported by certain social and political 
contexts in every state�� He also states that the development of certain factors 
dependent on state politics in the area of training and education is also related to 
the management of a particular school, which results, for example, in the stability 
of the teaching staff, teachers’ interest in students, clarity of school rules, manage-
ment style and the like��

We want to research into the issue of violence more in depth also within the 
grant task VEGA 1/3694/06, in which we will focus comprehensively on the issue 
of violence at schools, it means both violence and disturbed social relationships 
among teachers which are labelled as mobbing.

Soňa Kariková
Slovak Republik
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In the existing studies and research projects dealing with violence in the school 
environment, this issue included mainly the phenomenon of bullying among stu-
dents, however, over the last few years this issue started to be researched and ana-
lysed in more detail (even though only sporadically) also within teaching staffs��

Since mobbing occurs more often with female staff members (which are exactly 
typical of school environments) and it also has its typical female forms – ridiculing, 
smearing, permanent criticism, spreading rumours and making innuendos without 
specification, we assume that this issue should be the centre of interest for many 
more experts who deal with educational environments��

Characterization of mobbing

The problem of mobbing has been dealt with by experts mainly in the Anglo-
Saxon and Nordic countries since the 1980s�� According to M�� F�� Hirigoen (2002) 
the term mobbing is derived from the English noun “mob” (crowd, throng), or 
from the phrase “to mob“ (to scold, to tackle, to attack, to crowd around …)�� It is 
then a term which is used for labelling such group behaviour of workers the aim 
of which is to chase an employee out by gradually making the work situation 
unpleasant�� Mobbing represents relentless and systematic vilification of a fellow 
worker (fellow workers), intriguing, suspicion, smearing and the like�� It can range 
from bullying to organized psychological terror in the workplace�� We refer to 
mobbing if an individual is being attacked at least once a week for the period of at 
least half a year and the attacks are committed by one or more persons, equal 
members of the staff�� H�� Leymann (2004) characterizes manifestations of mobbing 
in these categories:

1��  Participating in attacks against somebody, e��g�� through constant criticism, 
gossiping, teasing and the like��

2��  Attacks on social relationships, e��g�� by disrespecting and ignoring a person��
3��  Attacks on social dignity through gossip, vilification, spreading rumours and 

causing offence��
4��  Attacks on the quality of work, withholding important information, constant 

criticism��
5��  Attacks on health under the threat of violence or sexual harassment��
Mobbing thus means excluding a worker from the staff and exposing him/her 

to extreme social stress�� It mostly results in leaving the workplace, but the victim 
also starts to manifest consequences which can be divided into two groups:

•  mental consequences - depression, disorders of attention and concentration, 
doubts about oneself, states of anxiety up to a suicidal action;
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•  psychosomatic consequences – heart disorders and blood circulation disor-
ders, constrictive feeling while breathing, headaches and backaches, skin 
diseases, digestion disorders��

The presented consequences concern mainly personality changes, whereas the 
teacher’s personality is considered to be the most important phenomenon of the 
educational-pedagogical process, also in terms of his/her model behaviour toward 
students and quality of job performance��

High risk groups of mobbing victims include mainly graduates who have not 
had any work or social experience yet, newly employed workers who join “a tight 
staff ”, workers with some distinctness (physical handicap, striking appearance, 
ethnic difference, religious or sexual orientation), a different gender in a typically 
female (or male) team, completed higher education in comparison with the major-
ity, better job performances, popularity with the boss, and the like��

At the beginning of the 1990s the term bossing also started to be used in terms 
of disturbed relationships between staff members�� Under the term bossing we 
understand psychological terror in the workplace, applied by the superior/boss to 
bully the subordinated�� According to P�� Beňo (2003) the authorship of this term is 
attributed to the Norwegian psychologist S�� Kile, who used it for labelling “system-
atic bullying on the part of the bosses“ and this issue is the youngest field from the 
point of view of research into violence in the workplace�� Bossing is a modification 
of mobbing because the manifestations of bossing are often similar in character��

Bossing is manifested by the boss doing the following:
•  withholding important information necessary for the subordinate’s job per-

formance, thus creating stressful situations in which the subordinate is more 
susceptible to making mistakes or wrong decisions;

•  using various administrative-labour measures where the subordinate is 
redeployed to other work (usually more inferior) at short intervals and in 
consequence of these measures the subordinate loses interest in work;

•  overloading the worker by assigning useless, all the time new tasks in addition 
to his/her duties, competences and abilities, which again leads to stress;

•  excessive and unjustified criticism of the worker, where the excessive criticism 
can cause doubt about one’s abilities, decreases self-confidence, and finally 
leads to apathy and resignation or to leaving the workplace��
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Possibilities for solving mobbing and bossing in the Slovak 
Republic

According to the survey carried out by the MVK agency, every third worker in 
the Slovak Republic is a victim of mobbing and bossing, in the states of Western 
Europe it is every nineteenth worker�� If we draw from the data of an EU study, 8��1% 
of workers complain about mobbing; according to the results of research carried 
out in Germany, Austria and Switzerland 46% of workers have faced mobbing and 
in the Czech Republic it was 16% of the respondents�� J�� Kmon��čková and I�� Wágn-
erová (2005, p��135) present results of a study carried out by the International 
Labour Organization which states that mobbing in the workplace is unequivocally 
related to the decrease of job performance and increase in sick leave due to various 
diseases�� I�� Wágnerová (2005) presents the results of research carried out in the 
Czech Republic�� In 2001 16% of the respondents have experienced mobbing, in 
2003 the figure totalled 28%��

Since in Finland and Sweden mobbing and bossing represented a 5%-share in 
suicides, these countries passed special anti-mobbing laws�� Similarly, also other 
EU countries have established various workplaces and associations focused on 
assistance to the victims of mobbing and bossing (in the Czech Republic it is e��g�� 
Český helsinský výbor/Czech Helsinki Committee, the civil association Práce a 
vztahy/Labour and Relations, which among other things was also dealing with 
initiatives from the sector of education), however, there is still no such association 
in the Slovak Republic�� Assistance to employees who became victims of mobbing 
is currently provided by Slovenské národné stredisko pre ľudské práva (Slovak 
National Centre for Human Rights), to which 28 employees appealed in 2005�� 
Although the Labour Code bans discrimination of an employee (which is also 
secured by the Anti-discrimination law in force since July 2004) and determines 
that the exercise of rights and duties resulting from the labour-law relations must 
be in accordance with good manners and nobody is allowed to misuse these rights 
to the detriment of another party to the labour-law relations; despite that fact, this 
clause is probably not adhered to in practice�� Similarly, also the clause which states 
that nobody can be pursued if they file a complaint or bring an action against 
another employee or the employer or if they file a motion to institute prosecution�� 
The fact that this clause is not applied in practice either is indicated e��g�� by the 
figure illustrating submitted initiatives to the Institute of the Public Defender of 
Rights (Ombudsman) in the Slovak Republic – in more than 5000 initiatives 
submitted by both legal entities and natural persons the problem of mobbing and 
bossing appeared only twice, where one of the initiatives concerned exactly the 
sector of education�� One of the studies performed by T�� Rohn (2007) on the sample 
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of 200 teachers from Slovak schools showed that 5��5% of the respondents from this 
research sample stated discriminatory behaviour against them�� 

Education of teachers in the context of mobbing prevention

If we draw from the above partial research, we state that mobbing occurs also 
in the conditions of our educational facilities�� There are several possibilities how 
to eliminate it or prevent its occurrence��

J�� Porteous (2002) mentions several conditions which should be fulfilled by 
organizations to ensure prevention of mobbing in the workplace:

•  To plan and organize work in order to prevent smearing and blaming��
•  To demonstrate clearly that smearing and blaming cannot be accepted in the 

organization��
•  To apply procedures for the early detection of mobbing manifestations and to set 

right inappropriate working conditions, problems of work organization or defi-
cits in cooperation that can contribute to the origin of smearing and blaming��

•  To implement measures against smearing and blaming immediately when 
their first indications appear��

According to G�� Horváth (2001) mobbing prevention can include professional 
training of workers dealing with the problem of mobbing�� Here we cannot forget 
about legal education, training of assertive behaviour so that they alone are able to 
judge the seriousness of their behaviour, to react adequately to various stimuli or 
to be free from them�� It is important for workers to learn certain principles of 
mental-hygiene and increase resistance to stressful situations�� Considerable pos-
sibilities lie in self-monitoring and subsequent self-education��

H�� Pačaiová (2005) offers 10 steps towards prevention of violence and harass-
ment in the workplace:

 1��  To increase awareness of psycho-social risks�� To provide information how 
to recognise harassment, risk factors of violence, and which are their con-
sequences, how to gain information about a given issue��

 2��  To support an appropriate style of management and a suitable culture of 
organization��

 3��  To identify dangerous situations and assess the risk��
 4��  Prevention of violence – possible changes of work environment��
 5��  Prevention of violence – possible changes of work organization or work 

plans��
 6��  Prevention of harassment – possible changes of work organization and 

planning work��
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 7��  Development and control of adherence to methods and procedures within 
the framework of prevention of violence��

 8��  Information, instructions, training��
 9��  Monitoring the situation��
10��  Identification of sources and supporting awareness��
Olson and Nelson (2006) delimit three factors which contribute to the preven-

tion and reduction of mobbing in organizations:
Social support – social support can act as a buffer against job dissatisfaction, 

looking for a new job, against incorrect behaviour at work�� The emotional and 
informational support of fellow workers and leaders helps to prevent individuals 
from making arbitrary or unpremeditated, hurried decisions�� Social support 
enables workers to reassess the situation and analyze sensitive areas�� This reassess-
ment together with the social support enables the worker to change the view of the 
situation��

Empathy – this emotional competence is closely related to efficient leadership 
at work�� The ability to empathise helps workers to understand each other better, it 
also supports altruistic behaviour�� Individuals lacking empathy can be more sus-
ceptible to aggressive behaviour�� Since empathy enables an individual to look at 
the situation from another individual’s point of view, it can impact positively 
sensitive work processes and mutual relations�� Empathic individuals can “read” 
better the motives and emotions of others��

Emotional self-control – is the ability to control one’s own emotions�� Individu-
als with emotional self-control know, understand and control their emotions by 
situationally appropriate ways�� Emotional self-control does not mean suppression 
of emotions, but their manifestations in appropriate ways�� The role of emotional 
control lies in better understanding of the circumstances and in an individual’s 
ability to understand how emotions act in situations�� 

The stated authors named several points through which leaders can contribute 
positively to the prevention of mobbing in organizations�� Two of them are consid-
ered to be key points�� The first point is provision of the system of knowledge, 
which employees need for a clear interpretation of the future events in the 
organization�� The second point includes subsequent measures if the act of aggres-
sion already happened�� The leader must help both parties, i��e�� the victim but also 
the mobbing person in a meaningful retrospect of events�� The framework of 
a meaningful process in both points is the great responsibility of the leaders who 
want to manage aggressive behaviour�� Other points are supporting effective com-
munication, training employees in developing empathy, building trust, putting 
emphasis on managing aggression, supporting personal and professional growth 
of employees. 
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Preventive programmes in the area of mobbing in educational environments are 
specific by the fact that they are intended for a group of adults (teachers) and 
overlap several educational approaches: on the one hand, it is the andragogical 
concept of life-long education which also includes the area of self-education, on 
the other hand, it includes specifics of teachers’ learning�� Education of this target 
group should take into account the propositions presented by V�� Prusáková (2004, 
p�� 12), e��g�� inciting to reflection, goal-setting on the basis of knowing the needs of 
the target group, choice of suitable methods as well as professionalism of adult 
education��

Certain specifics of the teaching profession from the point of view of gender 
should also be taken into consideration (M�� Beneš, 2003, p�� 187), since this profes-
sion is considerably feminized��

Prevention of mobbing and its solution could be realized within several institu-
tions:

1��  Faculties of education – in the form of post-graduate specialized innovative 
study;

2��  Methodological – pedagogical centres and pedagogical – psychological coun-
selling offices – in the form of further (life-long) education of teachers;

3��  Schools and school facilities – in the form of various courses, instruction, 
training under the supervision of school psychologists��

From the perspective of this issue, however, we do not consider the institution in 
which this education will take place to be the most important, but rather its content 
in terms of the type or the style of education of teachers as a specific target group�� 
These specifics lie, for example, in the fact that the teaching profession belongs to 
the helping professions and teachers are led to help students express their feelings, 
they are often in the position of those who can counsel, guide, which “forces” them 
to behave in the company of others so as not to admit their own weakness, helpless-
ness when solving various personal problems�� Those often involve the sense of one’s 
own failure, when the teacher is not able to manage the situation on his/her own 
when he/she is discriminated, ridiculed – simply mobbed on the part of his/her 
colleagues�� Since it is an area which deeply concerns human personality it seems to 
us as the most optimal to apply the so-called experiential learning, which should 
be performed in the form of socio-psychological training��

 The English term experiential learning is derived from the term experience 
which expresses something that happens to one and has an effect on the mind and 
feelings or knowledge and skills�� We can therefore mark experiential learning as 
learning from experience or as active learning, since each experience is connected 
with one’s own activity and emotions, which accompany this activity and the 
experience resulting from it��
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 The term experiential learning is based on humanistic psychology which is 
strongly connected with “experiencing” or with “experience” and the name of this 
type of learning is derived thereof��

 Experiential learning can be perceived either as a type of learning or as a proc-
ess by means of which the participants do the following:

•  they acquire deeper knowledge if the lecture also contains immediate experi-
ence of what is taught theoretically or by memorising already existing truths,

•  they can recognise and reflect better their own emotions which accompany 
them while acquiring certain knowledge, skills and experiences related with 
that,

•  they participate actively, and creatively while gaining knowledge and informa-
tion on the basis of a direct contact particularly with other people,

•  they gain experience on the basis of cooperation in smaller groups, which 
develops their cooperation and positively supports interpersonal relations, 
reduces the states of anxiety and apathy, 

•  they develop mainly social creativity since this learning is based on the diver-
gent thinking, which requires connection of rational and intuitive thinking 
when solving problems creatively,

•  they can be aware of their own attitudes, values or emotions, mainly through 
subsequent value reflection, the result of which should be a change of one’s 
own understanding, understanding of other people and of the outside world 
linked with the change of attitudes and behaviour,

•  they can perceive and assess themselves and also others positively��
Conclusion
On the basis of the above data we consider the issue of mobbing and bossing as 

a serious and topical problem in school environments for these reasons:
•  school environments create space for mobbing (typically female staff members, 

more intense emotional experiencing), but also for bossing (hierarchical 
arrangement of positions, dominance of rules and regulations); 

•  victims of mobbing and bossing are still afraid of solving their situation for 
fear of being dismissed (at present the number of teachers at schools is being 
reduced in connection with the number of students, schools are being dis-
placed, the smaller ones disappear and the like), and therefore it seems to be 
necessary to apply various programmes both in under-graduate study of 
teachers and in various post-graduate study programmes not only at faculties 
of education but also in other workplaces involved – methodological-peda-
gogical centres, pedagogical-psychological counselling offices and the like��

•  it also seems to be necessary to elaborate legislative measures which would 
clearly define what can be considered as mobbing and bossing in the workplace 
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and to incorporate these measures directly into the Labour Code and into the 
school rules�� In view of administrative measures teachers should be informed 
where and how they can file their potential complaints;

•  in order to solve this issue it would be necessary to involve also school psy-
chologists, teachers should use the opportunity of psychological counselling 
and intervention; 

•   to strengthen the function of the so-called initiating teachers, who should 
also act as tutors in the adaptation process of beginner teachers and should 
help them with optimizing relations in the teaching staff; 

•   in the Slovak Republic the problem of violence at schools has not been solved 
comprehensively and it would be useful to find out the mutual connection 
between the occurrence of mobbing, bossing and bullying at schools;

•   all the three types of violence have a common denominator which concerns 
negative consequences on the mental but also physical health of the victims;

•   these consequences represent, mainly in the area of mobbing and bossing, 
also economic losses which are caused by decreased productivity, sick leave, 
costs of the medical treatment of resulting diseases, but also by fluctuation;

•   in case of bullying it also includes negative consequences on the psycho-social 
development of victims and aggressors; the school is also responsible for the 
optimal development of the personality of the child and it is therefore respon-
sible for preventing all indications of aggressiveness;

•   the sense of security of each individual is an inseparable condition for creat-
ing a productive environment, for that reason the social climate of a school 
should ensure such an environment��
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Abstract

The article presents an important and vital role of a teacher in a school where 
the fundamental law of every child is health education�� It underlines the importance 
of a proper substantive and methodological preparation of people making the most 
profitable, long-run investment in human health�� Special attention was paid to 
a holistic approach to health and a conception of versatile health education recom-
mended by WHO, UNESCO and UNICEF��

Key words: teacher in health education, functions of health education, teacher’s basic 
features, role, qualifications. 

What is stressed in a holistic conception of health education is the importance 
of the integration of health-related issues with a general curriculum of human 
education and personality shaping, realized at every stage of a person’s physical, 
psychic, social, cultural as well as moral and aesthetic development (M��M�� Śliwa, 
2001, p�� 17)�� Thus, a human being in every phase of their life needs knowledge of 
health and ways to protect it�� Health education is the most effective in the period 
of childhood and youth (T��B�� Kulik, 1997, p�� 91)�� It is part of education about 
themselves and the world and should be present on a daily basis in the life and 
experiences of a child (B�� Woynarowska, 2000, pp�� 417–443)�� Teaching health care 
cannot be understood as realization, through an educational process, of a given 
model of a human being caring for their health but instead shaping of a human-
creator with regard to their body and health�� Health is created by human beings 
themselves, in a place where they live and work, employing at the same time earlier 
life experiences (A�� Krawański, 2004, p�� 145)��
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Due to that, the exceptional role of a teacher since the earliest years resolves itself 
into stimulating and shaping a child’s activity, providing conditions for the acqui-
sition of desired and needed knowledge and developing abilities and shaping 
attitudes of protection of one’s own and others’ health, as well as levelling psycho-
physical deficiencies�� It is a discipline of education which is very complex and 
difficult, yet indispensable�� Therefore, it should not be omitted as early as in the 
preschool period of a child’s development, as this period is the most proper and 
basic for efficient health education (Frątczak, E��, Frątczak, J�� 1996, p�� 6)�� Its task is 
preparation of society for a conscious modification of its behaviour and a tendency 
towards health-conscious behaviour eliminating unhealthy tendencies�� Intentional 
state actions directed in this subject were entrusted to many institutions (Szewczyk, 
2006, p�� 354) and, among others, to kindergartens and schools��

The key element of the system of health education is still the teacher and their 
level of readiness to realise the aims of this education in particular�� The national 
education system reform demands from the contemporary teacher to meet many 
new obligations, and the same applies also to health education�� The complex goals 
and tasks of education demand proper knowledge and professional qualifications 
from the teacher, especially being conversant with pupils’ health needs and an 
ability to read and interpret the core curriculum of health education, an ability to 
construct a curriculum of this education and an ability to select and use proper 
methods and means of health education (Lewicki, 2006, p�� 175)�� Qualifications 
are understood as a range of one’s knowledge, abilities and responsibilities 
(Kopaliński, 1980, p�� 510)�� Thus, there is a need to specify more detailed directives 
which should be granted to a teacher of health education, who is not only an 
educator, but also a creator of models of health behaviour for students, as well as 
their parents (Żukowska, 1999, p�� 179)�� 

Therefore, for the realisation of the aims of health education a teacher should 
be in possession of:

•  firstly, knowledge concerning health and factors influencing it, preventive 
measures against the most common dangers, disorders and illnesses, health 
education and health promotion��

•  secondly, abilities to diagnose health knowledge, abilities and acts and pupils’ 
needs in health education, drawing up a health education curriculum based 
on these premises, realisation of the basic issues of health education, coop-
eration with and searching for allies to realize health education at school, use 
of stimulating teaching methods and creating the atmosphere supporting 
pupils’ comfort, participation and stimulation as well as an ability to evaluate 
the process and results of health education,
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•  thirdly, they should present the attitude which is characterized by the convic-
tion that health is a value and a resource for a human being and society, 
readiness to improve their own health and to develop both individually and 
socially, openness to the needs of others, empathy, readiness to create models 
for health-conscious acts and readiness to create a healthy environment for 
work and studying (Woynarowska, 2001, p�� 17)��

Following Heliodor Muszyński several functions can be listed (organisational, 
managerial, advisory and partnership) which a teacher has to perform within the 
process of health education (Muszyński, 2001, pp�� 143–148)��

The organisational function becomes the more effective the more planning, 
forecasting and acting covers the future�� Through integration and coordination it 
embraces, as one entity people, things and relationships important for a given 
educational-health act as well as conditions necessary for its functioning, it also 
shows ingeniousness, initiative and flexibility in the use of different solutions and 
undertaking decisions, aptly and fully formulates the tasks, delegating them among 
students and gives precise rules of their realisation controls, not allowing to under-
take new tasks without careful performance of the earlier tasks��

The managerial function�� Effectiveness of management depends not only on 
the way managerial tasks are performed but it is also subjected to the character of 
a group under educational-health management��

The advisory function can be performed by a teacher not only in reference to a 
pupil but also it can include all other environments where a pupil exists, a pupil’s 
family in particular�� The performance of a guide’s and advisor’s functions undoubt-
edly demands particular personal predispositions which must find their expression 
in an educator’s proper health operation��

The partnership function refers to the element in a health teacher’s role which 
consists in influencing a pupil through an individual interpersonal approach�� The 
partnership conception rests on building up a bond joining both parties in any 
sphere being an important section of their activity�� Partnership in health education 
demands, beside a certain amount of external conditions, proper psychic predis-
positions of both pupils and a health educator as well��

It also seems plausible to make a skills classification proposed by Hanna Hamer 
dividing skills into specialist, didactic and psychological ones, and to consider 
them separately due to different ways of their manifestation in contact with a pupil 
and different ways of their development (Hamer, 1994, pp�� 25–125)��

Specialist skills are knowledge and abilities in the scope of a subject being taught 
which need to be constantly developed, improved through constant learning, 
reading specialist books and magazines and, as far as possible, participating in 
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varied seminars and conferences�� Besides that, it seems that the everyday, constant 
exchange of experiences between teachers of the same subject and accepting that 
it is possible not to know something are very important��

Another kind of skills indispensable for difficult work in teaching are didactic 
skills, for which exceptionally important seems: development of an ability to 
logically construct lessons; proper planning of lessons with an introduction, main 
part and summary; specifying goals; operationalisation of the teacher’s goals (clear 
statement of what exactly pupils are to do to obtain the goals, and determination 
in what way it can be checked); taking into account the learning cycle, starting with 
a concrete experience, through observation and reflection, finishing with gener-
alisations and active experimentation and planning following cycles, techniques 
of encouraging pupils to be active; an ability to place pupils in the classroom in 
a way supporting the teacher’s goals and facilitating learning through joining or 
separating the desks; use of audiovisual aids; preparation of handouts which make 
tedious noting down of every teacher’s word obsolete; adjustment of teaching 
method to the topic, goal and style of learning preferred by a given group of youth 
for every particular time, an ability to refer to the way of youth’s learning, i��e�� 
changing the pace of talking, voice modulation, allowing students to ask questions, 
giving them an opportunity to fantasize, repeat, draw, moving from concrete to 
abstract ideas and vice versa; an ability to carry out lessons in an attractive way�� It 
must be stressed that didactic qualifications based solely or mostly on knowledge 
are not skills��

In the particular phases of learning the teacher has certain tasks to be fulfilled: 
In the starting phase – the teacher has to be together with students, see and hear 
them, concentrate the attention on them and establish contact�� In the recognition 
phase – the teacher should accept students’ various emotions, show the reasons for 
excessive fear or anxiety, comfort them, not judge them – it is easier then to follow 
to the next phase�� In the understanding phase – the teacher’s task is to help students 
in setting their goals and prepare them for an activity�� In the activity phase – the 
teacher’s task is to initiate a concrete activity divided into stages��

The basis for an effective didactic field of activity of every teacher are psycho-
logical skills understood by the author as abilities to inspire, motivate students to 
learn, integrate them as well as managerial skills��

In the teacher’s psychological skills the following elements can be included: 
a positive attitude towards people; an ability to avoid the most frequent reasons for 
miscommunication between people, an ability to communicate in general, and with 
students in particular; an ability to motivate students to learn; ability to set an 
efficient team out of a random group of students; flexibility in adapting one’s own 
managerial style to the level of students’ maturity and an ability to control stress��
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A health teacher, organizer and popularizer of the health knowledge should, 
therefore, develop the following features (Wentlandtowa, 1980, pp�� 37–38): 

•  continuous aspiration to shape their own character through self-observation, 
self-assessment and self-control,

•  moral qualities, uprightness, reliability, conscientiousness, responsibility, 
conscience sensitivity, strength of will, persistence,

•  communication skills, kindness, friendliness, patience, leniency,
•  respect for people and their personalities, tolerance,
•  objectivism, restraint, calmness, coolness, tact,
•  intellectual vigour, life optimism, sense of humour,
•  social sensitivity, unselfishness, engagement,
•  personal culture, honesty, naturalness,
•  educational abilities, ability to organise educational environment��
Besides the basic moral-intellectual features a health teacher as an inspirer and 

organiser should also develop (Wentlandtowa, 1980, p�� 38):
•  ability to set the goals and tasks based on recognition of the needs of the 

environment for which they work, planning skills;
•  decision making and organisational sense;
•  ability to act based on rules of praxeology; organising proper interpersonal 

relationships and team work;
•  ability to inspire and organise health-educational activity��
Besides that, as B�� Woynarowska states, a teacher of health education should 

(Woynarowska, 2000, p�� 439):
•  be a guide (leader, animator) of learning but also learn from them (have cour-

age to say, “I do not know, let us check together”);
•  watch over work dynamics of a group – organise its work, establish goals, 

questions, motivate for work, control the time, etc��;
•  be able to use all means and abilities in group-work and not assume the role of 

“an expert” (limit judgements, commentaries, imposing one’s own opinions);
•  have an ability to communicate with people, to establish the atmosphere of 

trust and safety;
•  be able to keep the balance between established curriculum and participants’ 

needs, and also between the needs of a group and its particular members’ 
needs��

Thus, the teacher’s role resolves itself in this process to a role of a tutor, minder, 
advisor and guide for a child and supporting a student in their versatile develop-
ment�� A head-teacher and class tutors are responsible for the implementation and 
realisation of health education in a school�� Unfortunately, a contemporary teacher 
due to being overloaded with other responsibilities and low remuneration has 
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lesser and lesser possibilities of being a health creator in a kindergarten, a school 
or an environment�� However, a teacher, for example in a school can realize goals 
and contents of health education through rational physical education, airing the 
rooms, developing hygienic habits, paying attention to children’s nutrition, and 
also introducing cooperation in a group (Lewicki, 2005, pp�� 135–136)��
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Teaching Reading and Bibliotherapy in Education 
of Children with Mental Disability – Selected Foreign 

and Polish Studies 

Abstract

This paper presents teaching reading and bibliotherapy as useful methods for 
educating and rehabilitating children and youth with mental disability�� The theo-
retical framework is connected with different examples of applying the methods 
and their real effectiveness�� Particularly significant achievements of teaching read-
ing may be observed in the rehabilitation of children with Down syndrome (DS)�� 
Teaching reading is very often matched with bibliotherapy programmes as 
a complex and coherent way for developing children’s speech, language, memory, 
imagination, creative thinking, and emotional maturity�� 

Key words: teaching reading, bibliotherapy, mental disability. 

Introduction

Mental disability is one of the most complex and complicated issues in special 
education�� The problems are related not only to imprecise terminology, but also 
changes of education and rehabilitation for children with mental disability�� There 
is a debate in the Polish literature concerning the distinction between two terms, 
namely intellectual disability and mental handicap (cf�� Pańczyk, 2006)�� There is no 
agreement if they have the same meaning and are allowed to be used in scientific 
works without any limitations�� In this text, the term “mental disability” is used as 
a synonym of “mental retardation” – the main term established and defined by the 
American Association on Mental Retardation as a disability characterized by sig-
nificant limitations both in intellectual functioning and in adaptive behaviour as 
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expressed in conceptual, social, and practical adaptive skills (cf�� Luckasson, 
2002)�� 

The education of mentally disabled children shows significant differences 
between mild and deeper degrees of their dysfunction�� The developmental limita-
tions of pupils with mild mental disability appear mainly at school as problems 
with reading, writing, counting, and understanding of abstract notions�� Usually 
the educational difficulties do not influence their adult life in the open society 
because of properly developed social capabilities (cf�� Obuchowska, 1999)�� Persons 
with a mild mental disability have no significant problems with speaking and, in 
the majority of cases, they can easily express their needs and thoughts without any 
special support or facilitation�� 

In case of children, youth and adults with a moderate or severe degree of mental 
disability, explicit difficulties in every area of their development can be found�� They 
have significant problems with psychomotor activity and social skills�� Very often 
persons with moderate or severe mental disability require permanent care and 
support in their everyday life�� Their education is based on individual programmes 
and includes such useful elements as healthcare, preparing meals, housekeeping, 
personal hygiene or using public transport�� Typical school activities, such as reading, 
writing, and counting, are not so important as in normal schools, because many 
disabled pupils are not able to reach even an elementary level of these abstract and 
symbolic skills�� The majority of them have huge problems not only with reading 
and writing, but also with spoken language, which is one of most important reasons 
for their difficulties in living an independent life (cf�� Lausch-Żuk, 1993)�� 

A typical form of a deeper mental disability is very often linked with DS�� Chil-
dren with that genetic disorder are compared to other children with a moderate 
mental disability as well as their properly developing peers�� Down syndrome causes 
many difficulties in physical, mental and social functioning; it is recognized by the 
majority of society and treated as the main reason behind a profound form of 
mental disability�� Although children with DS are generally retarded, there are a lot 
of researches that presents methods enabling to overcome their limitations effec-
tively�� All the studies firstly concentrate on using the teaching of reading and 
reading therapy in early rehabilitation of children with DS�� 

Developing language skills by reading

The speech of children with DS is usually very retarded�� They have problems 
with articulation, phonation and fluent pronunciation which are caused by abnor-
mal anatomy of their palate, tongue and jawbone (cf�� Minczakiewicz, 2001)�� The 
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retardation of speech development also depends on the level of mental disability�� 
Intellectual disorders influence the understanding of speech, range of vocabulary, 
and ability to use the language in new social contexts�� 

Until the first half of the 90’s of the 20th c��, the literature concerning reading skills 
among children with DS was scarce and consisted mainly of single case studies 
(Byrne et al, 1995)�� There were two main reasons for that�� Firstly, the majority of 
children with Down syndrome were educated in special schools for pupils with 
severe learning difficulties�� Secondly, it was assumed that most children with DS 
were not able to learn to read, so they were not introduced to literacy teaching at 
the same age as their peers with no educational difficulties (in United Kingdom it 
is the age of 4-5)�� The beginning of changes in the approach to literacy capabilities 
among children with DS was related to developing the mainstream education and 
the above-mentioned single studies, which showed exceptional value of rehabilita-
tion programmes focused on early teaching reading for children with special 
educational needs (cf�� Kotlinski, 2002)�� 

Some children with DS begin “sight word” reading learning very early�� There are 
examples of children who start to read even at the age of two and a half (Buckley 
et al, 1993)�� The majority of children with DS can read at a preschool age, although 
this unusual ability should be properly developed and supervised�� Early ability of 
“sight word” reading is found as a great developmental strength for children with 
DS�� The findings from the Appleton (et al, 2002) study suggest that children with 
DS, supported in their reading progress by logographic skills (“sight word” read-
ing), keep up with their peers in reading and reading comprehension�� It also proves 
that visual processing and visual memory skills of these children are less impaired 
than other areas of their cognitive skills�� It is obvious that this conclusion should 
be considered not only in early reading programmes but also in supporting all 
learning�� Another finding from the study suggests that children with DS have no 
significant difficulties in learning printed words, if their age matches that of ordi-
nary children (Ibidem, pp�� 9–10)�� 

Reading progress in general has a positive influence on speech development�� 
However, in case of children with DS, there are examples of children with unusual 
language abilities and non-reading and non-speaking children�� It is very charac-
teristic of such a heterogeneous disorder as a mental disability, even if we consider 
only one kind of it, but the reasons for that situation are not clear�� Most often 
language deficiency is caused by a significantly lower general mental ability and 
other disorders, e��g�� hearing or eyesight impairment�� Some children with DS need 
time to develop their ability to speak and read, but there are researches suggesting 
that reading activities have beneficial effects on the spoken language at any age, 
even if the work starts with teenagers (cf�� Bird, Buckley, 2002)�� 
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Over 20 years ago, the Love and Learning programme was founded�� It was cre-
ated to help children with special educational needs to develop their language and 
reading skills�� There is a clear similarity between Love and Learning and Glenn 
Doman’s method promoting teaching infants and toddlers to read sight words�� In 
both cases, the material is showed quickly and there are neither testing nor pre-
requisite skills�� An advantage of this approach to teaching reading is a possibility 
of using it with really young children�� It is also important that young children with 
DS can develop their language, long-term memory and communication skills 
during more interesting and less tiring activities than in other rehabilitation 
methods�� 

The examples of the use of the Love and Learning with children having DS prove 
that some developmental skills, as required for communication or visual memory, 
are not affected by DS (cf�� Dickinson, 2002)�� In their reports the parents working 
with their disabled children have stressed the importance of the reading and sign-
ing programme in developing language skills�� There is a particular value of signing 
that helps to decrease the disproportion between a child’s receptive and expressive 
language abilities�� Dickinson believes that signing also facilitates a child’s cognitive 
development because we are able to affirm that what the child is thinking, and then 
expressing through signs, is correct. (…) Studies have shown that fears of further 
delays in speech due to the use of signs are unfounded: in fact, signing may help to 
promote speech�� (Dickinson, 2002, p�� 3) 

In the Love and Learning and similar educational programmes, such as e��g�� First 
Impressions, particular possibilities created by television and video technologies 
were noticed�� A simple and quite obvious question was asked in that context: If, 
after repeated viewing, our children can memorize a dialogue from their favorite 
movie, shouldn’t we give them a chance to learn something far more useful? (Kotlin-
ski, 2002, p�� 6) The thoughtful use of the audiovisual technology (not only television 
and video player but also new electronic multimedia) gives a possibility to facilitate 
learning in its widest sense�� 

A quite similar approach can be found in the Polish literature concerning reha-
bilitation of children with DS�� In Anna Sobolewska’s work (2002), who is both 
mother of a child with DS and a professor of literature history, this kind of cultural 
rehabilitation is presented and promoted�� The author describes how much children 
with DS may benefit from reading many different books selected from a wide range 
of children’s literature classics�� There are also valuable films that can be watched by 
the whole family�� It is a beginning of the active reception process which is based 
on imaginative plays, drawings, and theatre and drama performances�� However, 
what is the most important is a conversation which is the main source of language 
development and also of emotional and social competences�� Sobolewska empha-
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sized that her daughter had learned to speak while she was watching films and 
listening to fairy tales on audio tapes�� Now her vocabulary consists of many phrases 
and idioms which she can use in proper contexts�� She understands the social 
context of the communication process which enables her to express her needs, 
emotional states or curiosity in different language forms depending on with whom 
she is talking�� 

The interactional perspective and social context of reading lead us to biblio-
therapy, defined as the use of literature and reading to enhance self-awareness and 
mental health�� In libraries, bibliotherapy is an activity in which a group of people 
experience printed and non-printed materials and discuss them with the aid of 
a facilitator for the purposes of getting insight and understanding (cf�� Rubin, 1978)�� 
Bibliotherapy is used in special education very often as a supporting teaching 
method�� In case of a mental disability, bibliotherapy is very useful both as a source 
of easy and attractive knowledge about man and as a basis for many different 
educational exercises (cf�� Borecka, Wontorowska-Roter, 2003; Głodkowska, 2001; 
Wlazło, 2003)�� Children and young people with a mild mental disability may 
actively participate in reading sessions and creatively develop their contact with 
fictional stories not only by drawings or theatrical plays but also by new language 
experiences during conversation or language games�� In case of a moderate and 
severe degree of mental disability, there are very interesting examples of biblio-
therapy connected with theatrical therapy or drama�� It is one of the most often 
used methods for moral education addressed to children and youth having sig-
nificant problems with abstract thinking�� 

As mentioned above, children with DS have particular capabilities connected 
with their visual memory und early sight words reading�� In the bibliotherapeutic 
context, one can say that there are no significant differences in story comprehen-
sion between children with DS and their typically developing peers�� However, 
children with a mental disability need other strategies in their contacts with lit-
erature�� We must realize that a bibliotherapeutic dialogue is much more effective 
when words are connected with signing, action and emotion and presented in 
stories converted into theatrical plays or drama (Hainsworth, 1998)�� It is also obvi-
ous that any pedagogical work with mentally disabled children has to be based on 
a close understanding of each child’s needs and prior experiences�� To maintain 
their interest books used in reading programmes have bright and colorful illustra-
tions, rhyming verse and are read with enthusiasm and exaggerated voice�� These 
ways and conditions of supporting children’s story understanding and language 
ability development are also used in the general education process as a basis for 
further school teaching methods�� 
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Conclusions

There is a social campaign in Poland with a very easy and figurative watchword 
– “The Whole Poland Read to Children”�� Very few people know that the action 
originates from the issues described in this paper�� There was an article in the 
American periodical Smithsonian entitled “20 minutes per day – it is enough” in 
which the case of a reading therapy with a child with DS was presented�� The 
conclusion was that it was enough to read to a mentally disabled child for 20 min-
utes per day not only to eliminate speech limitations but also to develop language 
skills at the same level as in mainstreaming peers�� Irena Koźmińska, a person who 
accidentally had read this statement and had been inspired by its simplicity, real-
ized that it is a chance both for mentally disabled and typically developing children�� 
She created a foundation and started promoting reading to children as a natural, 
pleasant and easy way supporting cognitive and emotional development of every 
child�� It is also a question of building close relationships between parents and 
children, which makes young people ready to communicate their needs and to be 
sensitive to what other people feel�� The description of rehabilitating a child with 
DS became the beginning of the action with broad social, educational and scientific 
meaning�� 

The principles followed by teachers, parents and speech therapists dealing with 
DS children focus on the following (cf�� Buckley, 1995): 

•  reading many books to children, regardless of their age,
•  teaching a ‘sight’ vocabulary beginning with words children understand and 

can use in everyday talk,
•  building phrases and sentences and writing as early as possible, 
•  learning letter sounds for initial sounds in words children can read, and 

developing ‘phonics’ for reading and spelling,
•  developing daily ‘conversation’ diaries describing activities children have been 

engaged in during a day,
•  using self-made diaries as reading material for home and school exercises,
•  making the whole activity meaningful and fun��
The above list shows only the basic range of recommended activities in the area 

of a reading therapy and teaching reading�� The proven effectiveness of this kind of 
rehabilitation among children with a mental disability encourages people working 
with them to search even further and shows also a new educational perspective for 
typically developing children��
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New Dimensions of the Role of the Teacher 
in a Knowledge-based Society

Abstract

The core of interest in the article concerns the new dimensions of teachers’ roles�� 
It is considered in the context of the concept of the knowledge-based society�� The 
authors consider the nature of the relation between personal and professional 
competences and how they contribute to effective teaching as well as participation 
in professional learning communities�� The main assumption is that personal 
competences pre-empt professional ones and enable teachers to fulfill the roles 
which are perceived in the different dimensions�� 

Key words: key competences, teachers’ competences, knowledge-based society, profes-
sional growth.

Introduction

The significant aim of preparing children and teenagers to live and take the 
opportunities provided by information and knowledge-based societies has led to 
increased interest in the so-called key competences�� Education systems have an 
important role to play in providing people of all ages with equal and open access to 
high-quality learning opportunities, and to a variety of learning experiences�� Con-
sequently, education systems, especially curriculum standards, must be revised and 
attuned to new principles�� The Member States of the European Union should trans-
form formal education and training systems in order to break barriers between 
different forms of learning�� Heads of States and Governments stated that “not only 
a radical transformation of the European economy, but also a challenging programme 
for the modernization of social welfare and education systems” is needed to achieve 
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this goal (eurydice�� org)�� The Eurydice network follows this need and launched a 
survey to distinguish these key competences�� The main purpose of the research was 
to seek the opinion of the member countries on how the key competences are rec-
ognized in their education systems and what is done to strengthen them�� 

The Ministers of Education of the European Union States agreed on three major 
goals to be achieved by 2010 for the benefit of the citizens competences and the 
EU as a whole:

•  to improve the quality and effectiveness of the EU's education and training 
systems; 

•  to ensure that they are accessible to all; 
•  to open up education and training to the wider world�� 
To achieve these ambitious goals, they decided on thirteen specific objectives 

covering the various types and levels of education and training (formal, non-formal 
and informal) aimed at providing conditions for learning�� Systems have to improve 
on all fronts: teacher training; basic skills; integration of Information and Com-
munication Technologies; efficiency of investments; language learning; lifelong 
guidance; flexibility of the systems to make learning accessible to all, mobility, 
citizenship education��

To develop the key competences, first of all education must expand its offer: 
curriculum, information, methods�� If teachers are the ones to play a crucial role in 
educating people they will need substantially more diverse knowledge and skills�� 
On that basis it can be agreed that their work is much more demanding but chal-
lenging: they do not simply pass on information but:

•  frame problems; 
•  investigate, integrate and synthesize information;

Scheme 1: Dimensions of the new role of the teacher. 

Source: based on Persson (2006, p�� 21)
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•  create new solutions;
•  learn on their own;
•  work co-operatively (Persson, 2006, p�� 21) �� 
The core of teachers’ roles in the 21st century is composed of at least five key 

competences which must be included in the educational process�� Each of the 
competences adds a new feature to the teacher’s role which must be perceived 
holistically�� All of them are connected and follow one from another: from the basic 
key competences for lifelong learning through professional competences, under-
standing of learning, finally to the creation of professional learning communities 
and ensuring values, vision and mission, as can be seen in Scheme 1�� 

Key competences for lifelong learning

Lifelong learning encompasses learning for personal, civic and social purposes 
as well as for employment-related purposes�� It takes place in a variety of environ-
ments in and outside the formal education and training systems�� Lifelong learning 
implies raising investment in people and knowledge; promoting the acquisition of 
basic skills, including digital literacy; and broadening opportunities for innovative, 
more flexible forms of learning�� 

The idea of lifelong learning has been present in pedagogical and educational 
concepts approximately since the middle of the 20th century�� Nevertheless, the 
attention paid to educating people during their whole life span has been specially 
exposed since the 1970s due to J�� Delors’s report: Learning: the treasure within�� 
Report to UNESCO of the International Commission on Education for the Twenty 
– first Century�� 

In Polish pedagogical thought we must mention B�� Suchodolski’s theory 
(Suchodolski, 1973)�� We use at least two terms: edukacja ustawiczna (permanent 
education) and uczenie się przez całe życie (lifelong learning)�� 

Dynamic socio-cultural changes, the constantly accelerating development of 
technology and the uncontrolled flow of information, mean that lifelong education 
is currently even more relevant and important than ever�� With reference to these 
changes the European Union reports define the knowledge-based society as 
a target of progress within the next few years�� This aim encompasses three aspects 
of life: the cultural, social and human capital�� Such an attitude directly influences 
education and educational goals: people should have an urge to learn as knowledge 
and abilities can easily get old and education must help them to ‘evoke and meet 
this ‘urge’�� It can be assumed that on the one hand education is a component of 
lifelong learning and on the other it should prepare for it��
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The lifelong learning competences refer not only to teachers’ skills but also to 
all citizens�� They should be developed through education at all stages (from com-
pulsory education to adult education) and not only in schools but also in other 
forms (courses, trainings, self-education)�� Lifelong education is not only related to 
professional and civic but mainly to personal development�� It goes without saying 
that there should be educational conditions for lifelong learning for people with 
special educational needs (disabled people, gifted people) and those at risk of social 
exclusion (maladjusted)�� 

The attempt to provide people with key competences is based on an assumption 
that they contribute to personal fulfilment, social inclusion and employment in 
a knowledge-based society�� That is why lifelong competences should be the core- 
a crucial factor in educating people to live and act in a knowledge-based society��

Among the key competences for lifelong learning we can point out eight major 
competences , namely:

•  Communication in the mother tongue: skills to use the language, text, sym-
bols, information/knowledge interactively�� They include the ability to express 
and understand thoughts, feelings and facts not only verbally but also non-
verbally�� Vocabulary connected with social, political and cultural context 
enriches communication competences�� 

•  Communication in a foreign language: the same abilities as above, but in 
a foreign language��

•  Mathematical literacy and basic competences in science and technology: these 
competences have universal application as they help to explain and describe 
reality�� They are employed to understand the natural world and modify it 
according to human wants and needs��

•  Digital competences: this group of competences involves using Information 
Society Technologies (such as the Internet, electronic media, banking 
machines etc��)�� They are related to retrieving, assessing, storing, producing 
and exchanging information�� They comprise competences necessary to com-
municate and participate in networks via the Internet��

•  Learning-to-learn: this is a broader attitude towards gaining knowledge�� 
Knowledge is not the final purpose of education�� What matters more is the 
way it is acquired and if it can be internalised (Okoń, 1999)�� Learning-to-learn 
competences can be perceived from two perspectives: on the one hand it is 
managing one’s own career path and on the other it is the ability to organize 
and regulate the process of learning (to manage time, solve problems, evaluate 
and assimilate new knowledge)�� Learning-to-learn should improve the qual-
ity of one’s life by applying new knowledge and skills��

•  Interpersonal and civic competences: interpersonal competences refer to these 
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abilities and skills which enable to efficiently and constructively participate in 
social life�� They help to solve conflicts in social life and interactions, not only 
on a personal basis but also in public�� Civic competences are broader than the 
above ones and are associated with participation in civic life�� 

•   Entrepreneurship: has two components�� The first one is an ability to act 
innovatively (an active component), the second ability to welcome and sup-
port innovation (a passive component)�� They are connected with creativity, 
planning the future professional career, motivating and implementing new 
ideas��

•  Cultural expression competences: enable active participation in cultural life, 
not to be just an “addressee” of pop-culture but also a conscious interpreter 
of “ high culture”�� Due to these competences people can gain a creative attitude 
towards culture, especially art, music, literature, film, theatre�� Finally they 
enable selective usage of media (Persson, 2006)

Summing up it can be noticed that all these competences involve an active and 
reflective attitude towards oneself and one's environment�� 

Professional competences

These key competences form the basis of teachers’ professional competences�� 
Professional competences reflect essential qualities indispensable for high quality 
performance and achievements in teaching and learning�� The professional com-
petences embrace (Persson, 2006):

•  Personal and social competences: nowadays we pay great attention to personal 
competences of the teacher, assuming that they contribute to effective teach-
ing�� Some Polish researches state that personal competences are the core of 
teachers’ abilities (Kwiatkowska, 2003)�� Among others some features appear 
most often, they are: open-mindedness, flexibility, creative thinking, self-
esteem, leadership, sociability etc��

•  Interpersonal competences focus on skills which once mastered, help one to 
interact and be in accord with others: emotional intelligence, ability to share, 
to motivate, to negotiate, to coach, to peer and to consult�� Applying interper-
sonal competences establishes relations with pupils, students, parents and 
other teachers�� They play an essential role not only in the professional context 
but also in the public one�� In addition, they enable communication as well as 
collaboration, which strengthens the processes of personal development�� 

•  Learning competences: refer to learning-to-learn competences and involve 
gaining knowledge, skills and attitudes leading to an understanding of the 
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learning process�� They are crucial in the perfection of teaching methods, the 
process of diagnosis, transferring knowledge and creating the teaching envi-
ronment�� Needless to say, they engage teachers in a process of continual 
development�� 

•  Research competences: observing, measuring, assessing and concluding 
entitle the teacher to be a researcher�� Plenty of pedagogical research takes 
place in schools – it is called action research and its results can improve school 
practice�� Due to action research teachers gain knowledge about pupils, their 
abilities, needs and process of learning�� 

•  Holistic view competences: in Polish pedagogical thought they are called 
reflection (Gołębniak, 1998)�� These competences contribute to increasing 
consciousness of acts and context: observing, re-planning, adjusting work 
actions�� Reflection helps to foresee the consequences of decisions�� Of even 
greater importance is that a holistic view adds to the broadening context of 
teachers’ work (politics, culture, science) and to perceiving relevance in it�� 

•  Networking competences: arise from technological development and enable 
global and borderless cooperation�� These competences lead to exchanging 
experience, knowledge and finally to evolving the knowledge – based society�� 

•  Change agency competences: bound to performing innovative and creative 
solutions to the teaching process and education (Schultz, 1980)�� Problem 
solving and creativity skills enable one to bridge the gap between what is and 
what ought to be, and produce a novel idea, and then turn it into a practical 
one�� 

The understanding of the learning process

The competences in this dimension refer to the teacher as a leader of the learn-
ing process and encompass abilities to carry out the cycle of conceptualising → 
understanding → transferring → advancing learning�� Mentoring leads learners 
through all these stages�� The effective teacher should fully understand the learning 
process, and especially be aware of prior knowledge in learning, learning for 
understanding and meta-learning�� Such an approach can be found in the concept 
of “constructing knowledge” (Kwieciński, 1991), which recognises the learning 
process not only as remembering knowledge but mainly as constructing, transfer-
ring and creating�� The understanding of the learning process consists of:

•  Conceptualizing: connected with usable knowledge and socio-cultural context�� 
The idea of usable knowledge suggests that information should be organized 
in groups and referred to context where applicable�� It must be emphasized 
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that teaching – learning take place in social, cultural and individual contexts�� 
The construction of knowledge is influenced by language and other cultural 
symbols�� The mediation of knowledge, to become refined and coherent, should 
take place between the teacher and pupil�� 

•  Understanding learning: contributes to awareness of factors influencing learn-
ing�� Such an attitude requires working with prior knowledge (understandings 
and conceptions which pupils or students have before)�� The second approach 
to understanding learning involves meta-cognition and enables students to 
control the process of learning: finding goals and progressing�� Moreover, it 
strengthens self-assessment and reflection�� Of course, factual knowledge, 
understanding of facts, ideas and context are required�� 

•  Transferring learning: arises from the presumption that knowledge should 
have practical implications�� The main goal of the learning process is to prepare 
learners for adaptation to new contexts�� Through instructions and creating 
new situations teachers can verify how well pupils transfer their knowledge�� 
According to M�� Persson (2006, p��24) transfer can be explored at some levels: 
from one set of concepts to another, one school subject to another, one year 
of school to another and finally across school and everyday activities��

•  Advancing learning: is the final and the most comprehensive stage of the 
learning process�� By previous steps learners are encouraged to extend and take 
responsibility for learning by themselves�� 

In conclusion, understanding of the learning process is not only applicable to 
students' learning but also to teachers as learners�� The competences are fundamen-
tal and combined with professional development and increase the efficiency of 
teaching and learning of all subjects involved in education�� 

The creating of professional learning communities

Professional learning communities are groups of people who commit themselves 
to permanent learning�� Moreover, they share and support others in professional 
work resulting in initiating environment improvement as well as innovation�� 

The domains of these competences refer to:
•  Vision and values: created by communities and are fundamental for them as 

they bind people together, point to the aims and regulate the relationships and 
undertaken actions�� According to Cichoń (1996) values should be the basis 
on which the educational aims are built as they verify the guidelines of peda-
gogical work�� The importance of values in teachers’ work is strengthened if 
we assume that schools should help pupils to build their set of values�� Having 
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values leads to having a vision�� Sharing a vision means not only consent to an 
idea but also being sensitive to what is important to an individual and to an 
organisation�� Nowadays it is explicit that each school and educational institu-
tion should establish their mission�� Consequently, values and a vision con-
tribute to working out a good mission which allows them to build strategic 
awareness�� 

•  Learning in professional communities must be present if they want to develop 
as a whole and as individuals�� Learning stimulates awareness, nourishing the 
ongoing debate on teaching and learning�� Finally, learning communities 
modify beliefs which help to view the world and improve the organisation�� 
Persson (2006, p��39) uses the term 'mutual learning', which is defined by: 
–  understanding of the learning process (meta-cognitive abilities and skills, 

integration of learning) 
–  continuous learning within a professional culture and knowledge base
–  creation, transposing and transfer of knowledge
–  collective inquiry
–  reflective practice
–  action orientation 

•  Learning relationships: the element of the learning community which would 
be ineffective if people did not collaborate on a daily basis�� Work relationships 
are meaningful because they influences teachers' attitudes towards work, 
pupils and colleagues�� Each innovation is embedded in the individual’s 
response to the world and if so the relationships and the communication 
verifies it�� Learning relationships are not only important for intellectual 
understanding but mainly for open communication, trustworthy and caring 
group of people�� In Persson’s opinion (2006, p��39) learning relationships are 
comprised of :
–  creating and collaborative learning environment 
–  team-learning
–  developing of professional competences
–  effective, apt and transparent communication
–  peering and coaching
–  connectedness
–  building ownership 
–  empowerment

•  Sustainability: means conscious, continuous and long-term development of 
the mentioned dimensions�� To support development of teaching staff and 
initiatives some elements must be implemented: sustaining the collaborative 
learning environment (e��g�� by organising self-educating conferences, proce-
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dures for monitoring and assessing performance); sustaining continuous 
improvement (e��g�� by training in group process skills); coherence making (e��g�� 
establishing community goals); motivating, ensuring and maintaining com-
mitment�� 

Ensuring values, forming visions and responding to missions.

The last and the most complex dimension refers to morality and ethics�� On the 
basis of values a vision is defined and consequently the teacher’s mission��

values  vision  mission
 
Values and ethics illustrate not only the ability to behave morally but also the 

embracing of a moral purpose, the ability to apply ethical principles, respect for 
the intrinsic values of others, safeguarding the well-being of children, understand-
ing and practising honesty, integrity, understanding and appreciation of diversity 
and ecological thinking (Persson, 2006, p��6)��

A vision is created by each educational organisation envisaging aims and efforts�� 
It is defined as “a positive image of the school future formed on the basis of 

values and ideas leading to aims and plans” (Oldroyd, Elsner, Poster 1996 s��76)�� It 
is indispensable in the process of a school’s developing planning��

The mission describes the aims and expectations of all organizations�� The mis-
sion is strongly connected with the school environment�� The mission has two 
functions: inside – the mission creates the organization’s sense and integrates the 
actions; outside – informs about the school’s structure culture and its values, needs 
and services��

Summary

Each key competence is built on a combination of interrelated cognitive and 
practical skills, knowledge, motivation, value orientation, attitudes, emotions, and 
other social and behavioural components that together can be mobilised for effec-
tive action�� As the key drivers of learners’ development, to support the above 
competences, teachers must first of all be well- educated and prepared for perma-
nent self-education�� Among important competences which help them to meet the 
expectations we can add emotional and social competences enabling us to face 
everyday school stress and burn-out�� 
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Prospective Teachers’ Attitudes to their Profession

Abstract 

The article concentrates on the attitudes of the future teachers toward their 
profession�� We were interested in what kind of information about their future 
profession (together with prejudice, stereotypes etc��) the students have and how 
they feel about it from their personal perspective�� We used a questionnaire with 
69 items Likert scale�� 34 men and 104 women, all of them university students of 
teacher training, represented the respondents�� They live in villages, small and big 
cities; their parents are (are not) teachers, they have (have not) a certain teacher as 
a model�� Female students, who have a model and parents who are teachers, have 
more realistic attitudes towards their profession, but altogether we have obtained 
the results of positive attitudes of the respondents towards the job from the whole 
group, which is a good ground for them�� 

Key words: teacher, student, the teaching profession.

Plenty of graduates leave teacher-training colleges every year�� After the five-year 
study, most of them take posts of teachers at all school types and levels�� They leave 
universities with a lot of enthusiasm in regard to their future professional career�� 
But what are the attitudes of the teachers-to-be to the profession? What is the 
origin of such attitudes? Do they stem from their characters, from their personal 
experience, or do they appear as a result of their environment impact? Not only 
are there numerous stereotypes relating to the teaching profession, but also the 
information is often biased and prejudiced�� We based our opinion on the fact that 
it is the students´ attitudes that have to be observed in order to get the correct 
response to the above question�� Typical definitions describe an attitude as “a rela-
tively permanent system of positive or negative assessment, emotions and behav-
ioural trends towards an object or against it�� “ (Krech, Crutchfield and Ballachey, 
1968, p�� 170)�� Attitudes are created within the process of needs satisfaction�� Another 

Jan Lašek,
Šárka Wiesenbergová 
Czech Republic
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important characteristic feature is the degree to which an attitude corresponds to 
a value system�� Individual attitudes are usually organized in a complex structure, 
the so-called value system, integrated into an image of an individual’s ‘self ’�� Most 
people see themselves as individuals possessing certain values; and this is why 
endangering such a value system may produce emotional reactions, as it is pro-
duced by a direct threat in terms of needs satisfaction�� “Values are often expected 
to be a source of attitudes or abstractions thereof, as well as confidence relating to 
certain objects��” (Smékal, 2002, p�� 256)��

The more an attitude is integrated into the existing individual value system, the 
more its emotional part strengthens; the attitudes are more permanent and firm: 
the value system strengthens the emotional component of a so far isolated attitude�� 
It is assumed that on entry to their study programmes teacher trainees possess 
certain attitudes to the teaching profession, which have been formed during the 
period of their school attendance; these are gradually being completed or changed 
under the influence of new experiences, especially in professional preparation�� The 
attitudes are mainly affected by personal experience, although it is the parents’ 
opinions, especially the parents-teachers, which play the same role, as well as an 
‘ideal’ teacher, i��e�� a role model, identified with during the period of school attend-
ance�� The attitudes of students´ close environment, such as the neighbourhood or 
the place of residence, and the displayed attitudes, may represent a further sig-
nificant factor to be considered�� More similar factors could easily be identified�� It 
is, however, the student’s own attitude as such, regardless of the cognitive data that 
the attitude is based on, that we wish to investigate further on��

In the process of the design of our research instrument, i��e�� a questionnaire, we 
tried to build on frequently encountered statements concerning the teaching 
profession�� Our research sample consisted of the 3rd year students of the Faculty 
of Education, University of Hradec Králové, in teacher training programmes for 
elementary and secondary schools��

Research sample

The research sample included 136 3rd year teacher trainees i��e�� 34 men and 102 
women aged 21 to 29�� 47 of them (i��e�� 34%) live in villages, 55 (i��e�� 40%) live in 
small towns, and 34 (25%) live in a large city�� 27 students (i��e�� 20%) come from 
families where one parent is a teacher, 11 (8%) come from families where both 
parents are teachers, 98 (i��e�� 72%) have no teacher parents�� 105 students (77%) 
indicated holding a specific model of an ideal teacher, while 31 had no such 
model��
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Research methodology 

A questionnaire containing 69 statements concerning the teaching profession 
was designed�� The respondents were asked to evaluate the attitudes on a 6-point 
scale, beginning from “strongly disagree” 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 to “strongly agree”; e��g��: The 
teaching profession is not properly financially rewarded in our country�� The question-
naire reliability determined by Cronbach α was 0��78��

Results

Using arithmetic means (M), the statements were ordered as follows (in order 
to clearly demonstrate the results, the first five results of the highest degree of 
agreement and the first five of the strongest disagreement are presented):

Strongest agreement:
1��  The statement: “Each student can improve” is true (M=5��22)
2��  It is considered normal that teachers think of their work even outside school 

(M=5��16)
3��  A good teacher likes children (M=5��01)
4��  Money is money, but job satisfaction is of equal importance (M=4��89)
5��  To teach beginners at elementary school, a teacher must have relevant educa-

tion, basic knowledge in his/her field is not enough�� (M=4��85)��

Strongest disagreement:
1��  The teaching profession is properly financially rewarded in our country 

(M= 2��19)
2��  People appreciate teachers more than other professions requiring university 

education (M=2��20)
3��  Teachers are not overloaded with numerous extracurricular duties�� 

(M=2��27)
4��  Female teachers can find personal relationships more easily than in other 

professions (M=2��44)
5��  No unpleasant information concerning schools should be presented to the 

general public�� (M=2��48)��
We were also interested in possible differences in the displayed attitudes in rela-

tion to the age of the respondents�� We calculated a correlation coefficient and 
received the following data: 
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Table l: Correlation between the age of the respondents and statements 
in the questionnaire 

Statement Correlation 
coefficient

Teachers in our country are perceived as representatives of educatedness�� r = – 0��23**
Better teachers deserve a better salary�� r = 0��21**
Initial teachers´ salary is motivating to start professional career�� r = 0��16*
Teacher training college graduates go wrong if they do not start teaching�� r = 0��33**
Teachers have better working conditions than other professions�� r = 0��22**
People think that in reality everybody can teach�� r = – 0��18*

* p < 0��05; ** p < 0��01��

The older the respondents, the less they agree with the fact that teachers in our 
country are representatives of educatedness; the less they agree with the fact that 
everybody can perform the teaching profession�� Further on, with the increasing 
age the respondents more strongly agree that better teachers deserve a better salary, 
that initial salary motivates them to start a teaching career, and that teacher train-
ing college graduates should enter the teaching profession since they have better 
working conditions at schools than in other professions��

By means of a scattering analysis (MANOVA; NCSS) we were testing possible 
differences at the following variables:

Sex of the respondents; Respondent’s domicile; Respondents having a teacher 
model; Parents-teachers�� 

Table 2: Differences in terms of the respondents’ sex

Statement F-test M men M women

Money is money�� but job satisfaction is of equal importance�� 4��38* 4��38 5��0
Teachers have better working conditions at schools than in 
other professions�� 6��22* 3��46 4��0

There are not more divorces among teachers than in other 
professions�� 12��5* 4��54 5��03

The number of good teachers is not on decline�� 6��32* 2��44 3��16

*p < 0��05��Statistically, in the first three statements there are more women who disagree with the fact, 
that the number of good teachers is on decline��
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Table 3: Respondents’ domicile

Statement F-test M  
village

M  
small city

M  
large city

Burnout syndrome does not occur earlier 
in teaching than in other professions�� 11��25* 3��60 4��35 3��87

Teaching profession grants a comfortable way 
of living�� 6��89* 2��58 2��64 3��43

A chat with teacher colleagues in the staff-room 
helps in solving personal problems�� 9��82* 4��79 4��90 4��26

Teacher training college provided me with sound 
grounding for the profession�� 11��36* 3��26 2��74 3��67

*p < 0��05��

The respondents who live in large cities mostly agree with the fact that the 
college provides them with a sound grounding for the profession, that teaching 
grants a comfortable way of living; the least agreement can be observed among the 
respondents from small cities�� These mostly agree with the fact that the burnout 
syndrome does not occur earlier in teaching than in other professions�� The students 
from small cities mostly agree with the fact that a chat with co-teachers in the 
staff-room can help in solving personal problems; the respondents from large 
cities express the least agreement�� The students from villages least agree with the 
statement concerning a comfortable way of living�� 

The following table demonstrates the degree of influence related to the posses-
sion of an image of an “ideal” teacher:

Table 4: Model teacher

Statement F-test
M 

has a model 
teacher

M 
No model 

teacher

Initial teachers´ salary is motivating to start professional 
career�� 11��23* 2��75 2��28

Teacher training college graduates go wrong if they do 
not start teaching�� 15��87* 2��76 2��09

Money is money�� but job satisfaction is of equal 
importance�� 6��89* 4��96 4��46

Teachers should be active outside school (sports club�� 
community work�� religion�� etc��)  12��56* 3��93 3��17

 Jokes about women teachers are usually not true�� 14��58* 3��67 3��22
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Statement F-test
M 

has a model 
teacher

M 
No model 

teacher

There are not more alcoholics among teachers than in 
other professions�� 8��96* 4��94 4��25

There are not more divorces among teachers than in 
other professions�� 21��25* 5��11 4��23

The number of good teachers is not on decline�� 12��25* 3��14 2��44
Being a teacher is something to be proud of�� 6��25* 5��06 4��36
Teaching profession grants a comfortable way of living�� 8��98* 4��36 3��93
It is not true that applicants for teacher training colleges 
are those who have not succeeded in applying for 
another university

6��89* 3��29 2��83

Parents do not respect male teachers more than female 
teachers�� 6��58* 2��58 2��11

*p < 0��05��

There is a much larger agreement with almost all the statements by the respond-
ents who have a model teacher�� 

Another variable to be considered is the respondents’ family background, i��e�� 
the fact that one or both parents of a respondent are teachers, or none of the parents 
is a teacher��

Table 5: Parents-teachers

Statement F-test M
1 parent

M
both 

parents

M
none of the 

parents

People respect teachers more than other university 
-educated professionals�� 6�� 58* 3��02 3��32 3��64

Teacher-training college graduates go wrong if they 
do not start teaching�� 8��98* 2��4 2��05 2��73

I would appreciate performance-based financial 
rewards�� 7��36* 4��94 3��52 4��9

Teachers have better working conditions at schools 
than in other professions�� 15��58* 3��69 3��86 4��02

Teachers should be active outside school (sports club 
community work�� religion�� etc��)  10��25* 3��35 3��47 3��91

There are not more alcoholics among teachers than 
in other professions 9��63* 4��86 3��84 4��87
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Statement F-test M
1 parent

M
both 

parents

M
none of the 

parents

There are not more divorces among teachers than in 
other professions 11��25* 5��04 4��03 4��87

The number of good teachers is not on decline�� 12��25* 2��85 2��0 3��13

*p < 0��05��
The table clearly demonstrates that the respondents coming from the teacher 

background share the feeling that teachers are not respected more than other 
university-educated professionals�� Similarly, they do not perceive it as a mistake if 
a teacher-training college graduate does not enter the teaching profession�� These 
respondents express less agreement with the statement about good working condi-
tions of teachers; they also agree less with the need for outside activities, and with 
the fact that the number of good teachers is not on decline�� 

Conclusion

The research proved that the students of teacher-training colleges do think about 
their future profession, evaluate the collected information and view their profession 
with a great degree of optimism�� Those students whose parents are teachers, or 
those who have a model-teacher express a more realistic opinion�� In this case the 
evaluation of the profession is influenced by personal experience and facts gained 
in direct contact, enriched by a certain degree of personal identification�� They 
assume that a teacher loves children thinks about the school even outside it, and 
must have complete professional qualifications�� Students at teacher training col-
leges with natural enthusiasm get in touch with the most qualified people, with 
academic environment, and with personal conceptions of the profession�� They also 
realize the painful truth of the amount and scope of specialist knowledge and 
preparation (i��e�� preparation for teaching) necessary for the profession�� The proc-
ess of life-long learning involves numerous skills and competences to perform the 
profession properly, such as the knowledge in the field of expertise, educational 
and psychological sensitivity, and much more�� All of this develops in them a certain 
degree of humility towards the teaching profession�� At the same time, the respond-
ents have a very realistic opinion that the profession is strongly underestimated 
financially, as well as in terms of its social recognition��

As regards the differences between men and women, gender stereotypes surviv-
ing even in our society are obviously fully functional here, such as men viewed as 
family supporters; or furthermore, some psychological factors, such as women 
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being more dependent on a good family background and satisfactory work rela-
tionships than men�� We came to similar conclusions in our previous research 
carried out among 150 teachers (Lašek, 2001)��

The strong disagreement expressed by the respondents with the statement that 
the number of good teachers is not on decline, (significantly more in women) may 
correspond with a typical prejudice provided by the word “teacher” (masculine in 
Czech) as such (despite the equivalent of female-teacher is easy to pick, male-
students perhaps intuitively thought of a male-teacher, and – with regard to the 
feminisation of our educational system – the number of male teachers has definitely 
been declining)��

The respondents who live in large cities probably see a comfortable way of living 
in the fact, that there is no big distance to commute to work (on the contrary, the 
respondents from small villages see the same as a disadvantage)�� Why do the 
respondents who live in small cities believe that the burnout syndrome occurs 
earlier in teachers than in other professions? There is lower concentration of 
“problematic students” (under-average and above-average) in small communities�� 
Moreover, students from small cities often think that discipline is less strict and 
manners grow lax, therefore teachers are exposed to higher pressure, which results 
in a faster burnout�� 
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The Fifth Basic Skill – ICT – as a Learning Resource

Abstract

It has been of great importance for us to study ICT as a tool for learning in 
a holistic perspective�� Accordingly – the article presents students’ actual use of PC 
related to the atmosphere in the classroom, to social relations, to the teacher´s role, 
to work processes and to the conception of learning and learning outcome�� 

Besides stressing the context, the article stresses the teacher’s positioning, 
namely: allowing the students time to search for and construct new skills and 
understanding, allowing the students time for reflectiveness and insight into what 
one does and why, i��e�� cognitive activity, metacompetence and additional learning�� 
The article underlines understanding for learning, processes for the end product�� 
We claim that the teacher´s role to focus learning atmosphere and to guide suit-
able process-strategies is a decisive condition for success with ICT��

Key words: holistic perspective – teacher’s positioning – processes surpass end product. 

Preface

The 2006 Norwegian school reform, labelled “Knowledge Promotion”, presents 
ICT as one of five basic skills�� It is important to better understand the pedagogical 
potential and challenges of using ICT in schools, and each research project shows 
a new aspect of this field�� I give thanks to Åretta Lower Secondary School and the 
pupils of grade 9b, whom I was able to observe in their mathematics class�� Fur-
thermore, I would like to thank the teacher, Bueie, who was very positive and 
forthcoming and provided knowledge and support for this study�� 

Harald Nilsen,
Henning Bueie
Norway
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I. Background

ICT at schools
In 2006 the Norwegian government presented a teaching plan for the school 

reform project Knowledge Promotion1; in the teaching plan the use of digital tools 
is characterized as one of five basic skills, and ICT is supposed to play a central role 
in the subject of mathematics�� The international DeSeCo2 project of the OECD 
stresses that there is international agreement in terms of ICT-use; in the discussion 
of “key competencies” one of the three vital competences is that pupils “use tech-
nology interactively” (pp�� 10–11)�� 

Åretta Lower Secondary School is one of ten demonstration schools in Norway, 
and the school promotes the use of digital tools in teaching�� The school’s teachers 
stress that pupils are more motivated when they work with digital tools and that 
weak pupils are better able to follow class�� The mathematics teachers point out that 
pupils who have fine-motor difficulties are better able to use the keyboard than 
they are to use pencils, dividers, and rulers in the geometry class�� At an interna-
tional level Åretta school participates in the ENIS (European Network of Innova-
tive Schools) project, and there are plans to send the school’s teachers to exchange 
visits and to receive visiting teachers from other European countries�� 

II. Sketch

Observation as a method
This classroom study is a case study (cf�� Nunan 1992:74f��) since it is limited to 

a single classroom and has a limited duration�� The study analyzes, interprets and 
describes a limited phenomenon in a social context�� The study is based on obser-
vation of selected classroomactivities, verbal interaction and partly based on what 
is called “stimulated recall” (op��cit:94f��), i��e�� the teacher´s comments on the previ-
ous classroom events under study�� The observations are carried out in a natural, 
i��e�� not experimental setting (op��cit:102f��)�� The study is qualitative; the overall goal 
is holistic understanding and seeing connections as different from fragmentary 
knowledge (op��cit:231 and Patel & Davidson 1995)�� The personal based, subjective 

1 Knowledge Promotion, cf�� Nilsen, H�� (2006A)�� School for the future; a critical view on the 
Norwegian School Reform 2006, Knowledge Promotion�� In: The New Educational Review, 2006, 
10(3–4), and Nilsen, H�� (2007)�� Norweska reforma edukacji: Promocja wiedzy 2006�� (forthcom-
ing September 2007)��

2 DeSeCo: Definition and Selection of Competences�� Available on-line��
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perspective of interpretation (cf�� “Forståelseshorisont”; “horizon of understanding”, 
Føllesdal et al�� 1990:101) interferes with the validation of results�� The subjective 
perspective is enhanced by the mode of observation where “open” observation was 
used rather than a pre-prepared observation form�� Nevertheless, the observations 
had a clear focus on work modes, social interaction, and learning objectives, and 
can therefore be classified as “semi-structured” (Nunan 1992:91–114, Patel & 
Davidson 1995:67)��

The classroom is an arena for diverse activities (cf�� Ellis 2006)�� Children and 
young adults are generally active, and in the classroom the teacher organizes 
physical, verbal, and mental activities that are meant to generate learning and 
understanding; during my time as an observer in the 9th grade of Åretta school I 
experienced such a setting�� It is impossible to describe the diversity of activities, 
and I had to be selective (see above)�� However, selection and focus on something 
implies that some things can be overlooked�� Therefore this study is not going to 
present “heavy” conclusions but is meant to prepare and motivate further more 
detailed studies in this field�� 

Learning = understanding
The new teaching plan, Knowledge Promotion, discusses the pedagogical challenges 

and changes in the wake of the new focus on information and communication 
technology�� The changes have at least two aspects, changes of the actual teaching 
methods and changes regarding the general view on learning�� With the computer as 
a tool in the classroom, changes regarding the way of learning or the teaching design 
have become obvious, and we think that changes in design should have consequences 
for general views on learning such as asking what the defined learning objectives and 
what the objectives of the so-called concomitant learning are�� Another important 
aspect is to define the concepts that are used for describing learning objectives�� In 
this observational study it became clear for Bueie as a teacher and for me as a 
researcher that we should talk about understanding rather than about learning�� The 
term understanding provides a user perspective for the subject of mathematics, and 
in this perspective there is a harmonious relationship between understanding and 
an interactive (or rather symbolic-interactive, Blumer 1969) view of learning and 
between understanding and the pupils’ investigative way of solving problems�� Under-
standing appeals more than learning to the idea that pupils should be able to reflect 
upon and do something with what they have learned, in other words, understanding 
is linked to cognitive competence�� The DeSeCo-report calls cognitive competence 
“reflectiveness”, which is “the heart of key competences” (net-address)�� 

It can be argued that understanding in the subject of mathematics is equally 
relevant for ICT, that the idea of understanding links the students’ PC to a user-
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context and links it to a holistic, cognitive process (“reflectiveness”)�� Bueie under-
stands his role in the process as “constructing understanding”, and in this role he 
is able to improve the quality of the teaching process�� 

ICT in context�

In order to study a subject, learning and understanding, activities, and tools in 
a holistic perspective,4 the whole school environment as a learning arena has to be 
included�� The learning environment functions at least at three levels: school, 
classroom, and a third level where pupils/teachers realize their environment and 
their relations; this is the symbolic level (“symbolic interaction”, Blumer 1969)�� The 
latter exceeds the aim of this study and is therefore not taken up explicitly��

Åretta – a demonstration school
Åretta school consciously aims at realizing a result-oriented culture�� The areas 

the school focuses on are evaluation, net-based learning and models for ICT-use, 
flexible work forms with access to basic classrooms, large classrooms, and group 
rooms, and last but not least, the pupil’s constructive participation�� A 10th grade 
pupil states that the best aspect of the school is that “the pupils’ opinions are heard 
and are taken seriously” (quoted in the newspaper Gudbrandsdalen/Dagningen 
02��02��06) and that “now we can, to some degree, participate in determining what 
and how to learn��”� In the same article two girls state about the “good school” that 
“the teachers saw every single one of us” and furthermore think that good teachers 
are those who understand the pupils’ world and take them seriously�� The statements 
from a log book in the 8th grade, where the task was to describe what was good 
about the school, include many answers such as “good/very good learning environ-
ment”, “freedom”, and “smart teachers”(brochure Åretta School)��

The classroom
More important than the physical space as such is the atmosphere created by 

human beings who act and interact in that space�� The pupils’ verbal and body 
language demonstrates security�� Both inside and outside the classroom there is 

� About ICT and context: Nilsen, H�� (2006)�� ICT jako narzędzie w edukacji na odległość 
w świetle perspektywy ekologicznej�� In: K�� Wenta  & E�� Perzycka (Ed��)�� (2006)�� Edukacja infor-
macyjna�� Szczecin: Szczecin University��

4 On perspectivism; Hundeiede referred to in: Hoel Løkensgard T�� (1998)�� Læring som sosial 
praksis�� NTNU – Program for lærerutdanning��

� These pupils’ statements are documented and seen in a larger context in Nilsen, H�� (2006)�� 
School for the Future: A Critical View… The New Educational Review, 10(3–4)�� 
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much talking, but no unpleasant noise, the situation could be labelled an “ordinary” 
conversation culture of 15-year-olds�� 

The teacher positioned himself in an anonymous way and appeared to be neutral 
and friendly; nevertheless, he was always physically and visibly present�� Being both 
anonymous and visibly present may appear to be a paradox, and this point is dis-
cussed later in the study�� The pupils thought that the teacher was present for them�� 
That the teacher was present for the pupils could be seen in the way they addressed 
the teacher openly, securely, and “naturally”, in contrast to a memorized routine�� 
This is what the teacher has to say about the situation:

I perceive the social order and structure in the learning situation as calm 
and relaxed. We are organized in a way where I do not have to show myself to 
be authoritarian, and I can function as a genuine partner in conversation and 
cooperation with the pupils.

One may ask what the positioning of the teacher has to do with the use of digital 
tools, and here it could be argued that the way of the teacher to position himself 
as both discreet and present, as patient and daring to wait is a good investment for 
preparing an attitude of investigation and challenge that pupils need in their dia-
logue with the computer�� 

The roles of computers and of teachers
Before the class “really” started, the computer had taken over the role of the 

teacher; it structured the transition from break to the formal learning situation�� 
It took 2 – 4 minutes until the pupils routinely had fetched their computers from 
the store room, placed them on their desks, opened them, and split their attention 
between the screen, other pupils, or other things and appeared to ask “what now?” 
Although the opening minutes invited much freedom, the process was marked 
by routine, in other words, order�� Here the teacher was physically clearly present 
and placed himself in the front of the classroom; however, his presence was quite 
wordless and he appeared to be patiently waiting – but waiting for whom or for 
what?

As I see it, the anonymity of the teacher invited a “wait and listen” attitude 
among pupils, a “now we are going to learn” atmosphere�� It was not the teacher 
who at that moment was concerned about creating silence for work (a learning 
environment) during the class, but it were the pupils who took the initiative�� The 
computer was present, and the machine in itself was interesting for the pupils, 
opened up possibilities such as individual or collectively organized free investiga-
tion�� However, the pupils understood that if there should be a progression in their 
learning, they needed the teacher�� This is what Bueie says about the use of ICT:
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In my view the learning situation has changed after we started to use ICT. 
The focus has shifted from teaching to learning, from the teacher to the pupil. 
This means that pupils themselves must be more active in knowledge acquisi-
tion. Through their interaction with the computer, pupils control their own 
progression. They navigate through net pages, investigate, try out things, and 
the learning process is circular and recurrent rather than linear; cognition 
research has too long seen learning as a linear transfer of knowledge and 
knowledge as a storeroom of mental representation. 

The fact that the computer offers and invites investigation and experimental 
activities should have consequences for the role of the teacher, according to Bueie: 
“The computer liberates time that can be used for supervising pupils individually 
in a conversation and guide them through a process�� The more pupils discover and 
understand without my explanation, the better the learning situation�� ICT clearly 
opens up possibilities for investigation and a dialogic learning, for example when 
one works with geometrical figures”��

Pupil – teacher – relations 
As a collective the pupils of the class wanted to use their freedom in a responsible 

manner�� I have mentioned that the computer invited the formation of routines, a 
type of seriousness in contrast to play and irresponsibility�� Furthermore, the cautious 
authority of the teacher appeared to have precipitated in an attitude that could be 
paraphrased as “we are here to learn” or “the teacher is here for us”�� Another impor-
tant point was that the pupils appeared to respect each other for what they were, in 
contrast to a ranking according to smartness or popularity�� However, this does not 
mean that pupils were not interested in being smart in their subject�� They demon-
strated to be conscious about the fact that some were smarter than others when they 
said that “he is smart”, “she is smarter than…��” or asked “could you help me?” The 
teacher did not press the class to present results during an established frame of time, 
nevertheless, the pupils were used to a “certain” time frame�� The most interesting 
aspect in the relationship between teacher and pupils was that the teacher invited 
the pupils to be investigative and experimental in their routines�� The positioning of 
the teacher is a signal to manage and to “find out things” independently, in contrast 
to a positioning where the teacher checks wrong and correct answers�� 

The teacher is convinced that ICT has a motivational effect and refers to his 
experiences in teaching mathematics in classes without computers�� Here we come 
to the central point, namely the motivation to work with a subject�� To learn means 
to “do” something, either physically or mentally�� In this context it was obvious that 
the pupils were diligent and even enthusiastic in their dialogue with the computer�� 
Above all, they appeared to be relaxed because the computer was a benevolent 
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partner that did not demand anything but functioned more or less in a cooperative 
way and as a useful tool to them�� 

I experienced the importance of the computer for motivation when one of the 
five observation classes were computer-free�� During this class there was so much 
loud talking and physical restlessness that it affected the learning environment, 
and the teacher had to calm down the class, though respectfully�� 

III. Learning and Learning Objectives

Dynamic geometry with Cabri 
“Data technology has opened up many new options in regard to how we under-

stand geometry�� Among other things there are construction programmes that 
enable us to perform the constructions that were traditionally done with dividers 
and aruler�� Cabri is an example of such a construction programme�� The screen 
image of Cabri looks like a blank page, but we are able to choose the basic geo-
metrical figures that we want to construct from a menu�� When a figure is con-
structed, we are able to change the basic elements of the of the figure form or 
placement��” (Bueie 2005)

Learning objectives and learning activities class by class 
February 14th 
•  Tasks: With the help of the computer and Cabri, the pupils are going to con-

struct “basic” angles (60 and 90 degrees), divide the angles in half, rise and 
lower normals, construct parallels, and try out simple triangle and quadrilat-
eral functions��

•  Work form: Pair work, each pupil with his or her computer�� Free engagement 
with the computer until the aim is reached��

•  Learning objective: To construct (= skill) according to instruction/guidance 
(= understanding)��

•  Atmosphere: Relaxed, safe, “talk culture”, balanced, a social climate��
•  Role of the teacher: Introduces the tasks briefly: “where are we, where shall 

we go?” Functions as an aid in the pupils’ work processes�� 
•  Learning gain: cf�� report from February 21��
February 21st 
•  Tasks: With the help of Cabri the pupils are going to construct triangles and 

write a construction explanation��
•  Work form: In pairs, and the class is organized into two groups, A and B�� 

During sequence 1 (ca�� 20 min) each group is going to construct “their” tri-
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angle and write a construction explanation�� Now the pupils erase their geo-
metrical figure but leave the explanation on the screen�� Group A and B swap 
computers and construct new triangles in accordance with the explanations 
that are left on the screen��

•  Learning objectives: To construct according to an objective/instruction and 
create a functional construction explanation��6

•  Atmosphere: Relaxed, secure interaction pupil-pupil and pupil-teacher��
•  Role of the teacher: (i) Introduces the class with providing a perspective (= 

the “why” of didactics) and (ii) problematizes the criteria for “good” construc-
tion explanations��

•  Learning gain: Bueie explains that he changed his view on learning gains after 
data technology had been introduced to the math class: 

Earlier, when we used dividers and a ruler, I first presented a “model” solu-
tion, and the task was in some way a confirmation whether or not the pupils 
were able to follow my presentation. Learning meant to memorize my presen-
tation. With ICT there is a new focus on the pupil as an explorer, and the pupils’ 
learning is linked to the quality of the process rather than to how many tasks 
they can solve during a given time. The process is interactive because the pupils 
have the option to receive “real time” feedback rather than a response on the 
quality of their final product. In summary one can say that the focus has shifted 
from the aim itself to the process towards the aim.

See report from March 12th, item 3 on skill and understanding as learning 
gains��

March 7th – computer-free class��
For me as an observer it was interesting to see what a computer-free class meant 

for the working conditions��
•  Tasks: To construct quadrilaterals and to make a construction explanation�� 

Tools: paper, pencil, protractor��
•  Work form: Pupils work in pairs�� Each pupil constructs his or her quadrilateral 

and makes a construction explanation (15 – 20 min)�� Pupil A explains the 
construction explanation to his or her counterpart who is going to construct 
according to the guidance of A�� Then roles are switched so that B explains his 
or her construction explanation to A��

•  Learning objectives: Becoming an observer meaning that one has to provide 

6 A ”functional explanation” in this context means an explanation that another person can 
use to reproduce an object��
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precise explanations, practise to transmit and to receive information (com-
municative skill)��

•  Atmosphere: Relaxed, but with the absence of computers there was more 
agitation, more obviously uncontrolled talking, less time for work and for 
formal learning objectives�� Generally I perceived less motivation for working 
with the tasks��

March 12th 
•  Tasks: Revision as preparation for the test on March 21st�� Construction of 

triangles and quadrilaterals, with an increasing degree of difficulty��
•  Work form: Placement in pairs, individual work��
•  Learning objectives: Skill to “manage” Cabri (carry out constructions)�� Under-

standing/reading skills, i��e�� to grasp the instruction of the task and interpret 
the context between instruction and tool��

•  Atmosphere: Clear motivation (to “want” to present)�� No pressure, some 
degree of cooperation (the good helpers)�� 

•  Role of the teacher: Introduces the tasks: (i) Provides a perspective, (ii) indi-
cates where to find help on the Internet, and (iii) acts as an aide for current 
activities�� The role of the teacher in this context was much more visible than 
during other classes; he had a form where he ticked off items as “done”, he was 
willingly accessible for questions from the pupils asking questions such as “can 
you come here” or “I don’t get it”�� His role was to sympathetically monitor the 
work contract which consisted of individual work�� 

March 21st (test)
•  Tasks: To demonstrate skills and understanding for the solution of geometri-

cal tasks with Cabri��
•  Work form: As on March 12th�� Pupils present a finished product (four con-

structions, one construction with construction explanation)��
•  Learning objective: See March 12th��
•  Atmosphere: Usual work climate, relaxed, the pupils appear to be positive that 

they can “show” what they can do�� Also freedom/acceptance to show that one 
is “not so smart”�� Absence of presentation fright�� 

•  Role of the teacher: Delineates the rules for the test, is present and to affirm 
the work situation, creates silence, signals through body language that the 
situation is OK, “tactically” helps individual pupils�� 

Test result: 
The teacher points out the concepts skills and understanding, and the test is 

designed to demonstrate both aspects�� Bueie states about the relation between skills 
and understanding that a skill comes from understanding�� Understanding is the 
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motivation behind the skill to “use” a tool�� One can nevertheless add that a certain 
technical skill is also the prerequisite for understanding, i��e�� a cognitive process�� 
Understanding and skill are qualities that reinforce each other in an endless proc-
ess�� Through the test the pupils demonstrate their understanding in terms of being 
able to interpret the text of the task and to grasp the relation between the text of 
the task and the tools, and in terms of showing the skill to construct angles, divide 
angles in half, construct parallels, or calculate a denominator�� Pupils should provide 
a construction explanation for one of the tasks�� The teacher comments that the 
regular and the good pupils solve the tasks in a way that he thinks they would 
manage without the programme (Cabri)�� However, in his opinion the so-called 
“weaker” pupils have better results with the programme�� 

Concomitant learning
Concomitant learning is a learning gain that is not specifically aimed at and is 

therefore not evaluated formally�� The way the teacher organized the classes moti-
vated reflection about the informal learning gains�� In a conversation with four 
pupils I asked what it meant for them to use the computer during the maths class�� 
Their answers contained terms such as “easier”, “revise”, “exact” and explain: “it is 
somehow easier, we can revise and delete and get it done more exactly than by 
using a pencil, dividers, and an exercise book–there were so many things to take 
care of�� When we use the computer we have everything, we remember where things 
are placed, and there is order��” One girl expresses it so: “the challenge is to remem-
ber and to think, because we know that everything is there”�� 

Learning strategies:
The pupils’ comments indicate something about learning strategies, about learn-

ing as cognition�� This means that the computer invites or demands a way to think, 
remember, and investigate, in other words, invites and demands attention and 
concentration�� In conversations we come across the term “smart”, and the pupils 
say that everybody keeps up initially, but that after a while some become smarter 
because they remember better, “those are smartest who remember where things 
are”, as one pupil points out��

The pupils’ statements can be described in terms of both a cognitive and a proc-
ess view of learning�� What the pupils pointed out is that what was important was 
not “smartness” in terms of getting many correct answers, but they talked about 
the conditions for learning, to remember what was where, to remember/think/
understand what one needed, in other words, learning strategies�� Indirectly they 
demonstrated that the process was more important than the final product�� This is 
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in accordance with Bueie’s view; he talks about “navigating” the web pages, inves-
tigating, trying out�� This point needs to be elaborated��

Relational pedagogy and identity: 
The subject is mathematics, the tool is the computer, the teacher is a “conductor”, 

and the framework is relational pedagogy�� It is the role of the conductor to “see” 
everybody, everybody is seen�� To be seen means to feel included, and this describes 
the situation in class 9b�� Furthermore, it appeared that the pupils were equal, 
independent of any measurable “smartness”�� The teacher gave them time to try 
things out, to make mistakes, to succeed, to succeed “eventually”�� This practice 
appeared to create secure pupils, and feeling secure is a prerequisite for being 
a learning pupil�� The pupils did not only learn a subject and learning strategies, 
they furthermore learned identity�� Of course, visible external behaviour is no reli-
able indicator for identity or someone’s self-image�� However, it appeared that the 
use of computers in the classroom, the seeking and trying pushing of the keys in 
combination with the teacher’s accepting patience formed the foundation for a type 
of security in terms of equality and the feeling that one is going to achieve some-
thing�� Non-segregating relational pedagogy provides a good basis for reinforcing 
human value, which is the basis for a positive identity��

IV. Summary 

This study presents ICT as a pedagogical tool in a holistic perspective�� Åretta 
school is a demonstration school whose official programme includes a result-
oriented culture, a good learning environment, flexible learning strategies, and 
testing of models for the use of ICT�� In this study there is a focus on the atmos-
phere in the classroom, social relations, the role of the teacher, and how the 
teacher and pupils use the computer as a pedagogical tool�� The positioning of the 
teacher is a decisive factor, as Bueie expresses: “After we started using ICT, the 
focus in the classroom was shifted from the teacher-pupil dialogue to a dialogue 
between the individual pupil and his or her computer�� Pupils must be more active 
and search for new knowledge, navigate net pages, check and try things out�� My 
role is that of an aide, directing a learning community”�� Experiences from this 
study show that the positioning of the teacher is an important prerequisite for 
the experience of the computer as an inspiring tool�� Pupils must have sufficient 
time, freedom, and acceptance for a learning strategy marked by inquiry and 
investigation�� 
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In regard to learning gains, this report stresses the importance of skills and 
understanding�� Skills mean the ability to navigate with one’s own computer and 
to solve problems, and understanding means insight into what one does and why 
one does what one does�� The computer is a tool in an investigative process towards 
a final product�� Bueie stresses the importance of quality in the process and thinks 
that the process itself must receive as much attention and priority as the final 
result�� The process or learning strategies can be related both to an individual-
cognitive and to a social-cognitive view of learning, which both correspond to 
the 2006 school reform “Knowledge Promotion” (cf�� Dysthe, 2006)�� Bueie talks 
about smartness that “smart” pupils are smart regardless of tools and methods�� 
However, “weaker” pupils perform better with a computer than without, and this 
is related to the computer’s motivational effect and the function as a tool to 
improve learning gains�� 

Part of the study deals with the phenomenon of “concomitant learning”, also 
called informal learning, i��e�� a type of learning that is not included in formal assess-
ment (grading)�� Pupils gain practice in investigating learning strategies�� In both 
a dialogue with the computer and a multilogue with classmates and the teacher 
they “construct” knowledge and insight (individual constructivism and social 
constructivism)�� The pupils are knowledge producers, in contrast to knowledge 
consumers�� The article furthermore analyses the learning of identity: who am I as 
a pupil in general and as a pupil in a mathematics class in particular? The classroom 
structure of class 9b, the relations between the pupils and between the pupil(s) and 
teacher classifies the situation as guided by relational pedagogy�� The atmosphere, 
cooperation, and focus on the subject provided the pupils of grade 9b with 
a positive self-image�� However, this is not primarily caused by the use of comput-
ers but by the teacher’s arrangement of the “right” use of it�� 
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PROBLEM: Main goal for the study has been (i): to register classroom-activities 
and human behaviour – that means processes; what is going on? – and (ii): gain 
closer understanding about factors that interact – that means to see relations that 
one does not yet know�� 

•  What impact does the use of PC have on the learning situation in the class-
room?

•  What is the connection between student’s use of PC and the teacher’s role?
•  What impact does the use of PC have on the pupil’s cognitive behaviour?
•  Does the student’s use of PC affect the interplay between students and 

teacher?
•  Does the student’s use of PC affect our notion of what learning in fact is?
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Abstract

The aim of the contribution is to find out and to compare the orthographic 
quality of the Romany and non-Romany pupils in the second, third and fourth 
year of elementary schools by means of evaluation of the identical text of dictations 
and using a comparative analytic-synthetic method�� 

Key words:  elementary school, Romany/non-Romany pupils, dictation

1��1�� Speaking and writing represent two fundamental pillars of communication 
competence traditionally understood nationally, to which nowadays mainly com-
puter literacy is added beginning with computer text creation and ending with an 
e-mail communication contact�� On the international scale the communication 
competence is completed by mastering a foreign language or foreign languages, at 
present mainly English��

Speaking and writing are performed in approximately 4000–6000 natural lan-
guages and in several dozen artificial languages�� Speaking and writing in the native 
language enables the achievement of a higher than 99% success rate of mastering 
a given code by the population of a certain state, while complete mastering of 
another code, another language that functions in relation to the native language as 
a foreign language/second language shows generally a lower percentage of success 
rate (cf�� also Trochtová, 2004)�� And exactly this is the situation which characterises 
the Romany population in relation to Slovak as an official language in the territory 
of the Slovak Republic�� The Romany speak mostly Romany at home�� Romany as 
their native language is therefore connected with privacy, friendly contacts and 
everyday non-work/non-school communication�� Slovak for the Romany is therefore 
associated with official and public character, work and school communication�� The 

Pavol Odaloš
Slovak Republic
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purpose of our research was therefore to focus on written communication of 
Romany pupils in Slovak, where we perceive written and oral communication as 
two sides of the same coin, two dimensions of one phenomenon, though in this 
contribution we will not pay attention to the oral communication of Romany pupils 
in Slovak��

1��2�� The research was carried out at an elementary school in Komenského street 
in Smižany, where out of the total number of 880 pupils 380 are Romany, and 
therefore there are also purely Romany classes besides combined non-Romany–
Romany (Slovak–Romany) classes�� During the research there was one zero and 
one first grade, two second grade, one third and one fourth grade in the building 
situated in Zelená street in Smižany��

In the course of enrolment within the entrance integration into compulsory 
school attendance the Romany pupils are grouped into Romany zero classes that 
have been formed in order to solve school failure of predominantly Romany pupils 
from a socially disadvantaged environment (for more information cf�� Hricová, 
2004), or they are grouped into first mixed classes where they cooperate with the 
class of non-Romany pupils�� In the school year 2003/2004 experimental integration 
of all enrolled Romany pupils into the first grade did not prove to be effective at 
a given school because most of them were not able to cope with the speed of the 
curriculum, were not successful at school and had to repeat classes��

2��1�� After being written down, a dictation as any dictated arbitrarily modelled 
or naturally formed text not only expresses the rate of ability to interpret the 
acoustic form of speech into the graphic shapes of letters, but also maps the proc-
ess of mastering the curriculum, spirally composed flow of knowledge, skills and 
abilities��

2��2�� The issue of orthography has been mapped in Slovak conditions from two 
points of view: from the practical aspect with the emphasis on the structure of 
errors or the scale of errors and from the theoretical aspect with the emphasis on 
the evaluation and types of dictations�� Both aspects are related through the effort 
to increase the orthographic quality by means of writing texts of dictations��

2��2��1�� The orthography of pupils at the second stage of elementary school was 
investigated by J�� Štefanovič (1967) who focused on mapping its quality with 
projection into the structure of errors�� P�� Odaloš (1995) dealt with the analysis of 
orthographic errors occurring in texts written by Hungarian university students 
studying Slovak�� 

2��2��2�� V�� Betáková and Ž�� Tarcalová include among orthographic exercises that 
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contribute to automatisation of thought links leading to correct writing (1984, p�� 
118) the following: transcription, commented writing, commutable orthographic 
exercises, creative orthographic exercises and dictation (training and check)�� 
J�� Pálečárová (2001/2002) summarisingly popularizes the obtained results in the 
area of research on dictations��

Dictations were also dealt with by J�� Jel��nek – V�� Stybl��k (1975/1976), M�� Novák-
ová (1987/1988), M�� Čechová – V�� Stybl��k (1998), J�� Hubáček (2000) and others��

3��1�� Dictations serve to find out the state of pupils’ orthographic knowledge�� 
The processual aspect is represented by the line orthographic issue – pedagogical 
process – training dictations – check dictations; the evaluative aspect is character-
ised by the sequence evaluation scale – correction of dictation – grade from the 
dictation��

3��2�� The evaluation scale expresses the philosophy of approach to school 
orthography��

Typology of evaluation scales

3��2��1�� In Slovakia the quantification (numerical) evaluation scale is used which 
measures the grade in dependence on a certain number of errors�� It expresses 
a traditional (classical), relatively demanding approach to the evaluation of orthog-
raphy at school�� An ideal of this approach, which is also required in social practice 
in accordance with the Act no�� 270/1995 Coll�� on the Official Language, is an 
orthographically correct text in standard literary Slovak�� Requiring text correctness 
is a justified claim because a flawless text enables an individual to function without 
failure within the social communication in the future��

3��2��2�� In some countries texts are evaluated on the basis of the percentage of 
errors�� This flat (percentage) evaluation scale enables e��g�� to evaluate a 90% correct 
text with a good or relatively good mark�� Any existing well-known evaluation quan-
tification scale will evaluate a text of dictation written in Slovak containing up to 10% 
of errors with a failing grade�� For example, a dictation in the fourth grade of elemen-
tary school consisting of 40 words and 251 distinctive graphemes (212 letters and 39 
free gaps with a distinctive function) evaluated according to the scale presented in 
the textbook by V�� Betáková and Ž�� Tarcalová (1984, p�� 131), is evaluated with afail-
ing mark if it contains 13 errors, i��e�� still a 94��8% correctly written text��

3��3�� Search for dependence in the relation between the grade and the number 
of errors with regard to quantification evaluation scales is determined on the one 
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hand by tradition (difficulty of dictation) and on the other by monitoring other 
functions of dictations (conscious increase in difficulty, motivation to increase 
interest in orthography, etc��)�� 

3��3��1�� In our reflections on evaluation scales we will drawon the evaluation scale 
in the textbook by V�� Betáková and Ž�� Tarcalová (1984, p�� 131), which the authors 
present through a scale for evaluating a medium-difficult dictation (with an ade-
quate text length and adequate amount of orthographic phenomena) as follows: 
grade 1 for 0–1 error, grade 2 for 2–4 errors, grade 3 for 5–8 errors, grade 4 for 
9–12 errors, grade 5 for 13 errors and more�� We therefore consider the presented 
evaluation scale as one standing within the typology in the middle of the evaluation 
field; it is a standard (used, classical) evaluation scale.

At the above-mentioned school in Smižany they use variants of the presented 
standard evaluation scale, e��g�� variant A is applied in the first semester of the 4th 
grade: 1 for 0–2 errors, 2 for 3–4 errors, 3 for 5–8 errors, 4 for 9–11 errors, 5 for 
12 errors and more; or variant B is used in the second semester of the 4th class: 
1 for 0–1 error, 2 for 2–3 errors, 3 for 4–7 errors, 4 for 8–10 errors, 5 for 11 errors 
and more�� The presented scales indicate an effort to decrease the number of errors 
in dictations through a less demanding evaluation��

3��3��2�� The choice of a demanding (stricter, above-standard) evaluation scale 
should be functionally justified, e��g�� by the fact that it is a natural text with a small 
amount of orthographic phenomena, or within an orthographic hobby group it 
can include training perfection of dictation texts�� In both cases, however, the 
approach to the issue as well the achievements proper should motivate to increase 
orthographic performance, they should not discourage pupils from approaching 
orthographic perfection�� A more demanding evaluation can, for example, be based 
on decreasing the evaluation always by one grade for one error, e��g�� variant A: 1 for 
0–1 error, 2 for 2 errors, 3 for 3 errors, 4 for 4 errors, 5 for 5 errors and more; 
variant B (very demanding evaluation): 1 for 0 errors, 2 for 1 error, 3 for 2 errors, 
4 for 3 errors, 5 for 4 errors and more��

3��3��3�� The more tolerant (less strict, substandard, motivational) evaluation scale 
used at the presented elementary school in Smižany intends in purely Romany classes 
to balance handicap of starting level within the school attendance�� Slovak represents 
the second language for the Romany pupils (if they grow up in a bilingual environ-
ment and are in touch with Slovak, cf�� Trochtová, 2004, p�� 68) or a foreign language 
(if they grow up in a monolingual environment and master only the Romany lan-
guage, cf�� Cina, 2004, p�� 62)�� Most pupils come from socially disadvantaged environ-
ments and therefore a more tolerant scale should motivate pupils to make an effort 
to improve orthographic knowledge of the Slovak language�� The evaluation scale 
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applied in Romany classes accepts about 30% of more errors: 1 for 0–4 errors, 2 for 
5–8 errors, 3 for 9–12 errors, 4 for 13–16 errors, 5 for 17 errors and more��

4��1�� The typology of evaluation scales is directly linked with the typology of 
errors�� Errors occurring in dictations can be divided into two levels:

Typology of errors

4��2�� The first level is represented by weaker mastering of Slovak orthography as 
a set of graphemes, i��e�� shapes of letters (graphics) and composition of graphemes 
into the correct order within lexemes (composition), as well as the result of non-
standard phonemic audition transposed into the graphic system of Slovak��

Within the first level there are two groups of errors��
4��2��1�� The first sub-group consists of graphemic errors such as using an inap-

propriate grapheme/ not using an appropriate grapheme, or omitting one grapheme 
or several graphemes (e��g�� two), thus the word becomes incomplete, unfinished, 
e��g�� čereňa correctly čerešňa, ote correctly otec, boskyňa correctly broskyňa, 
o zemiako correctly o zemiakoch, porado correctly poriadok, ňeodí correctly neodíde 
etc�� Even with an error the word is understandable on its own or in the context or 
is partially understandable�� 

There is a significant tendency not to write the acute (´), the caron (ˇ) and the 
full stop (��), i��e�� not to use punctuation which is not only part of graphemes and 
graphemics, but also fulfils a distinctive function because it distinguishes meanings 
of words and forms��

4��2��2�� The second sub-group contains errors causing the distortion of words, and 
the word/sentence becomes thus incomprehensible�� Cumulated graphemic errors 
are represented mainly by frequent distortion (twisting the meaning, confusion) 
of longer words, or words which students hear less frequently, e��g�� the word 
mačiatko gains the form mamemačiaska, or the sentence Jeden žiak hrabe lístie has 
the form Hede žaka zahbe listě.

4��3�� The second level represents mastering orthography as a set of Slovak graph-
emes – including shapes of letters with errors – within the curriculum topics 
studied at the 1st stage of elementary school, e��g�� in the second class vowels, con-
sonants, letters i/�� and y/ý following soft and hard consonants, initial capital letters; 
in the third class selected words containing y after b, p, m, v, r, z, s etc��, e��g�� the pupil 
writes cybuľa with y instead of the correct cibuľa with i, broskiňa with i instead of 
the correct broskyňa with y, etc��
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5��1�� Our research purpose was carried out in the second semester of the school 
year 2003/2004 and in the first but mainly in the second semester of the school 
year 2004/2005 in the second, third, and fourth grades of both purely Romany and 
mixed classes�� We chose two classes from each year, always one class with only 
Romany pupils and the other class a combination of non-Romany and Romany 
pupils�� We were able to perform the comparison not only on the basis of using the 
same evaluation scale/ the same evaluation scales, but mainly on the basis of writ-
ing dictation of the same text��

5��2�� Use of an incorrect grapheme or the absence of a grapheme is considered 
as an error in the letter��

Not using an appropriate mark over the letter, e��g�� the caron (ˇ), the acute (´), 
or using an incorrect distinguishing mark is considered as an error in diacritic��

Non-use/incorrect use of a graphic dividing mark such as a full stop or comma 
is considered as an error in punctuation��

Incorrect use of i and y after soft, hard, and neutral consonants in comparison 
with codification is regarded as error i/y 

5��3�� The grade according to the 1st scale represents the following scale: 1 for 
0–2 errors, 2 for 3–4 errors, 3 for 5–8 errors, 4 for 9–11 errors, 5 for 12 errors and 
more (cf�� 3��3��1��)��

The grade according to the 2nd scale represents the scale: 1 for 0–4 errors, 2 for 
5–8 errors, 3 for 9–12 errors, 4 for 13–16 errors, 5 for 17 errors and more (cf�� 
3��3��3��)��

6��1�� In the 2nd year the text of dictation consisted of these sentences – Radi sa 
učíme. Deti sa hrajú na chytačku. Na dvore je hydina. Mlieko je liek. Hrušky sú 
chutné. – The dictation consisted of 18 words��

6��2�� The selected second grade (2��X) consisted of 18 Romany pupils (RP), on 
the day of research, 8th February 2005, 16 pupils were present in the class out of 
whom 4 integrated pupils were working according to individual curriculum, and 
thus 12 pupils wrote the dictation�� The dictation work of 6 pupils contained the 
following structure of errors with projection into evaluation�� After analysing 6 
other dictations we classified them with grade 5, because the words in sentences 
were distorted or unfinished and therefore the whole text was linguistically incor-
rect with a great amount (not quantified) of errors (abbreviated XXL)�� 
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Table 1

T/1
number 

of 
errors

error
in letter

error
in 

diacritic

error
in 

punctuation

error i/y
after consonant

+ other error

grade
1st scale

grade 2nd 
scale

2X/RP1 5 0 3 1 1 3 2
2X/RP 2 6 0 3 0 3 3 2
2X/RP 3 11 2 3 4 2 4 3
2X/RP4 16 9 4 1 2 5 4
2X/RP5 19 5 8 5 1 5 5
2X/RP6 19 8 6 2 3 5 5
2X/RP 7-12 XXL 5 5

6��3�� Another second grade (2��Y) selected for comparison formed by non-
Romany pupils (P) and Romany pupils (RP) consisted of 26 pupils, on the day of 
research, 8th February 2005, 24 were present in class and they all wrote the dicta-
tion�� The results presenting the structure of errors and evaluation are following��

Table 2

T/2
number 

of 
errors

error
in 

letter

error
in 

diacritic

error
in 

punctuation

error i/y
after consonant

+ other error

grade
1st scale

grade
2nd scale

2Y/P1-11 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
2Y/P 12 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
2Y/P 13 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
2Y/P 14 2 0 0 0 2 1 1
2Y/P 15 2 0 0 0 2 1 1
2Y/P 16 3 1 0 1 1 2 1
2Y/P 17 5 3 0 0 2 3 2
2Y/P 18 5 0 1 0 4 3 2
2Y/P 19 7 1 0 0 6 3 2
2Y/RP 20 7 2 0 0 4 3 2
2Y/RP 21 8 5 0 0 3 4 2
2Y/RP 22 9 5 3 0 1 4 3
2Y/RP 23 13 7 4 0 2 5 4
2Y/RP 24 19 12 2 0 5 5 5
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6��4�� We assume a comparative personal description of errors in the 2nd year��
6��4��1�� A great deal of errors in letters was made by the Romany pupils in com-

parison with the non-Romany pupils, letters were often missing or incorrect letters 
were used�� The Romany pupils had 5 errors in letters per pupil, non-Romany pupils 
0��36 error in letters per pupil��

6��4��2�� A great deal of errors in diacritic was made by the Romany pupils in 
comparison with the non-Romany pupils�� Distinguishing marks, particularly the 
acute (´) and the caron (ˇ) did not occur in the text or occurred in incorrect places�� 
The Romany pupils had 3��27 errors in diacritic per pupil, the non-Romany pupils 
0��05 error in diacritic per pupil�� The Romany pupils made also more errors in 
punctuation��

6��4��3�� There were smaller differences between the Romany and non-Romany 
pupils in the amount of errors i/y after soft, hard and neutral consonants�� This type 
of error was caused by using incorrect i/y in comparison with codification�� The 
Romany pupils had 2��47 errors in i/y per pupil, the non-Romany pupils 0��89 error 
in i/y per pupil��

7��1�� In the 3rd year the text of dictation consisted of these sentences – Viktor 
k nám pricestuje rýchlikom. Zajtra pôjdeme na výlet do Bratislavy. Je to hlavné mesto 
Slovenska. Tretiaci majú dobrú pamäť. Radi čítajú rozprávkové knižky a píšu pekné 
príbehy. Usilovne sa pripravujú na vyučovanie. – The dictation consisted of 33 
words��

7��2�� Selected third grade (3��X) consisted of 16 Romany pupils (RP), on the day 
of research, 28th April 2005, 12 pupils were present in class out of whom 2 integrated 
pupils were working according to individual curriculum, and thus 10 pupils wrote 
the dictation�� The results containing the structure of errors and evaluation are 
following��

Table 3

T/3
number 

of 
errors

error
in 

letter

error
in 

diacritic

error
in 

punctuation

error i/y
after consonant

+ other error

grade
1st scale

grade
2nd scale

3X/RP1 8 2 0 0 4+2 4 2
3X/RP2 10 3 2 0 4+1 4 3
3X/RP3 11 2 4 0 4+1 4 3
3X/RP4 12 2 5 1 2+2 5 3
3X/RP5 15 4 7 0 3+1 5 4
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T/3
number 

of 
errors

error
in 

letter

error
in 

diacritic

error
in 

punctuation

error i/y
after consonant

+ other error

grade
1st scale

grade
2nd scale

3X/RP6 18 10 1 0 6+1 5 5
3X/RP7 19 7 4 0 5+3 5 5
3X/RP8 20 7 7 0 3+3 5 5
3X/RP9 20 3 13 0 3+1 5 5
3X/RP10 21 12 5 0 3+1 5 5

7��3�� Another third grade (3��Y) selected for comparison formed by non-Romany 
pupils (P) and Romany pupils (RP) consisted of 26 pupils, on the day of research, 
28th April 2005, 23 were present in class and they all wrote the dictation�� The results 
presenting the structure of errors and evaluation are following��

Table 4

T/4
number 

of 
errors

error
in 

letter

error
in 

diacritic

error
in 

punctuation

error i/y
after consonant

+ other error

grade
1st scale

grade
2nd scale

3Y/P1-16 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
3Y/P 7-9 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
3Y/P10-11 1 0 0 0 0+1 1 1
3Y/P 12 2 0 1 0 1 1 1
3Y/P 13 2 0 0 0 2 1 1
3Y/P 14 3 0 1 0 2 2 1
3Y/P 15 3 0 0 1 2 2 1
3Y/P 16 4 1 0 0 2+1 2 1
3Y/P 17 5 1 1 0 3 3 2
3Y/P 18 6 0 3 0 3 3 2
3Y/RP 19 6 2 3 0 1 3 2
3Y/P 20 7 1 2 0 3+1 3 2
3Y/RP 21 18 5 10 0 1+2 5 5
3Y/RP 22 18 4 7 0 5+2 5 5
3Y/RP 23 32 13 11 0 6+2 5 5

7��4�� We assume a comparative personal description of errors in the 3rd year��
7��4��1�� A great deal of errors in letters was made by the Romany pupils in com-

parison with the non-Romany pupils, letters were often missing or incorrect letters 
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were used�� The Romany pupils had 5��42 errors in letters per pupil, the non-Romany 
pupils 0��15 error in letters per pupil��

7��4��2�� A great deal of errors in diacritic were made by the Romany pupils in 
comparison with the non-Romany pupils�� Distinguishing marks, particularly the 
acute (’) and the caron (ˇ) did not occur in the text or occurred in incorrect places�� 
The Romany pupils had 4��15 errors in diacritic per pupil, the non-Romany pupils 
0��42 error in diacritic per pupil�� In comparison with the 2nd year, the Romany 
third-grade pupils actually had no errors in punctuation��

7��4��3�� There were smaller differences between the Romany and the non-
Romany pupils in the amount of i/y errors after soft, hard and neutral consonants�� 
This type of error was caused by using incorrect i/y in comparison with codifica-
tion�� The Romany pupils had 2��63 errors in i/y per pupil, the non-Romany pupils 
1 error in i/y per pupil�� 

7��4��4�� Other types of errors occurred too, particularly writing words together, 
e��g�� prepositions together with nouns or two shorter words or errors in writing 
capitals in proper nouns��

8��1�� In the 4th year the text of dictation consisted of these sentences – Pri nízkej 
vŕbine v kroví kačička založila hniezdo. Vo vode nazbierala krátke prútiky. Posplietala 
ich zobákom do kruhu. Z chrbta si vytrhla pierka. Do peria uložila vajíčka. Pred 
hniezdom narástla ochrana z trávy. O niekoľko týždňov viedla mláďatká k plytčine. 
– The dictation consisted of 40 words��

8��2�� The selected fourth grade (4��X) consisted of 15 Romany pupils (RP), on the 
day of research, 9th June 2005, 11 pupils were present in the class out of whom 2 were 
working according to integrated curriculum, and thus 9 pupils wrote the dictation�� 
The results presenting the structure of errors and evaluation are following��

Table 5

T/5
number 

of 
errors

error
in 

letter

error
in 

diacritic

error
in 

punctuation

error i/y
after consonant

+ other error

grade
1st scale

grade
2nd scale

4X/RP1 4 1 3 0 0 2 1
4X/RP2 7 2 4 1 0 3 2
4X/RP3 7 3 3 0 1+0 3 2
4X/RP4 11 2 3 1 2+2 4 3
4X/RP5 12 4 3 0 5+0 5 3
4X/RP6 13 5 7 1 0 5 4
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T/5
number 

of 
errors

error
in 

letter

error
in 

diacritic

error
in 

punctuation

error i/y
after consonant

+ other error

grade
1st scale

grade
2nd scale

4X/RP7 17 9 4 0 4 5 5
4X/RP8 19 15 2 2 0 5 5
4X/RP9 31 23 4 0 4 5 5

8��3�� Another fourth grade (4��Y) selected for comparison formed by non-Romany 
pupils (P) and Romany pupils (RP) consisted of 24 pupils, on the day of research, 
9th June 2005, 18 were present in class out of whom 1 was working according to 
integrated curriculum, and thus 17 pupils wrote the dictation�� The results present-
ing the structure of errors and evaluation are following:

Table 6

T/6
number 

of 
errors

error
in 

letter

error
in 

diacritic

error
in 

punctuation

error i/y
after consonant

+ other error

grade
1st scale

grade
2nd scale

4Y/P1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
4Y/P 2-3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
4Y/P4-5 2 1 1 0 0 1 1
4Y/P6 4 1 1 0 0+2 2 1
4Y/P7 4 1 1 0 2 2 1
4Y/P8 4 2 2 0 0 2 1
4Y/P9 4 4 0 0 0 2 1
4Y/P10 4 2 1 0 1 2 1
4Y/P11 6 3 3 0 0 3 2
4Y/P12 6 0 2 2 1+1 3 2
4Y/P13 7 3 2 0 1+1 3 2
4Y/RP14 8 6 1 0 1 4 2
4Y/RP15 14 10 2 0 1+1 5 4
4Y/RP16 16 5 9 0 2 5 4
4Y/RP17 40 19 13 0 4+4 5 5

8��4�� A comparative personal description of errors in the 4th year.
8��4��1�� A great number of errors in letters were made by the Romany pupils in 

comparison with the non-Romany pupils, letters were often missing or incorrect 
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letters were used�� The Romany pupils had 8 errors in letters per pupil, the non-
Romany pupils had 1��3 errors in letters per pupil��

8��4��2�� A great deal of errors in diacritic were made by the Romany pupils in 
comparison with the non-Romany pupils�� Distinguishing marks, particularly the 
acute (’) and the caron (ˇ) did not occur in the text or occurred in incorrect places�� 
The Romany pupils had 4��46 errors in diacritic per pupil, the non-Romany pupils 
had 1��07 errors in diacritic per pupil�� 

8��4��3�� There were smaller differences between the Romany and non-Romany 
pupils in the amount of i/y errors after soft, hard and neutral consonants�� This type 
of error was caused by using incorrect i/y in comparison with codification�� The 
Romany pupils had 1��84 errors in i/y per pupil, the non-Romany pupils had 0��38 
error in i/y per pupil��

9��1�� Final comparison of individual years

Table 7: Number of errors of the Romany pupils (RP) on average per pupil

T/7 error
in letter

error
in diacritic

error i/y
after consonant

2 RP 5��00 3��27 2��47
3 RP 5��42 4��15 2��63
4 RP 8��00 4��46 1��84

Table 8: Numbers of errors of the non-Romany pupils (P) 
on average per pupil

T/8 error
in letter

error
in diacritic

error i/y
after consonant

2 P 0��36 0��05 0��89
3 P 0��15 0��42 1��00
4 P 1��30 1��07 0��38

9��2�� Tables T/7 and T/8 indicate higher average numbers of errors per pupil 
with the Romany than non-Romany pupils, which can be logically explained by 
the fact that Slovak represents a foreign or second language for the Romany��

9��3�� The large number or errors by the Romany pupils on average per pupil 
within the group of errors in letter in the range from 5 to 8 errors and in diacritic 
from 3��27 to 4��46 errors per pupil indicates initial failure or poor mastering of the 
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set of the Slovak graphemes and their combination into lexemes�� The application 
of the Romany scale (2nd scale) mainly in purely Romany classes at the first stage 
of elementary school can also be considered a provisional motivational solution�� 
This scale motivates pupils to make an effort to improve their orthographic knowl-
edge of the Slovak language and does not discourage them through bad grades��

9��4�� The lower number of errors by the Romany pupils in words with i/y after 
consonant, from 1��84 to 2��63 per pupil, indicates relatively good mastering of the 
given issue by the Romany pupils at the first stage of elementary school in com-
parison with the non-Romany pupils, where the average of errors was between 0��38 
and 1��00 error per pupil��

9��5�� Linguistic recommendations for practice
To put enhanced emphasis in the education of Romany pupils in the zero and 

first year of elementary school on mastering shapes of Slovak graphemes and their 
combination into lexemes�� Only the command of Slovak graphemics and graph-
emic composition of Slovak lexemes will enable better mastering of follow-up 
orthographic phenomena in the second, third and fourth year, such as e��g�� the 
orthographic phenomenon of i/y��

9��6�� System recommendations for social practice
The determinants of Romany pupil education (cf�� Port��k, 2003) frame, limit and 

motivate the education of a specific social group that in 2015 will form 8��7 per cent 
of Slovakia’s population (468 583 Romany people out of the total population 
5 416 032; at the age 0–14 years 129 704 Romany and 786 568 non-Romany, at the 
age 15–44 years 239 439 Romany and 2 372 595 non-Romany, at the age 45–64 
years 82 705 Romany and 1 467 568 non-Romany, at the age 65 years and more 
17 005 Romany and 789 301 non-Romany) and in 2025 9��7 per cent of Slovakia’s 
population (524 052 Romany out of the total population 5 396 429; at the age 0–14 
years 131 401 Romany and 764 373 non-Romany, at the age 15–44 years 253 197 
Romany and 2 006 154 non-Romany, at the age 45–64 years 105 470 Romany 
and 1 563 474 non-Romany, at the age 65 years and more 33 984 Romany 
and 1 062 428 non-Romany (Sojková, 2005)��

The education of Romany pupils requires a comprehensive and multidisciplinary 
approach�� Better writing of dictations will signal a better command of Slovak and 
better mastering of the curriculum�� It will also result in more frequent communi-
cation in Slovak in Romany families, better conditions for education in view of 
better mastering of the official language and shifts leading to changes in value 
systems and lifestyle��
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Diversity and Complexity in the Classroom: 
Valuing Racial and Cultural Diversity

Abstract 

From a diversity perspective, all students should receive an education that 
continuously affirms human diversity – one that embraces the history and culture 
of all racial groups and that teaches people of colour to take change of their own 
destinies�� With regard to teaching, a diversity perspective assumes that teachers 
will hold high expectations for all students and that they will challenge these stu-
dents who are trapped in the cycle of poverty and despair to rise above it�� Indi-
vidual teachers in individual classrooms play an important role in providing equity 
of opportunity to learn and in ameliorating racism, but more comprehensive 
conceptions of diversity education capture the school’s crucial role as well�� This 
article wants to address diversity in the classroom and how racial and cultural 
diversity is valued and what can be done to improve it��

Key words: cultural diversity, academic culture, teaching and learning styles, class 
discussion, didactics

Introduction

Visions of education for a multicultural society, strive for equity of opportunity 
to learn, largely through the conveyance of three policies: heterogeneous grouping, 
highly interactive instruction that appeals to a wide variety of learning styles, and 
inclusive curricula�� This call for total reform strongly suggests that the existing 
conceptions of education are inadequate for promoting multicultural equity�� 
Unfortunately, these same conceptions have shaped the schooling of prospective 
teachers�� Their education likely has been characterised by tracking (the process of 
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assigning students to different groups, classes or programmes based on measure 
of intelligence, achievement or aptitude) traditional instruction that aspects to a 
narrow range of learning styles and curricula that exclude the contributions of 
women and people of diverse cultures�� Competition drives this model of schooling, 
in which students tend to be viewed as products coming off an assembly line��

Universities continue to attract a rich mix of racial and culturally diverse stu-
dents�� These groups have traditionally been underrepresented in higher education, 
and every effort should be made to help them complete university programmes�� 
Many educators believe that such students are much more likely to succeed when 
allowed to learn maths, science, or technology in small working groups�� Especially 
at the start of a course, these students might learn more if they are allowed to 
choose their own working groups��

Multicultural education is as essential to teaching as nurturing is to human 
development�� To be effective teachers, education students must understand and 
appreciate human diversity when preparing teachers for multicultural classrooms, 
emphasis should be placed on a broad education in the liberal arts, an initial course 
in multicultural education, infusion of multiculturalism throughout the education 
curriculum, field experiences in a multicultural setting and assessment of the 
cultural competence of each student��

The classroom in many societies is a representation of people with different 
social class, gender, age, ability, ableness, sexuality, religious, racial, and/or ethnic 
backgrounds as well as different personalities�� Many of these differences are 
reflected in the multiplicity of learning styles of students�� The irony is that most 
classrooms tend to cater mainly to the learning style needs of a particular group�� 
According to Ginsburg (2001a:109),

Most diversity instruction is geared for abstract sequential learning. We 
emphasise the development of analytical skills and focus most classes on 
theoretical and conceptual issues; we eagerly hive “corrective feedback” and 
often inadvertently, encourage perfectionism; we rely more on lectures than 
group discussions and in our small groups we feature the cut and thrust of 
debate over the exchange of feelings and spiritual insights.

The above observation of Jerry Ginsburg’s seems very true even in most pre-
university classrooms in many societies�� So far, because of a lack of recognition and 
facilitation of differences in learning styles, diversity in the classroom frustrates many 
students and teachers�� The result is that development of fruitful learning and teach-
ing is stunted�� If the classroom is to motivate students to learn effectively, efficiently, 
and with joy rather than pain, the differences in their learning styles should be taken 
into account in the design and delivery of courses�� To succeed in facilitating produc-
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tive diversification in the classroom, the main principles of productive diversity – full 
inclusion and accommodation – must be diligently applied to course content, mate-
rials, assessment criteria, and delivery�� Since the practice of these diversity principles 
is tedious, teachers must be convinced of diversity benefits first��

When people find commonalities of honour diversity, it allows them to function 
together with another in different situations including classroom settings 
(McArthur-Blair, 1995), creating one of the foundations of inclusion�� Thus, it is 
important to promote diversity in teaching and learning to create an inclusive 
community of critical, independent learners�� Addressing diversity can also help 
alleviate anxiety in courses with complex subject matter such as introductory 
statistics courses��

Perceived diversity

When we speak of diversity in the classroom, we usually focus on the diversity 
of the students in the room�� We often forget that the teacher also brings a range of 
diversity issues to the classroom�� Every teacher brings his or her physical appear-
ance and culture into the room at the same time as the students do�� How teachers 
look, how they speak, how they act upon the opinions of the role of academics (and 
particularly of the class teachers), and the extent to which these differ from the 
physical, cultural and intellectual background of teachers a teacher’s student will 
have a profound effect on the interactions in the classroom�� Thus, teachers need 
to be aware of possible reactions among the students to the teacher’s race, gender, 
age, ethniticity, physical attributes and abilities�� Preparing for such reactions will 
involve not only knowing as much as you can about students, but also turning the 
mirror to yourself, and finding out more about your own diversity issues��

Teachers should be aware of the comfort level they have in discussion of these 
topics before they enter the classroom�� It is crucial to understand how teachers feel 
about these issues and what they say in a room where some might not understand 
their particular position�� If diversity becomes a topic of discussion in the class, 
students will expect the teacher to be able to explain his or her own perspective�� 
Try to have thought of a formulation that clarifies the teacher’s perspective, while 
leaving enough room for students’ perspectives in the discussion�� Students who 
perceive the teacher as belonging to a particular racial or ethnic group and who 
then draw initial conclusions from that classification can affect the class atmosphere 
either negatively or positively from the first day��

The best way to minimise the likelihood that a teacher’s own perceived diversity 
will affect students’ behaviour is to establish a “safe” environment in which the class 
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can discuss both the teacher’s and the student’s diversity�� Such a safe atmosphere 
establishes the difference between a highly successful class, and one where both the 
teacher and students fear one another, experiencing discomfort when it comes to 
discussing the “real” issues�� This fear can be the fear of being labelled as an outsider, 
or the fear of offending someone and making him or her feel unwanted in the 
groups�� Either way, fear is not a good basis on which to start any discussion��

Invisible diversity

In addition to such visible differences as race, gender, and physical attributes, 
any teacher also brings invisible diversity to the classroom�� Invisible diversity such 
as political opinion, sexual orientation, ethnicity when it is separate from distinct 
racial characteristics, teaching and learning styles, regionalism, class, family, his-
tory, and religion have more to do with an individual’s own self-perceptions and 
definitions than with others’ immediate perceptions�� These internal perspectives 
influence how a person sees the world, and are a source of personal identity�� All 
people are shaped by a complex mix of experiences, backgrounds, as their visible 
identity�� Everyone in the classroom is struggling with the tension between group 
identity and the feeling of individual worth that transcends the group��

The assumption that diversity has only to do with the students in the classroom 
can make it hard for a teacher to recognise personal hidden assumptions�� This may 
in turn hinder proper learning in class, as a teacher may unwittingly slant the 
choice of reading materials or the direction or form of class discussions�� Of course, 
any choice of class materials presupposes an exclusion of other materials; any 
organisation of those materials into a coherent syllabus involves decisions about 
which elements to emphasise�� These devices are necessary for structuring any class 
and most often benefit from the teacher’s perspective�� As long as teachers are aware 
of their own presuppositions, however, they can avoid the kinds of slant in their 
class that can be harmful to students, or unnecessarily strain a teacher’s relationship 
with them��

The diversity in classrooms can serve as a catalyst for intellectual or emotional 
growth, both for teachers and for students�� Seen as an opportunity rather than as 
a handicap, the diversity of class can facilitate the kinds of change that a university 
education is designed to promote�� A motivated teacher can challenge hidden 
assumptions in the classroom, and provide equal and fair access from students of 
all walks of life to his or her chosen field�� As students graduate and begin work in 
their professions they may carry the enthusiasm and openness they have experi-
enced in academia out into society��
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Diversity issues and assumptions

Instructors commonly assume that students share the same perspectives and 
full life experiences and will therefore learn about diversity on their own�� However, 
students can easily misinterpret that honouring diversity is not essential for them 
to succeed either in the education or future career�� Thus, to help individual students 
to succeed, instructors need to balance between holding high expectations for all 
the students regardless of who they are as well as use different techniques to teach 
each individual effectively (Bucher, 2000)��

Main issues on diversity in the classroom are culture, age and gender�� Another 
type of diversity is the difference in learning styles�� 

Cultural differences

One student interviewee said, “My classmate who did not like me to compare 
between the Canadian society and my country, gave me mean comments when I 
did so�� Most of my instructors neither acknowledge my cultural experiences and 
ideas nor allowed me to share my ideas freely��” Instructors need to recognise that 
acknowledging the differences between cultures and letting students articulate their 
different experiences is important in making students feel part of the learning 
community�� Quoting the student, “it will enable me to blend into their circle so we 
can learn from each other’s cultures��”

“Difficult to find a job with only homemaker skills”, while the others wanted to 
“upgrade my qualifications so that I can work as a resident care assistant in hospi-
tals��” They are both mature students, there is an obvious age gap between them and 
fresh high school graduates�� The two interviewees gave similar responses in their 
expectations of their instructors and fellow students��

“Instructors need not give me special treatment, but consider me at the same 
time as the rest of the class and don’t put me down�� I would also prefer classmates 
to better understand and respect my reasons for returning to school��”

Gender differences

Various literatures assert the differences in learning context between males and 
females (especially mathematics and science)�� Although rapid technological 
advancement might affect men to some extent, it is a hurdle for some women�� 
“I feel totally uncomfortable with high technology equipment like computers; I get 
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nervous whenever I have to sit in front of the computer to type my essays,” said a 
female student returning to school after 19 years as a homemaker�� Instructors need 
to be aware of the gender context of previous learning that might become an 
obstacle in the current learning (Hartman, 2000)��

Learning Styles

Both Kolb (1976) and Tobias (1990) have detailed discussions on different learn-
ing styles�� However, many instructors do not take into consideration the diversity 
of learning styles and their implications to the success of learning�� I have previously 
discussed how an instructor can get students to focus on the material by accom-
modating different learning styles, thereby helping students who are learning 
complex subjects such as statistics to feel less anxious (Chan, 2002)�� Formation of 
discussion groups and open-ended questions can be one of the ways to create a 
comfortable atmosphere where students can ask questions and think critically 
(Chan, 2002)��

Teaching and learning styles: the Academic Culture Learning styles

In recent decades, studies have shown that students have varying learning styles, 
and that no single teaching style fulfils all students’ needs�� Learning styles have 
very little to do with students’ motivation or attitude toward the class or the mate-
rial�� Often, professors complain that some students do not apply themselves to their 
studies, and therefore do not learn well�� However, it may be that the teacher has 
simply not yet addressed these students’ particular needs in class, and that new 
approaches will reach the students more effectively�� A student’s learning style has 
to do with the way he or she processes the information in order to learn it and then 
apply it�� Professor Richard Felder of North Carolina State University (Felder & 
Porter, 1994) has described some of these varied learning preferences��

Some students may be visual learners, and prefer to study graphs, look at mod-
els and pictures, and take notes to review later�� Such students react well to extensive 
blackboards use, (especially drawings, models etc��) and handouts with appropriate 
illustrations��

Others are aural learners – they listen closely in class, often read out loud when 
studying or sub-vocalize during lectures in class, and find it helpful to confer with 
their peers in class to confirm information�� These students work well in study 
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groups where discussions of the material reinforce class discussions and lectures�� 
They might also react well to tapes and films in class�� 

Verbal learners are likely to absorb reading materials and lectures more easily 
than other students�� They seem to learn best from written materials, rather than 
from visual materials such as graphs and illustrations�� Most university teachers are 
verbal learners, and thus find it easiest to relate to and teach such students��

Still others may be sensing learners�� Such students may be tactile learners who 
favour subjects that allow them to work with their hands�� These students learn best 
by handling the textures and shapes of objects as they apply their knowledge: they 
enjoy looking at and handling objects of interest to the topic, such as original 
documents, photos, magazines, natural objects etc�� Or sensing learners may be 
kinaesthetic learners who learn and remember by moving around physically�� Mov-
ing them into small groups or pairs for discussion, having them participate 
effectively in an experiment, or getting them to “act out” a debate by placing them 
on opposite sides of the room will help this type of student to remember the 
content of the discussion��

Both tactile and kinaesthetic learners prefer “real-life” connections to the topic, 
rather than theoretical approaches�� They are “active learners” who learn best by 
physically doing things, rather than reflecting about them by themselves, and thus 
they react well to group work�� They may also often learn by deduction��

Inductive learners prefer to begin with experience or hard data, and infer the 
principles behind them�� Deductive learners prefer to start with abstractions or 
principles, and enjoy deducing the consequences�� Most classes are taught in 
a deductive manner�� Not only because it is easier and less time-consuming to teach 
a class this way, but also because most often the teachers themselves are deductive 
learners�� Deductive learners may often be reflective learners who prefer to think 
about the topic by themselves, or at most in pairs, and to work out the solutions�� 
They do not react as well as others to group work��

These different learning styles explain why in most classes the student evaluation 
shows that some students see group work as the most important part of their 
learning experience, while others from the same class complain that they dislike 
group work and find it unhelpful�� Providing a variety of approaches to the material 
can keep most of the students engaged in the class throughout the semester��

Global learners seem more likely to see a project as a whole and have trouble 
breaking it down into its component parts�� Teachers who expect them to start 
analysis from abstract concepts in order to reach a conclusion my find themselves 
as frustrated with the result of the students�� Abstractions may be difficult for this 
type of learners, because they grasp information in large chunks and have a hard 
time analysing a topic from incomplete information�� This type of students is excel-
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lent at synthesis, and by the end of a class may even outpace his or her peers in 
coming to appropriate conclusions quickly, but he or she often has trouble under-
standing material when first faced with a variety of pieces of information that make 
an incomplete picture��

Sequential learners, on the other hand, are good at analysis of concepts because 
they learn linearly�� When doing a project, they can take partial information and 
organise it into a logical order, and they can see what must be done first, next and 
last�� They are patient with the fact that a typical class gives them information in 
a certain order, and that they must wait until the end of the semester to get the full 
picture the teacher is trying to present�� Since most classes are organised sequen-
tially, this type of learner excels in the typical college class��

No teachers can make all students happy all the time, partly because of the 
diversity of learning styles in any class, and partly because each person uses 
a particular mix of these learning styles discussed above�� No student is 100% 
a global learner or 100% a tactile learner�� Preference for one style or another may 
be strong, moderate, or balanced�� However, it is important to recognise that learn-
ing styles differ, and that your students may not learn well if you use only your style�� 
In order to teach everyone most effectively, a teacher cannot consistently ignore 
a whole sector of the class simply because their learning styles do not correspond 
to the teacher’s preferred teaching habits�� To reach as many students as possible, 
the teacher must incorporate varying teaching techniques and strategies into the 
classroom�� Lectures may be appropriate for verbal and aural learners, group work 
may be appropriate for kinaesthetic learners, but any teaching style to the exclusion 
of the others will also exclude those students who do no learn best by that style��

The existence of diversity in learning styles has serious pedagogical implications�� 
However, many classrooms ignore the implications of diversity of learning styles�� 
The result is the prevalence of parochial approach to learning in the education 
system (Rogers, 2001) that homogenise the learning process of a diversity of stu-
dents�� This serves the interest of the status quo but kills initiative, innovation and 
creativity that are needed to produce productive workers and citizens�� Students 
and society benefit from productive diversity in the classroom, and adapting 
pedagogy to different learning styles promotes productive diversity��

Although students have different learning styles, the conventional approach to 
learning presented to them in the school system makes them think that other 
pedagogies are either not right or are only useful outside the classroom�� “Indeed, 
traditional schooling might have taught them [students] that…teachers are 
endowed with the information and their role is to listen, take notes and be ready 
to reproduce the notes in the examination” (James, 2001:47)�� Because of this 
privileging of the conventional learning/ teaching style, students are likely to ini-
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tially resist the introduction of other pedagogies�� For example, in a class where I 
use a delivery system that involves small-group discussions on the selected topic 
to identify problems with the text before I do a presentation on the topic, students 
initially complain that they expect to be lectured before group exercises�� Many of 
the students come to like the approach later when they realise that it makes lecture 
presentations more meaningfull�� Introducing pedagogy that validates or legitimises 
the neglected learning styles in the classroom will initially be resisted but will 
eventually flourish when the benefits of such diversity become evident�� The bigger 
challenge, however, is how to successfully design and deliver curricula relevant to 
the multiplicity of learning styles represented in the classroom��

From the literature (Anderson, 2001; Clarke, 2001; Ginsburg, 2001), it is clear 
that the main areas that require diversification are course content, material, assess-
ment criteria, delivery, and accessibility��

Teaching techniques to address all learning styles

Motivate learning�� As much as possible, relate the material being presented to 
what has come before and what is still to come in the same course; relate it to 
material in other courses, and particularly to the student’s personal experience�� 
Provide a balance of concrete information (facts, data, real or hypothetical 
experiments and their results (sensing) and abstract concepts (principles, theories, 
models)�� Balance materials that emphasize practical problem-solving methods 
(sensing/ active) with material that emphasizes fundamental understanding 
(intuitive/ reflective)�� Provide explicit illustrations of intuitive patterns (logical 
inference, pattern recognition, and generalisation) and sensing patterns (observa-
tion of surroundings, empirical experimentation, attention to detail)�� Encourage 
students to exercise both patterns�� Do not expect either group to be able to exercise 
the other group’s immediately�� Follow the scientific method in presenting theo-
retical material: provide concrete examples of the phenomena the theory describes 
or predicts (sensing/inductive); then develop the theory or formulate the model 
(intuitive/inductive/sequential); show how the theory or the model can be validated 
and deduce its consequences (deductive/sequential): and present applications (sens-
ing/ deductive/sequential)�� 

Use pictures, schematics, graphs and simple sketches liberally before, during and 
after the presentation of verbal material (sensing/visual)�� Show films (sensing/visual); 
provide demonstrations (sensing/visual), hands-on if possible (active) (Felder, 
1993)�� Use computer-assisted instruction when possible sensors respond very well 
to it (sensing/active)�� Do not fill every minute of class time lecturing and writing 
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on the board�� Provide intervals, however brief, for students to think about what 
they have been told (reflective)�� Provide opportunities for students to do something 
active besides transcribing notes�� Small-group brainstorming activities that take 
no more than 5 minutes are extremely effective for this purpose (active)�� Assign 
some drill exercises to provide practice in the basic methods being taught (sens-
ing/active/sequential), but do not overdo them�� Also provide some open-ended 
problems and exercises that call for analysis and synthesis (intuitive/reflective/glo-
bal)�� Give students the option of cooperating on homework and class assignments 
to the greatest possible extend (active)�� Active learners generally learn best when 
they interact with others; if they are denied the opportunity to do so they are being 
deprived of their most effective learning tool�� Applaud creative solutions, even 
incorrect ones (intuitive/global)�� Talk to students about learning styles, both in 
advising and in classes�� Students are reassured to find their academic difficulties 
may not all be due to personal inadequacies�� Explaining to struggling sensors or 
active or global learners how they learn most effectively may be an important step 
in helping them reshape their learning experiences so that they can be successful 
(all types)��

The academic culture and teaching styles

As you saw in the previous section, students’ learning styles vary, and a teacher 
might have a complex mixture in a single class�� However, an average college teacher 
is much more likely to be sequential, verbal, deductive, and reflective than his or 
her students�� Traditionally, teachers prefer to organise their class in a “logical” 
order during the semester, starting with simple premises and working up to a more 
complex view of the field in question�� They use lectures and discussions as the 
primary means of transmitting information to the students, and classes are usually 
conducted in a deductive manner, with principles clearly laid out and the expecta-
tion that the students can draw consequences and come up with applications�� 
Students are encouraged to work individually, and achievement is measured by 
their ability to produce “original” materials or answers�� Instructors generally 
emphasise individual accomplishment, verbal assertiveness in class discussion and 
competition for grades among students instead of collaboration�� As a matter of 
fact, the academic community often discourages or even punishes collaboration, 
because it fears a heightened potential for plagiarism and collaborative effort�� Such 
a teaching method encourages learners who already share the teacher’s learning 
style, but it slows down learners who must adapt to conditions of learning that do 
not come naturally to them��
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Thus a dominant “academic culture” exists in college classrooms, which encour-
ages sequential, verbal, deductive and reflective learners to progress quickly to 
advance positions in a field�� This leaves behind equally intelligent and resourceful 
students who must wonder if there is a place for them to excel in the academic 
world�� Therefore teachers must look at course content and material as well��

Course content and material

Whenever possible, select text and reading whose language is gender-neutral 
and free of stereotypes�� If the reading material uses only masculine pronouns or 
incorporates stereotypes, cite the date the material was written, point out these 
shortcomings in class, and give students an opportunity to discuss them��

Aim for an inclusive curriculum�� Ideally, a curriculum should reflect the per-
spective and experiences of a pluralistic society�� At a minimum, creating an 
inclusive curriculum involves using texts and readings that reflect new scholarship 
and research about previously underrepresented groups, discussing the contribu-
tions made to your field by women or by various ethnic groups, examining the 
obstacles these pioneering contributors had to overcome, and describing how 
recent scholarship about gender, race, and class is modifying your field of study�� 
This minimum, however, tends to place women, people of colour, and non-Euro-
pean or non-American cultures as “asides” or special topics�� Instead, try to recast 
your course content, if possible, so that one group’s experience is not held up as 
the norm or the standard against which everyone else is defined�� (Coleman, N��D��; 
Jenkins, Gappa, Pearce, 1983)

So do not assume that all students will recognise cultural literary or historical 
references familiar to you�� As the diversity of the students and faculty population 
increase, you may find that you and your students have fewer shared cultural 
experiences, literary allusions, historical references, and metaphors and analogies�� 
If a certain type of cultural literacy is prerequisite to completing your course suc-
cessfully, consider administering and diagnostic pre-test on the first day of class 
to determine what students know�� Of course, teachers may choose to refer delib-
erately to individuals that students may not know to encourage them to do outside 
reading��

Consider students’ needs when assigning evening or weekend work�� Be prepared 
to make accommodation for students who feel uncomfortable working in labs or at 
computer stations during the evening because of safety concerns�� Students who are 
parents, particularly those who are single parents, may also appreciate alternatives 
to evening lab work or weekend field trips, as will students who work part-time��
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Bring in guest lecturers�� As appropriate, teachers can broaden and enrich the 
course by asking faculty or off-campus professionals of different ethnic groups to 
make presentations to classes�� Class discussions prepare students to take part in 
the class with confidence and they feel comfortable to discuss diversity matters in 
class��

Class discussion

Emphasise the importance of considering the approaches and viewpoints�� One 
of the primary goals of education is to show students different points of view and 
encourage them to evaluate their own beliefs�� Help students begin to appreciate 
the number of situations that can be understood only by comparing several inter-
pretations, and help them appreciate how one’s premises, observations, and 
interpretations are influenced by social identity and background�� For example, 
research conducted by the Institute for the Study of Social Change (1991) shows 
that white students and African-American students tend to view the term racism 
differently�� Many white students, for example, believe that being friendly is evidence 
of goodwill and lack of racism�� Many African-American students, however, dis-
tinguish between prejudice (personal attitudes) and racism (organisational or 
institutional bias); for them, friendliness evidences a lack of prejudice but not 
necessarily a wholehearted opposition to racism��

Make it clear that you value all comments�� Students need to feel free to voice an 
opinion and empowered to defend it�� Try not to allow that one’s own difference of 
opinion prevents communication and debate�� Step in if some students seem to be 
ignoring the viewpoints of others�� For example, if male students tend to ignore 
comments made by female students, reintroduce the overlooked comments into 
the discussion (Hall & Sandier, 1982)�� 

Encourage all students to participate in class discussion�� During the first weeks 
of the term, you can prevent any group of the students from monopolising the 
discussion by your active solicitation of alternative viewpoints�� Encourage students 
to listen to and value comments made from perspectives other than their own�� 
Teachers may want to have students work in small groups early in the term so that 
all students can participate in non-threatening circumstances�� This may make it 
easier for students to speak up in a larger setting�� Large classes also make it difficult 
to come to a consensus where ground rules are concerned; students may lose 
patience with the teachers who try to include everyone’s opinion�� Despite difficul-
ties, it is important for teachers to try to deliver their lessons in a way that accounts 
for the class diversity and various learning styles��
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Monitor your own behaviour in responding to students�� Research studies show 
that teachers tend to interact differently with male and female students (Hall & 
Sandier, 1982; Sadker & Sadker, 1990) and with students who are or whom the 
instructor perceives to be – high or low achievers (Green, 1989)�� More often than 
not, these patterns of behaviour are unconscious, but they can and do demoralise 
students, making them feel intellectually inadequate or alienated or unwelcome in 
the institution��

As a teacher teaches, then, try to be even-handed in the following matters:
•  Recognising students who raise their hands or volunteer to participate in class 

(avoid calling on or hearing from only males or only members of one ethnic 
group)

•  Listening attentively or responding directly to students’ comments and ques-
tions

•  Addressing students by name (and with the correct pronunciation)
•  Prompting students to provide a fuller answer or an explanation
•  Giving students time to answer a question before moving on 
•  Interrupting students or allowing them to be interrupted by their peers
•  Crediting students’ comments during your summary
•  Giving feedback and balancing criticism and praise
•  Making eye contact
Also, refrain from making seemingly helpful offers that are based on stereotypes 

and are therefore patronising�� An example to avoid: an economics faculty member 
announced, “I know that women have trouble with numbers, so I’ll be glad to give 
you extra help, Jane��”

Teachers might want to observe their teaching on videotape to see whether they 
are unintentionally sending different messages to different groups�� Sadker & 
Sadker (1992) list questions to ask about your teaching to explore gender and 
ethnic differences in treatment of students�� (Hall & Sandier, 1982; Sadker & Sadker, 
1990; Sadker & Sadker, 1992) 

In order to promote a positive classroom atmosphere that allows students to feel 
comfortable to take risks and make mistakes and respect the different dimensions 
of diversity, it is necessary to have consensus on the classroom’s ground rules 
(Andrzejewski, 1995)��

Re-evaluating your pedagogical methods for teaching in a diverse setting�� 
Observers note that in discussion class professors tend to evaluate positively students 
who question assumptions, challenge points of view, speak out, and participate 
actively (Collett, 1990; Institute for the Study of Social Change, 1991)�� Recognise, 
however, that some of the students were brought up to believe that challenging 
people who are in positions of authority is disrespectful or rude�� Some students 
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may be reluctant to ask questions or participate out of reinforcing stereotypes about 
their ignorance�� The challenge for teaching a diverse student body is to be able to 
engage both verbally assertive students and those with other styles and expressions 
of learning�� By setting ground rules, allowing discussion of different opinions, and 
empowering prior experiences, different types of learners can be accommodated�� 
In addition, the amount of anxiety that students experience either in learning 
complex subjects or upon returning to school after many years can be reduced 
significantly��

Speak up promptly if a student makes a distasteful remark even jokingly�� Do not 
let disparaging comments pass unnoticed�� Explain why a comment is offensive or 
insensitive�� Let your students know that racist, sexist, and other types of dis-
criminatory remarks are unacceptable in class�� For example: “What you said made 
me feel uncomfortable�� Although you didn’t mean it, it could be interpreted as 
saying…”

Avoid singling out students as spokespersons�� It is unfair to ask student X to 
speak for his or her entire race, culture, or nationality�� To do so not only ignores 
the wide differences in viewpoints among members of any group but also reinforces 
the mistaken notion that every member of a minority group is an ad hoc authority 
on his or her group (Pemberton, 1988)�� An example to avoid: after lecturing on 
population genetics and theories of racial intelligence, a faculty member singled 
out an African-American student in the class to ask his reactions to the theories�� 
Relatedly, do not assume that all students are familiar with their ancestors’ language, 
traditions, culture, or history�� 

Teachers should also be sensitive to students when it comes to assignments and 
examinations, especially to those whose first language is not English��

Assignments and examinations

Be sensitive to students whose first language is not English�� Most colleges require 
students who are non-native speakers of English to achieve oral and written com-
petency by taking ESL courses�� Ask ESL specialists on your campus for advice on 
how to grade papers and for information about typical patterns of errors related 
to your students’ native language�� For example, some languages do not have two-
word verbs, and speakers of those languages may need extra help – and patience 
– as they try to master English idioms�� Such students should not be penalised for 
misusing, say, take after, take in, take off, take on, take out, and take over��

Suggest that students form study teams that meet outside class�� By arranging for 
times and rooms where groups can meet, teachers can encourage students to study 
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together�� Peer support is an important factor in student persistence in school 
(Pascarella, 1986), but students of colour are sometimes left out of informal net-
works and study groups that help other students succeed (Simpson, 1987)�� By 
studying together, students can both improve their academic performance and 
overcome some of the out-of-class segregation common on many campuses�� 

Assigning group and collaborative activities�� Students report having had their 
best encounters and achieved their greatest understandings of diversity as “side 
effects” of naturally occurring meaningful educational or community service 
experience (Institute for the Study of Social Change, 1991)�� Consider increasing 
students’ opportunities for group projects in which three to five students complete 
a specific task, for small group work during class, or for collaborative research 
efforts among two or three students to develop instructional materials or carry out 
a piece of a research style�� Collaborative learning can be as simple as randomly 
grouping (by counting off) two or three students in a class to solve a particular 
problem or to answer a specific question�� 

Give assignments and exams that recognise students’ diverse backgrounds and 
special interests�� As appropriate to your field, teachers can develop paper topics or 
term projects that encourage students to explore the roles, status, contribution, and 
experiences of groups traditionally underrepresented in scholarly research studies 
or in academia (Jenkins, Gappa, & Pearce, 1983)�� For example, a faculty member 
teaching a course on medical and health training offered students a variety of 
topics for their term papers, including one on alternative healing belief system�� 
A faculty member in the social sciences gave the students an assignment asking 
them to compare female-only, male-only, and male-female work groups��

The academic culture and re-acculturation

The terms academic culture and academic community are used to describe what 
students encounter when they come into the university�� These terms are chosen 
because they are particularly apt for what happens in university classrooms�� Stu-
dents arriving at a campus must, in a sense, learn a new language and new rules of 
conduct to fit in with the expectations of university professors and other students 
who have already had university experiences�� (Bruffe, 1993, p�� 17) The university 
classroom has norms and values which may be foreign to first generation university 
goers, or to students from a cultural minority��

University classroom culture values verbal assertiveness in discussions, active 
participation on an individual level in class, and competition among students for 
marks of excellence�� Teachers prefer a certain form of self expression or style of 
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speech: it should be rational, logical, and derive consequences from general prin-
ciples�� Styles of speech and emphasising personal experience or emotion or using 
vernacular dialects are not encouraged, and may even count against students when 
it comes to grading them�� A certain classroom decorum is expected: students are 
expected to come to class dressed in what is conceived of as “an appropriate style” 
(such styles usually include ethnic or religious costumes)�� Students are to follow 
rules of conduct in discussion which underline the teacher’s power to direct and 
control the class and they must make and maintain eye contact with the teacher as 
they contribute to the discussion�� A mix of lecturing and the Socratic method of 
questioning students in class dominate teaching styles�� Verbal learning is assumed 
and deductive logic remains the dominant format�� The fact that students must 
master the complex “grammar” of the university classroom to make passing marks 
means that all students coming to the university must be re-acculturated��

Re-acculturation is thus not only an issue for “minorities” but is also important 
for any student who is the first family member to arrive at the university�� First 
generation university students are disadvantaged because the academic culture is 
not a tradition in their family history, nor have they encountered it among their 
friends�� Other “minority” cultures simply underline the problem most clearly 
because they do not often have the academic culture in their backgrounds�� In 
addition, many minority cultures may even value things that are antithetical to the 
academic culture�� The university classroom experience may be doubly difficult for 
cultures that do not value individual success over group results, or that value 
modesty over individual assertiveness�� In all three cases, direct eye contact, main-
tained for even a minimum of time, may be considered highly impolite, especially 
toward such figures of respect as teachers�� Asserting oneself in discussion may 
seem to them dangerously close to challenging the teacher and may imply that the 
teacher does not have the authority or the knowledge to conduct the class ade-
quately�� These groups often view standing out among one’s fellows in a competitive 
manner as damaging to the peer group�� These students may view the emphasis on 
“leadership qualities” as destructive and self-serving, while their teachers may 
admire such qualities in such students��

The predominant academic teaching style at universities is thus really an unex-
amined culture stance that involves complicated rules of conduct and its own 
language�� The cultural norm is often foisted onto students under the guise of 
academic standards�� Of course, academic standards are important, and should be 
to any teacher�� The point here is that any single teaching style to the exclusion of 
others does not necessarily ensure any standards�� It simply means that teachers 
may be leaving behind certain students who could be learning “up to standard” 
expected�� Students need collaborative learning as a tool for re-acculturation��
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Collaborative learning as a tool for re-acculturation

A culture is based on a social and linguistic community�� Re-acculturation in the 
first years of a university education teaches students the kind of language and 
behaviours necessary to be successful in the university world and in many profes-
sional situations beyond�� Students coming to the university for the first time, or 
even starting a new class each semester, must find their place in a new group in 
which they must become members�� Learning the “language” of their new group 
and understanding its rules will enable them to perform adequately and provide 
them with a passport to other groups�� Kenneth A�� Bruffe in Collaborative Learning: 
Higher Education, Interdependence and the Authority of Knowledge (1993) suggests 
that this re-acculturation happens most quickly and successfully for students when 
they work together with the other members of the class, rather than concentrate 
on solitary work��

People in all fields make progress through collaborative learning, learning which 
happens through interdependent work with others�� The knowledge literary critics, 
chemists, lawyers, historians or journalists, have of their chosen field is socially 
constructed, and has been arrived at through conversations among peers�� Advance 
in the science community, among historians, and among literary critics is announced 
through published papers which are then discussed publicly in journals and at 
conferences�� Writing, another form of discussion or conversation, airs a certain 
theory which the community either accepts or rejects�� Knowledge is constructed 
interpedently by people who talk together and reach a consensus��

Since such a “conversation among peers” is necessary for establishing criteria 
and learning new facts in every arena of human learning, Bruffe suggests that the 
most effective way to learn-and thus to teach-is to incorporate collaborative strat-
egies into the university classroom�� In addition to the traditional lecture, structured 
small group discussions can be very useful to expose students from all learning 
styles and backgrounds to a new discipline�� The teacher can divide classes into 
smaller groups who must each work toward a consensus on a specific problem�� 
Then the teacher can conduct a whole-class discussion of the groups’ results, with 
an eye toward creating class consensus, but also taking into account those places 
where groups could not reach a consensus�� The classroom strategy teaches the 
kinds of activities and skills that students will later need to use in their chosen 
fields��

Creating a classroom where students participate actively in such questions not 
only trains students for their future careers, but also makes them learn the current 
material more solidly because it engages them more completely and it teaches them 
about negotiating within a diverse community�� When the teacher attaches the 
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actual class topic and material to the success of the class as a community, he or she 
puts each student in the position of establishing an important role for him or 
herself in that community and it gives each student responsibility for the success 
of the class��

Small group activities release the students from the fear of speaking out in front 
of an entire class, or of being directly judged by the teacher all the time, while 
putting them in the limelight in a smaller setting, where participation counts even 
more because there are fewer people involved�� Engaging students actively makes 
it possible for them to learn the rules (and thereby join a new community of 
knowledge) because they have to use those rules to solve the problems given in the 
class�� Such exercises encourage students to think independently at the same time 
as they work interdependently in an academic field�� In a small group, students must 
find a way to balance their earlier knowledge of the world with the new rules they 
are learning�� They must also deal with their peers’ preconceptions and prejudice 
that stem from their own particular experience and background�� In group discus-
sion, those peers become real to them in ways they cannot do during a lecture 
where the teacher is the focus of attention�� Active participation in group work 
forces face-to-face encounters that do not allow for abstract preconceptions about 
other class members��

Tactics for overcoming stereotypes and biases

Become more informed about the history and culture of groups other than your 
own�� Avoid offending out of ignorance�� Strive for some measure of “cultural com-
petence” (Institute for the Study of Social Change, 1991): know what is appropriate 
and inappropriate behaviour and speech in cultures different from your own�� 
Broder and Chism (1992) provide a reading list, organised by ethnic groups, on 
multicultural teaching in colleges and universities�� Beyond professional books and 
articles, read fiction or non-fiction works by authors from different ethnic groups�� 
Attend lectures, take courses, or team teach with specialists in Ethnic Studies or 
Women’s Studies�� Sponsor mono-or multicultural student organisations�� Attend 
campus wide activities celebrating diversity or events important to various ethnic 
and cultural groups�� If you are unfamiliar with your own culture, you may want to 
learn more about its history as well��

Convey the same level of respect and confidence in the abilities of all your stu-
dents�� Research studies show that many instructors unconsciously base their 
expectations of student performance on such factors as gender, language profi-
ciency, socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, prior achievement, and appearance 
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(Green, 1989)�� Research has also shown that an instructor’s expectations can 
become self-fulfilling prophesies: students who sense that more is expected of them 
tend to outperform students who believe that less is expected of them – regardless 
of the students’ actual abilities (Green, 1989; Pemberton, 1988)�� Tell all students 
that they are expected to work hard in class and that high standards for their 
academic achievement are held�� And then practise what you have said: expect your 
students to work hard, be challenged, and achieve high standards�� (Green, 1989; 
Pemberton, 1988)

Do not try to “protect” any group of students�� Do not refrain from criticising 
the performance of individual students in class on account of their ethnicity or 
gender�� If teachers attempt to favour or protect a given group of students by 
demanding less of them, they are likely to produce the opposite effect: such treat-
ment undermines students’ self-esteem and their view of their abilities and com-
petence (Hall & Sandier, 1982)�� For example, one faculty member mistakenly 
believed she was being considerate to the students of colour in her class by giving 
them extra time to complete assignments�� She failed to realise that this action 
would cause hurt feelings on all sides: the students she was hoping to help felt 
patronised and the rest of the class resented the preferential treatment��

Be even-handed in how you acknowledge students’ good work�� Let students 
know that their work is meritorious and praise their accomplishments�� Be sure to 
recognise the achievements of all students��

Conclusion

Various diversity issues come to mind as soon as you enter a classroom: the 
visible ones of gender, race, age, ethnicity, and physical abilities will, of course, 
receive the most immediate attention�� Unseen diversity issues also have a great 
impact on classroom atmosphere, however�� These include: political orientation, 
sexual orientation, ethnicity if not related to distinct racial characteristics or dress 
style, teaching and learning styles, regionalism, class, family history, and religion��

From the above discussions on attempts to create and implement diversity 
pedagogy to reflect the variety of learning styles of students, it is clear that the 
process is complex and tedious�� However, it is worthwhile pursuing it because it 
enhances student success by providing students from various backgrounds with 
voices in the classroom, encouraging student-teacher and student-student dialogue, 
and helping all students to identify with the learning process in the classroom�� Not 
surprisingly, hardly do students fail or perform poorly in my courses in which 
diversity is conscientiously practised�� An important thing that I have learned from 
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the classroom diversity efforts is that to be successful, one has to possess both 
diversity competence (Cox & Beale, 1997) and human factor competence (Adu-
Febiri, 2001), apart from motivation�� Diversity competence is the ability to use 
awareness of differences, knowledge and understanding of differences, and facili-
tation skills to leverage differences to benefit people and organisations�� Teachers 
need this competence in addition to the human factor competences of commit-
ment, dedication, loving-kindness, acceptance, persistence, responsibility and 
accountability to affectively facilitate productive diversity in the classroom�� The 
school system should provide teachers with adequate incentives and support to 
acquire and apply the necessary competence to make classroom diversity work��

Diversity in learning styles exists in the classroom, and if not well facilitated 
frustrates both learners and teachers�� Despite most situations most classrooms 
continue to experience monolithic approaches to learning�� It takes a lot of work to 
facilitate productive diversity in the classroom, but it is doable and is worth the 
effort�� Diversity works in the classroom, and it works well when teachers value full 
inclusion, are motivated, supported, and provided with the necessary competence�� 
The growing diversity in the classroom represents learning style differences, and 
provides opportunity for the teacher to substantially continue developing produc-
tive labour force and citizens��
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Mission of The Salesian Centres in Leisure Education 
of Children and Youth

Abstract

The paper deals with the mission of Salesian centres in the leisure education of 
children and youth�� It characterizes their educational mission and the focus of 
activity in free time�� The presented research results confirm that also Salesian 
centres significantly influence free time of children and youth and act as a signifi-
cant factor of prevention��

Key words: Salesian centres, free time of children and youth, leisure education

Theoretical starting points

The Church, various religious associations, orders and Salesian centres also have 
a significant share in the educational influence on the free time of children and 
youth�� Together with family and school they belong among relevant educational 
factors�� Their activity in Slovakia intensified in particular after 1989 and also at 
present they intervene considerably into the free time of children and youth�� 
Particularly significant are activities of the Salesian centres that are based on Don 
Bosco’s preventive educational system�� The activities of Salesian centres support 
the meaningful spending of free time of children and youth, they also focus on the 
young people from a socially disadvantaged environment��

According to M�� Darák (2004, p��7) “The Salesian movement is an international 
children and youth movement of educational nature, which is characterized by 
organizational autonomy, Salesian spirituality and pedagogy, coordination of activ-
ity and close cooperation��“ It is open to all young people, even atheists��

The founder of the Salesian youth movement is Don Bosco, who devoted all his 

Mária Kouteková
Slovak Republic
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life and educational activity to the service to the poor youth�� His followers are the 
Salesian Brothers – The Salesians of Don Bosco�� At present the Salesian movement 
of children and youth is formed not only by brothers but also laymen�� It is an 
extensive movement of persons and groups, men and women, laymen, brothers, 
priests and animators who continue the mission of Don Bosco�� They continue the 
educational work with children and youth in their free time��

Salesian centres are open six times a week, on average 4 hours daily�� Each centre 
has a rich offer of various interest activities, plays, spiritual meetings, meetings in 
communities and other activities��

In Slovakia the Salesians have been operating among children and youth for 
more than 80 years�� According to J�� Luscoň (2004, p�� 22–24) the activity of the 
Salesians in Slovakia could be divided into three main stages: 

I. stage: 1924–1950 
The Salesians brought to Slovakia a new style of work with young people�� Besides 

leading young people to spiritual life, they taught them catechism, prepared them 
for receiving sacraments, they offered spiritual exercises, and also formed space 
for play, sport, entertainment and rest�� They set up ice rinks, choirs, organized trips, 
theatres, and published magazines��

II. stage: 1950–1989
In 1950 Salesian centres were abolished, many Salesians were imprisoned�� In 

spite of that they did not stop working�� Some fled abroad and worked for missions; 
others were hiding and further secretly spreading ideas of Christianity��

III. stage: since 1989
After changes in society, the activity of the Salesians was revived�� New living 

conditions brought a lot of positive but also negative aspects�� There was a sharp 
rise in socio-pathological phenomena among children and youth�� These facts raised 
the need for an increased activity in the sphere of prevention�� The primary task of 
the Salesians was therefore to restore the preventive educational system in Salesian 
centres�� They started to operate in several towns (Trnava, Dubnica nad Váhom, 
Rožňava, Košice, Michalovce, Prešov, Humenné, Hronský Beňadik, Bardejov, 
Banská Bystrica)�� At present, the Salesians develop their educational work with 
children and youth in 22 Salesian centres and focus their educational-pedagogical 
activity on the Romany ethnic minority as well��

It should be reminded that, apart from the Salesian centres, DOMKY – Asso-
ciations of the Salesian Youth belong among the biggest children and youth 
organizations at present�� They are also a member of the Youth Council of Slovakia 
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and the European network of Salesian organizations�� The Salesian movement 
involves youth centres and oratories for leisure activities of secondary school and 
university students��

The Salesians understand education as a life-long mission, vocation�� Their 
education is based on the constant presence of the educator and on the confiden-
tial, friendly relationship with the educatee��

The preventive system of education lies in the constant presence of the educa-
tional authority�� The starting point is an assumption that this presence minimises, 
even eliminates the opportunity for the risk of doing evil�� Fundamental principles 
of the whole system are: reason, religion and kindness�� (Motto, p�� 52)��

The Salesian movement has several priorities in its educational and pastoral 
activity which it strives to achieve by various means�� The essence of the Salesian 
educational work lies in organizing attractive sport, cultural, recreational and 
spiritual activities that react to the needs of children and youth and mediate expe-
riences and the practice of solidarity, mutual acceptance, friendship and self-fulfil-
ment�� (Prieto, p�� 112)��

In terms of the priority educational-pedagogical objectives the Salesians put 
emphasis on:

•  harmonious physical, mental and spiritual development of personality,
•  religious, moral, cultural and educational development of the young genera-

tion with the aim to prevent the origin of socio-pathological phenomena 
(prevention),

•  responsibility for oneself, one’s present and future life,
•  solidarity, help and protection of others by means of a charitable and publicly 

beneficial activity,
•  using new trends and possibilities in work with children and youth, using 

them for evangelization,
•  cooperation with various domestic and international Christian organizations 

(Darák, 2004, p��6)��
The educational work of the Salesians stems from the Christian, moral and 

ethical values�� Life of the group and the Salesian association are fundamental 
educational experiences in a Salesian centre�� The leisure activities are done in the 
form of regular, occasional and individual activities�� Within the framework of 
prevention main priority of the Salesians is to create sufficient space and possi-
bilities to satisfy individual needs and interests of children and youth, and thus 
preclude doing nothing, idleness and boredom�� It is important to give young 
people possibility and chance of self-fulfilment�� The focus of activities and interest 
activities in Salesian centres is very broad, varied and it occurs in the following 
forms: (Darák, 2004, p�� 7)
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Regular activities
•  meetings (it is space for personal talks, mediation of one’s own experience 

with belief, for asking questions and expressing personal opinions),
•  interest circles (of sport and cultural character),
•  spiritual exercises,
•  monthly offer of spiritual renewal,
•  the liturgical year and Salesian feasts and holy days are monitored regularly,
•  various established events (suburban camps, summer camps for acolytes, 

fancy-dress balls, kite-flying competitions, Bible olympiads, in some towns 
publishing of magazines and other)�� 

Occasional activities
•  mass events,
•  discussions,
•  trips,
•  pilgrimages,
•  courses (for example training for animators), 
•  theatre performances,
•  cultural performances and calebration on various occasions, etc��

Individual activities
•  work with individuals and small communities in which young people usually 

meet once a week��
Play and sport belong among the most frequent activities in the Salesian centre�� 

They are done spontaneously, but are also organized�� Other activities include music, 
theatre, youth camps, hiking, holiday schools and others��

Don Bosco’s preventive educational system in Salesian centres is often identified 
with the character of the educator�� In the role of educator, apart from the Salesians 
(priests), animators – there appear young people and other collaborators (catechists, 
parents) who positively influence children’s and youth’s spending of free time in 
various areas of educational, interest and pastoral activities�� Their constant pres-
ence as well as the proper leisure activities have a preventive function�� 

The presented issue was a subject of our research too, and we performed it in 
three Salesian centres (Banská Bystrica, Prešov and Spišská Nová Ves)1�� The 
research focused on primary and secondary school students who formed a sample 

1 The research was carried out within the diploma thesis of M�� Past��rová on the topic: “The 
share of the Salesian centres in free-time education of children and youth”, supervised by Doc�� 
PaedDr�� M�� Kouteková, CSc��
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of 109 respondents�� Another research group consisted of priests and animators, 39 
respondents�� Animators were young people aged 16 and over, who are involved in 
pastoral and interest activities in the centres which they organize together with 
children and youth�� They are supervisors of animation groups and interest circles 
in which students meet regularly or occasionally��

Analysis of spending the free time of primary and secondary 
school students in the Salesian centres

The objective of the research was to find out and analyse the spending of free 
time in the Salesian centres by primary school (PS) and secondary school (SS) 
students�� At the same time we tried to determine to what extent students, priests 
and animators attribute significance to activities in these facilities from the point 
of view of their preventive function��

The following tasks emerged from the research objective:
•  to find out students’ motives for spending their free time in the Salesian 

centres,
•  to find out which activities students prefer most in the Salesian centres,
•  to find out the level of students’ satisfaction with the offer and the performance 

of activities in these facilities, 
•  to find out to what extent students, priests and animators consider the spend-

ing of free time in the Salesian centres to be an important factor of preven-
tion��

We based our research on the following working hypotheses:
H1: We assumed that the motive for students’ attendance at the Salesian centres 

is an attractive interest activity, organized in various interest circles��
H2: We assumed that students prefer most interest circles of sport character, and 

show less interest in spiritual activities (meetings, Masses, spiritual exercises)��
H3: We assumed that more than 70 % of students are satisfied with spending 

their free time in the Salesian centres��
H4: We assumed that more than 70 % of respondents consider spending of their 

free time in the Salesian centres to be an important factor of prevention��

Interpretation of the research results

We were interested in students’ motives for attending Salesian centres, why they 
decided to spend their free time in these facilities�� We investigated which activities 
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attracted students most�� It followed from the research results that 32��69 per cent 
of the students were interested most in interest circles�� 27��88 per cent of the students 
consider the opportunity to spend their own free time actively to be a significant 
motive, which means that the students are interested in filling their free time with 
meaningful activities�� The opportunity to belong to the community of young 
people is preferred by 21��15 % of the students�� These respondents attribute sig-
nificance mainly to the pastoral activity�� The least preferred activities included 
spiritual activities such as Masses, meetings, spiritual exercises (18��27%)�� The 
research results are presented in Table 1��

Table 1: Motives of students’ interest in the Salesian centres

Activities
PS students SS students Total

N % N % N %

Interest circles 46 30��07 22 40��00  68 32��69
Opportunity to spend free time actively 43 28��10 15 27��27 58 27��88
Opportunity to belong to the community 33 21��57 11 20��00 44 21��15
Spiritual activities 31 20��26  7  12��73 38 18��27

These results bear evidence of the fact that the most important motive for attend-
ing the Salesian centres is interest activity which is organized for students in vari-
ous interest circles�� We assess positively that the students reflect on the active 
spending of their free time, which they can spend in this way also in the Salesian 
centres�� Since these facilities, in addition to rest, recreational and interest activities, 
offer also various spiritual exercises, they form “small communities” for the purpose 
of spiritual renewal of the young people and pastoral activity�� A valuable piece of 
knowledge is also the finding that 39��42% of the students attend the Salesian 
centres on the grounds of this activity�� Since the offer of interest activity and vari-
ous other activities which the Salesian centres offer to students is rich and attractive 
for young people, we were interested in activities which students frequent most�� 
Table 2 presents results in this area��

Table 2: Activities preferred by students in the Salesian centres 

Activities 
PS students SS students Total

N % N % N %

Sport circles 54 35��53 13 28��89 67 34��01
Meetings 46 30��26  9 20��00 55 27��92
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Holy Masses 38 25��00 16 35��56 54 27��41
Music, singing 12  7��89  5 11��11 17  8��63
Competitions  2  1��32  2  4��44  4  2��03

It followed from the research results that the students in the Salesian centres 
prefer most the interest circles of sport character�� The primary school students use 
these activities to a larger extent than the secondary school youth�� Sport activities 
are used by 35��53% of the PS students and 28��89% of the SS students�� On the second 
place there are meetings and Holy Masses, which, like sport activities, are preferred 
more by the PS students, 30��26% of the students, than by SS the students (20%)�� 
This bears evidence of the fact that young people like discussing, are interested in 
different topics and therefore they should be given an opportunity�� Holy Masses 
are attended more by the secondary school youth (35��56%) than by the PS students 
(25%)�� From the aesthetic-educational activities students prefer most listening to 
music, playing a musical instrument and singing (e��g�� during Mass services)�� These 
activities are preferred by 8��63% of the students�� Variously focused competitions 
are favoured only by 2��03% of the respondents�� The preference for activities of 
spiritual character results also from the fact that up to 98��17% of the respondents 
are believers and the Salesian centres are a religious institution�� However, nothing 
prevents atheists or people of another belief from attending them�� Belief and 
religion are not a condition for spending free time in these facilities�� The spiritual 
activities are regularly attended by 65��14% of the respondents, irregularly by 27��52% 
of the PS students and SS students; 7��34% of the students do not participate in these 
at all��

We were further interested in the frequency of attending Salesian centres (Table 
3)�� It followed from the research that the students attend Salesian centres most 
often twice or three times a week (44��04%)�� 36��70% of the students come to the 
centre more than three times a week�� 18��35% of the students spend their free time 
once a week in the Salesian centre (Table 3)�� 

It further followed from the research results that the secondary school students 
attend the Salesian centres much more often than the PS students�� As many as 57��14 
per cent of the secondary school students come to the Salesian centre more often 
than three times a week; 48��65 per cent of the PS students come to the centre most 
often twice or three times a week�� Higher frequency of attendance by the second-
ary school youth in the Salesian centres can also be influenced by limiting oppor-
tunities for students to spend their free time after classes at secondary schools�� The 
PS students are more organized in various interest activities at primary schools or 
in leisure centres��
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Table 3: The frequency of students’ attendance at the Salesian centres 
during the week

Frequency 
of attendance

PS students SS students Total

N % N % N %

2–3 times 36 48��65 12 34��23 48 44��04
More than 3 times 20 27��03 20 57��14 40 36��70
Once 18 24��32  2  5��71 20 18��35
Total 74 100 35 97��08  109 99��09

We were further investigating to what extent students are satisfied with offers 
and performance of activities in the Salesian centres�� Almost 97% of the students 
expressed satisfaction with the offer of activities in the Salesian centres�� Only 3��66% 
of the students expressed dissatisfaction with offers of activities�� (Table 4)��

Table 4: The rate of students’ satisfaction with spending free time 
in the Salesian centres 

Rate of satisfac-
tion 

PS students SS students Total

N % N % N %

Yes 68 91��89 30 85��71 98 89��91
Rather yes  5  6��76  2  5��71  7  6��42
No  1  1��35  1  2��86  2  1��83
Rather no  0  0  2  5��71  2  1��83
Total 74 100 35 100  109 100

The results bear evidence of the fact that these facilities offer rich, miscellaneous 
and attractive activities, which to a large extent is influenced by the fact that stu-
dents perform these activities with priests, Salesians and animators coming from 
the secondary school and university youth�� 

In the preventive educational system of Salesian centres the presence of priests 
and animators is very important�� Their activity in students’ free time significantly 
influences their mutual relations�� Students appreciate most that priests are willing 
to talk to them, they can confide to them, they will help and advise them on 
solving problems�� This was stated by 33��94% of the students�� Their openness, 
honesty, friendship and patience are appreciated by 20��18% of the students�� The 
students think highly of the personal involvement of priests in various plays 
and sport activities, and of their personal interest in common spending of their 
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free time�� As regards animators, they appreciate most their creativity, friendly 
approach and their readiness for interesting events and activities (92��54% of all 
the respondents)��

In our research we were further investigating to which extent students consider 
the leisure activities in which they take part to be a factor of prevention of socio-
pathological phenomena; to which extent the Salesian centres fulfil this preventive 
function�� The students’ opinions are presented in Table no�� 5��

82��86% of the secondary school students attribute great significance to spending 
their free time in the Salesian centres�� Leisure activities in the Salesian centres are 
considered to be an important factor of prevention by 70��27% of the primary school 
students�� 29��73% of the PS students were not able to form a judgement on it, which 
is more than 14��29% of the secondary school students�� Students do not often real-
ize this fact because they perceive and assess the activity, in which they take part, 
from the view of its attractiveness��

Table 5: Students’ spending of their free time in the Salesian centres 
as a significant means of prevention 

Free time as a factor 
of prevention 

PS students SS students Total

N % N % N %

Yes 52 70��27 29 82��86 81 74��31
Cannot judge 22 29��73  5 14��29 27 24��77
No  0  0  1 2��86  1  0��92
Total 74 100 35 100  109 100

The table shows that most students (74��31 per cent) realize the significance of 
spending their free time and if they make use of it in active and meaningful 
activities already these act as a factor of prevention��

 As regards the opinions of priests and animators, we were surveying the stu-
dents’ motives of interest in the Salesian centres also among them�� Their opinions 
coincide with the students’ opinions because priests and animators state that stu-
dents spend their free time in the Salesian centres mainly through involvement in 
interest activities (41��89% of the respondents), but also because of the opportunity 
to belong to the community (39��19%)�� The students as well as priests and animators 
attribute the least significance to spiritual activities, which would be a reason for 
spending free time in the Salesian centres�� 6��76% of the respondents stated that 
students come into the Salesian centre also because of curiosity or boredom�� The 
given research results are presented in Table 6��
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Table 6: Motives of students’ interest in the Salesian centres

Motives of students’ interest in the Salesian centres
Priests and animators

N %

Interest circles 31 41��89
Opportunity to belong to the community of young people 29 39��19
Activities of spiritual character  9 12��16
Other  5  6��76

To what extent the Salesian centres fulfil a preventive function in the area of 
students’ spending of free time was also investigated among priests and animators�� 
The research results are presented in Table 7��

Table 7: The preventive function of students’ spending of free time 
in the Salesian centres

Preventive function of students’ spending of free 
time in the Salesian centres 

Priests and animators

N %

Partially 31 79��49
To a full extent  8 20��51
Activities do not fulfil a preventive function  0  0
Total 39  100

As it followed from the research results, most priests and animators realize the 
preventive function of students’ spending of their free time in the Salesian centres, 
which is indicated by 79��49%t of the respondents�� Its partial fulfilment, according 
to the respondents’ opinions, lies also in the fact that some students do not feel the 
need for self-fulfilment in their free time and do not show a great interest in offered 
activities�� 20��51% of the respondents stated that most students attend the leisure 
activities in the Salesian centres with a big interest in the long-term and regularly��

Conclusion

It follows from the presented research results that the Salesian centres and their 
offered leisure activities fulfil the preventive function to the full extent�� Children’s 
and youth’s spending of their free time in the Salesian centres is a significant and 
very topical part of the leisure education�� This type of facilities and the way of 
spending free time is for the youth an atypical but at the same time also an attrac-
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tive educational means�� At present the Salesian centres occupy a significant position 
in the framework of educational-pedagogical facilities, which represent a contribu-
tion for the young people from the point of view of their development and cultiva-
tion of their personality; and in general fulfil the preventive function in the free 
time of children and youth, too��

The opinions of the students and animators confirmed that the Salesian centres 
offer the youth very interesting leisure activities; and a very valuable contribution 
is that almost 60 per cent of the students see great opportunities for spending their 
free time actively and meaningfully in these facilities��

H1 has been confirmed, because we found out that the most frequent motive 
for students’ attendance at Salesian centres are interest circles which these facilities 
perform in various areas of interest�� From among the interest circles the students 
prefer most the sport circles, and this has confirmed the second hypothesis�� Salesian 
centres offer a very rich and also non-traditional activity which increases interest 
of the youth in these facilities and almost 97% of the students expressed satisfaction 
with the offer of these activities�� Thereby also the third hypothesis has been con-
firmed�� The fourth hypothesis has been confirmed too, because the extent of 
influence on students’ spending of their free time in Salesian centres is very impor-
tant from the point of view of their preventive function also according to the 
assessments of priests and animators��

All the hypotheses of the research have been confirmed and in general we can 
state that the Salesian centres are attended by young people particularly on the 
grounds of interesting and miscellaneous interest activities�� Within these activities, 
but also within activities of spiritual character, students have an opportunity for 
self-fulfilment, which is proved by a high rate of students’ satisfaction with spend-
ing their free time in these facilities�� The motive of students’ interest in spending 
their free time in Salesian centres is interest activity; we found out that this activ-
ity is preferred most, also in comparison with spiritual activities�� Students, priests 
and animators consider the meaningful spending of one’s free time in these facili-
ties to be a significant factor of prevention of socio-pathological phenomena, which 
means that the preventive function of the free time is also fulfilled to the full 
extent��

Even though the research results concern only three Salesian centres, we can 
state that they are of general validity because they intervene significantly and to 
a great degree into the free time of children and youth in the whole territory of 
Slovakia�� It is generally known that these facilities are sought after by young people; 
and even in perspective they will have a significant status in the educational-
pedagogical system after classes, but also in the free time of other target groups��
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Motivation for the Study of Social Work at the 
Pedagogical Faculty of Matej Bel University in Banská 

Bystrica from the Graduates’ Perspective

Abstract:

The paper presents research findings in the field of motivation for the study of 
social work at PF MBU from the graduates’ perspective as an output of a partial 
task within the Faculty project “Assessment of the quality of the study and employ-
ment opportunities for the social work graduates of PF MBU”, which was researched 
in the period of 2005–2006 by the members of the Department of Social Work at 
the Pedagogical Faculty of Matej Bel University in Banská Bystrica��

Key words: social work, motivation, motive, study 

Introduction

University education within the study branch of social work does not have 
a long-standing tradition in Slovakia�� It started to develop only after 1989 in con-
nection with the professionalization of social work as a practical activity��

The Pedagogical Faculty of Matej Bel University in Banská Bystrica was one of 
the first faculties in the Slovak Republic which started to provide university educa-
tion in the branch of social work at the bachelor’s level of study�� In the academic 
year 2006/2007 university education in this branch at the Pedagogical Faculty of 
MBU celebrated its 10th anniversary, which provided space for a thought, re-assess-
ment of the quality of the study and for getting a picture of the employment 
opportunities for its graduates�� On the basis of reflection it is possible to point to 
the positive and negative aspects in undergraduate education and indicate the 
future direction of education in this field�� 

Alžbeta Brozmanová‑Gregorová,
Peter Jusko, Anna Hudecová, 
Lenka Vavrinčíková
Slovak Republic
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This was the purpose of the research carried out within the Faculty project 
“Assessment of the quality of the study and employment opportunities for the 
social work graduates of PF MBU”, which was researched in the period of 2005–
2006 by the members of the Department of Social Work at the Pedagogical Faculty 
of Matej Bel University in Banská Bystrica�� One of the partial objectives of the 
research was to find out and analyse the structure of motivational factors from the 
graduates’ perspective when choosing the study of social work at the Pedagogical 
Faculty of Matej Bel University in Banská Bystrica�� The results of our findings in 
this field are presented in this paper�� 

Fundamental starting points

The issue of motivation and its application to any kind of human activity is one 
of the most difficult but also the most significant characteristics of human behav-
iour�� According to Nakonečný (1996, p��15) motivation is a postulated process 
determining the focus, duration and intensity of behaviour and action�� It is a hy-
pothetical construct describing or explaining the causes of human behaviour�� There 
is primary motivation when the human being is active because of the activity itself 
that brings him/her enjoyment, satisfies him/her internally; and secondary motiva-
tion when the given activity (e��g�� the study) is not an objective in itself but a means 
towards reaching another purpose (Ďuricová, 2002, pp�� 59–60)�� 

“Today there can be no doubt that in reaching an adequate level in the education 
process motivation is an equivalent factor to the general intellectual skills” (Kačáni-
Belková, 2002, p��53)�� Positive motivation for the study is thus an important if not 
a key condition of being successful at school as well as of successful employment 
of graduates when performing one’s own profession��

Motivation for the study of the chosen study branch is distinctly structured, 
blending together various groups of motives from broad social agents through 
narrower-focused personal motives to the narrowest situational factors�� The 
structure of motivation to study at university is also markedly individualized�� It 
varies according to the following: from an interest in a given area, through an effort 
to increase one’s own professional competences to the so-called instrumental 
motivation when the study at university is a means of better employment oppor-
tunities in society��

The specification of motivation for the study of social work determines, but is 
also determined by graduates’ employment opportunities, requirements for the 
professional performance of a social work as well as by the quality of social work-
ers’ personality�� And therefore “the problem of motivation for performing the 
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social work represents one of the fundamental, however in our country little 
studied aspects of this profession”�� (Mlčák, Z��, Soporn��ková, J��, 2004, p�� 165)

On the other hand, professionalism in the field of social work is also related to 
the quality of professional preparation apart from the required personality quali-
ties�� In the long-term, social work has maintained position of a study branch with 
an extraordinary interest, and that in both forms of study – full-time and part-time�� 
The demand for this type of education, in our opinion, is related to several facts�� 
On the one hand, we can observe a high social order concerning the study of social 
issues, caused mainly by the need for a professional approach to solving various 
social problems in practice�� On the other hand, the development of education in 
the social sphere is caused by an enormous interest of people to study these 
branches, which according to J�� Smrčka and  V�� Vinš (2003, p�� 1) is undoubtedly 
influenced by their attractiveness�� The study not only enables a better understand-
ing of states and processes in society, but also leads the student to being able to 
work and communicate with people�� After completing the study the student can 
choose from quite a wide range of jobs�� 

On the grounds of the presented facts, we based our research on the assumption 
that the completed form of study does not significantly influence preferences for 
motives to study social work�� At the same time we consider the knowledge of 
motives that leads to the decision to study a particular branch (social work) to be 
an important factor in projecting, constituting and providing education��

Methodology of the research and characterization 
of the research sample

In order to gain the necessary information, we applied in our research the 
method of questionnaire and the method of non-standardized interview�� Before 
the research was carried out we did pre-research on the basis of which we modified 
some items of the questionnaire��

The research sample was created by a random choice�� It was formed by the social 
work graduates who completed their study at the Pedagogical Faculty of MBU 
in Banská Bystrica in the period from 2001 to 2006�� The graduates were full-time 
and part-time students�� In total, 200 questionnaires were distributed�� Out of this 
number we received 75, which represents the rate of return of 37��5%�� In spite of 
a lower rate of return we consider the results to be relevant since the research 
sample fulfils the criteria of representativity in view of the sex, the age structure of 
the respondents as well as the representation of graduates in both full-time and 
part-time study�� 
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For a closer characterization of the research sample we can state the following: 
As regards the form of study, the research sample consisted of 36 (48 per cent) 
respondents who completed the full-time study of social work and 39 respondents 
(52 per cent) who completed the part-time study�� In terms of the sex the female 
sex prevails�� Women represent 85��34 per cent; the representation of men in the 
research sample totals 14��66 per cent�� The age structure of the researched set rep-
resents respondents of various age�� We divided the respondents into 5 age catego-
ries�� The highest percentage representation is covered by the age category from 24 
to 29, which represents 76% of the respondents of the researched set�� The lowest 
percentage is occupied by the respondents aged over 47�� 

Motivation for the study of social work at PF MBU – presentation 
and interpretation of the results from the research findings 

To answer the question concerning motivation for the study of social work at 
PF MBU, the respondents of the research were offered 21 motives to which they 
attributed significance on the scale from 1 to 5�� 

 1 2 3 4 5
 the most significant less significant plays neither the least insignificant
 motive motive significant nor significant motive
   insignificant role motive

When making each choice they took into account the significance of a particu-
lar motive, its crucial influence on the choice of studying social work at PF MBU�� 
An overview of the mean scores for individual motives and of the medians (the 
most often recurring value) is stated in Table 1��

Table 1: Motives for the study of social work 
(from the most significant to insignificant)

MOTIVE Mean VALUE Median

I want to help other people 1��31 1
I like working with people 1��53 1
meaningful work 1��72 1
interest in work in the social sphere 1��73 1
opportunity to gain university education 1��88 1
bigger chance of finding a job 1��95 2
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MOTIVE Mean VALUE Median

I am interested in other people’s fates 2��01 2
I feel that this is my mission – to help other people 2��05 2
possibility of a higher income after completing university education 2��34 2
chances of promotion at work 2��35 2
service to man in the sense of Christian morality 2��77 3
goodwill of PF MBU 3��04 3
popularity of this work 3��21 3
I will mean something 3��54 3
condition by the employer in order to maintain the job 3��70 4
higher probability of being admitted to university 3��71 4
lower study requirements in this branch 3��90 4
distance between university and residence 3��86 5
need for further education in order to maintain the job 3��87 5
I was not admitted to another university 3��94 5
family tradition 4��01 5

As the table of the significance of motives documents we can mark altruistic 
motives as a group with a crucial influence on the choice of study�� These motives 
express the respondents’ desire to work with people and help them; they see mean-
ing in this work and want to apply their potential exactly in the social sphere�� The 
median of these pro-social motives together with the motive to gain university 
education represented value 1�� A comparison of the most significant motives for 
choosing the study of social work (median 1) is offered in Table 2��

Table 2: An overview of the most significant motives for choosing the study 
of social work 

MOTIVE
Most 

significant
Less 

significant

Neither sig-
nificant nor 
insignificant

Least 
significant Insignificant

 N % N % N % N % N %

I want to help other 
people 57 76��00 14 18��67 3 4��00 1 1��33 0 0

I like working with 
people 48 64��00 22 29��33 1 1��33 0 0 4 5��33

interest in work in the 
social sphere 43 57��33 18 24��00 9 12��00 1 1��33 4 5��33
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MOTIVE
Most 

significant
Less 

significant

Neither sig-
nificant nor 
insignificant

Least 
significant Insignificant

 N % N % N % N % N %

meaningful work 42 56��00 22 29��33 5 6��67 2 2��67 4 5��33
opportunity to gain 
university education 39 52��00 20 26��67 7 9��33 4 5��33 5 6��67

The “I want to help other people” motive occupied unequivocally the position 
of a crucial motive for choosing the social work study; we can state that almost 
95% of the respondents consider it to be significant; actually nobody marked this 
motive as insignificant�� A preferred motive with the support of more than 93% of 
the respondents became the “I like working with people” motive�� We assess the 
findings considerably positively, since the profession of social work belongs among 
the so-called helping professions, the aim of which is to help the client in a difficult 
social situation and at the same time it requires erudite university educated profes-
sionals�� Since the given motives play a crucial role already at the beginning of 
the professional path (when deciding on the study), it can be expected in the future 
that while performing the profession in practice they will be, or for the respondents 
working in the area they are, those motives which to a large extent influence the 
quality of a social worker’s assistance�� The given findings have also been confirmed 
by the conducted interviews where the respondents repeatedly stated relationship 
with people, children, and desire to help or work with various groups of social 
clients among the motives for choosing their study�� An overview of less significant 
motives with median 2 is presented in Table 3��

As it follows from Table 3 two types of motivation have emerged in the group 
of significant motives – intrinsic motivation further prevails in motives leading to 
altruism (I am interested in other people’s fates; I feel that this is my mission – to 
help other people) and extrinsic motivation is represented to the same degree in 
the form of certain career or financial motives (a bigger chance of finding a job, 
possibility of a higher income after completing university education, chances of 
promotion at work)�� The given motives dominated in the category significant also 
during interviews in answers to an open projective question; the respondents 
repeatedly stated an improvement in the financial situation, a wage increase in 
employment in relation to graduating from a new interesting study branch with 
broad possibilities of employment, graduating from university and thus improving 
the perspective of fiding a better-paid job�� 

According to our findings a neutral role in choosing the social work study was 
played by the service to man in the sense of Christian morality, goodwill of PF MBU, 
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popularity of this work and the motive I will mean something�� We regard positively 
the finding that the goodwill of PF MBU is not insignificant in the decision-making 
of social work novices, since 42% of the respondents consider it to be the most 
significant or significant motive in choosing location of the social work study�� 

The category of the least significant motives that influence the choice of the 
social work study is processed in Table 4��

The results correspond to the structure of the research sample; logically the 
“condition by the employer in order to maintain the job” motive was preferred by 
part-time study graduates, particularly by those who work in the social sphere (19 
respondents)�� Subsequently, we were interested in motives related to the difficulty 
of entrance examination and social work study (higher probability of being admit-
ted to university, lower study requirements in this branch)�� On the basis of our 
experience we assumed that these factors will belong among the significant ones 
in the choice of the social work study�� The mean value of these motives (cf�� Table 
4), above 3, however, shifts them to the category of the least significant motives�� 
The given finding is related to the fact that the motive the applicant was not admit-
ted to another university and thus chose the study of social work as a “substitute” 
appeared in the penultimate place in the table of the significance of motives with 
the mean value 3��94 (cf�� Table 1)�� An overview of insignificant motives is presented 
in Table 5��

We assumed that the need for further education in order to maintain the present 
job as the pressure of the employer with regard to increasing qualification require-
ments for performing the social work in practice will be a significant motive for 
choosing the social work study by respondents who graduated from the part-time 
study and work in the social sphere�� Our research findings derived from the 
respondents’ answers have not confirmed the assumed pressure of the employers��

After gaining the scale of motivational factors influencing the choice of the study, 
we paid attention to testing the significance of differences among the means of 
variables�� We differentiated the research sample in terms of age, sex, completed 
secondary school, form of completed study and training in the social sphere before 
the beginning of the study�� In order to determine the significance of differences 
among the investigated variables we applied the nonparametric tests Wilcoxon and 
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA�� To mark the statistical significance we introduced 
a convention for labelling the significance levels as follows: 0��05 = *; 0��01 = **; 0��001 
= ***�� In the paper it is further presented in brackets, e��g�� (***) and we understand 
it as “at the significance level of 0��001”��

The influence of training in the area of social work before the beginning of the 
study is statistically significant for the mean values of the following motives: 
condition by the employer in order to maintain the job (p = 0��0157*), goodwill of 
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PF MBU (p = 0��0199*), I was not admitted to another university (p = 0��0210*), 
I am interested in other people’s fates (p = 0��0240*) and lower study requirements 
in this branch (p = 0��0240*)�� In the given context there are no significant differences 
in view of the other motives�� In the same way, we have not observed statistically 
significant differences in preferring individual motives for choosing the study in 
terms of the respondents’ age, completed secondary school (nor with graduates of 
social academies, which surprised us) and gender differentiation��

Table 6: Connection between motivation for the study and work in the social 
sphere before the study

Motive  p

I will mean something 0��4336
condition by the employer in order to maintain the job 0��0157
bigger chance of finding a job 0��5000
I like working with people 0��3956
lower study requirements in this branch 0��0277
I want to help other people 0��4508
opportunity to gain university education 0��3183
popularity of this work 0��3324
I was not admitted to another university 0��0210
meaningful work 0��2123
higher probability of being admitted to university 0��4967
distance between university and residence 0��4732
I am interested in other people’s fates 0��0240
possibility of a higher income after completing university 0��4233
chances of promotion at work 0��1559
service to man in the sense of Christian morality 0��3583
need for further education in order to maintain the job 0��1274
interest in work in the social sphere 0��4864
I feel that this is my mission – to help other people 0��2723
family tradition 0��0708
goodwill of PF MBU 0��0199
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Summary of the research results, conclusions and 
recommendations for practice

In connection with the motivation for the study of social work we formulated 
a hypothesis: “We assume that the completed form of study will not influence the 
preference of motives for the study of social work”. Statistically significant differ-
ences were shown with the motives of lower study requirements in this branch, 
popularity of this work, possibility of a higher income after completing university, 
the need for further education in order to maintain the job and goodwill of PF 
MBU (cf�� Table 7)��

Table 7: The significance of differences of the motives in relation to the 
completed form of study (full-time and part-time study) 

Motive p

lower study requirements in this branch 0��00503
popularity of this work 0��00879
possibility of a higher income after completing university 0��00342
need for further education in order to maintain the job 0��01993
goodwill of PF MBU 0��00018

By formulating the assumption we wanted to point to the fact that the form of 
completed study (full-time, part-time) does not have a strong influence on the 
initial motivation of the social work novices when choosing the study�� On the basis 
of the research results we state that the hypothesis has not been confirmed. Sta-
tistical differences in relation to the completed form of study have been manifested 
in five out of the 21 offered motives��

We consider positively the fact that there have been no statistical differences 
between full-time and part-time study graduates in view of the most significant 
altruistic motives confirmed by the research, which is a desirable manifestation in 
relation to the needs of practice and particularly of the social clients – graduates 
in both forms of study are of equal quality in the pro-social tendency�� Subsequently, 
by means of Spearman correlation coefficient we tested the presence of correlations 
among individual pro-social motivational factors out of which some are relevant 
– the motive I want to help other people versus the motive of meaningful work, 
versus interest in work in the social sphere, versus I feel that this is my mission, as 
well as the motive I like working with people versus I want to help other people; 
this was performed within the whole research sample�� 

Our findings in the field of motivation for the study of social work at PF MBU 
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from the perspective of social work graduates also correspond with the findings of 
the research on applicants’ motivation for the study of social work at PF MBU 
which was performed in 2002�� As A�� Gregorová and M�� Krystoň (2005, p ��689) 
state, applicants for the full-time and part-time study of social work preferred as 
the most significant group of motives the one expressing desire to work with 
people and help them; they not only see meaning in this work, but also consider 
it to be their mission�� The median of the stated motives represented value 1�� 

The research which was carried out showed that the crucial motives for choos-
ing the social work study at the Pedagogical Faculty of MBU in Banská Bystrica 
are the pro-social motivational factors in both forms of study�� Since these motives 
play a decisive role already at the beginning of the professional path – when decid-
ing on the study – it can be expected that while performing the profession in 
practice they are those motives which to a large extent influence the quality of 
assistance provided by the social worker�� This phenomenon seems to be desirable 
for the study of social work and its further development and cultivation can be 
of fundamental importance during the study as well as while performing the 
profession of social work in practice��
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Abstract

The report deals with the project of research in pedagogical staffs in educational 
institutes within the Czech Republic�� The research is planned for three years, i��e�� 
2006–2008�� At the first stage there will be the institutions chosen which are close 
to the so-called community system by their nature, and on the contrary, the insti-
tutions which are run in a classical subordinative way�� These two groups of institu-
tions will be subsequently subjected to an analysis�� 
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dinate culture and style of management; professional curriculum vitae of educators 
and teachers; educational and psychotherapeutic procedures

1 The report came into existence based on the research project of the Agency of Grants of 
the Czech Republic no�� 406/06/0731 Community system in resocialization facilities for ado-
lescents��
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Children’s homes with school and re-educational institutes

First of all, two most important school divisions play a part in the re-educational 
institutes in the Czech Republic�� These are the children’s homes with school (for 
the children up to the age of 15) and educational institutes2 (for the youth of the 
age up to 18, or up to 19 years old)��� 

The research concern in children’s homes with school and educational institutes4 
was focused so far, first of all, on three spheres: on the research into clientele, on 
the research into personnel and on the research into psychotherapeutic activities�� 
Based on recent examinations the usual opinion concerning the clientele of re-
educational institutes� is that it is more aggressive, more insensitive when compared 
with past times but at the same time that it is more efficient in its social aspect, that 
it realizes its rights (but not its duties to the same extent) and that it is much more 
self-confident�� It lays also bigger claims to material provision�� The number of clients 
who are able only of minimum changes, has also incrased (Večerka, Halas, Štěchová, 
2000; Vocilka 2001)��

The researches in most cases did not show a direct relation between the clients’ 
stay in re-education institute and their subsequent tendency towards adaptive 
behaviour within the scope of a longer period of time after the termination of 
institutional education�� Catamnestic examinations (Radilová, 1960/61; Štěpan��k, 

2 Besides the children’s homes with school and educational institutes also the diagnostic 
institutes and some other facilities of resocialization and re-education belong to the re-educa-
tional institutes whose facilities however do not exert long term influence on the wards (for 
example diagnostic institutes) or they are not focused on the intensive institutional continuous 
care�� The so-called centres of educational care are examples of the facilities of rather prevention 
educational activity�� 

� The age of the clients admitted to the educational institutes may be modified under specific 
circumstances, which is, however, not of fundamental relevance from the point of view of the 
content orientation of this report�� 

4 The children’s homes with school and educational institutes are pedagogical institutes for 
children with decreed institutional education and with imposed protective education�� The 
latest legislative framework for these institutes is found first of all: 1) in the Collection of laws 
no�� 109/2002 (Act from 02/05/2002) about the execution of institutional education or protective 
education in school facilities and about preventive educational care in school facilities and about 
amendment of other codes; 2) in the Collection of laws no�� 383/2005�� Act from 08/19/2005 
which amends the act no�� 109/2002 Coll�� of execution of institutional or protective educational 
care in school facilities and of protective educational care in school facilities and of amendment 
of other acts as amended by latter regulations and other related acts��

� Besides the concept “facility“ we also use a concept “institution“ and a concept “organiza-
tion“�� All the three concepts are considered to be synonyms�� 
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Novák, 1976; Fischerová, 1980, Smutná 1980) usually cautiously declare that there 
occurred certain positive development at some former wards of re-education 
institutes�� However, apparently other factors connected with the destiny of the 
ward after the termination of institutional re-education have a big influence on the 
evolution of former clients, which is not recorded by usual catamnestic examina-
tions in detail anyway��

When observing the personnel of re-education institutes (Večerka, Halas, 
Štěchová, 2000; Vocilka, 2001; Lakomá, 1993) its low qualification is usually stated, 
first of all at its educators�� On the contrary, relatively high employee turnover of 
personnel was characteristic (first of all in the seventies, eighties and partially also 
in the nineties)�� Then there are small numbers of workers (especially educators) 
with the first rate psychotherapeutic training stated (Kožnár, Štúbová, 1981; Kožnár, 
1990)�� The need to develop and to deepen the educational system being in com-
petence of a given re-education institute does not most often appear in the mind 
of personnel�� Rather complaints about the external conditions, worsening clientele 
and so on appear as prominent ones�� 

There was relatively high attention devoted to the sphere of psychotherapy as one 
of the parts of educational programmes of re-education institutes in the research as 
opposed to educational programmes in their whole (Novák, Skulová, 1978, 1979; 
Kožnár, Štůrová, 1981; Koudelková, 1980; Koudelková, 1980; Lányova, 1981; Kolář, 
1988; Chyžnajová, 1989; Kožnár, 1990; Lakomá, 1993 and others)�� First of all, the 
following statements ensue of the results of published examinations:

1)  mainly group psychotherapy and its various forms are indicated in the re-
education, which does not mean an underestimation of individual 
approach;

2)  necessity of introduction of different educational and therapeutic systems 
for pubescents and adolescents;

3)  necessity of differentiation also from points of view different from the age 
ones or from the point of view of the degree of blame (importance of symp-
tomathology);

4)  the problem of compatibility of the role of an educator and of the role of 
a psychotherapist is more and more frequently discussed�� For example, one 
of the educators who is quoted by Kožnár (1990, page 11) understands the 
problem in the following way: “An educator must approach the wards with 
a set of rules in his/her hands and he/she must punish in a stereotypical way 
often also pursuant to the methodological instructions, because the justness 
of the degree of punishment has been controlled�� And then within the course 
of several minutes the educator must turn into a psychotherapist, into a group 
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leader who is informed about unpleasant intimate matters��” We want to 
believe that the stated experience with the conception of the work of 
an educator already belong to the past�� 

We are convinced that the role of an educator and the role of a psychotherapist 
are compatible (Kožnár, 1990, p�� 52): “… even though not always smooth and free 
of difficulties��“ We will go even deeper and we will say that just this consolidation 
of the role of an educator and a psychotherapist is a presupposition of successful 
re-education in re-educational institutes�� Then an interdigitation of educational 
and psychotherapeutic system is a presupposition of successful re-education at the 
level of an institution�� 

Total institution or community?

When investigating children’s homes with school and educational institutes 
(hereinafter referred to as educational institutes) in a similar way as investigating 
other similar divisions we understand the concept “culture of organization”, the 
concept “climate of organization” and the concept “style of management of the 
organization” to be the initial concepts�� For example I�� Nový (1996, p�� 27) consid-
ers “…specific ways of interaction and communication among people, the princi-
ples, rules and social standards influencing and modifying their mutual coexistence 
in a certain community” to be the culture of an organization�� In his opinion the 
culture is first of all of immaterial nature�� E��H�� Schein (1969) exceeds the scope of 
interaction and communication in his limitation�� The culture has three basic levels 
in his opinion:

a) the level of basic life ideas, values and attitudes of workers,
b) the level of rules of labour and social conduct,
c)  the level of symbolically expressed targets of the institution and of its basic 

principles of operation��
There exist many other limitations, which is true namely in manufacturing and 

business organizations (cf�� in detail Pfeifer, Ulmaufová, 1993)�� We do not find 
direct attempts to identify the culture of educational institutes in the professional 
Czech literature�� They are most similar to our problems of schools out of attempts 
to delimit the cultures of pedagogical organizations�� Let us remind, for example, 
a limitation by E�� Walterová (2001), who includes the following within the concept 
of school culture: school climate, style of management of people, cohesion at 
application of common strategies, pedagogical conception, interpersonal relations, 
motivating factors, school natural environment and school image�� We can find 
a detailed analysis of various attitudes to the concept of school culture in the 
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publications of Brno team led by M�� Pol (Pol et al��, 2002; Pol�� et al��, 2005 a), first of 
all in the book by Pol, Hloušková, Novotný, Zounek (eds��) Culture of school (2005 
b)�� We understand the limitation of the concept of school culture (often understood 
in various ways) to be important, first of all, as a pedagogical concept which is  
closest to the so-called integrative attitude�� This means (op��cit��, p�� 18) “…to orien-
tate considerably to the key process which is under its course in school and which 
relates to the first objective of school existence (learning and teaching)“�� In case of 
re-education institutes the merit of the pedagogical aspect would obligatorily 
consist in educational processes including not only cognitive but also sensomotoric 
and first of all social teaching�� 

The concept of the culture of an organization is saturated among others, by the 
climate of the organization and also by the climate of the pedagogical organization�� 
J�� Mareš (Čáp, Mareš, 2001) connects the concept with the environment of school 
and with the social atmosphere of school�� Unlike the atmosphere the social climate 
(op��cit��, p�� 582) “…determines the long-term phenomena which are typical just of 
a particular school: phenomena lasting months or years��“ The social atmosphere 
(op��cit��, p�� 583) then pursuant to this author “…expresses a variability and short 
duration�� The school atmosphere is then a short time phenomenon, conditioned 
by the situation, it changes during the teaching day or a week�� Its phenomena last 
tens of minutes, hours or days��“ Frequent criteria of division of school climate and 
of other qualities in school are described by, for example, H�� Grecmanová (1997) 
and D�� Nezvalová (2002)��

The culture of a pedagogical organization as well as its climate, as mentioned by 
many authors (cf�� above) relates to the style of management of a pedagogical 
organization to a considerable extent�� Also this phenomenon is relatively signifi-
cantly used in the Czech as well as foreign literature�� The concept has a number of 
dimensions which will not be analysed in this report for spatial reasons�� We 
understand the way of a purposeful effect to the activities of workers of a peda-
gogical organization in such a way as to reach more perfect status when compared 
with the initial status to be the concept of the management style of a pedagogical 
organization (Sekera, 2001, p�� 20–21)�� First of all, objectives and values of the 
school authority, management of the institute, other personnel who participate in 
management and so resolve the fact which is understood to be a “more perfect 
status”�� Also the clients (wards, pupils, students) of the pedagogical organization 
need not be excluded from the management�� 

What is the situation in re-education institutes concerning their culture, climate 
and management styles? 

In fact there exist two extreme positions of “cultures” of educational institutes 
which are important from our point of view�� They are closely connected with the 
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climate and with the style of management and also with the formal and informal 
structure of these institutes�� Most educational institutes probably move on the scale 
between these two extremes�� 

The first extreme position is represented by educational institutes like total 
institutions�� Total institutes are an extreme of the classical bureaucratic and sub-
ordinative conception of culture and management�� Unlike schools, educational 
institutes are exposed to such a danger relatively significantly due to a number of 
causes�� It ensues already from the characteristic of the basic features of total insti-
tutions which were limited by E�� Goffman (1961):

1)  they connect activities which are performed separately in a modern society 
(sleeping, work, leisure time) under the same roof,

2)  all these activities are performed in the presence of other people,
3)  the wards and the personnel are against each other, there is a great social 

distance between them and their mutual behaviour is strictly regulated,
4)  the institutions take all the responsibility for the wards during all the time of 

their stay, 
5)  all the activities may be enforced on the wards to a various extent, 
6)  there is no institution of family life and of household there��
The opposite pole and thereby the other extreme position of the institutional 

scene is represented by a community culture and community system of manage-
ment in our opinion�� We understand them to be a top of what is described by, for 
example, T�� Bush (1995) as a model of collegiality at schools (for more details cf�� 
also Sekera, 2001, pp�� 77–81) and what is described, for example, as a model defin-
ing a role (Vander Ven, 1994, pp�� 247–269) in conceptions of management of 
assisting organizations��

Maxwell Jones (1968, 1982), founder of community system, characterizes it as 
(Kratochv��l, 1979, p�� 9) “… a certain style of work of the whole department or the 
whole medical institution which establishes open communication and if possible 
democratic relations at all the levels with the utilization of therapeutic possibilities 
hidden in all team members, in patients and in their mutual interaction”�� 

For example, O�� Matoušek (1995, p�� 121) characterizes an institutional thera-
peutic culture in a similar way as: “… such a climate of an institution which sup-
ports the cooperation of professionals, their obliging attitude to the clients, 
sometimes it is completed by the support of personal growth of the clients and of 
the professional growth of the workers of the institution��” Overall we can say that 
the community system creates ideal conditions for the environmental therapy�� 

Community in the narrow conception is usually understood as a psychothera-
peutic method�� However, we understand it as a community in a wider figurative 
sense at this stage of consideration, whose sense is understood to be a form of 
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management of an organizational unit or institution�� Its main features are 1) free 
communication (permissivity), 2) participation of personnel as well as of clients 
in the management and decision making 3) respecting of individuality of man and 
4) consistent interpersonal feeling�� M�� Jones (Hartl, 1997, p�� 180) states three basic 
theses:

a)  “to create bilateral communication among the personnel, patients and a group 
of external assistants“,

b)  “to provide for decision making at all the levels in such a way for everyone 
to identify with the targets of department and with a change in the treatment 
of patients“,

c)  to create a therapeutic culture, “… which consists of mutually obliging atti-
tudes and parts which are held by both patients and personnel in the com-
munity”�� 

 The philosophy of the work of a leading worker consists first of all in facilitating 
and it is supported by the following aspects:

•  he/she recognizes the professional knowledge and qualities of professionals 
and he/she tries to comply with their professional requirements,

•  he/she is appointed to the position only after long-term successful work of an 
expert within the organization, 

•  he/she sees the main significance of management in looking for the ways how 
it is possible to initiate experts to inventive work,

•  his/her authority has been reached based on professional knowledge and on 
professional qualities, not based on an official position�� 

Delimitation of our problem, of the targets and tasks 
of the research

Our research problems may be delimited by two initial questions while we 
consider the second one to be fundamental:

1)  Are there any educational institutes which would be close to the community 
culture and to the community system of management of pedagogical staffs of 
these institutions at least in some spheres? 

2)  In which pedagogically significant dimensions do the educational institutes 
which are close to the community system by its conception differ from the ones 
which are rather closer to the classical bureaucratic and subordinate culture 
and style of management or even to the total institution? 

We will implement the comparison first of all within the sphere of:
1) management of the educational institute 
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2) work of educators (by elaboration of their professional curriculum vitae), 
3)  work of teachers (again by elaboration of their professional curriculum vitae),
4)  cooperation of the educational institute with other institutions which are 

important for the activities of this facility,
5)  cooperation of the educational institute with of the wards’ parents,
6)  system of educational and therapeutic activities��
Our targets and thereby ensuing tasks may be briefly defined in the follow-

ing way: 
a)  to determine educational institutes: 1) which have at least some features of 

the community culture and of the style of management in pedagogical staffs, 
2) which are, on the contrary, supported first of all by the classical bureau-
cratic and subordinative culture of management, 

b)  to compare the culture and styles of management in the two above-men-
tioned educational institutes,

c)  in the two above-mentioned educational institutes to compare the coopera-
tion with institutions which are important for the activities of the particular 
type of educational institute,

d)  in the two above-mentioned educational institutes to compare their coop-
eration with the children’s parents within these facilities,

e)  to elaborate the educators’ professional curriculum vitae and to implement 
their comparison in the two above-mentioned educational institutes, 

f)  to elaborate the teachers’ professional curriculum vitae and to implement 
their comparison in the two above-mentioned educational institutes, 

g)  to compare the system of educational and therapeutic activities in the two 
above-mentioned educational institutes,

Sampling of educational institutes (1st stage of research)

The first stage of the research (pre-research) is focused on the sampling of 
educational institutes for the research itself�� Its implementation was executed in 
2006��

Pursuant to the data supplied by the Ministry of Education, youth and physical 
education (2006) and pursuant to the study of M�� Vocilka (2001) there exist 34 
educational institutes including the facilities where the educational institute is 
connected with children’s home and school�� The facilities are “cumulated” pre-
dominantly in 4 basic territories of the Czech Republic�� We delimited these terri-
tories very roughly for the practical purposes and we called them Western Bohemia, 
North, Eastern Moravia, South�� We added also the institutions which do not belong 
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to these territories unambiguously from the point of view of their geographical 
location but which are closer to some of these territories than to the other ones 
anyway�� Within the scope of these four territories we chose three facilities of each 
of the territory by means of random selection (table of random numerals)�� In total 
we first chose 12 educational institutes or educational institutes connected with 
children’s home and school this way�� This is 1/3 of the existing educational institutes 
or educational institutes connected with children’s home and school in the Czech 
Republic�� 

The consent of the principal/headmaster/headmistress with the implementation 
of the pre-research was another condition of categorization within the wide sample 
of educational institutes�� The principals of the predicted institutions were concur-
rently thoroughly introduced to the target of the first as well as the second part of 
the research examination�� At the same time, we provided a guarantee of anonym-
ity towards the governed facilities and towards their authorities (the Ministry of 
Education, youth and physical education)�� We guaranteed the anonymity also to 
individual respondents (members of pedagogical staff)�� We only stated that in case 
of concern the principals will receive feedback in such a sense that we would 
introduce them to the situation concerning the position of their facility within the 
observed sphere when compared with the other educational institutes being within 
the research (without detailed specification)�� 

At the following stage of the research we are going to choose at least two and 
not more than three facilities out of the sample of educational institutes whose 
facilities show the best parameters of approaching the extreme positions being 
observed by us whose positions are the community system and bureaucratic and 
subordinate style of the management of pedagogical staffs or the total institution�� 
The sample created this way will be subjected to a detailed analysis pursuant to the 
above-mentioned spheres�� 

Methods of data collection within the pre-research 
(1st stage of research, 2006)

When choosing the methods of climate investigation among the pedagogical 
personnel of educational institutes we came out of the fact that the time burden of 
the respondents must not be very high�� This means that we had to use a limited 
number of diagnostic tools�� The battery of selected methods should allow multiple 
administration at the same time�� We presupposed that from the point of view of 
organizing it would be rather relatively demanding for the principal to ensure the 
maximum attendance of the pedagogical personnel within the investigation at the 
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facility the operation of which cannot be stopped�� Part of the staff will be engaged 
by the work with children in order for the other part to be able to devote time to 
our research�� At the end we chose three methods via questionnaire and we applied 
even the fourth method via questionnaire to the principal and his deputy�� 

The Scale of social atmosphere by the group of authors T�� Kollárik, V�� Černý, E�� 
Letovancová, E�� Poliaková and A�� Ritomský (1993, revised 2nd publication) was the 
first used method�� This is a standardized questionnaire in the scope of 200 items�� 
The items saturate 10 dimensions: 1) psychological atmosphere, 2) interpersonal 
relations, 3) cooperation, 4) development, maturity of the group, 5) communica-
tion, 6) style of management, 7) relation to work, 8) focus on success, 9) social 
integration and 10) satisfaction�� The application of the questionnaire provides 
information about the degree of development in particular dimensions and also 
the status of the observed problems in the particular facility as a whole�� With the 
view to the fact that this is a standardized method we consider the following 
description to be redundant�� 

The OCDQ–RS questionnaire (Measurement of the climate of school and of 
pedagogical staff) was the second method accepted�� The questionnaire concerning 
the school conditions was standardized by J�� Lašek (2001, pp�� 119–129) whose kind 
consent was given to modify the questionnaire for the educational institutes�� The 
questionnaire comprises 34 items evaluated by the scale of 4 degrees�� It detects 
5 components of the school climate (educational institute) as a whole: 1) sup-
portive behaviour of principal, 2) directive behaviour of principal, 3) engaged 
behaviour of pedagogical worker, 4) frustration of pedagogical worker and 5) inti-
mate behaviour of pedagogical worker��

Location of the items ascertaining the demographic data of respondents at the 
end of the questionnaire was part of our modification of the OCDQ–RS question-
naire�� We were ascertaining the professional categorization, gender, age, the dura-
tion of practical experience, completed education, present education of respondent 
and therapeutic and similar training�� 

The Questionnaire construed by us (the name does not contain any other speci-
fication) was the last utilized questionnaire determined for the whole pedagogical 
staff�� Its target is to contribute to the ascertainment to what extent the workplaces 
as a whole approach the community model of management based on the responses 
of respondents or, on the contrary to ascertain to what extent they approach the 
classical bureaucratic and subordinat conception of management with features of 
total institutions�� The Questionnaire observes four dimensions by means of 25 items: 
1) freedom of communication, 2) participation in management and decision mak-
ing, 3) respecting of man’s individuality and 4) consistent interpersonal feeling�� Most 
items are of an alternative character�� Seven items require free responses��
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The Scale of the measurement of management style by T�� Kollárik and J�� Müllner 
(1976) was the last tool used by us which was presented only to the principals and 
deputy principals of the examined facilities�� The scale comprises three dimensions, 
the first two of which are saturated by 15 items of the scale of eight degrees�� The 
first one requires respondents to deliminate a personality they would cooperate 
with best, the second one requires him/her to deliminate a personality he/she 
would cooperate with worst�� The third dimension is focused on group atmosphere 
and it is saturated by ten items of the scale of eight degrees�� The standardized 
questionnaire should help to identify the management style by the principals and 
deputy principals in the sense of their “focus on people” or “focus on tasks”�� 

We will compare the obtained data of particular dimensions of all the used 
methods�� The stated examinations should serve as criteria for the selection of the 
mentioned sample of the educational institutes with the features of community 
system and with the features of classical non-community system�� 

The analysis of the management style of the educational institute 
(2nd stage of the research)

At the second stage of the implementation of the research project which will be 
executed in 2007 we want to analyse the six (b–g) objectives already mentioned 
(see above) in detail which is true at the selected sample of 4–6 educational insti-
tutes�� As has been stated, one group of educational institutes (2–3 facilities) should 
demonstrate at least partially the features of the community system of culture and 
management and the other group (2–3 facilities) should, on the contrary, demon-
strate the features of the system of classical subordinate culture and manage-
ment�� 

With the view to the fact that other spheres (work of educators, their professional 
curriculum vitae; work of teachers, their professional curriculum vitae; the coop-
eration of educational institute with other institutions which are important for the 
activity of this facility; the cooperation of educational institute with the parents of 
the wards; system of educational and therapeutic activities) are described in other 
reports of the members of the team of solvers, we briefly inform only about the 
basic intention within the sphere of the analysis of the culture and style of manage-
ment of educational institutes�� 

We will cover the sphere of management by qualitative as well as quantitative 
research tools�� We will utilize a semistructured interview with the principals and 
representatives of educational institutes as well as with some pedagogical workers 
out of the educators and teachers�� The modified spheres stated by Pol and Novotný 
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(2005 a) may serve as a certain inspiration for us: a vision of a principal and his/her 
deputy, a conception of possibilities of re-education (internal change) of the wards 
based on educational and therapeutic procedures applied at the facility in question, 
the communication with the wards and solution of conflicts, professional develop-
ment of the educators and teachers of the educational institute, solution of the 
conflict among the staff (especially pedagogical one) and so on��

The analysis of the documentation of educational institutes should be another 
source of information, namely, first of all, for the purpose of the investigation of 
the formal structure of the facility�� 

We will try to seize the following aspects by quantitative methods whose aspects 
are connected with the culture of the facility and its management: 

1)  we will implement an analysis of the informal structure of the facility (by 
means of sociometric measurements),

2)  we will try to ascertain pedagogically significant values of the personnel as a 
whole as well as in its individual formal and informal groups by means of the 
methodology of value and orientational unity (e��g�� Janoušek, et al��, 1986),

3)  we will try to ascertain the level of cohesion in pedagogically significant 
values of the personnel as a whole as well as in its individual formal and 
informal groups by means of the same methodology,

4)  we will identify selected personality qualities of (pedagogical) personnel by 
means of standardized psychological tools�� We will try to observe the found 
qualities in relation to the way of management, to the value orientation and 
to the cohesion in the formal as well as informal structure of the personnel, 
in relation to the climate and other aspects being effective in the facility in 
question�� 

At the end we would like to note that final delimitation of used tools will be 
a subject of other clarification�� 
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The Influence of Gender on Achievement Motivation 
of Students

Abstract

The contribution focuses on the investigation into the influence of gender on 
students’ achievement motivation�� Achievement motivation perceived as a relatively 
stable predisposition of an individual is an important factor of achievement�� The 
research was performed on the sample of 213 university students, out of whom 
102 were women and 111 men�� The research method was achievement motivation 
inventory (AMI), which diagnoses the achievement motive, anxiety hindering 
achievement and anxiety supporting achievement�� The research findings have 
confirmed assumptions about gender differences in all the measured variables��

Key words: achievement motivation, gender differences, achievement motive, anxi-
ety hindering achievement, anxiety supporting achievement

Introduction

The theory of achievement motivation started to form in the Anglo-Saxon 
countries already in the 1930s thanks to F�� Hopp who analysed psychological 
conditions for structuring an activity on the basis of new goals�� The term achieve-
ment motive was mentioned for the first time in the works of H�� A�� Murray in the 
1930s�� Later, J��D�� Frank attempted to elaborate a projective method determined for 
the diagnostics of motivational peculiarities�� It was D��C�� McClelland and his col-
leagues J��W�� Atkinson, R��A�� Clark and E��L�� Lowel who succeeded in this effort and 
in 1953 they published the paper: “The achievement motive“�� At that time the 
theory of achievement motivation aroused interest not only of the professional, 
but also the general public�� Other authors responded to the well-known theory, 
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for example, H�� Heckhausen with the cognitive concept of achievement motiva-
tion (the 1960s), D�� Birch, J��O�� Raynor, M�� Horner and N��T�� Feather with a prospec-
tive-cognitive model of achievement motivation (the 1970s), U�� Buckert, W�� U�� 
Mayer, H��D�� Schmalt with an interactional model of achievement motivation, and 
others�� The first more comprehensive definition of achievement motivation was 
derived from the classic model of McClelland (1976), according to which achieve-
ment motivation can be perceived as a relatively stable predisposition of an indi-
vidual which represents one of the important factors of achievement�� To the more 
recent definitions of achievement motivation belongs the definition by T�� Clark, 
P��R�� Varadarajan and K��M�� Pride (1994; according to: E��A�� Ward, 1997), according 
to which achievement motivation is a multidimensional concept defined as a 
competition with standards of excellence or as people’s desire to set and realize goals 
for themselves�� According to E��A�� Ward (1997) people with high achievement 
motivation:

a) are potentially energetic employees with intense concentration on work;
b) are competitive;
c) centre their thoughts on improving achievement;
d) are focused on achievement goals;
e) have big managerial potential;
f) are proactive��
In relation to achievement motivation, naturally already D��C�� McClelland and 

his colleagues (1953; according to J�� S�� Hyde, K��C�� Kling, 2001) were interested in 
the influence of gender on the level of achievement motivation�� Since the findings 
have been changing over the years, obviously also thanks to the emancipation 
efforts of women, we have decided to research into the issue in our conditions at 
present��

1. Theoretical analysis of the issue

J��S�� Hyde and K��C�� Kling (2001) in a research article called: “Women, motivation 
and achievement“ point out that the classic research by McClelland was based on 
the fact that the occurrence of achievement motivation is very low in women, and 
therefore they were excluded from the research�� Research that was performed from 
1950 to 1960 pointed to the fact that women have a lower level of achievement 
motivation than men in accordance with the social emphasis of the time when 
women stayed at home instead of venturing into the achievement-oriented world 
of work�� However, further research indicates that women’s achievement motivation 
has increased over time�� J�� Veroff and C�� Depner (ibid) found out that the achieve-
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ment motivation of American women increased from 1957 to 1976 and Jenkins 
determined an increase from 1967 to 1981�� Several contemporary studies point to 
gender differences in achievement motivation�� According to J��S�� Hyde and K��C�� 
Kling (2001) the increase in women’s achievement motivation was probably caused 
by better opportunities to gain education and also to find employment�� Similar 
findings were also reported by B��A�� Greene, T��K�� DeBacker (2004), who state in 
their study that in the 1960s men and women differed more significantly in long-
term goals and future plans�� Men expressed mainly plans concerning a career in 
sciences and technologies and also gaining prestige and good earnings�� Women 
focused more on personal comfort and altruistic behaviour in the future�� R�� Fioren-
tine (ibid) in long-term research carried out in the period from 1969 to 1984 found 
out that the women’s plans to achieve a higher status and authority were gradually 
increasing over time�� T�� Gjesme (1979; according to B��A�� Greene, T��K�� DeBacker, 
2004) found out a higher level of future orientation in girls, and that mainly in its 
anticipation and in the work place�� The higher level of future orientation was 
related positively to the motive of success and negatively to the motive of avoiding 
failure�� In later similar research T�� Gjesme found out that female students with a 
low level of future orientation and with low abilities had a higher level of motiva-
tion to avoid failure�� The authors of the expectancy-value theory, J��S�� Eccles and 
his colleagues (1983; according to B��A�� Greene, T��K�� DeBacker, 2004), used the 
system of expectancy-values to study the influence of psychological and develop-
mental factors on the choice of academic tasks and achievements�� Expectancies 
are influenced by past achievement results, but also by the individual’s interpreta-
tion of past results, of perceived ability in the task and by perceiving the task, 
particularly the difficulty of the task�� This model consists of two main constructs, 
and thus expectancy for success in the task and perceived value of achievement 
area of operation�� Boys and men often have higher expectancy for success than 
girls and women, though this fact can be explained by the historical concept of 
gender roles, gender stereotypes�� Studies in the 1970s showed generally lower 
expectancies in female students regardless of age (I��H�� Frieze et al��, 1978; according 
to B��A�� Greene, T��K�� DeBacker, 2004)�� In the 1980s and 1990s also other findings 
were reported; and thus higher expectancies in men in stereotypically male realms, 
such as e��g�� mathematics (J�� S�� Eccles, 1984; according to: B��A�� Greene, T��K�� DeBacker, 
2004) and sports, and higher expectancies in women in stereotypically female 
realms such as English and music�� In our conditions, O�� Řehulková and L�� Osecká 
(1996, p�� 262) investigated gender differences in achievement motivation in school 
by means of Pekrun’s scale of achievement motivation�� They found out that the 
profiles of girls and boys are statistically significant in the individual items of the 
inventory�� However, a gender difference in the total score of the achievement 
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motivation scale has not been confirmed�� B��A�� Greene and T��K�� DeBacker (2004) 
discovered the biggest gender differences in the character of future goals�� Men have 
higher goals, but fewer goals than women�� Women showed differences in expect-
ancies mainly regarding their future careers, women focus more on interpersonal 
goals�� In relation to gender differences in achievement motivation there are inter-
esting findings concerning the need to avoid success, which was studied by  
M��S�� Horner (1969; according to A�� Plháková, 2005) among female university 
students by applying the method of unfinished sentences�� M��S�� Horner found out 
that fear of success is quite frequent among girls, which at that time was obviously 
connected with a passive, non-competitive role which society at the time expected 
them to fulfil�� Girls felt that it was not feminine to be successful in academics�� 
According to M��S�� Horner girls were afraid that if they were ambitious, others 
would treat them deprecatingly�� S��R�� Jenkins (1987; according to A�� Plháková, 
2005) monitored in the long-term the career of women, who graduated from 
university in 1967�� Women with a high need for successful performance very often 
became teachers; however, they rarely attempted to join the sphere of business or 
industry�� S��R�� Jenkins came to the conclusion that the teaching profession enables 
satisfaction of achievement needs without being in conflict with the traditional 
female role in contrast to the career of, e��g��, a business manageress�� Similarly, also 
S�� Kariková (2006) and M�� Valihorová (1995) point to the fact that exactly the 
choice of the teaching profession is significantly influenced by gender in terms of 
social determination�� Women’s ambitions are thus manifested in a way which takes 
into account social stereotypes�� G��H�� Elder and D��J�� MacInnis (1983; according to 
A�� Plháková, 2005) investigated a set of girls aged 17 and 18, who, on the basis of 
scores reached in an interest inventory, were divided into a group oriented entirely 
to family and a group which was interested in both family and career�� All the girls 
were measured also for the need for successful performance�� In adulthood these 
motives manifested differently among investigated persons�� Women with an above-
average need for success, who were oriented to family, invested a big effort into 
partnership relations and starting a family�� For them success meant a satisfying 
family life�� Ambitious women focused on both career and family entered marriage 
relatively late and before getting married they dedicated great effort to their occu-
pational promotion�� G��H�� Elder and D��J�� MacInnis came to the conclusion that 
women with a big need for successful performance carry out their ambitions in 
a way which corresponds to their self-notion and their place in the world�� At 
present, the cultural delimitation of a male and female role has changed consider-
ably�� Women are rather concerned about the dilemma family versus career�� 

The latest research findings among university students include the results by 
L�� Pašková (2006), who states that boys have a higher achievement motivation than 
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girls�� As regards the individual dimensions participating in the total motivation 
for achievement, a significant difference was revealed in the following aspects: 
confidence in success, competitiveness, eagerness to learn, fearlessness, preference 
for difficult tasks, independence, engagement, dominance, goal setting, and self-
control��

2. Research goals

As follows from the previous subchapter, differences between men and women 
in achievement motivation are determined historically�� On the basis of the pre-
sented findings the situation has been changing over time in favour of women, 
despite this in the 1990s O�� Řehulková and L�� Osecká (1996) pointed in their study 
to gender differences in achievement motivation�� Women in general show higher 
situational anxiety than men, which is also related to their experiencing of stress 
in achievement situations�� This ambivalence has led us to investigating this rela-
tionship and formulating the main research goal, which is the determination of 
the influence of gender on the factors of students’ achievement motivation�� On the 
basis of the goal we formulated the following hypotheses: 

H1�� We assumed that women would reach a lower level of the achievement 
motive than men��

H2�� We assumed that women would reach a higher level of anxiety hindering 
achievement than men��

H3�� We assumed that women would reach a lower level of anxiety supporting 
achievement than men��

We verified the hypotheses by means of a achievement motivation inventory 
(AMI), which was constructed on the basis of Hermans’ concept of achievement 
motivation�� The inventory contains 52 items and consists of three scales: the scale 
of achievement motive (AM)-24 items, the scale of anxiety hindering achievement 
(AH)-17 items and the scale of anxiety supporting achievement (AS)-10 items�� The 
achievement motive (AM) is characterized mainly by the following aspects: 
Achievement behaviour is formed by 8 items of the type: “I like working��” “My 
friends and acquaintances consider me to be hard-working��” The aspiration level 
is formed by 5 items of the type: “I do not avoid work which requires responsibil-
ity��” “When I do something, it must be perfect��“ Persistence at work is formed by 
5 items: “Persistence is an important quality��“ “If I get down to demanding work, 
I can hardly stop��“ Future time orientation is formed by 6 items of the type: “I like 
planning��” “In general, I am focused on future��” The scale of achievement motive 
forms a relatively heterogeneous scale�� The scale of anxiety hindering achievement 
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(AH) represents self-confession of a decrease in achievement, loss of readiness and 
activity in states of stress aroused particularly in critical, burdensome or new situ-
ations�� The scale of anxiety supporting achievement (AS) is related mainly to 
a moderate state of stress and mobilization of activity as favourable conditions of 
good performance��

The inventory was standardized on the choices of university and secondary school 
youth�� When analysing the data we used a raw score of individual variables�� 

3. Research findings

The research sample in our research consisted of 213 university students, out 
of whom 102 were women and 111 men at the average age of 20�� We processed 
the obtained data into distribution curves and tested the significance of differ-
ences between the sexes by means of the statistical procedure Mann-Whitney 
U test�� 

On the basis of Graph 1, differences in achievement motive in dependence upon 
gender can be assumed�� The raw score of women culminates mainly at the mean 
values and then it sharply declines, whereas the curve with men is more regular�� 
On the basis of testing the significance of differences between the sexes in indi-
vidual variables we can find out that women have a statistically significant lower 
value of achievement motive than men (AM=85��47, SD=0��17, p-value=0��0148), 
Table 1�� 

Graph 1: Distribution of values of achievement motive 
in dependence upon gender

Women on average reach a significantly higher level of anxiety hindering 
achievement (Graph 2, Table 1) than men (p-value=0��0001)�� Similar conclusions 
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were also drawn by the authors of the AMI inventory (1984), who stated at its 
validation that women are more anxious and men reach a higher level of achieve-
ment motive�� Inter-gender differences in the higher anxiety of girls were also 
confirmed by Ľ�� Medveďová (1996), (J�� Daniel, 1984)�� Inter-gender differences in 
social anxiety were also confirmed by V�� Kubáni (1998)�� The findings by 
O�� Řehulková and L�� Osecká (1996, p�� 262) complete the picture of inter-gender 
specifics in achievement motivation, which were determined mainly by means of 
an item analysis of Pekrun’s scale of achievement motivation�� They state that 
a statistically significant difference has been confirmed for the item “they perform 
their tasks possibly the best“ and “even though the tasks are monotonous, they finish 
only if they are done“, where girls reached higher values than boys�� Another differ-
ence was revealed in the item “The school seems to me to be really difficult”, where 
the school seems to be really more difficult for girls than for boys�� The sources of 
higher anxiety hindering achievement in girls can probably be found in the com-
bination of endogenous and exogenous influences��

Graph 2: Distribution of values of anxiety hindering achievement 
in dependence upon gender

Women in our research sample reach a statistically significant lower level of 
anxiety supporting achievement (Table 1, Graph 3), although overall differences 
between men and women are not so significant�� The AMI inventory does not 
diagnose fear of failure which could be the reason for lower scores with some 
women, which was also confirmed by V�� Hrabal, F�� Man, I�� Pavelková (1984), who 
state that students with the need to avoid success include particularly girls who in 
some situations intentionally do not perform achievement so as not to threaten 
their relationships with other classmates��
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Graph 3: Distribution of values of anxiety supporting achievement 
in dependence upon gender

Table 1: Significance of inter-gender differences in individual variables 
in the total set

Women Men p-value
(Mann-Whitney U test)AM SD AM SD

achievement motive 85��47 0��17 89��77 17��28 0��0148 *
anxiety hindering achievement 55��38 12��62 48��31 12��92 0��0001***
anxiety supporting achievement 29��26 10��06 31��89 9��8 0��0048**

4. Discussion

Gender differences in achievement motivation are stated by several authors 
(McClelland, 1976, J��S�� Hyde, K��C�� Kling, 2001, B��A�� Greene, T��K�� DeBacker, 2004, 
O�� Řehulková, L�� Osecká, 1996, T�� Pardel, L�� Maršálová, A�� Hrabovská, 1984, 
L�� Pašková, 2006)�� We obtained the same findings�� Women reached a statistically 
significant lower value of achievement motive than men (p-value=0��0148)�� Women 
possess lower aspirations to gain achievement than men�� In spite of that, women 
in our set reached better grade averages�� We assume that with men the achievement 
motive can be focused on other, after-school activities (sport, a job during the 
study, various interest activities and the like)�� 

On the basis of our findings we can state that women on average reach a sig-
nificantly higher level of anxiety hindering achievement (AM=55��38) than men 
(AM=48��31), (p-value=0��0001)�� Similar findings are also stated by the authors of 
the AMI inventory (1984), further by Ľ�� Medveďová (1996), J�� Daniel (1984), 
V�� Kubáni (1998), O�� Řehulková and L�� Osecká (1996)�� Overall, women have higher 
anxiety in various situations of life and mainly in critical, burdensome or new 
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situations in which they often confess to the loss of readiness and activity and 
mainly a decrease in achievement�� We can probably find the reasons not only 
in endogenous, but also in exogenous influences��

In our research sample women reached a statistically significant lower level of 
anxiety supporting achievement (AM=29��26), although overall the differences 
between men (AM=31��89) (p-value=0��0048) and women were not so significant�� 
Similar findings are also stated by T�� Pardel, L�� Maršálová and A�� Hrabovská (1984)�� 
E�� Kováčová (2005) also found out moderate differences between genders in 
anxiety supporting achievement, in favour of men; however, the differences were 
not statistically significant�� Situations accompanied by a moderate state of stress 
are experienced by men apparently as more favourable for their achievement than 
women��

5. Conclusion

The presented findings confirm that in spite of the increasing emancipation of 
women, women are more anxious, they possess lower aspirations to gain achieve-
ment and they experience achievement situations worse than men�� Despite this, 
women have better grade averages�� Since the formation of achievement motivation 
is significantly influenced by the mechanisms of social learning in the course of 
education, we assume that it would be possible by gradual moderation of gender 
stereotypes in education to lead to a partial balancing of these differences between 
men and women�� Evidently, on the other hand, they cannot be eliminated com-
prehensively and completely, and apparently it would not be a desirable phenom-
enon�� Women are naturally more careful and more anxious, that is probably related 
to their important biological and social role as a mother who wants to protect her 
child from various dangerous situations�� Gaining achievement in our society is 
assessed particularly in the occupational area�� The AMI inventory is composed in 
a similar way; it contains a lot of items focused on work at school, preparation 
and aspirations in situations of testing�� If we questioned the generalized character 
of the achievement motive, similarly as B�� Weiner (B�� Weiner, 1990; according to: 
M�� Bong, 2004), or M�� Vaněk, V�� Hošek and F�� Man (1982), the situational variabil-
ity of a specific achievement need, in which a person feels for example competent, 
could lead to the assumption that women possess aspirations to gain achievement, 
however in specific activities, not in those relating to study�� It is remarkable that 
in spite of lower aspirations in study activities, women reach better grade averages 
than men�� This brings us to another assumption that it is possible that women are 
more influenced by social desirability and their answers copy the desirable feminine 
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ways of behaviour in achievement situations�� The worse experiencing of achieve-
ment situations is related to the higher affectivity of women in contrast to men�� 

In conclusion we can state that although our research has confirmed gender 
differences in individual factors of achievement motivation in favour of men, which 
we also assumed, they cannot be definitively generalised; they are valid mainly for 
our research sample�� The fact that there are increasingly more women at high posts 
proves that our society is changing and the labour market with interesting posts 
opens for both men and women�� The revealed gender differences reflect the natu-
ral femininity and masculinity and they have an undesirable influence only if they 
prevent an individual’s self-fulfilment and self-realization�� 
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Gender Differences in Achievement Motivation

Abstract

The paper deals with gender differences in achievement motivation of university 
students as well as searches for specific aspects of personality that participate in 
achievement motivation�� At the same time it presents an overview of the number 
of differences found out by means of LMI methodology��

Key words: Achievement motivation, gender, students, gender differences, independ-
ence, self-confidence, persistence.

Society gives moral and material rewards mainly to those individuals who achieve 
better-than-average results in their field and possess volitional characteristics such 
as diligence, persistence, determination, etc�� Achievement orientation can be 
observed during the whole ontogenesis (play, school, leisure activity, work)�� The need 
for achievement evolves gradually as the individual’s self evolves�� It includes the need 
for autonomy, which appears distinctly during the stage of becoming independent 
at about the age of three�� Apart from it also the need for competence, which is 
inseparably linked to the former, is actualized relatively soon�� It is the need “to be 
somebody“, “to understand something“, “to know, to be able to do something“��

The study of motivation is undoubtedly of fundamental importance for the 
understanding of human personality�� Motivation creates prerequisites for miscel-
laneous employment opportunities of the individual because it is a kind of driving 
power of human activity�� The current increase in requirements imposed upon 
a young person either at school, in the family or in employment requires an ade-
quate level of motivation for activities he/she does and which form the basis for 
reaching the set goals�� According to J�� Ferjenč��k and P�� Tatranová (2001) motivation 
determines how a person will behave and what will be the result of their action�� 
The important status of motivation is also confirmed by the Fleischman – Gagne’s 
rule, which freely states that besides abilities, motivation is a crucial factor in 
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Slovak Republic
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reaching adequate human achievement and can be used to a certain degree to 
compensate insufficient abilities��

Achievement = Abilities × Motivation

This relation was completed by M�� Zelina (1996) into the following form:

Achievement = Abilities × Motivation × Conditions

Today the concept of achievement motivation is understood as an independent 
unique area of psychology; however, despite this it is inseparably connected with 
the issue of general motivation�� We will therefore outline briefly their relation��

D��C�� McClelland et al�� (1953) introduced a distinction between an intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation system�� The intrinsic motivation system consists of such motives 
as the achievement motive, the motive of power, the motive of affiliation and the 
motive of intimacy which are of historical origin, they are biologically rooted and their 
effect does not presuppose conscious thought and control processes�� For example, we 
can be conscious of the goals of our own activity and at the same time focus our efforts 
on achieving them�� Those goals for which we strive consciously belong, according to 
D��C�� McClelland et al��, to the extrinsic motivation system�� The principal difference 
between the intrinsic motives and the extrinsic goals lies in the fact that whereas 
motives refer to a broad class of inciting qualities personal goals are connected only 
with the selected target objects�� The basis for the development of intrinsic motives is 
inborn readiness to react to specific, in a given situation acting environmental stimuli, 
by a specific way of behaviour�� The fact that these motives were acquired at the age 
when a child did not master the speech is considered to be the reason why the implicit 
motives have not reached the speech – symbolic level, which at the same time explains 
why they are not immediately accessible to consciousness��

On the grounds of the above classification we can include the achievement 
motive into the intrinsic motivation system��

For a long time a dominant theory of achievement motivation was the theory 
by D��C�� McClelland, J��W�� Atkinson and H�� Heckhausen which understands achieve-
ment motivation as the resulting tendency of an emotional conflict between the 
positive tendencies of approximation (expectation of success) and avoidance (fear 
of failure)�� Other close variables are: goal-setting, the probability of success and 
the preference for more difficult tasks�� Another concept to which the theories of 
achievement motivation refer today is that by H��A�� Murray�� This author postulated 
the need for achievement as a fundamental one in his taxonomy of needs�� The 
aspect of activity is evident in his concept which is similar to the later effectance 
– motive�� Today we come across a multitude of theories in the scientific literature 
which stress various aspects particularly of the presented starting points��
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Gender differences in achievement motivation

The research proper carried out in the first half of the last century (it means 
directly at the beginning of investigating into achievement motivation), by D��C�� 
McClelland et al�� pointed to much lower achievement motivation of women in 
comparison with men�� According to J��S�� Hyde and K��C�� Kling (2001) women were 
then excluded from the research on achievement motivation�� This can be explained 
in the light of the given period – it was typical of women to stay at home and take 
care of the household, which means that men prevailed in the working sphere 
which is of essential importance in forming achievement motivation�� Later in 
the 60s and 70s several researches stated an increase in achievement motivation of 
women (Verhoff, Depner, Jenkins…)�� It was probably caused by access to education 
as well as by the opportunity to work which increased with respect to women 
(Hyde, J��S��, Kling, K�� C��, 2001)�� The mentioned authors found out that achievement 
motivation is gender dependent��

On the basis of her findings M�� Hornerová (Pálen��k, Ľ��, 1994) adds to 2 types of 
people (success-oriented and oriented to avoidance of failure) a third one, which 
according to her is typical of women, the type avoiding success and thus motivated 
by avoiding success. The author explains that some women avoid academic or 
professional success because this is in conflict with their female role and threatens 
their experiencing of femininity, which finally leads to their social refusal (ibid)�� 

The presented findings point to differences in the achievement motivation of 
men and women�� Within the cognitive research these differences are ascribed to 
the attribution styles as personality characteristics�� Similarly oriented research 
applying Pekrun’s scale of achievement motivation was done by O�� Řehulková and 
L�� Osecká (1997) and they came to the finding that there are significant differences 
in achievement motivation of boys and girls at the level of its constituents (the total 
score did not reveal differences between boys and girls)�� Girls are more persistent 
in individual tasks and their achievement motive is focused on the task in contrast 
to boys who are more focused on their own ego�� 

Research problem and research hypotheses

Due to the minimum latest information in the scientific literature on the achieve-
ment motivation of men and women in Slovakia, we set a research problem to find 
out whether there is a difference in the achievement motivation of boys and girls. 
Apart from this we were interested whether there are also gender differences in 
individual dimensions participating in achievement motivation��
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H1: We assumed that the male respondents would have higher total scores of 
achievement motivation than the female respondents��

H2: We assumed a higher proportion of the individual dimensions at the total 
level of the achievement motive in men��

Research sample and its characterisation

The studied issue of gender differences in achievement motivation is a partial 
problem researched within the PhD thesis�� The research was carried out in the 
summer semester 2005/2006, at randomly chosen faculties of universities in the 
territory of Slovakia (Table 1)�� 

326 full-time university students took part in the research – 141 men and 185 
women�� The average age was 20��81��

Table 1: Distribution of the research sample in terms of school

SCHOOL PdF FH FPES FL FE FM AA

N 116 24 31 25 66 45 19

PdF – Pedagogical Faculty FH –  Faculty of Humanities
FPES – Faculty of Physical Education and Sport FL – Faculty of Law
FE – Faculty of Economics FM – Faculty of Medicine
AA – Academy of Arts

Research methods and research procedure

While investigating the level of achievement motivation, we drew on a broader 
concept that treats achievement motivation as a global orientation of behaviour in 
which various aspects of personality participate�� We decided to use the achieve-
ment motivation inventory – LMI (H�� Schuler, M�� Prochaska, 2003)�� LMI contains 
170 items and is divided into the following 17 dimensions:

Persistence – stamina and the use of forces to achieve the set goal�� Dominance 
– a tendency to show power, to influence and command other people�� Engage-
ment/commitment – readiness to perform achievement, the rate of effort and the 
amount of work�� Confidence in success – it is connected with the total self-confi-
dence�� Flexibility – a way of coping with new tasks�� Flow – a tendency to deal with 
tasks intensively and in a collected manner�� Fearlessness – describes an anticipated 
result of the activity�� Internality – in the sense of locus of control�� Compensatory 
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effort – constructive coping with the fear of failure�� Pride in productivity – experi-
encing positive emotions connected with success�� Eagerness to learn – an effort to 
accept new information, readiness to learn�� Preference for difficult tasks – a choice 
of the level of demands – difficulty of the task�� Independence – an inclination 
towards autonomous behaviour�� Self-control – a way of organizing and performing 
tasks�� Status orientation – an effort to achieve an important role in the social 
environment�� Competitiveness – a tendency to experience competition as encour-
agement and motivation�� Goal setting – represents relation to the future��

The items were in the form of a seven-point Likert scale (0 = I completely disa-
gree and 7 = I completely agree), where the respondents marked the intensity of 
their agreement with the given statement�� The total value of the achievement 
motive forms a raw score of all dimensions��

Research findings

The obtained data were statistically analysed by using the SPSS/PC+ programme 
as well as the Excel programme�� When testing normality by applying the Kol-
mogorov – Smirnov test for normality adjusted by Lilliefors, we found out a normal 
distribution only with several dimensions including the total achievement motive�� 
Following this we decided to apply nonparametric methods in further calculations 
which in contrast to the parametric ones do not compare the parameters (the mean 
and the standard deviation), but the distributions of variables�� Specifically, we used 
the Mann – Whitney U – Wilcox W test�� 

As resulted from the theoretical analysis, we assumed a difference in the achieve-
ment motivation of boys and girls�� The differences between both sexes are shown 
in Table 2 together with the significance of these differences��

Table 2: Differences in the dimensions of achievement motivation 
between the sexes

Variable Mann-Whitney 
U Z p 2 tailed significance

Confidence in success 8438��0 – 5��4658 0��0000 **
Competitiveness 8908��5 – 4��9063 0��0000 **
Eagerness to learn 9016��0 – 4��7819 0��0000 **
Fearlessness 9307��5 – 4��4330 0��0000 **
Preference for difficult tasks 9656��5 – 4��0195 0��0001 **
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Variable Mann-Whitney 
U Z p 2 tailed significance

Independence 10052��0 – 3��5508 0��0004 **
Achievement motivation 10058��5 – 3��5394 0��0004 **
Engagement/commitment 10463��0 – 3��0617 0��0022 **
Dominance 10746��0 – 2��7256 0��0064 **
Goal setting 11065��0 – 2��3480 0��0189 *
Self-control 11267��5 – 2��1068 0��0351 *
Flexibility 11492��0 – 1��8413 0��0656
Status orientation 11607��5 – 1��7032 0��0885
Compensatory effort 11779��0 – 1��5000 0��1336
Persistence 12183��5 – 1��0198 0��3078
Internality 12264��0 – 0��9245 0��3552
Pride in productivity 12521��5 – 0��6188 0��5360
Flow 13033��5 – 0��0107 0��9915

Explanation: the table compares the significance of differences in achievement motivation between 
both sexes

In order to be brief, we will not illustrate the individual differences and we will 
limit ourselves only to their summary�� As follows from Table 2 and Graph 1 the 
assumption concerning the difference in the total value of the achievement moti-
vation of the boys and girls has been unequivocally confirmed�� After comparing 
the distributions it was obvious that the boys have higher achievement motivation 
(AM = 777) than the girls (AM = 743)�� As regards the individual dimensions 
participating in the total motivation for achievement, a substantial difference has 
been identified in these aspects: confidence in success, competitiveness, eagerness 
to learn, fearlessness, preference for difficult tasks, independence, engagement/
commitment, dominance, goal setting, self-control��

After reviewing these differences in detail it became evident that the boys 
reached higher mean scores almost in all dimensions in which a substantial differ-
ence was identified�� The mean values are presented in Graph 1��

We identified the biggest difference in the dimension confidence in success, which 
means that boys are more success-oriented than oriented to avoidance of failure�� 
The connection between this dimension and self-confidence is unambiguous�� 
A higher score in this dimension could have been caused also by the fact that the 
students of FPES were mostly men (orientation to achievement and achieving suc-
cess is distinct among these students, which was also confirmed by our previous 
researches on value orientation)�� Greater orientation to ego and self-confidence in 
boys was also confirmed in the researches by O�� Řehulková and L�� Osecká (1997)��
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Graph 1: The mean values of significant gender differences

According to M�� Hornerová (Pálen��k, Ľ��, 1994) it is the women who more often 
belong among the individuals avoiding success, which has been confirmed also by 
our findings�� There was also a big difference in the dimension of competitiveness, 
where the boys achieved markedly higher mean values�� It means that they put 
greater emphasis on comparing themselves with others and understand competi-
tion as a motivational stimulus to further improvement�� It is evident already in the 
period of preschool or younger school age that boys incline rather to games where 
the most important element is competitiveness�� In the same way, in pre-historic 
communities only the fastest and the best survived, which is still true of nature 
today and it is probably also connected with the patriarchal organisation of society 
in the past and with a higher score in dominance with men at present�� We can also 
find an interconnection with eagerness to learn�� Learning can be understood as 
a means for improving oneself and it is therefore related to the competitiveness 
with oneself�� Here we can see a connection between the dimension of competitive-
ness and the preference for difficult tasks�� Individuals with a high score in this 
dimension set demanding tasks for themselves, which in the classical concepts of 
achievement motivation means that they are oriented to achieving success which 
is confirmed by a higher score in the dimension of confidence in success as well as 
self-confidence�� In the same way, boys achieved a higher score also in fearlessness�� 
On the grounds of the fact that fear hampers the activity in which an adolescent 
necessarily compares themselves to create an adequate picture of the self�� Inde-
pendence, likewise, is related to the ontogenetic characteristics of adolescence since 
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one of the main tasks of pubescence and partly of adolescence is to become inde-
pendent�� In this period, individuals themselves want to determine the way of work, 
decide independently and they learn to be responsible for these decisions�� An 
elementary assumption for experiencing success is the performance of quality 
achievement that cannot do without long-term work�� Who once experiences suc-
cess, wants to experience it again, which leads to further work in which an indi-
vidual exerts a big effort and spends the minimum of time relaxing�� The only 
dimension where we identified a higher mean score with girls was self-control�� 
This is connected with gender characteristics and social requirements laid on the 
role of the woman�� By way of summary it can be said that the results of our findings 
unequivocally confirm both our hypotheses as well as several research findings of 
other authors stated in the introduction of the paper��
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The Nature of Creativity 
and Basic Methodological Approaches to its Study

Abstract

The presented paper is of theoretical character�� It presents thoughts about the 
nature of creativity and basic methodological approaches to its study in the world�� 
The author comes to a conclusion that it is very improbable to expect a simple and 
at the same time exhaustive definition of creativity in the near future��

Key words: creativity, sources of creativity, methodological approaches

Creativity as specific human expression is as old as humanity itself�� From the 
earliest times of existence man has been creating tools and thought of how to use 
them for living�� They expressed their spiritual development by means of art (paint-
ings, literature)��

Human creativity has always amazed other people�� Even ancient philosophers – Soc-
rates, Plato, Aristotle – meditated on the nature of creation and the character of the 
creator�� J�� Hlavsa (1972) states that the philosophical reflection of a creative act was 
accepted by Christian thinkers; Renaissance philosophers concentrated on the genius 
as a tool for creation�� Under the influence of the revolutionary discoveries in the 19th 
century, scholars paid greater attention to scientific and artistic creativity�� A systematic 
study of creation occurred in the 20th century�� In the 1950s, the American psychologist 
J��P�� Guilford significantly contributed to the rise of an independent psychological 
discipline, the psychology of creativity (from Latin creo = I create)�� We use the terms 
creativity and creation as synonyms in our text�� In spite of a great amount of research 
studies in the field of creativity, the concept of creativity remains unfathomable�� 
Creative processes remain mysterious and ephemeral�� Where do creators get their 
ideas and how are they created? Artists and scientists can rarely say how they get new 
ideas�� They talk about intuition but they cannot describe the whole process��

Vladimír Salbot
Slovak Republic
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What is creativity? This is the initial question of all papers in this field��
We will not begin our thoughts on creativity by quoting definitions of creativity, 

even though there are many of them�� We will rather focus on a general description 
of this phenomenon�� We will draw on the thoughts of J�� G�� Jung (1985) who did 
not specifically define creativity but commented on some of its characteristic 
features�� He perceives creativity as our ability to make use of our potential�� Thus, 
creativity is a form of self-expression, self-realization, actualization of our potential 
in terms of originating something new and worthwhile that outlives what exists 
now and makes it better�� Creativity thus becomes an adventure in the unknown 
world��

Creativity is a flexible meeting with our world�� It is active, even an aggressive 
intervention into this world in the process of finding new solutions, new directions 
and new points of view��

Creativity is the integration of the logical and intuitive side of our right and left 
brain and even something more��

Creativity is more than sheer spontaneity while it also includes thinking�� It is 
divergent thinking for convergence while it leads to a certain solution – it not only 
generates options, it also chooses between them��

Creativity is more than originality that can express bizarre and useless combina-
tions�� 

Creativity is more than revealing archetypal symbols of the collective uncon-
scious while creativity is progress and change, as well as an expression of continu-
ity with the past�� It is more than the result of past directions while it discovers 
something that has not been present��

Creativity is asking the right question as well as finding the right answer��
Creativity is a game as well as tough work�� It can be totally ordinary as well as 

extraordinary in terms of scientific discoveries or art works��
Creativity is not a gift while gifts are for free and creativity is too expensive�� It 

consumes a whole person and then asks even for more�� Man must invest their 
whole self into producing something really new and worthwhile�� 

In order to draft (not explain) the nature of creativity we provide basic sources 
and methodological approaches to its study��

S��L�� Hunsaker (1992) states that the research into creativity has so far drawn on 
four major sources�� The first source includes the cognition of the features of creative 
personality; it includes intellect, attitudes, values and behaviour�� The second source 
is set in the cognition of human mental operations that are reflected in the process 
of creation�� The third source is the study of creativity as a product that must prima-
rily express originality leading to usefulness�� The fourth source is the research into 
social environment or situations in which people are creative with the aim to see 
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how this environment influences their creativity�� In connection with this we talk 
about an environment stimulating creativity or of barriers to creativity��

Taking into consideration these sources of creativity, it is important to focus on 
personality of a specific person capable of creative thinking, solving problems and 
of being active�� In the professional literature such personality is given the attribute 
“creative“�� Creativity is the result of the whole personality; however, there probably 
exist some features that are of crucial importance�� 

Most of the researches on highly creative personalities are analytical and com-
parative�� They compare highly creative persons with persons who are less creative�� 
There are researches on highly creative scientists, artists, architects, mathemati-
cians, inventors as well as creative students�� They all reflect a certain kind of sci-
entific, artistic and technical creativity�� Researchers look for basic abilities (factors) 
of creative thinking�� We can mention famous research by highly creative architects 
D��W�� Mackinnon (according to J�� Čáp, 1978), research by J��W�� Getzels and P��W�� Jack-
son (1964), E��P�� Torrance (1967), J��P�� Guilford (according to J�� Hlavsa, M�� Jurčová, 
1978), A��N�� Luk (1981), M�� Csikszentmihalyi (1996), D��Y�� Ford, J��J�� Harris (1992), 
R��J�� Strenberg, T�� Lubart (1992), Dacey and Lennon (2000), etc�� The researchers 
were convinced that they would find common features of creative personalities and 
they would reveal the secret of creativity�� Their expectations were not fulfilled 
completely�� They could only find several common features of creative personalities�� 
These are the most frequently stated features: nonconformity, higher self-esteem, 
strong creative motivation, willingness to risk, high intelligence, increased imagi-
nation, tolerance of ambiguity, sense of humor�� These are personal features inevi-
table and crucial for creativity, even though creativity is the result of the whole 
personality and all of its partial features and abilities�� E�� Szobiová (p�� 61, 2004) 
points to the need for a systematic approach with holistic integral research into 
personal features��

A universal theory of creativity that is still absent in psychology will help to 
understand better all aspects of creative personality�� However, it is questionable 
whether it will be possible to create such a theory while creativity is a phenomenon 
that is found in each personality and in each human activity�� Perhaps some particu-
lar theories of creativity that would respect cultural context will prove more useful��

Let us consider the phenomenon of creativity in terms of the process of creation�� 
Certain disappointment resulting from some researches into creative personality 
could be substituted with the cognition of creativity in terms of process�� Psycholo-
gists assumed that if they understood the process of creation they would also 
understand the nature of creativity�� The act of creation is not a fixed point in time; 
it is a phased process that is very diverse in its duration�� Furthermore, the creative 
process is very individual and is different in different areas�� For example, creativity 
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in science includes relatively controlled preparation and goals�� Scientific creativity 
leads to problem solving and to convergent thinking in which thoughts are ulti-
mately controlled in comparison with the knowledge of the real world (T��V�� Busse, 
R��R�� Mansfield, 1980)��

Creativity in art strongly participates in an artist’s life�� Artists do not have to 
solve technical problems but they deal with problems like mixing of colours, using 
the right light and shadow, finding the right article; their primary goal is creative 
original work that is an expression of what they see or know (Cawelti, A�� Rappaport, 
B�� Wood, 1992)��

Already in 1926 G�� Wallas described creativity as a process consisting of 
7 phases:

1)  Meeting – phase of identification of a problem or meeting with something 
that strongly appeals to somebody��

2)  Preparation – gathering information and study of problem��
3)  Concentration – effort invested into problem solving in advance��
4)  Incubation – creator “eliminates himself “ hoping to find out the right solu-

tion�� It is assumed that in this phase some unconscious processes run in the 
human brain and that these can affect the solution to the problem�� From the 
psychological point of view this is the most interesting phase, on the other 
hand, it is also the phase that is the most difficult to study and know��

5)  Illumination (inspiration) – thought or solution comes instantly�� Man feels 
that he/she has discovered something major, special, and fruitful��

6)  Verification – phase of verifying appropriateness, rightness of solution��
7)  Persuasion – this phase occurs when we try to persuade someone that the 

product or the thought is a solution to a problem��
Many other psychologists who defined creativity as a process drew on this model 

of the creative act�� These phases of problem solving (sometimes perceived from 
a different point of view) later became the basis for creative problem solving, e��g�� 
Osborn’s model of creative problem solving, Gordon’s synectics, etc�� However, the 
phase of incubation still remains a mystery�� It is often connected with intuition�� Its 
explanations are of various character – from divine enlightenment to deliberate 
activity�� Some authors consider the creative process more satisfactory for creative 
personality than the product itself�� The process of creation arouses a strong emo-
tional experience, strong motivation, and movement in the unknown for the 
creator�� At the moment when the thought or the product occurs, the emotional 
experience is gone��

The perception of creativity as discovering progressive products according to 
Hlavsa (1985) is important for the general theory of creativity; however, this is the 
least psychological approach��
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Yet, the authors who represent this approach assume that in order to judge 
creativity, we have to orientate towards the product that should be evaluated as 
creative (A��S�� Fishkin according to S��L�� Hunsaker, 1992)��

Who can say whether the product is creative or not: researchers, inventors, 
artists or members of cultural groups in general? What are the basic criteria for 
judging a creative product (thought, work of art, etc��)? What is the role of culture 
in assessing the creative process? Does it facilitate or limit creative expression? 
These questions were raised by L�� Hunsaker (1992)�� We must state that in the 
contemporary theory of creativity there are no unambiguous answers to these 
questions�� Some answers can be found through ethnographic research focused on 
the study of human creativity in different cultural backgrounds�� In general, 
attributes of a product assessed as creative are novelty and utility��

Here we need to comment that novelty can be evaluated from the perspective of 
an individual who discovers something new that was unknown to him/her before 
even though from the social point of view they discovered something that had been 
known before�� Their discovery cannot be compared to an original contribution of 
a genius�� In this case we talk of subjective creativity�� Objective creativity is one that 
brings unknown, new, original and socially valuable ideas or products�� This classifica-
tion of creativity is close to H��G�� Gardner’s understanding (according to R��M�� Kubina, 
R��S�� Morrison, D��L�� Lee, 2006)�� The author talks about great and small creativity�� Great 
creativity is connected with the creation of such people as Newton, Einstein, Picasso, 
etc�� It is special and rare�� Small creativity concerns ordinary and less known people 
whose innovations differ only a little from everyday routine�� The Slovak author who 
carried out a deeper study of great and small creativity was D�� Kusá (2006)��

In terms of the given perspective we provide evaluation of the research into 
creativity carried out by R��E�� Mayer (according to R��J�� Sternberg, 1999, p�� 449–451)�� 
He states the generally accepted point of view saying that creativity is connected 
with creating original and useful products�� What his theory misses is identifying 
whether creativity concerns product, process or personality, whether creativity is 
personal or social, common or unique, generally domanial or specific, quantitative 
or qualitative��

1)  Is creativity a personal or social phenomenon? From a personal point of view 
creativity includes something new and useful related to the personality of 
the creator�� Supporters of this approach consider creative potential as a basic 
property of human cognition�� The social approach evaluates creation of 
something new and useful with regard to the cultural background that 
determines whether the creation can be included in a particular domain��  
T��I�� Lubart (ibid) considers the fusion of these two approaches crucial for 
understanding human creativity��
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2)  Is creativity ordinary (common) or unique? Some researchers into creativity 
consider creative thoughts as part of everyday cognition; thus, all people have 
creative potential�� Research of this kind studies the cognitive processes of 
common people, i��e�� they examine the way they solve problems requiring 
creativity�� On the other hand, some researchers consider creative thoughts 
an extraordinary phenomenon possessed only by unique people�� The aim of 
this approach is to understand the characteristic features of the creative 
personality and conditions for its expression�� The research has proved that 
there exist differences between creative and uncreative people��

3)  Is creativity generally domanial or specifically domanial? According to a gene-
rally domanial point of view creativity is a skill, a feature that can be expressed 
in a wide range of situations (this view is typical of classical psychometric 
approaches to creativity)�� A specifically domanial approach assumes that 
creativity requires specific kinds of creative abilities needed in specific 
domains (e��g�� artistic creativity, scientific creativity, etc��) It seems (and the 
research implies this) that a specific domanial view is prevalent�� Research is 
still being carried out and it sometimes brings contradictory findings�� We 
provide research carried out by Ch�� Chen, A�� Himself, J�� Kasof, E�� Green-
berger, J�� Dimitrieva (2006)�� These authors state that a factor analysis brought 
proof about the domanial generality of creativity��

4)  Is creativity quantitative or qualitative? The quantitative approach states that 
creativity consists of one or more factors while people make use of a different 
number of these factors�� To identify factors of creativity researchers use 
psychometric tests of creativity�� The qualitative approach states that creativ-
ity is always expressed in a unique way in each creative person and in each 
creative situation�� The quantitative approach is prevalent in research into 
creativity��

R��E�� Mayer (according to R�� J�� Sternberg, 1999) considers how to study creativ-
ity in order to uncover and understand its nature�� He views this as a major problem�� 
He suggests six basic methodological approaches to its analysis: psychometric, 
experimental, biographical, biological, calculative, and contextual�� We present their 
evaluation according to Mayer��

Psychometric approaches to creativity are those that perceive creativity as 
a mental feature and can be quantified by relevant measuring devices�� Creativity 
can be best understood as a measurable human factor or feature�� The most impor-
tant characteristic features of this approach are: quantitative measurements (thus 
creativity can be expressed by number), and controlled environment (the testing 
takes place in artificial conditions and a basic analysis of abilities – human creativ-
ity – depends on the level of these abilities)�� Psychometric measurements of crea-
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tivity were first carried out by J��P�� Gilford and E��P�� Torrance�� Their tests of divergent 
thinking are still used�� One of the main goals is the development of other psycho-
metric tools for measuring values of creative abilities�� This approach is typical while 
comparing people with low and high values in creativity tests�� The research has 
shown that creative people show certain differentiated personal characteristic 
features of uncreative people�� They also study relations between the level of creativ-
ity and other personal characteristics, e��g�� intelligence�� It is positive that psycho-
metric research methods are the most developed of all the methods studying 
creativity�� Their negative aspect is the fact that a purely psychometric approach to 
creativity can sometimes limit the full understanding of creativity�� The critics argue 
that tests of divergent thinking are not true measures or predictors of creative 
thinking; they are too specific and have contributed little to the areas of cognitive 
theory and educational praxis��

Experimental approaches to the study of creativity concentrate on the cognitive 
processes that are included in creative problem solving�� Creativity can be best 
understood by analyzing the cognitive processes of people and the way in which 
they use creative thinking in solving creative problems�� Three important charac-
teristic features of experimental approaches are: controlled environment in which 
the researcher presents creative problems in an artificial context, quantitative 
measurements, analysis of cognitive tasks in which the researcher analyses indi-
vidual processes included in tasks requiring creative thinking�� The positive aspect 
of this approach is that it provides internal validity�� The research is well-controlled 
and allows valid conclusions�� Its negative aspect is the fact that the experimental 
approach may lack external validity, i��e�� the results of the research cannot be 
generalized to real creative thinking��

Even though this objection applies to all experimental approaches, in the 
research into creativity it is very noticeable�� Creativity is often related to spontane-
ity, which is opposed to control in an experiment (M��A: Runco, S��M�� Sakamoto, 
in: R��J�� Sternberg, 1999)��

Biographical approaches to the study of creativity are based on the analysis of the 
history of cases of creative people�� The basic principle is creativity as a life story�� 
Creativity can be best understood by examining events in the life of a creative 
person and it includes detailed cognition of creative episodes�� In comparison with 
other approaches, this approach is typical of the study of creativity in an authentic 
environment�� It can provide detailed narrative descriptions of the personal history 
of a creative person�� These approaches are slightly contradictory due to the fact 
that some authors consider a creative person unique and the results cannot be 
generalized�� Others search for common characteristic features and similarities in 
case studies of creative people�� The important question is whether being a genius 
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in childhood is a condition for being highly creative in the future�� The research has 
shown that there is no unchanging relation that would prove that somebody who 
is a child prodigy must automatically become a creative adult�� The positive of the 
biographical approach is its authenticity; the negative is a lack of control and 
representativeness��

Biological approaches to creativity attempt to determine physiological correlates 
of creative problem solving�� Creativity is perceived as a measurable physiological 
feature and can be best understood in terms of physiological changes that accom-
pany creative problem solving�� The distinguishing characteristic feature of this 
approach is concentration on physiological indicators such as EEG, extent of 
cortical activation, etc�� Such research also compares the brain activity of creative 
and uncreative people in the process of creative thinking�� The positive of the bio-
logical approaches to creativity is that they provide proofs that could not be found 
out by means of other methodologies�� Their weakness is rooted in discussions of 
whether cognitive activities can be totally reduced to physiological activities�� In 
spite of a detailed description of brain activity in the process of creative thinking 
this approach cannot create a complete theory of creativity�� Research of this kind 
rather increases the knowledge of creativity��

Calculative approaches are based on the idea that creative thinking can be for-
malized as a computer programme by using the techniques of artificial intelligence�� 
According to this approach creativity is a mental calculation and can be best rep-
resented as a computer programme�� The distinguishing characteristic of this 
approach is concentration on formal modeling as described by M�� Boden�� There 
are relatively few models of creativity�� Some are based on “combinatory creativity”�� 
The calculative approach attempts to create a computer code that would simulate 
creative production�� It attempts to model the process of thinking of creative and 
uncreative people�� The positive of this approach is that it brings a certain level of 
accuracy and provides objective testing of the theory of creativity based on com-
puter simulation�� Its weakness is the assumption that cognition may be reduced to 
mathematics and that it cannot encompass noncognitive factors of creativity��

Contextual approaches to creativity concentrate on creativity in its social, cultural 
and evolutionary context�� In its perspective creativity cannot be separated from its 
social, cultural and evolutionary context�� The difference in this approach is the fact 
that it concentrates on the context that transcends the borders of creative thinking 
of an individual�� M�� Csikszentmihalyi (1996, p�� 27) states that creativity is a cultural, 
social and psychological event�� He presents a systematic model of creativity consist-
ing of three main parts: a domain, a field, and  aperson�� A domain consists of a set 
of knowledge, symbolical rules and procedures�� It is part of culture�� An example 
of domain is mathematics�� The field includes individuals that create a domain�� 
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Their function is to decide which new thoughts or products can be included in the 
domain and which new thoughts and products need to be kept for coming gen-
erations�� A person uses symbols of a given domain and can create a new idea or 
a product�� These are selected by the field so that they could become part of a do-
main�� Another generation will encounter this novelty as part of a domain that can 
be further developed�� M�� Csikszentmihalyi further states that creativity can some-
time establish a new domain�� For example, S�� Freud excluded psychoanalysis from 
the existing domain of neuropathology�� His thoughts inspired other professionals 
(field) and thus the domain developed and was established in the culture�� The 
systematic model is analogical to the model of evolution�� Evolution begins when 
an individual organism produces variation that is selected by the environment and 
is transferred to other generation�� Creativity can be understood as a specific case 
of evolution�� Another well-known model of creativity that respects a contextual 
approach was formulated by T��M�� Amabile (1996)�� The contextual approach can 
compare the understanding of creativity in different cultures�� It concentrates on 
overcoming barriers to creativity within the social context as well as on the iden-
tification of evolutionary processes that create human creativity�� The main positive 
of this approach is broadening of the research into creativity in comparison with 
the narrow psychometric and experimental approach�� Its weakness is a lack of 
accurate data��

In our conclusion we want to present one of the newer definitions of creativity 
by H��B�� Parkhurst (1999, p�� 18) who attempted to come up with a consensual 
definition�� He defined creativity as “the ability or feature reflected in problems yet 
unsolved, in creating new solutions to problems that others have solved in a dif-
ferent way or in creating original and new products“��

Creativity requires abilities, skills, certain personal features, strong motivation 
and something more�� Creativity is one of the most complex mental functions�� It is 
unrealistic to expect a simple and at the same time exhaustive definition of creativ-
ity in the near future��

It seems that the future of the psychology of creativity will depend on how the 
definition of creativity will be perceived in terms of practical human activity�� It will 
be possible in case that the described methodologies in the research into creativity 
will come together��
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Values and Value Preferences of Adolescents 

Abstract

Value is an interdisciplinary term studied by several fields of study�� Psychology 
is one of them; it researches into values mostly in terms of needs, interests and 
human motivation�� Our paper deals with the definition of the terms value, value 
system and value preferences of high school students�� We present some results of 
broader research that was supposed to find out what is the value orientation of high 
school students as well as their preferences of terminal and instrumental values��

Key words: value, value structure, need, motivation, value preference, adolescents, 
terminal values, instrumental values

Theoretical grounds:

Value is an interdisciplinary and polysemous term and thus we come across it 
in several fields of study�� Values emerge in the process of interactions and activities 
of individuals in society�� Due to this fact values can exist and function in the 
awareness of an individual, social group, group of people, class and society itself�� 
According to Prunner (2002, p�� 18) a value “is always bound to a certain subject 
or phenomenon”�� Whoever evaluates the subject or the phenomenon, they attribute 
it with positive or negative features�� J�� Perron (1981, p�� 225) states “value is a vari-
able mediator that leads to an action, i��e�� to the choice “between different ways of 
behaviour in a certain situation”�� M�� Rokeach defines value as permanent belief in 
the fact that a particular behaviour or reason for existence is either individually or 
socially preferred to its opposite or anti-value”�� 

The choice of values is an indicator of one’s maturity�� They help people create 
the sense of order in their lives�� People form their worldview and convictions 
through experiencing values��

Marta Valihorová
Slovak Republic
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Man continuously creates his values system throughout his life and supplements 
it with new values�� The existence of a value system or a value structure does not 
depend on the fact whether one realizes it or not (Prunner, 2002)�� However, an 
adolescent’s awareness of this part of their “I” is beneficial while it positively affects 
their personal development�� The values of each person are interconnected and thus 
they create a value system, or a value structure��

A value structure is a certain kind of inner regulator of human behaviour�� It 
stabilizes and activates one’s behaviour according to one’s focus on specific needs, 
interests, goals, and ideals�� A value structure is an important element in human 
consciousness while it is continuously being created based on one’s personal 
experiences in the process of socialization as well as individualization�� 

A value structure incorporates horizontal or vertical relationships (Prunner, 
2002)�� At the horizontal level values are grouped next to each other and they may 
create other bonds�� The vertical point of view emphasizes preference of some 
values and it shows the level of their importance��

Value orientation is a psychological term denoting the impact of values and a 
value system�� According to A�� G�� Zdravomyslov, value orientations are the most 
significant part of human personality that is mainly influenced by the content of 
one’s value system (Zdravomyslov, 1988)�� 

Value orientation enables man to keep certain norms and it influences his choice 
of different possibilities of behaviour and activities that would bring him the feel-
ing of satisfaction�� According to Poliach (2003, p�� 34), value orientation is the 
expression of a human “tendency to use the system of values as a metaphorical soul 
compass”��

Psychological analysis of the term value

Psychology defines value as some kind of directing element, which is to a great 
extent unaffected by a situation (Grác, 1979)�� The task of psychology is to reveal 
or research into the psychological mechanism, to clarify the processual side of the 
origin and continuation of personal values from the point of view of psychological 
actions, to find out the reasons for a change of values, value systems or value ori-
entation��

The psychological approach to values is particularly due to the fact that it uses 
needs as a tool for explaining values (Grác, 1979)�� Values are affected by needs as 
well as by personal activities, desires, preferences or received attitudes (Klčovanská, 
2004)�� V��P�� Tugarinov was convinced that values create the basis for human needs 
and interests (Prunner, 2002)�� J�� Grác (1979) states that needs are often considered 
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as values�� According to C�� Matusewicz (In: Grác, 1979, p�� 30) values determine 
“which needs should be satisfied first and which are secondary“��

Psychology connects values with the motivational sphere of personality (Prun-
ner, 2002)�� According to Nákonečný (In: Grác, 1979, pp�� 31–32), a value is “always 
a particular feature of subjects, i�� e�� things, phenomena and it is always comple-
mentary to certain motivation“��

According to V�� E�� Frankl and K�� Popielski (Klčovanská, 2004) values are moti-
vated by the spiritual dimension of human personality and thus they become goals 
as well as subjects of human needs, desires and decisions�� The authors also claim 
that it is important to study values in terms of the spiritual aspect of personality 
while it is the spirit that values are tightly connected with��

The basis for several empirical researches into values was Spranger’s personality 
theory based on metaphysical reflections on the ideal relationship of man towards 
the world of values and on the types of human value orientation�� Spranger defined 
6 types: theoretical, aesthetic, social, economic, political and spiritual (Pardel, 
Boroš, 1979, p�� 535)�� 

The common feature of all the definitions of values is the fact that values are 
understood as constructs which influence human behaviour, decision making and 
human perception of people and events�� This fact is important in finding out the 
value orientation of adolescents while some research results can be used to predict 
their behaviour in the future (Ištvániková, Kentoš, Čižmárik, 2005)��

Professional literature describes different types of values�� Rokeach states “if we 
say that humans have particular values we can either mean their conviction about 
desirable ways of behavior or their desirable end states of existence�� These are the 
terminal and instrumental values (Rokeach, 1973, p�� 7)�� He also states that this 
classification is crucial and cannot be ignored – either in theoretical reflections or 
in efforts to measure values�� The number of terminal values is not necessarily the 
same as the number of instrumental values and they are functionally connected�� In 
our research we paid attention to the study of terminal and instrumental values��

Value preference of adolescents

Preferences are relatively stable, however the impact of some experiences moti-
vates some tendencies to prefer some experiences to other�� Human individuality 
is thus best reflected in value preferences (Poliach, 2003, p�� 29)�� According to some 
axiological researches adolescents mostly prefer values focused on other people, 
e��g�� happiness, family life, love, friendship, freedom, and wisdom�� Then there are 
material values expressed by money that enable a certain standard of living��
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According to K�� Popielski and V�� E�� Frankl, the process of preference, choice and 
denotation of values is realized at three levels:

1) intellectual judgment in the choice of values
2) emotional engagement in selected values
3) one’s own experience and existential experience of values
Value preferences of contemporary youth are very diverse�� Adolescents’ value 

system is typical of mixing of values in vertical and horizontal directions�� A young 
person searches for the meaning of life and thus organizes values based on their 
life attitudes to which they attribute different meanings and consequently store 
them in a certain system that eventually becomes hierarchical�� 

Adolescents’ value system is characteristic of preference of often-inappropriate 
values (Prunner, 2002)�� The aim of the education of adolescents’ value orientation 
is to substitute inappropriate values with socially acceptable values�� This aim should 
be primarily fulfilled in family, later in school, as well as in a stimulating and 
harmonious social environment in which the adolescent grows up�� 

On the other hand, in the period of adolescence and searching for identity young 
people can discover totally new value orientations, e��g�� value of God, faith, and 
religion (Oravcová, 2002)�� 

Research

It is well-known that each individual prefers different values�� The role of 
acknowledged social and individual values, their hierarchy, preference and orien-
tation change in the course of life under the influence of different events and 
experiences�� 

The subject of our research was high school students’ value orientation and the 
hierarchy of their terminal and instrumental values that is the result of family 
education and social environment that shaped them��

The aim of our research was to gain information about the value orientation, 
hierarchy and the preference of terminal and instrumental values of high school 
students��

We set up the following research hypotheses:
H 1: We assumed that the order of value orientation of high school students 

would differ a lot depending on their age and residence (towns/villages)��
H 2: We assumed that the hierarchy of the terminal values of older and younger 

adolescents coming from villages would be different from that of those from towns��
H 3: We assumed that the hierarchy of instrumental values of older and younger 

adolescents coming from villages would be different from that of those from towns��
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Methods of research

We verified the stated hypotheses by a questionnaire�� We distributed question-
naires surveying value orientation (DHO questionnaire), questionnaires surveying 
the hierarchy of terminal values (TH1) and instrumental values (TH2)��

1�� DHO Questionnaire: the author of the questionnaire is J�� Vonkomer�� It is part 
of HOPOMO questionnaire that is made of three questionnaires focused on sur-
veying value orientation, attitudes toward values and the weighing of motivational 
elements�� Value orientation is perceived as an inseparable part of personality 
directly affecting the motivation and aspiration of an individual��

The questionnaire consists of 12 questions with five alternatives for answers a), 
b), c), d), e)�� Questions 6 and 7 are exceptions; question 6 offers three alternatives 
for answers a), b), and d), question 7 offers two alternatives for answers c) and e)�� 
The respondent assigns points (from 0 to 4) to different alternatives�� They assign 
0 points to the alternative that they consider of lowest importance and 4 points to 
the alternative that they consider of highest importance�� Two alternatives cannot 
be assigned with the same number of points�� The alternatives stand for the follow-
ing value orientations: a) education, b) aesthetics, c) morality, d) economy, and e) 
sociability��

2�� TH 1 and TH 2 Questionnaire: the author of the questionnaires is M�� Rokeach, 
who thought that values and value orientations play a crucial role in the cognitive 
web of attitudes and convictions�� Rokeach’s test of the value system consists of 36 
values that are divided into two sets (Kondáš, 1992)��

The first part consists of 18 terminal values (TH 1) that present the final state of 
human existence: Comfortable life, Exciting life, Useful life, Peaceful world, World 
of beauty, Equality, Family provision, Freedom, Happiness, Inner harmony, Mature 
love, National welfare, Delight, Feeling of personal security, Self-respect, Social 
recognition, True friendship and Wisdom��

The second part consists of 18 instrumental values (TH 2) that present desirable 
human behaviour: Ambitious, Generous, Capable, Cheerful, Cleanly, Brave, Toler-
ant, Useful, Honest, Creative, Independent, Intellectual, Rational, Loving, Obedi-
ent, Polite, Responsible and Self-controlling��

The respondent’s task is to assign a number to each value based on what they 
consider important: 0 = totally unimportant, 1 = rather unimportant, 2 = neither 
unimportant nor important, 3 = rather important, 4 = very important�� The result 
is the total hierarchy of values in both sets (Svoboda, 1992)��
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Characterization of research sample

We carried out the survey in May 2007�� 136 respondents took part in the survey�� 
We chose 100 of them – those that were the best�� The respondents showed great 
interest in cooperation�� We provide information about the respondents in Table 1��

Table 1: Information about the respondents

Total number of 
respondents

Respondents 
15–16 years old

Respondents 
17–18 years old

Respondents 
from villages

Respondents 
from towns

100 50 50 50 50

Results of research and their interpretation

Value orientation of high school students
In hypothesis 1 we assumed that the order of value orientation of high school 

students would differ for those from villages and those from towns�� To verify this 
hypothesis we evaluated DHO Questionnaire focused on surveying value orienta-
tion, attitudes toward values and the weighting of motivational elements��

We converted simple mathematical totals that the respondents used in their 
answers to statistical units by means of the function Average�� In this way we 
abtained averages from the research sample in terms of the whole set, age of high 
school students, and place of residence (village/town)��

The resulting averages of value orientation and attitudes toward values of educa-
tion, aesthetics, morality, economy and sociability are provided in Table 2��

Following the order of the value orientation of the high school students and their 
attitudes toward values we can say that in terms of the total number all the high 
school students are mostly oriented on social values�� This proves that in the period 
of adolescence their primary need is to belong somewhere�� They search for social 
contact among their peers; they separate from their families�� They discover their 
ego in the circle of their friends who are the most important people to them�� They 
long for sociability�� Social contacts and social environments made of their peers 
and friends are of primary importance for them�� Their second priority is the 
education that they are acquiring�� Equally important are moral and economic 
values�� The least important are aesthetic values��

The average results also show that value orientation of younger and older ado-
lescents is comparable in terms of their age�� On average they are mainly oriented 
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to social values�� Younger and older adolescents are oriented the least to aesthetic 
values�� This is to some extent contradictory to the fact that they pay great attention 
to their appearance�� It can be explained by the fact that adolescents between 15 and 
18 years old are rather egocentric and they pay greater attention to themselves than 
to the environment that surrounds them��

Younger and older adolescents from villages and towns are mostly oriented to 
social values and less oriented to education and moral values�� In the order of value 
orientation of the high school students we found out only a partial difference in 
terms of their place of residence – it is reflected in their orientation to aesthetic 
and economic values�� This finding is in accordance with the information stated in 
the theoretical part��

Terminal values of high school students
In hypothesis 3 we assumed that the hierarchy of terminal values of younger and 

older adolescents coming from villages or towns would be different�� In order to 
verify this hypothesis we evaluated TH 1Questionnaire focused on terminal values 
that present the desirable final state of human existence��

We provide the findings about terminal values of the high school students in 
Table 3��

Based on the hierarchy of terminal values of the high school students we can say 
that in terms of the total number of the respondents the most important values for 
them is “true friendship“�� This confirmed the preference of the peer group and the 
primary need for social contact with a close person, a true and intimate friend�� The 
second place belongs to the terminal value “family provision“ which shows that 

Table 2: Order of value orientation of high school students

Order of value 
orientation

Total number of 
respondents

Respondents 
15–16 years old

Respondents 
17–18 years old

Respondents 
from villages

Respondents 
from towns

1st place 30��59
Sociability

30��84
Sociability

30��34
Sociability

29��98
Sociability

31��3
Sociability

2nd place 25��31
Education

25��28
Education

25��34
Education

25��72
Education

24��83
Education

3rd place 20��45
Morality�� 
Economy

20��02
Morality

20��88
Morality

20��72
Morality

20��13
Morality

4th place 17��1
Aesthetics

18��16
Economy

20��1
Economy

20��04 
Economy

18��15
Aesthetics

5th place – 16��44
Aesthetics

17��78
Aesthetics

16��22
Aesthetics

18��07 
Economy
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after friendship family values and family support are very important for adoles-
cents�� They need people who care for them and they want to take care of someone�� 
The third place belongs to the value “freedom“�� This confirms our assumption that 
high school students in the period of adolescence still fight against adulthood�� On 
the one hand, they want to be adult and independent; on the other hand, they are 
not able to face responsibilities and obligations that an adult person must handle�� 
The last places belong to values such as the world of beauty, national welfare and 
social recognition�� Our assumption that there is a difference in the preferences of 
terminal values based on the place of residence was not confirmed�� 

Instrumental values
We expected some differences in the hierarchy of instrumental values between 

younger and older students from towns and villages�� As in the case of terminal 
values, the respondents assigned points 0-4 in terms of importance�� The resulting 
averages and order of instrumental values is provided in Table 4�� 

The order of instrumental values in Table 4 implies which instrumental values 
are the most important and which the least important for high school students��

In terms of the total number of the respondents the most important instrumen-
tal value for the high school students is “loving”�� The supremacy of this value is 
logical while adolescents thoroughly focus on social contact�� The need to love and 
to be loved, to be tender and receive tenderness is very strong in this period�� The 
second most important instrumental value is “responsible” And the third is “honest”�� 
The fact that these two values beat the value “cheerful” which is on the fourth place 
is a positive sign of their mental maturity�� Adolescents are very sensitive about 
unrighteousness that touches them personally�� They require keeping promises, 
righteousness, trust and reliability from their parents, teachers and other adults��

The fifth place belongs to instrumental value “intellectual”– this shows that 
adolescents are interested in the knowledge of science, literature or history�� The 
sixth place belongs to the value “independent”, which is a little bit contradictory 
to their behaviour�� In order to draw attention, many of them express their opinions 
about their own freedom, self-sufficiency and independence and say they do not 
need anyone�� On the outside they refuse the help of their parents but on the inside 
they do not identify themselves with this refusal��

On the last places are values of usefulness, patience and obedience (young 
people refuse subordination) but what is more surprising, also the values of useful-
ness and patience��

The preference of terminal values in the group of older and younger respondents 
as well as the respondents from towns and villages does not indicate significant 
differences��
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Conclusion

The aim of our research was to survey the value orientation of high school stu-
dents, their attitudes toward values and the content of values in the hierarchy of 
their value system�� We were interested in the order of preferred and acknowledged 
values of adolescents�� The formation of motivation and aspiration level of high 
school students depends on their value orientation and their value hierarchy��

We assumed (H1) that high school students’ order of value orientation would 
differ in terms of their place of residence�� Our research showed that high school 
students pay greatest attention to social values regardless of their age and place of 
residence�� A characteristic feature of mental development in adolescence is an 
obvious preference for a close social group of peers to family members�� The strong-
est orientation of adolescents to social values reflects their need to have someone 
close who shares their opinions�� The second strongest value for high school students 
is education and then morality�� In the order of value orientation of high school 
students we discovered only a partial difference in terms of their place of residence 
– this difference is reflected in their orientation to aesthetic and economic values�� 
Thus, we can state that hypothesis 1 was confirmed only partially��

We also assumed (H2) that the hierarchy of terminal values of younger and older 
adolescents coming from different places of residence (village/town) would be 
different�� Based on our findings we believe that in the hierarchy of terminal values 
the highest value is “true friendship“ as a desirable and final state of their existence�� 
However, their idea of an intimate friend often differs from reality�� Sometimes the 
adolescent does not realize that in some cases they attribute wrong people as real 
friends and justify their actions and behaviour�� They may sometimes realize that 
they contradict their own opinions, however, their identification with the social 
role of a perfect friend is stronger�� Their need to belong somewhere and to be 
accepted is stronger than their loyalty to original values�� Many young people 
absolutely trust their friends and are consequently exposed to their first disappoint-
ments and betrayals�� They sense these negative emotions very strongly and are 
affected by them in the future��

Among the most important terminal values are also “family provision”, “free-
dom”, “self-respect” and “world peace”�� It is very positive that high school students 
realize the meaning of these values�� Even though separation from family is typical 
of them, it is very positive that in the core of preferred terminal values “family 
provision” ranked higher than “freedom” and “self-respect”�� Our findings in this 
case confirmed that even though adolescents desire adulthood, they also need 
a stimulating and harmonious family background so that they could prepare for 
adulthood and be mentally mature��
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Another important value is “world peace“�� Compared to the countries that suf-
fer from war, our country is at a higher level in the field of science, technology, 
social and health care, education, etc�� We were happy to find out that adolescents 
realize the need for living in peace and in a society with norms that respect human 
dignity and strong moral, social, ethical and other human values�� The developed 
countries are now exposed to terrorist attacks that threaten their values�� The 
consequent fear of another attack makes a new order of values for individuals�� 
Thus, peace becomes the most important value together with related values of 
“personal security” and “security of the dearest ones“�� 

We observed that hypothesis 2 was confirmed only partially while high school 
students, regardless of their place of residence, prefer the same most important as 
well as least important terminal values, only their order is different�� The core of the 
most and the least preferred terminal values is the same for both younger and older 
high school students coming from towns or villages��

In our last hypothesis we assumed that the hierarchy of instrumental values will 
be different for younger and older adolescents as well as for adolescents from towns 
and villages�� Our research revealed that the top instrumental value of high school 
students is value “loving” as a desirable way of their acting�� Adolescents desire 
fulfilment of their desires and ideas about an ideal and loving friend and partner�� 
Their first loves bring them intensive feelings of euphoria when they need to pass 
on their tenderness�� Many of them get sexually involved too early�� Even though 
they might be physically ready for sex their psyche is not ready yet�� They expect 
too much from sex and they are often very disappointed�� They should not exchange 
their desire and tenderness for sexual intercourse that is not worth it�� The period 
of adolescence is full of strong emotions, changing moods, unexpected reactions 
to common situations�� Adolescents desire love; they want to give and receive love�� 
The primacy of the value “loving“ in the hierarchy of instrumental values corre-
sponds with the primacy of orientation of high school students on social values as 
well as with the top priority of “true friendship“ in terminal values�� These findings 
prove the fact that adolescents are strongly drawn to peer groups in which they 
establish permanent friendship and partner relationships��

The core of the most important instrumental values is completed by values 
“responsible“ and “honest“�� This reflects the mental maturing of older adolescents 
who placed these values in front of value “cheerful“�� Reliability, keeping one’s word, 
trust and sincerity are features of mentally mature individuals who have the care-
free side of their personality under control��

Based on our findings we can state that hypothesis 3 was confirmed partially 
while also in case of instrumental values, regardless of their age and place of resi-
dence high school students prefer the same instrumental values, only their order 
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is different�� The core of the most and the least preferred instrumental values is 
comparable for both younger and older adolescents as well as for adolescents from 
towns and villages��

Despite the fact that our research findings are only of illustrative character and 
they require further analysis we consider them important and beneficial in terms 
of pedagogical activities�� In their educational activities, teachers need to work with 
students’ value system, to discuss values with them and direct them appropri-
ately��
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Harald Nilsen1 in a Conversation with the Writer, Pedagogue, and Thinker Inge 
Eidsvåg 

The Student, the Teacher and the School: 
Challenges in the 21st Century

Abstract

The book underlines the teacher’s undisputable role, and in particular the 
underlying cognitive force in the human capacity to seek, to see and to understand�� 
Further the book focuses on the intersubjective classroom, i��e�� teacher and students 
working in a common frame of cognition�� The main challenge for school in the 
coming centuries should not be teaching about peace, but caring for peace�� Further, 
enlightenment for life should be the school subject in front, and school should meet 
the individual pupil as a unique and irreplaceable individual, a school where care 
more than career becomes a prerequisite for learning��

Background

There will be a new edition of the writer, pedagogue and thinker Inge Eidsvåg’s 
work in Polish�� This new book is a revised version of the three earlier books LÆR-
EREN. Betraktninger om kjærlighetens gjerninger (2000) (The teacher. Reflections 
about the good deeds), Mennesket først (2004) (Human beeing first), and Den gode 
lærer i liv og diktning (2005) (The Successful Teacher in Actual Life and in Fiction). 
The revised book is published in Serbian/Croatian in July 2007, with the title Dijete, 
nastavnik i skola. Ideje za inspiraciju i za djelovanje (editors are Harald Nilsen and 

1  Harald Nilsen is a pedagogue and literature and language researcher at the Department 
of Language and Literature at Nesna University College, Norway��

Herald Nilsen
Norway
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Enver Djuliman), published by the Helsinki Committee�� In a conversation, Eidsvåg 
outlines the message of his new book��

The role of the teacher

Eidsvåg states that his views about school are based in his general view of life�� 
He presents his view of life in his two books JA TIL MENNESKET (1985) (Yes to 
the Human Being) and De gode gjerninger redder verden (2005) (The Good Deeds 
Save the World, 2005)�� During our conversation it becomes clear that the underly-
ing force of his writing is a belief in the human being, that there is a point and that 
there is hope�� Another underlying force is his belief in the human capacity to think 
as well as the drive to ask questions, to seek explanations, and to understand�� 
Eidsvåg links his view of humanity and life to a humanistic ideal of science�� During 
most of his professional career Eidsvåg has worked for and left his mark on the 
Norwegian Humanistic Academy (Nansen Academy)�� The basic values of this 
institution are respect for humanity, reflection and dialogue, belief in truth, and 
protection of democratic ideals�� 

The “good” teacher – does he/she exist?

Eidsvåg directs the conversation towards pedagogical research and points out 
that the first question people were interested in was to ask what a good teacher is 
and how one can educate a good teacher�� The question arose whether there were 
basic personal qualities that made a teacher good, such as intelligence, emotional 
stability, and conscience�� However, research has shown that it is impossible to 
predict young people’s future competence as teachers by using personality tests�� 
Eidsvåg adds that he has learned much from the book Den autentiske lærer (The 
Authentic Teacher, 2004) written by the Danish professor Per Laursen�� Laursen 
claims that one can become a good teacher independent of one’s personality and 
that personal qualities in teaching count, not the qualities of a person�� Good teach-
ing is friendly, systematic, and engaged�� Good teachers want to reach something 
with their teaching and convey something that is worth learning�� Eidsvåg adds that 
a teacher has to have knowledge and that his best teachers were very knowledge-
able and loved their subjects�� Today there is much talk about access to technology-
based information for teachers, schools, and pupils, but, according to Eidsvåg, 
information is not necessarily the same as knowledge�� Information must be real-
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ized, processed, and systematized before it becomes knowledge and insight�� While 
computers and books provide information, it is the teachers who, together with 
their pupils, create insight�� During the conversation Eidsvåg uses the terms under-
standing, knowledge and wisdom as synonyms�� One of the most important tasks 
of the teacher is to awaken the pleasure of understanding, because it will trigger 
the pleasure of learning�� Perhaps teachers should return to the insight that Augus-
tine expressed 1600 years ago: “Nothing is understood that is not loved first”�� 
Philosophy, the love of knowledge and the love of wisdom, is possibly the greatest 
deficit of our contemporary schools, according to Eidsvåg

The teacher and intersubjective space

In his books Eidsvåg writes about how teachers meet their pupils with proxim-
ity and attention�� Teachers may use all the technical aids available, but it is never-
theless only the teacher as a human being who means something�� Without human 
proximity all tools will remain cold�� It is the connection from heart to heart that 
creates the drive to learn�� 

Eidsvåg continues to talk about encounters between human beings and connects 
the concept of proximity with the concept of seeing�� Pupils, all pupils, wish to be 
seen by significant others�� In school the teacher is the most significant other�� Many 
experiences show that it is important for pupils to be seen, and how damaging it 
is to be overlooked�� Being seen is synonymous with feeling important�� In all his 
books Eidsvåg points out that his main pedagogical principle is that pupils are at 
the centre of attention�� Furthermore, the concept of love is central in his texts�� 
Proximity, the “connection from heart to heart”, facilitates many forms of love�� 
Eidsvåg remembers the band – “The Mills Brothers”, that sang in the 1950s: “You’re 
nobody till somebody loves you”�� In their first meeting with the teacher pupils ask 
themselves: “Do you like me?” Eidsvåg enthusiastically sums up that teachers 
should both see their pupils and love them�� Love makes us see our pupils when 
they are most beautiful�� Eidsvåg points out that he has seen pupils going through 
different stadia and crises�� He has seen children who wished to be loved, but whom 
nobody showed any love, who then wanted to be admired without anyone admir-
ing them, and finally they wanted to be feared, without any success; in the end they 
were rejected and despised�� Eidsvåg quotes what he has written in one of his books: 
“A good teacher does not forget his pupils�� When she sends them home after the 
school day, they will continue to be her belief, hope, and love�� A good teacher 
contributes to the increase of the sum of love in the world”�� 
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About having expectations

Eidsvåg thinks that it is likely that knowledgeable teachers will have expectations 
and make high demands on their pupils; this is a signal that these teachers take their 
pupils seriously�� Demands can be very motivating for pupils�� Having expectations 
and making demands means that pupils are meaningful, which provides them with 
self-esteem�� However, Eidsvåg warns that a teacher must be sensible and differenti-
ate between realistic and unrealistic expectations�� Here the teacher has the role of 
a balance artist�� Eidsvåg refers to the American psychologist – Gardner, who explains 
differences with a model that distinguishes between seven forms of intelligence: 
some pupils are good at languages, some at creating form, others are good at music, 
etc�� We have to adapt the school to the differences between children rather than 
adapt the differences to the school�� Eidsvåg agrees with Gardner’s point that the 
school focuses too much on verbal and logical thinking, and that these abilities are 
seen as the most valuable ones in school�� However, knowledge, demands, and 
expectations must be seen in a holistic framework�� There is a danger, according to 
Eidsvåg, that expectations can lead to demands and finally to accusations�� Therefore 
demands must be framed in good human relations, such as that we are tough 
towards the pupils and ourselves but forgive when we do not succeed�� 

Eidsvåg expresses the love of the teacher for his/her pupils in chapter VI of his 
new book, Kjærlighetens gjerninger (The Deeds of Love): “The love of the teacher 
for his pupils must be unconditional�� We cannot say: ‘I will like you if you do your 
homework, are a bit more polite, or do not come late to class’�� Conditional love is 
no love at all since we lose the focus on the child that we should see�� We see what 
the child lacks, not what it has”�� 

The global classroom

Even though Eidsvåg regards himself to be a future-oriented optimist, he feels 
he has to criticize the distance between life and theory�� Article 1 of the Declaration 
of Human Rights (1948) states that “all human beings are born free and equal in 
dignity and rights”�� Eidsvåg reminds us that although the thoughts about human 
rights were revolutionary, the distance between the hard reality and the pretty 
words was enormous�� It is a paradox that the Declaration of Human Rights is 
a product of the bloodiest century of our history�� At the height of their economic 
and technological development, in the 20th century human beings killed more of 
its kind than in all preceding centuries combined�� According to Eidsvåg the 20th 
century is a paradoxical century�� Material wellbeing increased enormously, but 
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hunger was not eradicated�� The income gap between rich and poor countries 
increased�� It is curious that Bill Gates earned about 1500 dollars per second in 1999, 
whereas ¼ of the world’s population had to rely on 1 dollar a day�� 

The Internet, the fastest-growing communication tool ever, is the spearhead of 
globalization�� Today the Internet has between 1 and 2 billion users, but 90% of its 
users live in industrialized countries�� The school not only can take up these ine-
qualities, it must do so, Eidsvåg emphatically states and adds that in his books he 
demands that the school of the new century must participate in answering the 
question of what is our common good and how we can live with differences�� We 
and the world have made choices that have caused environmental and social dif-
ferences that endanger the planet, and we have not been willing to take the conse-
quences�� In this field the school must both prepare for action and show alternatives 
for action�� The school’s horizon cannot be limited to the city, the community, the 
nation, but must encompass the entire planet�� From the first grade our pupils must 
be educated towards their role as responsible citizens of the world, as we keep 
living closer on a smaller and smaller planet�� To paraphrase Piet Heine, this is 
a question about co-existence or no existence�� 

Eidsvåg returns to the question of the common good�� One of the answers is 
peace! Peace teaching in the 21st century must not limit itself to teaching about 
peace but for peace�� We learn peaceful conflict solution through practising it in 
our everyday life�� Solidarity is an attitude that has to be practised�� Democracy is 
learned in a democratic environment�� In the Serbian/Croatian book there is 
a chapter called “The permanent dialogue,” where Eidsvåg outlines possible solu-
tions for the challenges our school and world now face�� 

Children in the 21st century

Children who grow up today belong to the first global generation�� During their 
holidays they travel more and longer than ever before�� They chat with friends who 
enjoy summer while we are in winter�� On TV and on the Internet they hear about 
the news from the entire world�� In the classroom there are several nationalities�� 
Today the protective cover of childhood is perforated, the filters are gone�� Through 
the mass media children are presented with an adult world, right into their home 
and their own room�� Parents’ authority over children is reduced, and power is 
delegated to experts, the market, as well as to advertising, and parents are unsure 
about their role as educators�� At the same time children have a stronger legal status 
through the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child�� 

Childhood and youth now provide more options to try out one’s identity, to ask 
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who I am and who I want to be�� There are so many things one can be, so many 
lifestyles to choose from�� Everything can change, life is malleable and plastic�� Such 
non-static societies present a difficult choice for young people: Did I choose right? 
Should I have chosen something else? Who do I want to be? In today’s society there 
are two main aspects that mark the life of children and young adults, education 
and consumption�� Eidsvåg stresses that our education society provides possibilities 
that earlier generations did not have�� However, education society with its many 
possibilities is also a merciless society for those who do not succeed�� One had the 
chance but did not manage to live up to the demands and expectations of society 
and family�� What now? What about human value and what to do with one’s self-
image?

In our consumer society there is a market where children and young adults are 
treated as experienced consumers�� They know what they want, where they get it, 
what it costs, and which brands and fashions count�� In this market money provides 
power�� Again we ask: what now? More than 200 years ago the British moral phi-
losopher, Adam Smith, asked whether the market possessed moral�� He understood 
that a one-sided focus on profit would corrupt the human being�� What will happen 
to our moral education in this culture where market forces expand and where civil 
society is weakened? Will self-centeredness and selfish interests lead to a situation 
where we lose our common social values? Will private well-being make us insen-
sible towards the needs of others? The famous Danish child psychiatrist, G�� Zlotnik, 
issues a serious warning�� Our modern lifestyle is dangerous for children, he claims�� 
Children are bombarded by the modern media�� The most serious problem is the 
lack of time that children and their parents spend together, claims the psychiatrist�� 
Eidsvåg agrees with Zlotnik and states that children do not demand quality time, 
they demand good time and much time – they demand the right to be children�� 
There is an uncomfortable question to be asked, according to Eidsvåg: Is it the 
children who pay the price for increased productivity and material well-being and 
who are left with spiritual poverty?

A school for the 21st century?

Eidsvåg says that he has learned a lot from the Swedish author – Ellen Key, who 
more than one hundred years ago published the book The Century of the Child, 
where she stresses the importance of the teacher�� The role of the teacher has already 
been mentioned, what remains to be discussed is the concept of school�� Eidsvåg 
points out that the basic meaning of the Greek word “schole” is “free time��” It means 
to be engaged with intellectual activities in one’s leisure time�� One dealt with the 
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big questions about the world, how society should be, or what the meaning of life 
was�� Eidsvåg is inspired by the Danish theologian and philosophe��r K�� Løgstrup, 
when he talks about school as enlightenment for life�� Enlightenment for life means 
to provide young people in school with keys to understanding the social, environ-
mental, and economic aspects of their existence, what it means to live in a society 
with others and who one is�� One may argue that enlightenment for life is too dif-
ficult to learn, and that school should teach something more concrete�� Eidsvåg 
fundamentally disagrees here and claims that school is the best institution to 
practise wondering about questions without a final solution such as: what is good-
ness, what is progress, who is our fellow, what about war and peace, how to act 
right, what is the meaning of life? School cannot limit itself to demanding quick 
answers and solutions that can be controlled and measured�� 

The time for the conversation is over, but Eidsvåg wants to talk more about the 
term enlightenment for life�� He hopes that two ideals will be present in the school 
of the 21st century�� One is the ideal of a common primary school for all children 
independent of social, religious, or ethnic background, where all have the same 
chance to develop their abilities, talents, and interests�� The other ideal is a school 
that meets the individual pupil as a unique and irreplaceable individual, a school 
where care becomes a prerequisite for learning�� Certainly, school will and should 
represent the life forms and cultures of a society; Eidsvåg asks, however, whether 
it is possible for school to represent a type of counter-culture, balancing negative 
tendencies and forces�� In this “here and now”-age, school should create a space for 
historical consciousness and visions for the future�� In an ego-oriented society 
school should preserve the community, a community that is sufficiently open to 
live with differences�� 

Eidsvåg talks about the architecture of morality, community, responsibility, and 
freedom and explains that the first things he asks when he visits a school are: 
Which pedagogical views are represented in its architecture? What do stairs, 
windows, classrooms, outside areas tell about the life of pupils and teachers? Some 
schools resemble prisons or barracks�� Too many schools lack character and soul�� 
Outside areas are cramped, hallways are narrow, and there is no space for a child 
to find peace, no quiet room for a close conversation�� Eidsvåg points out that we 
create physical working conditions for pupils and teachers that otherwise would 
not be accepted�� In a comparison with banks, insurance companies, or supermar-
kets, school buildings often lose�� Eidsvåg here thinks about the English poet 
J�� Keats who states in his poem “Ode to a Greek Urn”: “Beauty is truth, truth is 
beauty – that is all Ye know on earth, and all Ye need to know”�� We have to ask 
ourselves why there are so many schools that look like schools, why we have to 
have these endless hallways, the sterile classrooms, the asphalt-covered outside 
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areas�� Where are the inventiveness of the architect and the engagement of teach-
ers and parents? 

Eidsvåg jokingly remarks that he is not an architect but a visionary�� We should 
imagine creating a school in this new century that does not look like a school but 
like a village�� Square classrooms are replaced by common areas, living rooms, 
workshops, kitchens, rooms for conversation�� Furthermore, the local environment 
is part of school, and school is part of the local environment�� The timetable should 
be replaced by work projects, and classes that are separated into different age 
groups should be replaced by ones where the age groups are mixed�� When pupils 
are organized in age-separated groups, we lose the possibilities that model learning 
offers, where the young learn from the older ones�� We should imagine a school 
where the concept of learning is so broad that the whole local community is 
included and where a variety of learning styles is applied�� We should imagine 
a school where learning is part of life and where life is the main subject�� Eidsvåg 
ends the conversation with an echo from Seneca (who died in 65 A��D��): “Non 
scholae, sed vitae discimus” – we do not learn for school but for life��
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Professor Ondrej Baláž Contribution’s 
to Slovak Social Pedagogy

Abstract

The paper analyses the contribution of Professor Ondrej Baláž, honorary editor 
of The New Educational Review, to the establishment and development of social 
pedagogy in Slovakia�� In comparison with European (Polish) social pedagogy, 
Slovak social pedagogy started developing much later, in the 1970s�� Its establish-
ment and development was strongly influenced by Professor Ondrej Baláž who 
started developing social pedagogy under the influence of the thought of 
R�� Wroczyński and German social pedagogy��

Key words: social pedagogy, Professor Ondrej Baláž, social environment, education

Professor Ondrej Baláž, who is an honorary editor of The New Educational 
Review for the Slovak Republic, turned 85 on May 6th, 2007�� On this special occa-
sion it is inevitable to remind us of his importance for the establishment and 
development of social pedagogy in Slovakia��

While in Germany and other Western European countries social pedagogy 
experienced intensive development at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 
20th centuries, in the post-socialist countries – with the exception of Poland – its 
development stagnated��

Social pedagogy in Slovakia developed in the perspective of foreign experiences 
and knowledge�� We can list the works of J�� Čečetka, A�� Jurovský, G�� Pavlovič and 
others as initial early works in the field; they all related social and pedagogical 
thought to social and psychological aspects��

The foundation of Slovak social pedagogy was laid by Professor Ondrej Baláž, 
who has developed social pedagogy intensively since the 1970s in the Institute of 
Experimental Pedagogy of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Bratislava at the 

Jolana Hroncová
Slovak Republic
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department of social pedagogy, which he headed as the assistant of the director 
and later as director of the Institute�� In her book Sociálna pedagogika ako životná 
pomoc (Social Pedagogy as Life Help), Z. Bakošová points to the fact that in the 
times of the totalitarian regime Professor Baláž significantly developed social 
pedagogy and he mainly studied the social interdependence of education�� In 1978 
he defined social pedagogy as an “interaction between environment and education” 
and he creatively used and applied methods of sociology of education, youth and 
other sociological disciplines�� Z�� Bakošová also states that Professor Baláž contrib-
uted to the renaissance of social pedagogy in Slovakia in the 1990s and as professor 
emeritus up to even today he has dealt with social pedagogy, attended scientific 
conferences, he is a member of the Section of Social Pedagogy of the Slovak Peda-
gogical Society at the Slovak Academy of Sciences�� According to Bakošová, Profes-
sor Baláž mainly supports the middle and the youngest generations in developing 
new problems of theory and praxis of social pedagogy (2006, pp�� 14–15)�� In his 
book Člověk, prostředí, výchova (Man, Environment, Education), Blahoslav Kraus 
also points to Professor Baláž’s contribution to the establishment of Slovak social 
pedagogy�� He states that since 1960, except for the book by R�� Wroczyński, the term 
social pedagogy has only appeared in the books of two authors – M�� Přadka in the 
Czech Republic and O�� Baláž in Slovakia (Kraus, B��, Poláčková, V�� et al��, 2001, p�� 10)�� 
The work of Professor Baláž from the perspective of social pedagogy was also 
evaluated by J�� Hroncová, J�� Staňová et al�� in their book Život a dielo prof. Ondreja 
Baláža (Life and Work of Professor Ondrej Baláž) (2007)�� 

According to O�� Baláž, all efforts to develop social pedagogy intensively in 
a socialist society hit many obstacles�� In his paper “Social pedagogy – problems 
and perspectives”, Baláž states: “Official ideological structures argued that the whole 
pedagogy is a social science and thus delineating one discipline for studying the 
relation of education and society is redundant�� The opponents of social pedagogy 
in Slovakia wanted to protect the monopoly of the theory of education, especially 
its overly ideologized orientation to preferring subjective worldview and political 
education“ (Baláž, O�� 1991, p�� 608)��

Several bordering disciplines have been created between sociology and peda-
gogy, e��g social pedagogy, sociological pedagogy, pedagogical sociology and 
sociology of education�� All the disciplines shared the same subject: man in the 
process of education in a broader social context�� According to Professor Baláž these 
disciplines are not contradictory, they are complementary�� He states: “I personally 
profess social pedagogy that had been repressed for a long time in Slovakia because 
of various reasons” (Baláž, O�� 1996, p�� 495)�� As he further states, the innovation of 
Slovak social pedagogy was stimulated in the 1960s by the work of Polish author 
R�� Wroczyński, Social Pedagogy. In the preface to this book Ľ�� Bakoš writes: “In our 
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professional pedagogical literature there are very few works from the field of social 
pedagogy which the author defines as science about the interdependence of edu-
cational processes and about the problems of out-of-school education�� Our peda-
gogical science mainly focuses on the issues of school education�� Even though the 
importance of environment for the development of children and particularly for 
school education is often declared, contemporary abundance and the complexity 
of the influences of the environment from the perspective of education is not suf-
ficiently treated�� Very few pedagogical workers focus on social pedagogy which is 
so important nowadays” (In: Wroczyński, R��, 1968, p�� 7)�� In relation to this Profes-
sor Baláž states the work of R�� Wroczyński as well as words of Ľ�� Bakoš in the 
preface to the book “were challenge, encouragement and stimuli for me to intensify 
my scientific and research activities in the field of social pedagogy�� They contributed 
to overcoming the ignorance of this bordering discipline in Slovakia�� I totally 
agreed with Wroczyński who understood the importance of social pedagogy not 
only in studying education in a broader social context but also emphasized its 
prophylactic and compensational aspects�� Today, more than thirty years later, it is 
still valid that it is crucial for a young person that education would foresee poten-
tial threat and that it would develop activities that will positively overcome negative 
influences�� Compensation of gaps, unfulfilled needs and negative aspects is inevi-
table in school as well as in family and free time�� The importance of social pedagogy 
thus increases nowadays” (Baláž, O��, 1996, p�� 496)��

In relation to his orientation on social pedagogy, Professor Baláž wrote: In my 
science and research activities in the field of social pedagogy I drew on the literary 
sources of Slovak, Czech, German and Polish authors as well as on personal meet-
ings and opinion exchanges on the issues of the subject, tasks, methods, and theo-
retical and practical contribution of social pedagogy as relatively autonomous 
bordering pedagogical discipline with Čečetka, Gall, and Bakoš�� Thus, I gradually 
came to a broader definition of social pedagogy and overcame its narrow norma-
tive understanding�� I realized that confrontational approaches to relevant socio-
logical disciplines are detrimental to sociology as well as for pedagogy, they limit 
the theoretical contribution and they set application in praxis�� I tried to establish 
a closer cooperation with the representatives of pedagogical disciplines that are 
connected with social pedagogy�� Thus, my opinions on the subject, tasks, theo-
retical and practical impact of social pedagogy focusing on the conditions and 
needs in Slovakia were formed“ (Baláž, O��, 1996, p�� 496)�� In his paper “Social 
Pedagogy – Problem and Perspectives” published in Pedagogická revue (Peda-
gogical Review) in 1991 he defines the subject of social pedagogy as follows: “Social 
pedagogy is a pedagogical discipline that solves relations of education and society 
(social environment) based on exact knowledge; it participates in defining the aims 
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of education, it studies educational aspects of socializing processes and contributes 
to the making and developing of personality within the educational process in 
family, school, in free time as well as in the interest and work activities�� It can 
particularly contribute to educational mastering of crucial life situations (such as 
shift to school, cooperation of school and family, process of choosing a job, integra-
tion into work – identification and adaptation processes, active participation in 
the life of the society)�� Other problems included in the framework of social peda-
gogy are social and pedagogical aspects of preparation and activity of the teacher” 
(Baláž, O�� 1991, p�� 610)��

According to Professor O�� Baláž, “social pedagogy is a bordering discipline 
between pedagogy and sociology that primarily studies, theoretically develops and 
applies in praxis the information about the social interdependence of education�� 
The focus of social and pedagogical analyses concerns mutual relationships between 
the education and social environments�� This means that social pedagogy also 
studies institutional aspects of school, family, free time activities as well as the 
preventive, compensational and charitable potential of education�� Pedagogical 
aspects of socialization must include not only the institutions mentioned above; 
they must also include the process of preparation for future occupation, its choice 
and adaptation to a new work place�� In this way relations between social pedagogy 
and a wide area usually referred to as “social work” are established�� The integration 
and interdisciplinary character of social pedagogy is to some extent hindered by 
the exact delineating of its subject, tasks, content and methods, however, on the 
other hand, it provides space for scientific research and application of its results in 
educational praxis (Baláž, O��, 1996, p�� 496)��

Professor Baláž started dealing with the issue of social pedagogy in the 1970s by 
means of publications in magazines as well as book publications�� His early social 
and pedagogical books are: Úvod do sociálnej pedagogiky (Introduction to Social 
Pedagogy) (1973), Učiteľ a spoločnosť (Teacher and Society) (1973), anthology 
Rozvoj spoločnosti a výchova (Development of Society and Education) (1977)�� 
Probably the most significant is his work Sociáne aspekty výchovy (Social Aspects 
of Education) (1981), in which he deals with the subject of social pedagogy and its 
place in the system of pedagogical sciences�� This work can be considered his crucial 
work in the field of social pedagogy�� On the occasion of his 60th birthday, the 
Institute of Experimental Pedagogy of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Bratis-
lava published an anthology (edited by E�� Kratochv��lová) under the title “Spoločnos�, 
výchova, práca” (Society, Education, Work) (1982)�� The anthology pays great atten-
tion to social pedagogy in the chapter called “Sociálna pedagogika v systéme 
pedagogických vied” (Social Pedagogy in the System of Pedagogical Sciences)�� 
Professor Baláž emphasizes here that social pedagogy is an immanent part of 
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pedagogy�� He also points to the developmental aspects of social and pedagogical 
thinking; he deals with new information about the development of social pedagogy 
and outlines the system of social pedagogy from the perspective of its subject and 
content�� This paper was published in the magazine Pedagogika (Pedagogy), No�� 5, 
1978�� We can consider this paper the first contribution to the constitution of social 
pedagogy as bordering pedagogical science in Czechoslovakia and to its inclusion 
into the system of pedagogical sciences��

Other social and pedagogical books written by Professor Baláž are listed in the 
bibliography of his publication activities in the book Život a dielo prof. Ondreja 
Baláža (Life and Work of Professor Ondrej Baláž) (2007) by J�� Hroncová, J�� Staňová 
et al�� While we analyzed them in a different paper we are not going to deal with 
them in this work��

Professor Baláž’s most important works dealing with social pedagogy published 
in magazines were the following papers: “Sociálna pedagogika v systéme pedagog-
ických vied” (Social Pedagogy in the System of Pedagogical Sciences) (Pedagogika, 
1978, No�� 5), “Sociálna pedagogika – problémy a perspekt��vy” (Social Pedagogy 
– Problems and Perspectives) (Pedagogická revue, 1991, No�� 8) and “K problémom 
sociálnej pedagogiky” (Selected Problems of Social Pedagogy) (Pedagogická revue, 
1996, No�� 9 and 10)��

Equally important for the development of Slovak social pedagogy are Professor 
Baláž’s presentations at scientific conferences devoted to social pedagogy where he 
held key speeches�� Particularly important was his speech “Selected Problems of 
Social Pedagogy” that he presented at a scientific conference under the title “Social 
Pedagogy and its Place in the System of Sciences”, which took place at the Peda-
gogical Faculty of Comenius University in Bratislava on September 19th, 1996 on 
the occasion of the 50th anniversary of its establishment�� The speech was published 
in Pedagogická revue, 1996, No�� 9–10�� The paper dealt with the development 
tendencies and present state of social pedagogy in Slovakia and with the under-
standing of this discipline��

At the same conference Professor Z�� Obdržálek presented his paper “Pr��nos prof�� 
Dr�� O�� Baláža, DrSc, k rozvoju pedagogiky, najmä sociálnej pedagogiky” (Contribu-
tion of Professor O�� Baláž to the Development of Pedagogy, Particularly Social 
Pedagogy)��

Professor Baláž also spoke at an international scientific conference under the 
title “Súčasný stav sociálnej pedagogiky na Slovensku” (Present State of Social 
Pedagogy in Slovakia), which took place at the Philosophical Faculty of Comenius 
University in Bratislava organized as the initiative of Z�� Bakošová on February 2nd 
and 3rd, 1999�� The title of the key paper presented at the conference was “Možnosti 
a potreba interdisciplinárnej účinnosti sociálnej pedagogiky” (Possibilities and the 
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Need of Interdisciplinary Effect for Social Pedagogy)�� It emphasizes the importance 
of systematic coordination and cooperation between workplaces that develop social 
pedagogy at Slovak universities��

Professor Ondrej Baláž has made an extraordinary contribution to the field of 
Slovak social pedagogy and has several followers that continue developing his social 
and pedagogical though�� According to Professor Baláž, his most important follow-
ers in the field of social pedagogy are Alberty, Bakošová, Brezák, Gabura, Gogová, 
Hroncová, Kollárik, Kövérová, Kratochv��lová, Kročková, Kurincová, Macháček, 
Marušincová, Matulč��ková, Nezdobová-Tokárová, Okruhlicová, Ondrejkovič, 
Perhács, Potočárová, Špánik, Strieženec, Tvrdoň, Vlčková, Zelina, Zelinová�� 
Žbirková, and others who deal with the problems and relations between society and 
education which are the core of social pedagogy (Baláž, O��, 2000, pp�� 12–13)��

The list of scholars dealing with social pedagogy as named by Professor Baláž 
should be supplemented with other scholars active at Slovak universities�� These 
are A�� Hudecová, I�� Emmerová, P�� Jusko, M�� Maľová, L�� Kamarášová, C�� Határ and 
others��

I am honoured by the fact that as a former aspirant I had the chance of working 
with Professor Baláž who was demanding of himself as well as of others and was 
very respectful to his aspirants and all the people he led��

Dear Professor, thank you for everything you have passed on to us as a person, 
pedagogue, social pedagogue, and managing worker, which we can still draw on�� 
On behalf of the Department of Pedagogy at the Pedagogical Faculty of Matej Bel 
University we wish you all the best in the years to come, especially good health, 
happiness and family well-being�� Please, remain inspiration for all of us who 
consider ourselves your followers��
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International Scientific Conference 
at the Pedagogical Faculty of Matej Bel University

The International Scientific Conference under the auspices of dean of the Peda-
gogical faculty prof�� PaedDr�� Pavol Odaloš, CSc�� and sub-dean for science and 
exploration doc�� PhDr�� Soňa Kariková, PhD took place on 23rd and 24th May 2007 
at the Pedagogical faculty of Matej Bel University (UMB) in Banská Bystrica��

Administrators of the Scientific Conference were Pedagogical faculty UMB and 
“Educational Centre for Doctorate Students PF UMB“, which was based within 
a project financed by the European Social Foundation and the Ministry of Educa-
tion of the Slovak Republic��

The Conference started one of the activities named “School of 21st century“, that 
represents series of conferences and undertakings, which is going to be realized by 
“Educational Centre for Doctorate Students PF UMB“ from time to time during 
the existence and realization of the project�� The primary purpose of the Conference 
was presentation and exchange of experiences between doctorates and young 
scientific workers from home and foreign pedagogical faculties out of the sphere 
of innovation trends in educational theory and practice in continuity of increases 
in their specialist education�� It formed a possibility for the development of coop-
eration between doctorates and young scientific workers from the ranks of lectur-
ers from Slovakia and abroad��

The Conference was opened by an address by prof�� PaedDr�� Pavol Odaloš, CSc��, 
dean of Pedagogical faculty�� It had more than fifty participants from pedagogical 
faculties from Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland�� There were three key 
contributions to the Conference�� First one was presented by the vice-chancellor 
of Matrej Bel University prof�� PhDr�� Beata Kosová, CSc��, who mentioned concep-
tual starting-points of innovation trends in educational theory and practice�� 
Doc�� PhDr�� Bronislava Kasáčová, CSc�� focused in her contribution to the educa-
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tional innovations and transformations of the teacher’s competences�� Plenary 
contributions were finished by doc�� PhDr�� Soňa Kariková, PhD��, who reported 
about psychological aspects of experienced learning and also wished all the par-
ticipants a lot of inspiration and good time at the coference��

The poster section was also interesting, where nine participants presented 
themes from innovation trends in education in a different way�� The interest in the 
poster section wasnot manifested only by participants of the conference, but also 
teachers and students of the Pedagogical faculty who were there during the confer-
ence days�� 

The Conference was divided into three sections A, B, and C, which where led by 
the guarantees doc�� PhDr�� Marta Valihorová, CSc��, doc�� PhDr�� Bronislava Kasáčová, 
CSc��, PaedDr�� Milena Lipnická, PhD��, doc�� PhDr�� Soňa Kariková, PhD��, and doc�� 
PhDr�� Ján Brindza, CSc�� The participants could choose from a variety of presentation 
themes, with regard to the issues they were interested  in��

The International Scientific Conference ended with challenge to the next devel-
opment of cooperation and mutual exchange of scientific experiences��

“Educational Centre For Doctorate Students” is planning a next two day inter-
national conference at the Pedagogical faculty UMB in November 2007�� The pri-
mary purpose of the conference named “The educational implementation at a 
school of 21st century” is to reflect traditional and alternative educational imple-
mentation in pre-school, school and out-of-school institutions and in the practice 
of social workers��

The conference is going to be divided into four sections:
•  The student´s aesthetic development and educational appliances��
•  The educational appliances in natural science and technical subjects��
•  The expansion of student´s personal, social and language competences with 

an establishment on used educational appliances��
•  An influence of educational appliances for the development of psychomotor 

skills��
You can find more information on web address: www��pdf��umb��sk

 Educational Centre for Doctorate Students 
 PF UMB
 PaedDr�� Zlatica Huľová
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